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Prime Minister’s foreword
A fair society is built on a shared understanding of what each of
us can expect from the other, which is why we have put not just
rights but the responsibilities that match them at the heart of
our welfare reforms.
Since we published our Green Paper earlier this year the global
economic climate has undergone considerable change, with
the employment market getting tougher and many people
understandably worried about their futures and their jobs.
In today’s turbulent times, it is more important than ever for the government to
provide real help for those who need it, when they need it – whether they are
facing redundancy or need support and advice to help them get back into work.
But in return, it is right to expect people to play their part by taking up the support
that is offered to them and doing their best to get themselves ready for work.
Too many of our communities still bear the scars of previous downturns, never
having recovered from the scandal of millions pushed into a beneﬁts system that
too often trapped its recipients rather than supporting them back into work.
As a Government we will learn the lessons of these past mistakes, doing
everything we can during these difﬁcult times to help people through the
downturn fairly and to put them and their families in the best possible position to
beneﬁt from the economic recovery.
This White Paper marks the next stage in our welfare reforms – moving towards
a system that offers more support but that expects more in return. I believe this is
the right approach – helping people to develop their skills, make the most of their
talents and build a better life for themselves, their families and their communities.
And it is also the right approach for Britain – the key to becoming a fairer, more
prosperous and more aspirational nation.
Bold, imaginative and tailored to people’s personal needs, these changes will
deliver fairness for taxpayers and beneﬁt claimants alike – and in the face of
challenging economic circumstances they will bring the advantages of work to
more people than ever before.

Gordon Brown
The Prime Minister
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Ministerial foreword
This White Paper aims to improve the lives of hundreds of
thousands of people. Keeping people engaged with the labour
market will help them to take advantage of employment
opportunities, make them better off and enable them to
contribute to their community through employment. Our goals
of ending child poverty and achieving equality for disabled
people would be within reach.
That is the point of welfare reform: transforming lives and
healing the scars left by previous recessions.
But it also helps people through today’s economic downturn.
Welfare reform is about making sure people take up the support that we know
works. It is never about punishing people if they do not ﬁnd work, despite their
best efforts. In previous recessions, governments made the mistake of shufﬂing
people on to inactive beneﬁts, and then trapping them there.
As a consequence, when we came to power, the number of people on incapacity
beneﬁts had tripled and Britain had nearly a million lone parents out of work.
Some people say we should slow down welfare reform because we are entering a
recession. The Government believes that we should do the opposite – we should
increase the pace, because that means offering more support to people and
matching it with the expectation that they should not fall out of touch with the
world of work.
That is how we avoid the mistakes of the past. We help as many people as possible
to ﬁnd work now, and prepare everyone else to ﬁnd work in the upturn, so that
today’s job losses do not become tomorrow’s scars on our communities.
We inherited a welfare state that offered neither enough support nor asked
enough of beneﬁt recipients. Only around 30 per cent of recipients of key
working-age beneﬁts had to do anything in return for their beneﬁts and the
Government did little to make work pay.
This government set about putting that right in three phases of welfare reform.
First, we deepened the obligation to work, by introducing the New Deal
and creating Jobcentre Plus out of the merger of the Beneﬁts Agency and the
Employment Service. These reforms meant that people signed up for work when
they signed on for beneﬁts – and introduced the principle that there was no ‘ﬁfth
option’ to avoid preparing for work within the New Deal. We matched those
obligations with higher support, including by making work pay through the
National Minimum Wage and the Working Tax Credit.
Second, we widened the obligation to work. We piloted the New Deal for
Disabled People and Pathways to Work, the ﬁrst employment programmes to help
people on incapacity beneﬁts get to a stage where they can ﬁnd work. The New
Deal for Lone Parents was introduced on a voluntary basis. That support worked,
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but we wanted more people to beneﬁt. So we are now replacing incapacity
beneﬁts with the Employment and Support Allowance, and from April this year all
new claimants have been required to go through Pathways to Work, apart from
those with the most severe conditions. From this November, we are requiring lone
parents to look for work from when their youngest child reaches 12 years old,
moving down to seven years old from 2010.
This White Paper implements the third phase of this reform programme. It is based
on a simple idea: that no one should be left behind, that virtually everyone
should be required to take up the support that we know helps people to overcome
barriers to work. It draws on international experience, particular from Scandinavia
and the Netherlands, where they have welfare systems that have generous
support, but also high expectations that people who can ﬁnd work will do so.
It is built on the recommendations of two independent reviews: the Freud Report
and Gregg Review. It conﬁrms that we will implement the Freud Report in full,
including piloting his ‘invest to save’ proposal, where private and voluntary
providers use future beneﬁt spending to fund more up front investment to get
more people back to work.
Professor Paul Gregg’s Review was published last week. This White Paper conﬁrms
our support for his vision of a welfare state where virtually everyone is either
looking for work or preparing for work – instead of just a third of beneﬁt claimants
having obligations. It sets out how we will legislate for that vision and pilot his
recommendations, as we have with previous reforms.
These reforms will be based on giving people more power over their lives. Our
Green Paper committed us to simplifying the beneﬁts system. This paper takes
important steps towards the goal of a simpler more effective system. Instead of
treating claimants according to the group they are in, we will personalise the
support they get to the barriers they face. They will be responsible for devising
their action plan to prepare for work, in partnership with their adviser. Disabled
people will be given a right to control the support that they get so they can decide
how it is spent, with trailblazers in selected areas giving them power to overcome
the discrimination from society which too many still face.
These reforms offer a vision of a fairer welfare system where truly no one is written
off, where nearly everyone is preparing or looking for work, where everyone is
treated as an individual and gets the support they need.
More importantly these reforms point the way to a fairer society where children
don’t grow up in poverty, where disabled people enjoy real equality, and everyone
is given real help to overcome the barriers to achieving their full potential.

James Purnell
Secretary of State for Work and Pensions
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Executive summary
1.

This White Paper sets out a vision and route map for a welfare state where
everyone is given the help they need to get back to work, matched by an
expectation that they take up that support. This builds on our earlier phases of
reform which ﬁrst deepened, then broadened, the support and responsibility to
work. This began with the creation of Jobcentre Plus and the New Deals, and
was most recently enhanced by the introduction of the Employment and Support
Allowance and the new lone parent obligations.

2.

Our Green Paper, No one written off: reforming welfare to reward responsibility,
proposed extending this approach so that no one was left behind, trapped
on beneﬁts. Now we want to set a clear course towards the welfare state of
the future. Our goal is a system where everyone has personalised support and
conditions to help them get back to work, underpinned by a simpler beneﬁts
system and genuine choice and control for disabled people. This is the basis for a
progressive welfare state capable of delivering higher employment and lower child
poverty in the years to come.

3.

Since the publication of our Green Paper, No one written off: reforming welfare to
reward responsibility, the economic climate has changed substantially. We know
that times are tough and that many families across the country are struggling
to make ends meet. Every redundancy is a personal tragedy and our immediate
priority is to provide all the help we can during this period of insecurity.

4.

Encouragingly, we are better placed now than in the past to do so because the
landscape of support for people to help them get back to work is transformed
compared to previous downturns. Over the last decade we have developed a
world-class, back-to-work service through Jobcentre Plus and our private and
voluntary providers. Over half of new Jobseeker’s Allowance claimants leave
beneﬁts within three months of claiming and around three-quarters within six
months. Even as the overall number on Jobseeker’s Allowance rises, it is important
to remember that over 220,000 people still move off the beneﬁt each month.

5.

Governments cannot always prevent people losing their job. But our commitment
is to do everything we can to help them ﬁnd the next one as quickly as
possible with help to improve skills where appropriate to help them progress in
employment. In return we ask them to make a clear commitment to their own
journey back to work. That is the basis of a fair deal in the welfare system.

6.

However, the downturn means more people looking for work, and many ﬁnding
it harder to get that next job. That is why the Pre-Budget Report allocated an extra
£1.3 billion to Jobcentre Plus and our private and voluntary providers over the next
two years so that we not only maintain, but increase, the support we offer.
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7.

Some people have argued that now is not the time to press ahead with welfare
reform. We believe the opposite is true. The current economic climate means
we must step up both the support we offer to people on beneﬁts and the
expectations of them to get themselves prepared for work. To do otherwise would
be to repeat the mistakes of the past, writing people off and encouraging the
long-term beneﬁt dependency that still scars too many of our communities.

8.

In a job market that is becoming more competitive, everyone needs to build their
capabilities and update their skills. When the downturn ends, as it will, and the
jobs market strengthens, we want people to be ready to take up the opportunities
that will arise. That means putting in place the reforms now to get the system into
shape for the future.

9.

In the light of our consultation, this White Paper, Raising expectations and
increasing support: reforming welfare for the future, sets out how we plan to take
our proposals forward, to increase the support we offer and the obligations we
expect in return.

A simpler beneﬁts system
10.

The current beneﬁts system provides a safety net for people in need, but its
complexity can act as a barrier to employment and undermine a smooth and
certain transition into work. Its complexity also makes it more difﬁcult for our staff
to deliver a service focused on employment. We want to transform this system into
one that is simpler, clearer and more empowering; concentrating people’s minds
on their future job rather than their current beneﬁt.

11.

In the Green Paper we consulted on the model of a single income-replacement
beneﬁt for people of working age. The Institute for Public Policy Research (IPPR),
David Freud and others have proposed models for a single beneﬁt for incomereplacement with “extra costs” met through other payments. Having such a single
beneﬁt would mean that there was no longer a need to move between beneﬁts
when circumstances change. It would also allow support and expectations to be
tailored to an individual’s situation, rather than being deﬁned by the beneﬁt they
are claiming. We will explore whether, over the longer-term, a single working-age
beneﬁt is the right approach.

12.

This would be a radical change, transforming expectations and experiences across
the system. It is clearly a very signiﬁcant reform and we will be undertaking further
work to get both the structure of such a beneﬁt and the journey towards it right.
The ﬁrst step on this journey will be the abolition of Income Support, so the system
becomes based on two main out of work beneﬁts. People currently claiming
Income Support will move to either the Employment and Support Allowance or
Jobseeker’s Allowance. The requirements within Jobseeker’s Allowance will be
modiﬁed to suit the broader range of people who will be claiming it. We will not
move carers from Income Support until we have a clear and detailed plan setting
out how we will make changes to carers’ beneﬁts.
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As part of our long-term vision for the beneﬁts system, we also intend to seek
views on changes to Housing Beneﬁt early in 2009. These will be based on
promoting work incentives, easing the transition into work and ensuring the
system is fair between families on beneﬁt and those in work. We have also recently
published a consultation on reform of the Social Fund. This aims to increase the
role of the voluntary sector in the provision of ﬁnancial advice, building on the
potential of Credit Unions to help people avoid debt, while focusing crisis loans on
those genuinely facing a crisis.

Devolving power to private, voluntary and public
providers
14.

This White Paper commits more money in support to get people back in to work.
To ensure that money is effective, we will continue to reform the way we deliver
our services. In his review, David Freud found that Jobcentre Plus was effective, and
that it made sense to have a single public organisation doing the process of initial
beneﬁt processing and job search.

15.

After that ﬁrst stage, we believe there is value in having different providers
competing for contracts. This contestability will raise standards. The contracts will
be based on payment by results, so as to give incentives to providers to focus on
getting people in to work. In the past, when using outside providers, governments
have focused on processes rather than outcomes, thereby restricting their ability
to innovate. Instead, our approach is based on a ‘black box’ method, where we
specify what is wanted, not how it should be done.

16.

The use of the private and voluntary sector is now business as usual for the
Department for Work and Pensions. It accounts for a third of our spending.
Voluntary providers deliver 40 per cent of our employment programmes.
The Pathways to Work programme now covers the whole country, delivered by
all three sectors. We are currently tendering for the Flexible New Deal, which
takes further this approach of paying providers by results. We have also set our
commitment to supporting individuals ﬁnd sustainable employment. Work Skills,
published this summer jointly with the Department for Innovation, Universities
and Skills, described how we are creating an infrastructure to enable skills and
employment services to better help people both ﬁnd and progress in work.

17.

This White Paper aims to go further. We want to improve the way we work
with our providers, help them reach more people, and ensure they are properly
connected to what is happening on the ground.
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18.

So, we are conﬁrming that we want to move to the ‘Invest to Save’ approach
recommended by David Freud, also known as AME-DEL. This involves private and
voluntary providers investing up front in getting more people back in to work,
and being paid out of the resulting beneﬁt savings. As David Freud recommended,
we will take forward pathﬁnders for this innovative approach in ﬁve areas. On the
basis of the lessons and learning from the initial pathﬁnders, we aim to expand
this approach.

19.

We also want to explore how we give providers incentives to help all their
clients, not just those who are closest to work. The requirement in the Flexible
New Deal for all clients to go through a four-week, full-time activity programme
is partly designed to be an incentive against such ‘parking’ of those who are
harder to help.

20.

But we also want to explore other methods, such as an accelerator payment which
rewards providers more per person, the more people they get into work. As clients
become harder to place, so the ﬁnancial reward for getting them in to work rises.

21.

This period of innovation will be further enhanced by the proposals we have
already announced for a ‘Right to Bid’, where we will turn the traditional tendering
process on its head by inviting organisations to approach us with suggestions
about how they can enhance our services.

22.

But we also know that getting people back in to work is not just about
employment programmes. It is about whatever is stopping that person from
ﬁnding work – whether it is a lack of basic skills, a mental health condition or an
issue about travelling to work.

23.

Other departments spend signiﬁcant sums helping people with these problems.
But, too often, this help is organised around bureaucratic convenience rather than
the individual’s needs, making it confusing for the client and less effective than it
could be. So, we want to connect up what we all do by:
s¬ DEVOLVING¬POWER¬TO¬THE¬LOCAL¬LEVEL ¬FROM¬MAKING¬SURE¬LOCAL¬PARTNERS¬PLAY¬AN¬
active role in our commissioning process, through to us handing over both
funding and accountability for outcomes to local areas who request it and
demonstrate their capacity to deliver;
s¬ GIVING¬GREATER¬mEXIBILITY¬TO¬*OBCENTRE¬0LUS¬0ERSONAL¬!DVISERS ¬TO¬TAILOR¬THE¬
support they offer to individual’s needs and circumstances;
s¬ INTEGRATING¬EMPLOYMENT¬AND¬SKILLS ¬BEGINNING¬WITH¬TRIALS¬IN¬-ANCHESTER¬AND¬
the West Midlands, exploring how these systems can be brought together to
support sustainable employment and career progression; and
s¬ GREATER¬REQUIREMENTS¬FOR¬BENElT¬CUSTOMERS¬TO¬ADDRESS¬THEIR¬SKILLS¬NEEDS¬TO¬
support getting into and on in work.
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In the short-term, we will invest £1.3 billion extra in Jobcentre Plus and our
providers so they can help the higher number of people on Jobseeker’s Allowance.
In the medium- term, we will grow and reshape the market for employment
services to create the right incentives and structures to get the best out of the
private, public and voluntary sectors, working together to get more people back in
to work.

Personalised conditionality
25.

The principle that beneﬁt receipt should be conditional on the recipient fulﬁlling
certain conditions has been part of our beneﬁts system since 1911. However,
the role of conditionality has evolved through many incremental changes over a
number of years and is not always consistent. That is why Professor Paul Gregg
was asked to assess the effectiveness of current policy and propose future reforms.
His report was published on 2 December 2008 and the White Paper provides an
opportunity for us to respond to its recommendations.

26.

The Gregg Review proposes a radical vision of personalised conditionality matched
by personalised support. This would be based on a clear bargain that almost
everyone on beneﬁts would be expected to take active steps towards work, but
where those expectations are based on an individual’s needs and circumstances.
Within this personalised regime, the Review distinguishes between three groups:
s¬ A¬@7ORK 2EADY¬GROUP¬FOR¬PEOPLE¬WHO¬ARE¬IMMEDIATELY¬JOB READY¬4HIS¬WOULD¬
be a largely rules-based and self-directed regime, with standard job search
requirements. This would be based very closely on the current arrangements
for people getting Jobseeker’s Allowance;
s¬ A¬@0ROGRESSION¬TO¬7ORK¬GROUP¬FOR¬PEOPLE¬WHO¬CANNOT¬LOOK¬FOR¬WORK¬BUT¬
where returning to work is a genuine possibility with time, encouragement
and support. People in this group would co-produce a back-to-work plan with
a Personal Adviser that is tailored to their individual circumstances. The Gregg
Review proposes that this should apply to the vast majority of people in receipt
of the Employment and Support Allowance (those in the Work Related Activity
Group) and lone parents and partners with younger children;
s¬ A¬@.O¬#ONDITIONALITY¬GROUP¬WHERE¬THERE¬WOULD¬BE¬NO¬REQUIREMENT¬FOR¬ANY¬
work-related activity, but where support would be available for people who
chose to seek it. The Gregg Review proposes that lone parents and partners
with very young children, carers, and the most disabled people should be in
this group.
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27.

The Government welcomes these recommendations and we support the Gregg
Review’s vision of personalised conditionality, based on these three groups.
This would be a signiﬁcant change; moving from treating people according
to their category to according to their needs, and at their pace. Starting from
late 2010, we plan to pilot the Gregg model of conditionality and support with
people starting a new claim to the Employment and Support Allowance and lone
parents with young children. We also plan to pilot this model with some existing
Employment and Support Allowance recipients from 2011. We will also take
FORWARD¬THE¬'REGG¬2EVIEW¬PROPOSALS¬ON¬INCREASING¬ADVISER¬mEXIBILITY¬AND¬
sanction escalation.

28.

In moving towards this approach we want to draw on the best of international
welfare systems, such as the Dutch and the Scandinavian models where
personalised support is matched by clear obligations on individuals to engage with
support. These are countries which combine high levels of employment with low
rates of child poverty.

29.

The proposals particularly affect lone parents and partners with younger children.
The Government agrees that we should not wait until the youngest child is seven
before engaging with parents. We believe they should develop plans to engage
with the support that is available, to improve skills, prepare for work or address
more signiﬁcant problems such as debt, drugs or mental health. We want to pilot
how such a system would work, and how personalised conditionality could be
mEXIBLE ¬FAIR¬AND¬EFFECTIVE¬)N¬PARTICULAR ¬WE¬WANT¬TO¬EXPLORE¬HOW¬CONDITIONALITY¬
could be adapted to the age of the youngest child and the circumstances of the
parent. We will consult on our proposals. For lone parents with younger children,
we will also start by exploring what the regime might look like for parents with
three to six year-old children. We will take powers to legislate for this approach
and discuss proposals for piloting with stakeholders.

No one written off – enhancing support and control
for disabled people
30.

One consequence of the recessions of the 1980s and early 1990s was that
hundreds of thousands of people were effectively written off on inactive beneﬁts,
with no support to get back to work when there were more jobs. We want to
avoid repeating those mistakes now, to avoid the long-term social and economic
costs they caused.
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31.

Our vision is a society where there is equality for disabled people. We are
determined to take the steps needed to help them build their capabilities and
increase the power they have over their lives. To support this goal, we have
replaced Incapacity Beneﬁt with the Employment and Support Allowance and
made support through Pathways to Work available nationwide. This has improved
the help available to disabled people or people with a health condition on
beneﬁts. Building on the Green Paper and the Gregg Review proposals, we want
to go further in making sure that everyone gets personalised support, with a
responsibility to engage with this support on their own journey back to health and
back to work.

32.

So, we will review the gateway to the Employment and Support Allowance to
ensure that only those who are genuinely not capable of work are on this beneﬁt.
The Green Paper set out our plans to transfer all existing incapacity beneﬁts
claimants to the Employment and Support Allowance between 2010 and 2013.

33.

By focusing the Employment and Support Allowance on people who cannot work,
we can improve the support we offer them. Those with the greatest needs, will
get a higher level of beneﬁt, with an extra £17.60 a week for many of the poorest
and most disabled people. For everyone else, over time, we will implement the
‘Progression to Work’ approach recommended by the Gregg Review starting with
pathﬁnder areas from 2010.

34.

People claiming the Employment and Support Allowance will be required to attend
interviews with Pathways to Work providers and develop a personalised plan to
get back to health and back in to work. This plan will be co-produced by the
claimant and the adviser. We will legislate to allow advisers to decide what activity
is appropriate for someone where an individual is not addressing their barriers
to work. This could include addressing skills gaps or drugs misuse. However, in
accordance with the Gregg model, we will not require people in this group to
apply for, or take, speciﬁc jobs.

35.

We recognise that the obligations should not all be on individuals. We also need
to make sure that employers do not discriminate against people who are sick or
disabled. So, we will double the budget for Access to Work, which helps employers
meet the extra costs of employing a disabled person. This extra funding will also
ALLOW¬US¬TO¬PILOT¬GREATER¬mEXIBILITIES¬FOR¬PEOPLE¬WITH¬A¬mUCTUATING¬HEALTH¬CONDITION ¬
and explore how we can best help people with mental health conditions.

36.

We want to see a new right for disabled people, giving them greater choice
and control over the public money currently spent on their behalf. We will legislate
to give them a ‘Right to Control’, giving them the power to take a range of
funding streams to which they are entitled as an individual budget, and trailblaze
this approach in selected public authority areas before deciding next steps
following evaluation.
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37.

We have already announced our plans to implement Dame Carol Black’s Report
on improving the health of the working-age population. In addition, Dame Carol
is leading a board overseeing our mental health and employment strategy.
We will also work across government to explore how, for people with mental
health conditions, we can integrate health, work and skills services.

38.

Finally, the Government is streamlining its existing equality legislation with the
introduction of a single Equality Bill. We also recognise that we need to work
proactively with employers to promote the recruitment and retention of disabled
people, and we are working closely with employers and others on an employer-led
campaign to do just this.

More support matched by higher expectations for
job seekers
39.

Our help for people on Jobseeker’s Allowance is based on the principle of more
support and higher expectations as an individual spends longer on beneﬁt.

40.

In the Green Paper, No-one written off: reforming welfare to reward responsibility,
we set out our proposals which build on the reformed Jobseeker’s Allowance
process, which will operate alongside the Flexible New Deal. The White Paper
conﬁrms these plans, and includes more detail on our plans for trailblazing a Work
for Your Beneﬁt scheme. This will require people who have been on Jobseeker’s
Allowance for two years to participate in full-time activity, to develop their work
habits and employability skills in return for their beneﬁt.

41.

We also intend to bring forward new legislation to make the sanctions regime
within Jobseeker’s Allowance clearer and more consistent and introduce a new
sanction that will affect beneﬁt entitlement after a ﬁrst beneﬁt fraud offence. We
will also test out the escalating sanctions regime proposed in the Gregg Review,
which supplement ﬁnancial penalties with mandatory activity full-time activity for
those people repeatedly not meeting their obligations.

42.

We will also provide tailored support to help problem drug users to get off drugs
and move into work. A new drug and employment programme will provide an
integrated approach to drug treatment and employment support. This will give
drug users the chance to turn their lives around. In return, we will expect drug
users to take up this support, so that beneﬁts are going to help people overcome
their problems, not into the pockets of drug dealers.
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Ending child poverty
43.

The central purpose of our welfare reforms is to increase employment to release
resources for our principal social justice priority: the eradication of child poverty by
2020. To underline the strength of our commitment, the Government will write
its historic commitment to end child poverty by 2020 into law. Our reforms to
increase support for, and expectations of, lone parents and partners of those on
BENElTS ¬BACKED¬UP¬BY¬IMPROVEMENTS¬IN¬CHILDCARE¬AND¬RIGHTS¬TO¬mEXIBLE¬WORKING ¬
will help lift more children out of poverty in the years ahead.

44.

This White Paper also conﬁrms our plans to let parents on any income-related
beneﬁts keep all the maintenance paid for their children. So it is children, rather
than the State, who beneﬁt when payments are made. We are also bringing
forward legislation to enable the new Child Maintenance and Enforcement
Commission to withhold travel documents from non-resident parents when they
refuse to contribute ﬁnancially to their children’s upbringing.

Conclusion
45.

These reforms are based on a simple deal: more support matched by higher
expectations. They mark a decisive step towards a personalised welfare state,
where a simpler beneﬁts system underpins the expectation that nearly everyone
on beneﬁts is preparing or looking for work. We are determined to continue our
radical approach to reforming the welfare state to help people now and in the
future – based on opportunity for all and responsibility from all.

Chapter 1

Introduction
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Chapter one – Introduction
Our commitment to welfare reform
1.1

In the global economy, it is the talent, knowledge and experience of people which
are the main raw materials for success. So a strong, healthy and prosperous society
needs everyone to have the chance to make the most of their skills and potential.
Work brings people together and breaks down stereotypes that often divide
disadvantaged groups, such as ethnic minorities and disabled people, from the rest
of society.

1.2

To make the most of the opportunities available, we need to support everyone to
achieve their own aspirations of a return to work, and match this with increased
obligations on the individual to take up this help. This means recognising that
everyone is different and tailoring support to their own personal needs, but also
that nothing can be achieved without individual effort.

1.3

Government has not always taken this approach. During the 1980s, millions lost
their jobs, but were given little help to return to work or any expectation that they
would. The result was that whole communities were written off and trapped on
beneﬁts for years.

1.4

We have set about putting this right. Far-reaching reforms of the welfare system
have helped remove the barriers holding people back, put a new emphasis on
helping them into work, and given them responsibility to take up this support.
We have taken major steps to ensure work pays and show that work is the best
route out of poverty. This refocusing has helped reduce child poverty, deliver
historically high employment levels, and return the welfare state to the original
principles of rights and responsibilities set out by its founders.

1.5

But, despite this progress, there are still large numbers of people who have lost
contact with the labour market. It also too often remains the case that those who
face the most severe barriers to returning to work have received the least help.

1.6

This summer, the Government consulted on plans to build on and accelerate the
progress we have already seen. The Green Paper, No one written off: reforming
welfare to reward responsibility, set out proposals to improve and personalise
back-to-work support and increase local and individual responsibility. In particular,
we proposed increased help for people with the most complex barriers to work
matched by a requirement on them to take up this support. Building on pilots
which showed what worked, we proposed changes for all new claimants that
would help to release individuals from beneﬁt dependency.
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1.7

The proposals in the Green Paper underlined our determination not to stiﬂe
personal motivation or individual responsibility. But they also recognised that in a
rapidly changing world, there is more need than ever for support, particularly for
those who face barriers which others do not. Disabled people can sometimes face
discrimination and challenges which are difﬁcult to overcome on their own. People
from ethnic minorities can also face discrimination and they and their children are
more likely to live in poverty.

1.8

People who are out of work often need extra help and support to update their
skills and gain conﬁdence to enter the workforce. People leaving care and former
offenders may need support in making the transition not only into employment,
but also into society as a whole. Most people ﬁnd work quickly when they lose
their job, but, without active support, the opportunities of those who do not
shrink quickly.

1.9

This means that society needs to intervene to support people and help them back
into the labour market. This is particularly important when economic times are
difﬁcult. Since the Green Paper was published, the global economic climate has
become much more challenging. This is already having an impact here in Britain.

1.10

We must not repeat the mistakes of the past which encouraged dependency and
led to people being written off. Instead, we need to increase the personalised
back-to-work support that we offer. People on beneﬁts want to get back to work,
so we need more of them to work with us to realise this goal. This will help them
build a better life for themselves and their families as well as cutting the burden
on the taxpayer and the country. But there also need to be clear consequences for
those who play the system or who do not take work if it is available.

1.11

This White Paper retains the twin goals of our welfare reform in providing more
support to help people overcome the disadvantages they face in the labour
market, while at the same time increasing personal responsibility. Our plans to
deliver on these goals takes into account the results of the public consultation.
We will work in partnership with our providers and local communities and build on
the understanding of individuals, recognising them as experts in their own lives.
We will also actively engage with employers to develop new opportunities for
people at a disadvantage in the labour market.

Where are we now?
1.12

Since we published the Green Paper the world economic climate has become
signiﬁcantly more difﬁcult. Although unemployment in the United Kingdom
remains low by the standards of recent decades, it is rising. Both the International
Labour Organisation (ILO) measure of unemployment and the number of people
claiming Jobseeker’s Allowance – known as the claimant count – are increasing.
Many experts believe that unemployment will continue to increase, as it is also
expected to do in many other countries.
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It is also important to remember that, thanks in part to welfare reforms, we are
much better placed than in the past to weather global economic storms. Interest
rates are low and inﬂation is expected to fall sharply. The number of people in
work reached its highest ever level – 29.5 million – this summer and there are still
over half a million job vacancies at any one time. While there were nearly three
million people claiming unemployment beneﬁts in 1992, the number last month,
although rising, was below one million, and was still more than half a million
below 1997 ﬁgures.
Chart 1.1: People on key out-of-work beneﬁts1

1

Jobseeker’s Allowance ﬁgures are from the Ofﬁce for National Statistics, are UK-based, and are consistent
over time. Both the Income Support for lone parents (IS(LP)) and Incapacity Beneﬁt (IB) data are Great
Britain based; the source for both from 2000 onwards is the Work and Pensions Longitudinal Study
(WPLS) 100 per cent data; data between 1997 and 1999 is WPLS ﬁve per cent sample data. This means
that there is a discontinuity in the series for both IS(LP) and IB between 1999 and 2000. In addition, the
IB short-term lower rate has been excluded from the IB time series as the changing rules of Statutory Sick
Pay mean that this element is not comparable over time.
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1.14

Levels of economic inactivity are also down from those in the mid-90s. The number
of people on incapacity beneﬁts more than trebled between the late 1970s and
the mid-1990s. The number of new claims for incapacity beneﬁts has now fallen
by over a third, and, for the ﬁrst time in decades, we have begun to reverse
the relentless rise in the number of people receiving the beneﬁt – down nearly
200,000 from its peak. Targeted support also means there are now 320,000 more
lone parents in employment than in 1997.

1.15

These ﬁgures underlines the dynamism and resilience of the labour market that
lies behind the headline ﬁgures. The UK still has an employment rate which is
the second highest in the G7 Group of leading industrialised nations. However,
we have to accept that there will always be jobs lost, as well as jobs gained, even
when the economy is growing strongly. This does not mean leaving people to sink
or swim. We cannot protect every job, but we can protect people by giving them
the support to update their skills and ﬁnd new jobs. Above all, we must learn the
lessons from previous slowdowns here and abroad.

1.16

Experience has shown that without an effective intervention and support regime,
cyclical increases in unemployment can too easily become permanent. The
breaking of the link between beneﬁt entitlement and active job-seeking in the
1980s, together with attempts to push people on to incapacity beneﬁts, led to
millions of people being written off, with no expectation that they should work
again. For ethnic minority and disabled people the effect of the last downturn was
particularly severe.

1.17

This is bad for the individuals who lose their skills and motivation to return to
employment, and for their families who ﬁnd themselves trapped in dependence
and poverty. It is also bad for the country, which loses both their talents and their
potential and has to foot the beneﬁts bill. So, as we enter a period of economic
difﬁculty, we are learning from the past, recognising that it is more important than
ever to step up efforts to reduce inactivity, to increase support rather than relaxing
conditionality, and to invest in skills and retraining for the future.

1.18

We need to build on the UK’s success in developing active labour market policies,
on the world-class capabilities of Jobcentre Plus, and on the proven success of
initiatives such as the New Deal and Pathways to Work. We are investing an extra
£1.3 billion in Jobcentre Plus and our other services over the next two years so that
we not only maintain but increase the support we offer.

1.19

These programmes can only work, however, if people actively engage with
them. This White Paper sets out how we intend to make our programmes still
more effective and to increase the responsibility on people claiming out-of-work
beneﬁts to engage with those programmes – a proven route into work and out of
dependency and poverty.
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1.20

We will increase personalised support for those out of work and embed the
idea that clients themselves should help deﬁne and jointly own their individual
return-to-work plan. These obligations will be underpinned by loss of beneﬁt
or a requirement to do full-time activity for those who fail to engage or meet
reasonable requirements.

1.21

Under our plans, no one will be written off. There will be no attempt to massage
beneﬁt ﬁgures. Indeed, the new responsibilities for lone parents with older children
and tighter tests on ability to work may lead to tens of thousands of people
being transferred onto the claimant count. In the short-term, this might increase
the unemployment ﬁgures. In the long-term, it will ensure individuals get the
personalised help they need to ﬁnd sustainable and rewarding work, shifting the
focus from what they cannot do to what they can do. To do this we will devolve
more power and responsibility to communities and individuals, including disabled
people. This will result in a reduction in poverty and disadvantage, and put our
economy and country in a stronger position.

Consultation on the Green Paper
1.22

The formal consultation period on the Green Paper, No one written off: reforming
welfare to reward responsibility, ran from 21 July to 22 October 2008. Appendix A
gives detailed information on the outcomes of the consultation. Overall, we had a
substantial response to the consultation, with more than 1,100 responses.

Key messages
1.23

The key message from the consultation is that the increased focus on personalised
support, in return for speciﬁc work-related action, reﬂects public expectations.
Most people agree that work is the best form of welfare. They expect working-age
people who are claiming out-of-work beneﬁts to be actively looking for work if
they are able to do so. It is clear that taxpayers expect an increased focus on work
for those who are claiming incapacity beneﬁts – and the expectation of greater
activity from job seekers.

1.24

However, we also heard from an important minority who expressed concerns
about any increase in the conditions attached to the payment of beneﬁts.
These can be summarised under three points:
s¬ QUESTIONS¬ABOUT¬WHETHER¬REQUIRING¬ADDITIONAL¬ACTIVITY¬FROM¬PEOPLE¬ON¬
out-of-work beneﬁts was justiﬁed, coupled with scepticism about existing
and proposed work-related programmes to support a return to work;
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s¬ CONCERNS¬ABOUT¬WHETHER¬THERE¬WERE¬SUSTAINABLE¬JOBS¬AVAILABLE¬FOR¬
disadvantaged groups – views that employers were unwilling to offer jobs,
for example to disabled people and problem drug users, and that there was
inadequate support to allow people to get on in work; and
s¬ CONCERNS¬ABOUT¬THE¬IMPACT¬OF¬lNANCIAL¬SANCTIONS¬ON¬VULNERABLE¬PEOPLE¬n¬
arguing that ﬁnancial penalties reduced income below an acceptable level,
while having little impact on behaviour.

Conditionality
1.25

We understand the need to make sure that requiring additional work-related
activity is right for each individual. Many people will be ready to start looking for
work straightaway. And many people who are unable to actively look for work
now are still capable of taking steps towards an eventual return with support
to develop employability skills and to improve their job readiness. Both groups
must be encouraged and supported because leaving people with no support until
they are ready to look for work makes getting back to work much less likely. So
conditionality and support need to be tailored appropriately to enable people to do
what is reasonable for them, and what will help them on a potentially long journey
back to work.

1.26

We know that some people who responded to our consultation had reservations
about the proposals for expecting more of people on beneﬁts. So we asked
Professor Paul Gregg to review the effectiveness of conditionality regimes and
make proposals for the future. He found that conditionality works well in our
system, and ensures more people take up the support that helps them overcome
barriers to work. But he also argued that we could learn from systems like the
Dutch and Scandinavian welfare states which give claimants more control over
their journey back to work, and personalise support to individuals’ needs. We
believe his proposals address the issues that were raised, and give us a clear way
forward, based on three different groups: those looking for work; those preparing
for work; and those who would be exempt from conditionality, such as carers and
severely disabled people.

The job market
1.27

As we said earlier in this chapter, while we can take action to support people
looking for work and in work, we cannot protect every job. Even during times
of prosperity, people move in and out of work, with new industries replacing
old ones. This is essential for a successful, dynamic economy. But an economic
downturn will inevitably mean that more people risk falling out of work. The
more than half a million vacancies in the labour market at any one time show that
there are job opportunities available for people on beneﬁts. But we do need to
make sure they have the skills employers want in order to compete effectively for
vacancies.
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1.28

Of course, it is true that some people face greater barriers to ﬁnding a job. For
example, groups like young people leaving care and former offenders, as well as
individuals with learning disabilities and mental health conditions, need increased
levels of support to help them make the transition into employment. But it is also
the case that for many those barriers get higher and more complicated the longer
they stay on beneﬁt. Understanding this is at the heart of our welfare reforms.
They provide more active, personalised support to help people overcome these
barriers rather than an impersonal and passive service that condemns people to
years of inactivity.

1.29

But support for people looking for work is only part of the story. We need to make
sure that employers are active partners in this process, willing to unlock the talents
of disabled people and others looking for work. This White Paper sets out in
greater detail our plans to support people in work so that they can progress, and
to prevent people returning to beneﬁts unnecessarily.

Sanctions
1.30

We set out at the beginning of this chapter why we need to provide more support
for people to return to work, and why this increased support has to be associated
with more personal responsibility. We have a greater expectation of people on
beneﬁt to make the most of the support that we – and other providers – will offer.
The Gregg Review has also provided a valuable independent view on this matter.

1.31

Almost everyone on out-of-work beneﬁts understands and meets their obligations
to prepare and look for work. Inevitably, however, there are a few people who do
not meet their responsibilities. In these cases, people may need to be reminded
of what is expected of them – and of the sanctions which can result from failure
to comply. If the process breaks down, a sanction may be imposed. As the Gregg
Review recommended, the sanctions should be clear and crisp and should engage
people by changing their behaviour.

1.32

It is important to put our use of sanctions in perspective. Sanctions are not
imposed simply because someone cannot get a job. No one is sanctioned for
trying, but failing, to get a job. Jobcentre Plus has around 60 million face-to-face
encounters with its customers every year. Only a tiny minority result in a sanction,
for example around 12,000 Jobseeker’s Allowance claims are terminated each
month because the job seeker did not attend an interview. Evidence suggests that
vulnerable people are no more likely to receive a beneﬁt sanction than others.2

1.33

The proposals in the Green Paper, No one written off: reforming welfare to reward
responsibility, were intended to make sanctions more predictable and easier to
understand. We expected this increased clarity to encourage beneﬁt claimants to
comply with the requirements for beneﬁt entitlement and so avoid receiving any
sanction. This White Paper builds on the consultation and the recommendations of
the Gregg Review.

2

Peters M. and Joyce L. (2006). A review of the JSA sanctions regime: Summary research ﬁndings.
Department for Work and Pensions Research Report No 313.
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Public opinion research
1.34

The Green Paper, No one written off: reforming welfare to reward responsibility,
proposed new thinking on welfare and we were clear that some ideas needed to
be tested before they were applied nationally. The views of people who responded
to the consultation are important, but we also wanted to understand broader
public opinion to build a consensus that would make changes to the welfare state
durable. To do this, we wanted to ﬁnd out whether our proposals commanded the
support of the taxpayer and claimants.

1.35

So, we commissioned public opinion research3 to examine key proposals from the
Green Paper. Most policies covered in the research enjoyed high levels of support,
with at least eight out of ten people backing them.

1.36

The ﬁndings (set out in Chart 1.2) indicate that there is a broad consensus for the
overall direction of our reforms. Inevitably, there are also areas where stakeholders
have raised questions or concerns about policy proposals. This White Paper
summarises how these thoughts have been reﬂected in our plans. It does not
respond to every point raised, but we have read and considered every response to
ensure that this White Paper includes a fair representation of the feedback.
Chart 1.2: Public opinion on Green Paper proposals

3

Available at http://www.dwp.gov.uk/welfarereform/noonewrittenoff/consultation.asp
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Conclusion: reforming welfare for the future
1.37

The plans for reform that we set out in this White Paper will help us to support
many more people from inactivity into work and to progress in sustainable jobs.
The increased support we are offering is based on a clear approach – services
personalised to individual needs and return-to-work plans jointly owned with
clients underpinning active engagement in back-to-work activity. This will make for
a progressive ‘something for something’ welfare state.

1.38

Our reforms reﬂect an understanding that different people require different
support. We know that the current economic uncertainties mean that there will
be more people in need of personalised help. We cannot protect every job or stop
the ﬂow of people coming onto out-of-work beneﬁts. But we can offer people
support to get back into work, and ensure that they do not fall out of touch with
the labour market. Only then can we hope to prevent people becoming trapped
in inactivity, as happened in previous recessions of the past. These reforms are
necessary to make sure we offer a life of independence to everyone – the core aim
of our welfare state. The reforms contribute to the Government’s overall vision
for improving public services to make them fairer for all and to give people more
control over their lives.4

4

This vision is set out in the following publication. Cabinet Ofﬁce. (2008). Excellence and fairness:
Achieving world class public services.

Chapter 2

Beneﬁt reform
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Chapter two – Beneﬁt reform
Summary
A clear message from the consultation on the Green Paper was that the
current beneﬁts system is too complex. This complexity can act as a barrier to
our customers and our staff. It also fails to reﬂect the change in focus away
from beneﬁts simply being a safety net towards supporting more people back
into work.
This chapter sets out how we intend to simplify and improve the beneﬁts system
following consultation by:
s¬ EXPLORING¬MODELS¬TO¬REFORM¬THE¬BENElTS¬SYSTEM ¬INCLUDING¬LOOKING¬AT¬A¬SINGLE¬
income-replacement beneﬁt for people of working age;
s¬ EXPLORING¬HOW¬WE¬MIGHT¬DEVELOP¬OUR¬PLANS¬TO¬SUPPORT¬CARERS¬ALONGSIDE¬
working towards a simpliﬁed beneﬁts system;
s¬ LAUNCHING¬A¬CONSULTATION¬FOR¬THE¬REFORM¬OF¬(OUSING¬"ENElT¬IN¬
We will create a beneﬁts system ﬁt for the 21st century. It should be simple to
UNDERSTAND ¬WELL¬TARGETED¬AND¬EMPOWERING¬AND¬PROVIDE¬CLARITY¬AND¬CERTAINTY¬FOR¬
people making the transition between beneﬁts and work.

Today’s beneﬁts system
2.1

Our beneﬁts system provides a vital safety net to prevent people falling into
POVERTY¬7HAT¬IS¬TOO¬OFTEN¬OVERLOOKED ¬HOWEVER ¬IS¬ITS¬EQUALLY¬IMPORTANT¬ACTIVE¬
AND¬ENABLING¬ROLE¬7HERE¬POSSIBLE ¬THE¬BENElTS¬SYSTEM¬MUST¬SUPPORT¬PEOPLE¬INTO¬
EMPLOYMENT¬BY¬HELPING¬THEM¬TO¬GAIN¬NEW¬SKILLS ¬UPDATE¬OLD¬SKILLS ¬OR¬SIMPLY¬BUILD¬
their conﬁdence to rejoin the labour market. Failing to provide the necessary
support would be a profound waste of human potential.

2.2

Successive governments have tinkered with the beneﬁts system to support the
NEEDS¬OF¬SPECIlC¬GROUPS¬"UT¬WHILE¬WE¬PROVIDED¬APPROPRIATELY¬FOR¬BROAD¬GROUPS ¬
we have failed to move our focus down to an individual level when it comes to
back-to-work support. Too often we expect a level of activity and engagement
BECAUSE¬SOMEONE¬CLAIMS¬A¬SPECIlC¬BENElT ¬RATHER¬THAN¬BECAUSE¬IT¬IS¬APPROPRIATE¬
for them.
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2.3

Many people who responded to the consultation on our Green Paper No one
written off: reforming welfare to reward responsibility told us that the current
system is too complex. People commented that our customers are not always
aware of their responsibilities or what information they should be providing to us.
7E¬KNOW¬THAT¬THIS¬COMPLEXITY¬CAN¬DISEMPOWER¬PEOPLE ¬RESTRICT¬CHOICES¬AND¬ACT¬AS¬A¬
barrier to work by blurring the responsibilities that go with beneﬁt rights.

2.4

This complexity also hinders our staff and can lead to costly mistakes – costly both
TO¬THE¬STATE¬AND¬TO¬INDIVIDUALS¬)N¬  ¬a¬BILLION¬WAS¬OVERPAID¬AS¬A¬RESULT¬
of error within the beneﬁts system. Although this represented only 1.7 per cent
OF¬TOTAL¬BENElT¬EXPENDITURE ¬THE¬WASTE¬OF¬SCARCE¬RESOURCES¬THAT¬IT¬REPRESENTS¬IS¬
UNACCEPTABLE¬7E¬ARE¬DETERMINED¬TO¬ADDRESS¬THIS¬PROBLEM¬AND ¬IN¬*ANUARY¬ ¬
we published for the ﬁrst time ever a comprehensive error reduction strategy5.
That strategy identiﬁed the reduction of complexity as a key element in reducing
error within the beneﬁts system.

Tomorrow’s beneﬁts system
¬

4HE¬SOCIAL¬SECURITY¬SYSTEM¬EXISTS¬TO¬PROVIDE¬SUPPORT¬FOR¬THOSE¬WHO¬NEED¬IT ¬ACTING¬
as a safety net when necessary and helping individuals to support themselves.
For the beneﬁts system to be effective in achieving its aims it must be sufﬁciently
accessible and clear enough for customers and staff to navigate. Our priorities for
the social security system must be to ensure that resources are targeted where
THEY¬ARE¬MOST¬NEEDED ¬TO¬INCENTIVISE¬AND¬ENABLE¬PEOPLE¬TO¬RETURN¬TO¬WORK ¬AND¬TO¬
achieve the best value for money. These priorities will inform any work we take
forward to look at potential models for a streamlined beneﬁts system of the future.

2.6

The current system is too complex. We should not expect our customers to mould
THEMSELVES¬TO¬lT¬THE¬SYSTEM ¬NOR¬SHOULD¬OUR¬STAFF¬WASTE¬TIME¬AND¬MONEY¬DEALING¬
with badly designed processes. We need to develop a beneﬁts system that enables
and empowers individuals to take control of their lives and treats each customer as
AN¬INDIVIDUAL ¬WITH¬THEIR¬OWN¬VARIED¬ROUTES¬BACK¬INTO¬EMPLOYMENT¬4HIS¬WOULD¬BE¬A¬
BENElTS¬SYSTEM¬THAT¬DOESNT¬MERELY¬CATCH¬PEOPLE ¬BUT¬PROPELS¬THEM¬FORWARDS

2.7

We have already begun to improve the support we offer by moving towards
increased use of the telephone so that we can guide people through the claims
process. But we accept the need to simplify the beneﬁts system further. In the
'REEN¬0APER¬WE¬SET¬OUT¬OUR¬PROPOSAL¬TO¬LOOK¬AT¬WHETHER ¬OVER¬THE¬LONG¬TERM ¬
radical simpliﬁcation is best achieved by introducing a single beneﬁt drawing
ON¬THE¬BEST¬FEATURES¬OF¬*OBSEEKERS¬!LLOWANCE ¬)NCOME¬3UPPORT¬AND¬THE¬NEW¬
Employment and Support Allowance.

5

Department for Work and Pensions. (2007). Getting welfare right: Tackling error in the beneﬁts system.
TSO.
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2.8

We received many supportive responses and have also looked closely at the
proposed models for a single beneﬁt put forward by the Institute for Public Policy
2ESEARCH¬)002 ¬$AVID¬&REUD¬AND¬OTHERS¬7E¬REMAIN¬ATTRACTED¬TO¬THE¬IDEA¬OF¬A¬
SINGLE¬WORKING AGE¬BENElT¬AND¬WILL¬CONTINUE¬TO¬EXPLORE¬WHETHER ¬OVER¬THE¬LONGER¬
TERM ¬THIS¬IS¬THE¬RIGHT¬APPROACH¬FOR¬OUR¬AIMS¬FOR¬THE¬SOCIAL¬SECURITY¬SYSTEM¬

¬

2ADICAL¬SIMPLIlCATION¬SHOULD¬IMPROVE¬THINGS¬FOR¬OUR¬CUSTOMERS¬AND¬OUR¬STAFF¬
and help to shift our customers’ focus away from the complex and overlapping
structure of beneﬁts towards the journey back to work. A single system of beneﬁts
would mean that the claims and payment process could be more easily automated.
It would allow us to make much better use of the internet and other methods of
SELF SERVICE¬0EOPLE¬WOULD¬NOT¬ONLY¬BE¬ABLE¬TO¬CLAIM¬BENElTS¬ONLINE ¬THEY¬WOULD¬
also be able to track the progress of their claim and notify changes. A system like
this would make it easier for people to check whether there was other support
that they could receive.

2.10

The gains for the Department in terms of administrative savings are obvious.
)T¬WILL¬ENABLE¬STAFF¬TO¬BE¬MOVED¬TO¬WHERE¬THEY¬CAN¬ACTUALLY¬MAKE¬A¬DIFFERENCE ¬
concentrating more on helping people with their journey back into employment
and providing support more tailored to individuals rather than pre-determined by
the name of their beneﬁt. This approach is echoed by the recommendations of the
recently published review of conditionality.6

¬

)N¬HIS¬2EVIEW ¬0ROFESSOR¬'REGG¬ALSO¬ACKNOWLEDGED¬THAT¬WHILE¬THE¬CURRENT¬BENElTS¬
SYSTEM¬COULD¬DELIVER¬ON¬THIS¬AIM ¬THE¬HUGELY¬COMPLEX¬AND¬CONFUSING¬BENElT¬
structure would restrict its effectiveness. The Review therefore recommended that
we take forward work on a single working-age beneﬁt.

A single system of beneﬁts – the way ahead
2.12

6

We have previously said that major changes to the beneﬁts system have to
be made in several stages. This is the only way to ensure safe delivery and
minimise disruption for our customers. We have started to lay the foundations of
a simpliﬁed system of beneﬁts with the introduction of the Employment and
Support Allowance and other recent changes. The next natural step towards a
simpliﬁed system should be the closure of Income Support which would take us
TO¬A¬DUAL BENElTS¬SYSTEM¬BASED¬AROUND¬*OBSEEKERS¬!LLOWANCE¬AND¬THE¬
Employment and Support Allowance. Those who currently claim Income Support
and who do not move onto the Employment and Support Allowance will move to
*OBSEEKERS¬!LLOWANCE

Gregg P. (2008). Realising Potential: A Vision for Personalised Conditionality and Support. TSO.
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¬

*OBSEEKERS¬!LLOWANCE¬REQUIRES¬THE¬MOST¬ACTIVITY¬OF¬ALL¬THE¬WORKING AGE¬BENElTS¬
and is focused on helping people who are work-ready return to employment.
We recognise that not everyone claiming Income Support is in a position to look
FOR¬EMPLOYMENT ¬CERTAINLY¬NOT¬STRAIGHTAWAY¬3O¬FOR¬THESE¬PEOPLE¬WE¬WILL¬MODIFY¬
*OBSEEKERS¬!LLOWANCE¬TO¬MIRROR¬THE¬LEVELS¬OF¬ACTIVITY¬WITHIN¬)NCOME¬3UPPORT¬4HE¬
CHANGE¬IN¬BENElT¬WILL ¬THEREFORE ¬NOT¬RESULT¬IN¬AN¬INCREASED¬LEVEL¬OF¬REQUIRED¬ACTIVITY¬

¬

4HOSE ¬HOWEVER ¬WHO¬FELT¬THEY¬WERE¬IN¬A¬POSITION¬TO¬EXPLORE¬A¬RETURN¬TO¬WORK¬
would be able to choose to make use of the increased support available. We will
ALSO¬CARRY¬FORWARD¬THE¬RULES¬ON¬EDUCATION¬AND¬TRAINING ¬MEANING¬THOSE¬PEOPLE¬WHO¬
currently claim Income Support and are studying or in training can continue to do
SO¬ONCE¬THEY¬ARE¬MOVED¬TO¬THE¬MODIlED¬*OBSEEKERS¬!LLOWANCE¬

2.15

Professor Gregg recommended that when we take powers to abolish Income
3UPPORT¬AND¬MOVE¬CLAIMANTS¬ONTO¬*OBSEEKERS¬!LLOWANCE¬THE¬$EPARTMENT¬SHOULD¬
give themselves the legislative framework to deliver the new ‘Progression to Work’
path (see Chapter 4). We can see the advantage in doing so and will be proposing
that legislation is drafted accordingly.

Carers and a simpliﬁed system
2.16

In the Green Paper we asked for views on whether moving some carers onto
*OBSEEKERS¬!LLOWANCE ¬WITH¬NO¬CHANGE¬IN¬THE¬CONDITIONALITY¬PLACED¬UPON¬THEM ¬
would be suitable. Many carers and their representative organisations were
VERY¬CLEAR¬THAT¬*OBSEEKERS¬!LLOWANCE¬WAS¬NOT¬AN¬APPROPRIATE¬BENElT¬FOR¬CARERS¬
Respondents explained that carers would not be available for work because of
THEIR¬CARING¬RESPONSIBILITIES¬n¬WHICH ¬ALTHOUGH¬UNPAID ¬WERE¬AT¬LEAST¬AS¬MUCH¬AS¬
those experienced by people in full-time work.

¬

)N¬HIS¬REVIEW¬OF¬CONDITIONALITY ¬0ROFESSOR¬'REGG¬ALSO¬SAID¬THAT¬PEOPLE¬ENTITLED¬TO¬
CARERS¬BENElTS¬SHOULD¬NOT¬BE¬EXPECTED¬TO¬ENGAGE¬IN¬BACK¬TO¬WORK¬ACTIVITY ¬UNLESS¬
they volunteered to do so. We accept that recommendation. We also remain
committed to ensuring that the speciﬁc needs of carers are recognised within the
BENElTS¬SYSTEM¬!S¬A¬RESULT ¬WE¬HAVE¬AMENDED¬OUR¬PROPOSAL¬AND¬WILL¬NOT¬MOVE¬
carers from Income Support until we have a clear and detailed plan setting out
HOW¬WE¬WILL¬REFORM¬THE¬BENElTS¬SYSTEM¬OVER¬THE¬LONGER¬TERM¬7E¬WILL ¬OF¬COURSE ¬
discuss these plans with stakeholders as our work on streamlining the beneﬁts
system progresses.
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Wider reform of carers’ beneﬁts
¬

!¬NUMBER¬OF¬CONSULTATION¬RESPONSES¬DISCUSSED¬WIDER¬ISSUES¬AROUND¬CARERS¬BENElTS ¬
highlighting some of the complexities and obstacles that carers encounter in the
current system. The Work and Pensions Select Committee also published a report7
ABOUT¬THE¬$EPARTMENTS¬SUPPORT¬FOR¬CARERS ¬WHICH¬PROVIDED¬A¬USEFUL¬APPRAISAL¬OF¬
the difﬁculties inherent in the current system.

¬

4HE¬CURRENT¬ECONOMIC¬CLIMATE¬IS¬CHALLENGING¬AND¬WHICH¬MEANS¬IT¬IS¬EVEN¬MORE¬
important that we can ensure that support is going to those who need it most.
)N¬THIS¬CONTEXT ¬THERE¬IS¬STILL¬A¬NEED¬TO¬CONSIDER¬WHETHER¬EXISTING¬RESOURCES¬ARE¬
allocated in the most effective way to support carers.

2.20

We agree that we must look carefully at the challenges the beneﬁts system
PRESENTS¬TO¬CARERS ¬BUT¬IT¬WOULD¬NOT¬BE¬RIGHT¬TO¬UNDERTAKE¬ANY¬REVIEW¬OF¬CARERS¬
beneﬁts in isolation. Many of the difﬁculties that carers experience arise from the
interactions between different beneﬁts and interactions with different aspects of
the wider welfare system.

¬

!S¬WE¬EXPLAINED¬IN¬THE¬RECENTLY¬PUBLISHED¬#ARERS¬3TRATEGY 8 we must look
carefully at carers’ beneﬁts in the context of our wider ambitions for welfare
reform. The support that carers provide within families and communities is
absolutely crucial. This was made very clear during our work with carers and carers
organisations on the Carers Strategy. Carers organisations continue to be at the
forefront in championing change for carers and it is vital that we continue to work
in close partnership as we look at how the beneﬁts system can best provide the
support and recognition that carers need and deserve. We remain committed to
doing this and recognise the importance of taking a joined-up approach to looking
at the future of carers’ beneﬁts – across Department for Work and Pensions and
across government.

¬

&OR¬EXAMPLE ¬THE¬$EPARTMENT¬OF¬(EALTH¬IS¬CURRENTLY¬LEADING¬A¬FUNDAMENTAL¬REVIEW¬
OF¬THE¬CARE¬AND¬SUPPORT¬SYSTEM ¬IN¬PARTNERSHIP¬WITH¬$EPARTMENT¬FOR¬7ORK¬AND¬
0ENSIONS ¬TO¬ENSURE¬WE¬ARE¬EQUIPPED¬TO¬DEAL¬WITH¬THE¬CHALLENGES¬THAT¬AN¬AGEING¬
population will present. The ﬁndings from this review will be crucial in assessing
the role of unpaid carers in a future care and support system.

2.23

The needs of carers will be central to our consideration of the future reform of the
beneﬁts system. We will ensure that proposals for a future system of support make
appropriate provision for carers and ﬁt well with the outcome of the Department
OF¬(EALTH¬REVIEW¬OF¬THE¬CARE¬AND¬SUPPORT¬SYSTEM

7
8

Work and Pensions Committee. (2008). Valuing and Supporting Carers, House of Commons.
¬ $EPARTMENT¬OF¬(EALTH¬ ¬Carers at the heart of 21st-Century families and communities. TSO.
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Supporting work incentives
¬

)N¬THE¬PAST ¬THE¬TAX¬AND¬BENElTS¬SYSTEMS¬TENDED¬TO¬FOCUS¬ON¬DIFFERENT¬OBJECTIVES¬
4HE¬TAX¬SYSTEM¬WAS¬USED¬PRINCIPALLY¬AS¬A¬MEANS¬OF¬RAISING¬REVENUE ¬WHILE¬THE¬
beneﬁts system addressed individual and family need. But this need not be the
CASE¬"OTH¬SYSTEMS¬CAN¬CONTRIBUTE¬TO¬THE¬SAME¬SOCIAL¬JUSTICE¬OBJECTIVES¬AND ¬IN¬
particular could provide means to promote work incentives and tackle poverty.

2.25

The Government has reformed the tax and beneﬁts system so it provides improved
support for people who cannot work but also stronger incentives to participate
and progress in the labour market. While there are genuine difﬁculties associated
with designing a system that balances these two objectives without putting a high
BURDEN¬ON¬THE¬TAXPAYER ¬THE¬'OVERNMENT¬HAS¬MOVED¬FORWARD¬ON¬BOTH¬FRONTS¬
4HESE¬CHANGES¬UNDERLINE¬THE¬FACT¬THAT ¬FOR¬MOST¬PEOPLE ¬WORK¬IS¬THE¬BEST¬ROUTE¬OUT¬
of poverty while freeing more resources to help those who can not work.

¬

)N¬PARTICULAR ¬THROUGH¬THE¬.ATIONAL¬-INIMUM¬7AGE¬AND¬7ORKING¬4AX¬#REDIT¬THE¬
'OVERNMENT¬HAS¬BOOSTED¬IN WORK¬INCOMES ¬IMPROVED¬lNANCIAL¬INCENTIVES¬TO¬
work and tackled poverty among working-age people. For the vast majority of
people in work there are now clear ﬁnancial rewards and many groups previously
at a disadvantage in the labour market receive considerably more as a result of
increased in-work support.

2.27

The Government’s system of back to work credits – the In-Work Credit for
lone parents and the Return to Work Credits in the Pathways to Work programme
– have also delivered greater support to people to provide greater reassurance
AND¬SUPPORT¬DURING¬THE¬lRST¬MONTHS¬BACK¬IN¬EMPLOYMENT¬3OME¬ ¬PEOPLE¬
HAVE¬BENElTED¬TO¬DATE¬FROM¬THE¬)N 7ORK¬#REDIT¬AND¬ ¬FROM¬THE¬2ETURN¬TO¬
Work Credits.

¬

(OWEVER ¬THE¬RULES¬OF¬THE¬BENElTS¬SYSTEM¬CAN ¬IN¬RARE¬CASES ¬MAKE¬PEOPLE¬BETTER¬
off on beneﬁts than in a job. To provide further re-assurance for people returning
TO¬WORK ¬WE¬HAVE¬BEEN¬PILOTING¬A¬BETTER¬OFF¬IN¬WORK¬#REDIT¬SINCE¬/CTOBER¬¬
This ensures that long-term beneﬁt claimants (over 6 months) who move into
FULL TIME¬WORK¬WILL¬RECEIVE¬AT¬LEAST¬a¬A¬WEEK¬MORE¬THAN¬THEY¬DID¬ON¬OUT OF WORK¬
beneﬁts for the ﬁrst 26 weeks in employment. If piloting proves successful we will
LOOK¬TO¬EXTEND¬THIS¬APPROACH¬IN¬

¬

!¬NUMBER¬OF¬PARTIES¬RAISED¬THE¬ISSUE¬OF¬WORK¬INCENTIVES¬DURING¬THEIR¬RESPONSES¬TO¬
THE¬CONSULTATION¬WHEN¬RESPONDING¬TO¬THE¬QUESTION¬OF¬A¬SINGLE¬WORKING AGE¬BENElT¬
Some highlighted speciﬁc issues concerning the interaction of the beneﬁts and tax
credit systems with others speciﬁcally calling for an assessment of how the systems
interact with each other.
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2.30

As the labour market continues to evolve the Government will continue to work to
ensure that the tax and beneﬁts systems do not constrain people’s motivation to
MOVE¬INTO ¬AND¬PROGRESS¬IN ¬WORK¬!¬KEY¬PART¬OF¬THIS¬WILL¬BE¬OUR¬CONTINUED¬EFFORT¬TO¬
ensure that people understand the impact that moving into work would have on
their ﬁnancial situation.

Contribution conditions
2.31

The principle that people pay contributions when they are working and receive
beneﬁts when they are unable to work has long been at the heart of our welfare
SYSTEM¬"UT¬AT¬THE¬MOMENT¬IT¬IS¬POSSIBLE ¬FOR¬EXAMPLE ¬TO¬QUALIFY¬FOR¬A¬LIFETIME¬ON¬
contributory Employment and Support Allowance or 6 months on contributory
*OBSEEKERS¬!LLOWANCE¬WHICH¬ALSO¬DISREGARDS¬SAVINGS¬AND¬MOST¬OTHER¬HOUSEHOLD¬
INCOME ¬AFTER¬AS¬LITTLE¬AS¬¬WEEKS¬WORK¬AT¬THE¬.ATIONAL¬-INIMUM¬7AGE ¬OR¬
three weeks as a higher-rate taxpayer. We do not believe that this is fair and we
SAID¬IN¬THE¬'REEN¬0APER¬THAT¬WE¬INTENDED¬TO¬REFORM¬THE¬RULES¬TO¬BRING¬*OBSEEKERS¬
Allowance and the Employment and Support Allowance more into alignment.

2.32

This White Paper therefore conﬁrms our intention to take the proposals in the
'REEN¬0APER¬FORWARD¬&ROM¬ ¬NEW¬%MPLOYMENT¬AND¬3UPPORT¬!LLOWANCE¬AND¬
*OBSEEKERS¬!LLOWANCE¬CLAIMANTS¬WILL¬ONLY¬QUALIFY¬FOR¬CONTRIBUTORY¬%MPLOYMENT¬
AND¬3UPPORT¬!LLOWANCE¬OR¬*OBSEEKERS¬!LLOWANCE¬IF¬THEY¬HAVE¬PAID¬CONTRIBUTIONS
for a minimum of 26 weeks. Payment of these contributions will need to have
taken place in the last two tax years.10 We will retain the existing protections and
exemptions for self-employed people and vulnerable groups.

(OUSING¬"ENElT¬2EVIEW
¬



(OUSING¬"ENElT¬IS¬AN¬INCOME RELATED¬BENElT¬WHICH¬HELPS¬OVER¬¬MILLION¬HOUSEHOLDS¬
WITH¬THE¬COST¬OF¬RENTED¬ACCOMMODATION¬.EARLY¬THREE¬OUT¬OF¬FOUR¬CUSTOMERS¬ARE¬
ALSO¬ON¬)NCOME¬3UPPORT ¬INCOME BASED¬*OBSEEKERS¬!LLOWANCE¬AND¬0ENSION¬#REDIT¬
)T¬IS¬A¬STAND ALONE¬BENElT ¬DESIGNED¬AND¬ADMINISTERED¬SEPARATELY¬FROM¬OTHER¬
BENElTS ¬BUT¬THERE¬ARE¬CLOSE¬AND¬OFTEN¬COMPLICATED¬LINKS¬WITH¬OTHER¬BENElTS¬AND¬
CREDITS¬(OUSING¬"ENElT¬REFORM¬IS¬THEREFORE¬AN¬INTEGRAL¬PART¬OF¬ANY¬WIDER¬REFORM¬OF¬
the beneﬁts system.

¬ #ERTAIN¬PEOPLE¬ON¬A¬LOW¬INCOME¬ARE¬TREATED¬AS¬HAVING¬PAID¬.ATIONAL¬)NSURANCE¬CONTRIBUTIONS¬IF¬THEY¬EARN¬
between the lower earnings limit and the single person’s tax threshold.

10

A tax year is from 6 April to 5 April the following year.
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¬

4HE¬JOINT¬$EPARTMENT¬FOR¬7ORK¬AND¬0ENSIONS¬AND¬(-¬4REASURY¬INTERNAL¬REVIEW¬OF¬
(OUSING¬"ENElT¬WAS¬ANNOUNCED¬AS¬PART¬OF¬THE¬"UDGET¬¬STATEMENT¬4HE¬FOCUS¬
OF¬THE¬REVIEW¬HAS¬BEEN¬ON¬THE¬WORKING AGE¬(OUSING¬"ENElTS¬SYSTEM ¬LOOKING¬AT¬
ITS¬EFFECTIVENESS ¬PARTICULARLY¬IN¬PROMOTING¬WORK¬INCENTIVES ¬EFlCIENCY¬AND¬FAIRNESS ¬
and ensuring it represents value for money for the taxpayer.

¬

4HE¬'OVERNMENT¬IS¬CONCERNED¬ABOUT¬THE¬RISING¬COSTS¬OF¬(OUSING¬"ENElT¬AND¬IS¬
TAKING¬STEPS¬TO¬IMPROVE¬THE¬SCHEMES¬EFFECTIVENESS¬)T¬IS¬OUR¬INTENTION¬THAT¬(OUSING¬
Beneﬁt should provide sufﬁcient support to those receiving it to enable them to
AFFORD¬SUITABLE¬ACCOMMODATION¬!T¬THE¬SAME¬TIME ¬WE¬WANT¬TO¬AVOID¬CREATING¬
situations in which people out of work are able to live in accommodation for
extended periods which would clearly be out of the reach of working families.
We also fully recognise the importance of strong neighbourhoods and mixed
communities. We also need to support people who may be put off work because
of the removal of a stable beneﬁt income and the need to report changes more
FREQUENTLY¬7E¬NEED¬TO¬LOOK¬AT¬WAYS¬OF¬MAKING¬THESE¬TRANSITIONAL¬PERIODS¬
more secure.

2.36

We therefore want to see how we can build on the existing reforms we have
made to the extended payment regime and see how we can provide stability
during the transition into work. We want to consider how we can make the
SYSTEM¬LESS¬RESPONSIVE¬TO¬INDIVIDUAL¬CHANGES¬OF¬CIRCUMSTANCES ¬GIVE¬PEOPLE¬MORE¬
CERTAINTY¬ABOUT¬RECEIPT¬OF¬THEIR¬BENElT ¬AND¬REMOVE¬ANY¬PERCEIVED¬RISKS¬ASSOCIATED¬
with administration.

¬

%ASING¬THE¬TRANSITION¬INTO¬WORK ¬PROMOTING¬VALUE¬FOR¬MONEY¬AND¬ENSURING¬THE¬
(OUSING¬"ENElTS¬SYSTEM¬IS¬FAIR¬TO¬WORKING¬FAMILIES¬NOT¬ON¬BENElTS¬ARE¬THE¬KEY¬
THEMES¬OF¬THE¬REVIEW¬AND ¬IN¬THEMSELVES ¬COULD¬MEAN¬SOME¬RADICAL¬CHANGES¬TO¬THE¬
CURRENT¬SYSTEM¬7E¬ALSO¬RECOGNIZE¬THAT¬THE¬CURRENT¬STRUCTURE¬OF¬(OUSING¬"ENElT¬IS¬
complex so we want to do all we can to drive forward the simpliﬁcation agenda.

2.38

To date this review has been internal. We will launch an external consultation in
EARLY¬¬(ERE¬WE¬WILL¬SET¬OUT¬OUR¬LONG¬TERM¬VISION¬FOR¬(OUSING¬"ENElT¬REFORM¬
AND¬A¬POTENTIAL¬STRATEGY¬FOR¬ACHIEVING¬OUR¬OBJECTIVES ¬INCLUDING¬VALUE¬FOR¬MONEY¬
We will also set out any early steps we may need to take.

¬

7E¬ALSO¬WANT¬TO¬BUILD¬ON¬THE¬SUCCESSES¬OF¬THE¬@)N¬AND¬/UT¬OF¬7ORK¬PILOTS¬TO¬MAKE¬
THE¬LINKS¬BETWEEN¬$EPARTMENT¬FOR¬7ORK¬AND¬0ENSIONS ¬(-¬2EVENUE¬AND¬#USTOMS¬
AND¬LOCAL¬AUTHORITIES¬SEAMLESS ¬THEREBY¬SIGNIlCANTLY¬IMPROVING¬CUSTOMER¬SERVICE¬AND¬
providing better work incentives. The pilots have demonstrated that it is possible
TO¬HAVE¬A¬FULLY¬INTEGRATED¬APPROACH¬TO¬SERVICE¬DELIVERY¬SO¬THAT ¬WHEN¬MOVING¬IN¬AND¬
OUT¬OF¬WORK ¬CUSTOMERS¬NEED¬ONLY¬CONTACT¬ONE¬ORGANISATION¬ABOUT¬BENElTS¬RATHER¬
than three. Streamlining the claims process for Department for Work and Pensions
BENElTS ¬(OUSING¬"ENElT¬AND¬TAX¬CREDITS¬HAS¬LED¬TO¬TRANSFORMED¬CUSTOMER¬SERVICE¬
AND¬IMPROVED¬SPEED¬OF¬PROCESSING¬4URNING¬BENElTS¬@ON¬AND¬@OFF¬QUICKLY¬AND¬
more effectively is a key enabler to encouraging customers to take the ﬁrst step
INTO¬THE¬LABOUR¬MARKET ¬PARTICULARLY¬TO¬TAKE¬UP¬SHORT TERM¬WORK¬
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2.40

We will continue to pursue our promotion of awareness and understanding of
(OUSING¬"ENElT¬AND¬#OUNCIL¬4AX¬"ENElT¬WHICH¬WE¬KNOW¬TO¬BE¬A¬PROBLEM¬AND¬
SOMETHING¬THAT¬HINDERS¬MOVES¬INTO¬EMPLOYMENT¬)N¬PARTICULAR ¬WE¬WANT¬TO¬RAISE¬
AWARENESS¬THAT¬(OUSING¬"ENElT¬CAN¬BE¬CLAIMED¬IN¬WORK ¬AND¬IMPROVE¬CUSTOMER¬
UNDERSTANDING¬OF¬THE¬WAY¬(OUSING¬"ENElT¬OPERATES¬

2.41

We are keen to promote ﬁnancial inclusion and individual responsibility among
CUSTOMERS¬ACROSS¬ALL¬HOUSING¬SECTORS¬(OWEVER ¬WE¬WILL¬NOT¬BE¬TAKING¬FORWARD¬
ANY¬COMPULSORY¬PILOTS¬OF¬PAYING¬(OUSING¬"ENElT¬DIRECT¬TO¬CUSTOMERS¬IN¬THE¬SOCIAL¬
housing sector.

Review of the Social Fund
2.42

The Social Fund provides valuable support to help people on a low-income meet
the costs of unexpected lump sum expenditure through interest free budgeting
loans. In 2007-08 we made around 1.2 million social fund budgeting loans
AMOUNTING¬TO¬OVER¬a¬MILLION¬TO¬PEOPLE¬GETTING¬INCOME¬RELATED¬BENElTS¬
)N¬ADDITION ¬¬MILLION¬CRISIS¬LOANS¬WERE¬MADE ¬TOTALLING¬a¬MILLION ¬AND¬
COMMUNITY¬CARE¬GRANTS¬AMOUNTING¬TO¬a¬MILLION¬WERE¬MADE¬TO¬ ¬PEOPLE¬

2.43

We recognise that access to affordable credit is particularly difﬁcult for the most
vulnerable who do not have access to mainstream ﬁnancial services. Yet that
does not mean they do not have a legitimate need for credit to meet sudden
and unforeseen costs. We are concerned that the poor tend to pay more in
interest costs and want to do more to improve the support we can provide for
SUCH¬PEOPLE¬)DEALLY ¬WE¬WOULD¬LIKE¬TO¬OFFER¬BETTER¬BUDGETING¬ADVICE¬IN¬A¬TRUSTING¬
ENVIRONMENT¬OVER¬THE¬LONGER TERM ¬THAT¬ULTIMATELY¬SUPPORTS¬PEOPLE¬TO¬SAVE¬FOR¬
SPIKES¬IN¬EXPENDITURE ¬EITHER¬PLANNED¬OR¬UNEXPECTED ¬RATHER¬THAN¬HAVING¬TO¬BORROW¬
at short notice.

2.44

The Green Paper signalled our intention to consider the scope for the budgeting
loans scheme to provide more effective help to allow people to overcome ﬁnancial
exclusion. The feasibility study which was commissioned to look at the practical
and ﬁnancial implications of delivering the Social Fund in partnership with the
private and third sectors has now been completed. The detailed ﬁndings were
published in a report on the Department for Work and Pensions website
WWWDWPGOVUK¬ON¬¬.OVEMBER11

11

Department for Work and Pensions. (2008). The social fund, a new approach. DWP.
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¬

&OLLOWING¬THE¬STUDY ¬WE¬HAVE¬ANNOUNCED¬OUR¬INTENTION¬TO¬MOVE¬FORWARD¬WITH¬
PLANS¬TO¬ENABLE¬THIRD¬SECTOR¬ORGANISATIONS ¬SUCH¬AS¬#REDIT¬5NIONS¬AND¬OTHERS ¬TO¬
come forward to deliver affordable credit and advice to Social Fund customers in
AREAS¬WHERE¬THE¬CAPACITY¬TO¬DO¬EXISTS¬(OWEVER¬WE¬DO¬NOT¬PROPOSE¬TO¬WORK¬WITH¬
outside partners on the administration of community care grants which provide
much needed help to the most vulnerable in our society. More generally we have
BEGUN¬A¬PROGRAMME¬OF¬DISCUSSION¬ON¬THE¬FUTURE¬OF¬THE¬SOCIAL¬FUND ¬WHICH¬CENTRES¬
ON¬PLANS¬TO¬WORK¬WITH¬THE¬THIRD¬SECTOR¬TO¬MAKE¬OUR¬SERVICE¬EVEN¬BETTER ¬MAKING¬
affordable credit available more widely and providing better ﬁnancial advice and
support in difﬁcult economic times. This complements other Government initiatives
TO¬IMPROVE¬ACCESS¬TO¬ADVICE¬AND¬SUPPORT¬ON¬lNANCIAL¬ISSUES ¬INCLUDING¬
THE¬FORTHCOMING¬-ONEY¬'UIDANCE¬PATHlNDER¬IN¬THE¬.ORTH¬7EST¬AND¬.ORTH¬%AST¬
of England.

Conclusion
2.46

Our beneﬁts system for people of working age should make the most effective use
of resources to provide security in time of need whilst providing that support in a
way that can help them back to work. We will consider whether the complexity of
OUR¬SYSTEM ¬WHICH¬HAS¬DEVELOPED¬IN¬A¬PIECEMEAL¬FASHION¬OVER¬MANY¬YEARS ¬MEANS¬
that it does not always deliver effectively on these goals.

2.47

This Chapter sets out our long-term aim of simplifying and streamlining the system
7E¬ARE¬ALREADY¬REDUCING¬THE¬PRESENT¬THREE¬WORKING¬AGE¬BENElTS¬TO¬TWO¬BY ¬IN¬
TIME ¬ABOLISHING¬)NCOME¬3UPPORT ¬HAVING¬lRST¬LOOKED¬CAREFULLY¬AT¬THE¬CHALLENGES¬
the beneﬁts system presents to carers. We also propose to consult on change to
(OUSING¬"ENElT¬TO¬SIMPLIFY ¬IMPROVE¬WORK¬INCENTIVES¬AND¬DELIVER¬BETTER¬VALUE¬FOR¬
money; and to work with the third sector to better help Social Fund customers.
4AKEN¬TOGETHER ¬THIS¬#HAPTER¬THEREFORE¬LAYS¬THE¬FOUNDATIONS¬FOR¬MAJOR¬REFORM

Chapter 3

An empowering
welfare state
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Chapter three – An empowering welfare
state
Summary
This chapter sets out our intention to devolve power in welfare to allow us
to draw on the expertise of the providers of employment support, on local
communities and individuals.
Building on the Green Paper proposals, delivering on the recommendations from
the Freud Report and developing the Department’s Commissioning Strategy, this
White Paper conﬁrms our intention to:
s¬ EXPLORE¬NEW¬WAYS¬OF¬ENSURING¬THAT¬PROVIDERS¬OFFER¬INCREASED¬SUPPORT¬TO¬
those with the greatest needs;
s¬ DEVELOP¬A¬SINGLE¬EMPLOYMENT¬PROGRAMME¬WHICH¬MEETS¬THE¬NEEDS¬OF¬JOB¬
seekers and others with a more personalised support path;
s¬ RECYCLE¬BENElT¬SAVINGS¬TO¬lNANCE¬MORE¬EFFECTIVE¬SUPPORT¬n¬THE¬@INVEST¬TO¬
SAVE¬MODEL ¬AS¬PROPOSED¬BY¬$AVID¬&REUD¬AND
s¬ DEVELOP¬THE¬2IGHT¬TO¬"ID¬FOR¬CONTRACTS¬TO¬PROVIDE¬INNOVATIVE¬SERVICES
This chapter conﬁrms our intention to devolve power to communities.
)T¬SETS¬OUT¬THE¬ROLE¬OF¬LOCAL¬PROVIDERS¬AND¬*OBCENTRE¬0LUS¬IN¬DEVELOPING¬LOCAL¬
delivery arrangements and contains a commitment to working with the devolved
administrations. We set out in this chapter the three levels of local devolution
that we intend to develop.
This White Paper also conﬁrms our intention to devolve power to individuals,
to allow them to design services that ﬁt their needs, not the needs of the
SYSTEM¬7E¬CONlRM¬THAT¬WE¬INTEND¬TO¬LEGISLATE¬FOR¬A¬RIGHT¬TO¬CONTROL¬FOR¬DISABLED¬
PEOPLE¬4HIS¬WOULD¬ALLOW¬INDIVIDUALS¬TO¬MAKE¬INFORMED¬DECISIONS¬ABOUT¬HOW¬TO¬
USE¬THE¬MONEY¬AVAILABLE¬FOR¬THEIR¬SUPPORT¬&ROM¬¬WE¬WILL¬PILOT¬THE¬RIGHT¬TO¬
CONTROL¬IN¬A¬SMALL¬NUMBER¬OF¬TRAILBLAZING¬PUBLIC¬AUTHORITY¬AREAS
This new focus on an empowering welfare state will mean that we can deliver
the support that people need more effectively and efﬁciently. Our providers
KNOW¬THEIR¬BUSINESS¬n¬THEY¬WILL¬HAVE¬THE¬OPPORTUNITY¬TO¬DELIVER¬A¬BETTER¬SERVICE¬
for people looking for work. Communities all face different challenges: they
MUST¬BE¬PART¬OF¬THE¬SOLUTION¬!ND¬GIVING¬CONTROL¬TO¬INDIVIDUALS¬WILL¬HELP¬THEM¬
to move more quickly on the path to independence and, where this is right for
them, work.
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¬

!S¬WE¬NOTED¬IN¬OUR¬'REEN¬0APER ¬No one written off: reforming welfare to
reward responsibility, the Government has increasingly delivered services through
a wide variety of providers. By drawing on the expertise and experience of the
PUBLIC ¬PRIVATE¬AND¬VOLUNTARY¬SECTORS ¬WE¬HAVE¬IMPROVED¬THE¬QUALITY¬OF¬SERVICE ¬
GIVEN¬INDIVIDUALS¬MORE¬CONTROL¬OVER¬THE¬SERVICES¬THEY¬RECEIVE¬AND¬ACHIEVED¬BETTER¬
OUTCOMES¬4HIS¬APPROACH¬HAS¬BEEN¬PARTICULARLY¬EFFECTIVE¬IN¬HELPING¬SOME¬OF¬THE¬
$EPARTMENTS¬MORE¬VULNERABLE¬CUSTOMERS ¬THROUGH¬THE¬PROVISION¬OF¬SPECIALISED¬AND¬
TAILORED¬SERVICES ¬TO¬HELP¬THEM¬OVERCOME¬PARTICULAR¬BARRIERS¬TO¬WORK

¬

4OO¬OFTEN¬IN¬THE¬PAST ¬THE¬WELFARE¬STATE¬HAS¬PROVIDED¬A¬CENTRALISED ¬ONE¬SIZE¬lTS¬
all system of support. Not only has this failed to address the more complex and
localised sources of disadvantage, it has also tended to stiﬂe innovation. This White
Paper conﬁrms our intention to accelerate the devolution of power in the welfare
system. We intend:
s¬ TO¬DEVOLVE¬POWER¬TO¬PROVIDERS ¬DRAWING¬ON¬THEIR¬EXPERTISE¬AND¬INNOVATION¬TO¬
STEP¬UP¬THE¬QUALITY¬AND¬SCOPE¬OF¬THE¬BACK TO WORK¬SUPPORT¬THAT¬WE¬OFFER¬TO¬
PEOPLE¬ON¬BENElTS
s¬ TO¬DEVOLVE¬POWER¬TO¬COMMUNITIES ¬DRAWING¬ON¬THE¬UNDERSTANDING¬OF¬LOCAL¬
LABOUR¬MARKETS¬AND¬OPPORTUNITIES¬TO¬PROVIDE¬ENHANCED¬SUPPORT¬FOR¬PEOPLE¬
returning to work; and
s¬ TO¬DEVOLVE¬POWER¬TO¬INDIVIDUALS ¬GIVING¬DISABLED¬PEOPLE¬THE¬RIGHT¬TO¬CONTROL¬
BUDGETS¬USED¬FOR¬THEIR¬SUPPORT¬AND¬THE¬CHANCE¬TO¬CHOOSE¬HOW¬BEST¬TO¬ACHIEVE¬
THEIR¬AIMS¬AND¬ASPIRATIONS ¬WITH¬TRAILBLAZERS¬IN¬SELECTED¬AREAS

Devolving to providers
¬

7E¬ARE¬DETERMINED¬TO¬HARNESS¬THE¬BEST¬OF¬ALL¬SECTORS ¬MAKING¬FULL¬USE¬OF¬THE¬WORLD¬
CLASS¬SERVICE¬OFFERED¬BY¬*OBCENTRE¬0LUS¬AND¬ALSO¬USING¬SKILLS¬AGENCIES ¬INNOVATIVE¬
LOCAL¬AUTHORITIES¬AND¬PRIVATE¬AND¬VOLUNTARY¬ORGANISATIONS¬)N¬&EBRUARY¬ ¬THE¬
$EPARTMENT¬FOR¬7ORK¬AND¬0ENSIONS¬PUBLISHED¬ITS¬#OMMISSIONING¬3TRATEGY ¬WHICH¬
SET¬OUT¬OUR¬VISION¬FOR¬MODERNISING¬AND¬STRENGTHENING¬THE¬WELFARE TO WORK¬MARKET¬
It opens the way for larger, longer contracts with providers rewarded for their
success in helping more people into sustained work; where customers receive
A¬MORE¬PERSONALISED¬AND¬mEXIBLE¬SERVICE¬AND¬WHERE¬DELIVERY¬OF¬EMPLOYMENT¬
support is integrated into local services. These principles are already shaping the
COMMISSIONING¬FOR¬0HASE¬¬OF¬THE¬&LEXIBLE¬.EW¬$EAL ¬WHICH¬STARTS¬IN¬/CTOBER¬¬
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We now want to go further. So we will:
s¬ LOOK¬AT¬WHETHER¬THESE¬PRINCIPLES¬CAN¬HELP¬US¬DRAW¬TOGETHER¬FROM¬PROVIDERS¬A¬
SINGLE¬EMPLOYMENT¬PROGRAMME¬FOR¬PEOPLE¬CLAIMING¬BOTH¬THE¬%MPLOYMENT¬AND¬
3UPPORT¬!LLOWANCE¬AND¬*OBSEEKERS¬!LLOWANCE¬
s¬ TEST¬WHETHER¬WE¬CAN¬INCREASE¬FUNDS¬FOR¬IMPROVING¬DELIVERY¬OF¬SERVICES¬BY¬
ALLOWING¬PROVIDERS¬TO¬USE¬THE¬BENElT¬SAVINGS¬THROUGH¬THEIR¬SUCCESS¬IN¬HELPING¬
people into work; and
s¬ EXPLORE¬HOW¬WE¬CAN¬MORE¬EFFECTIVELY¬ALIGN¬OR¬COMBINE¬FUNDING¬POTS¬ACROSS¬
government through shared commissioning.

Greater need: greater support
3.5

People who responded to the Green Paper, No one written off: reforming welfare
to reward responsibility,¬WELCOMED¬THE¬mEXIBILITY¬AND¬OPPORTUNITY¬FOR¬INNOVATION¬
OFFERED¬BY¬OUR¬COMMISSIONING¬PROPOSALS¬"UT¬THERE¬WAS¬CONCERN¬THAT¬PROVIDERS¬
WOULD¬@CHERRY¬PICK¬THE¬PEOPLE¬WHO¬MIGHT¬BE¬EASIEST¬TO¬HELP¬BACK¬INTO¬EMPLOYMENT¬
AND¬IGNORE¬THOSE¬WITH¬THE¬MOST¬BARRIERS¬TO¬WORK

¬

7E¬BELIEVE¬THAT¬WIDENING¬THE¬RANGE¬OF¬PROVIDERS ¬AND¬USING¬THEIR¬SPECIALIST¬
EXPERTISE ¬WILL¬HELP¬IMPROVE¬BACK TO WORK¬SERVICES¬FOR¬EVERYONE¬&URTHERMORE¬WE¬
BELIEVE¬WE¬CAN¬SUCCESSFULLY¬DISCOURAGE¬PARKING¬BY¬DESIGNING¬PROGRAMMES¬AND¬
funding models to properly incentivise providers. We are already doing this in
mEXIBLE¬.EW¬$EAL¬CONTRACTS¬

¬

4HE¬QUALITY¬AND¬RANGE¬OF¬SERVICES¬SHOULD¬ALSO¬BE¬IMPROVED¬THROUGH¬LARGER¬AND¬
LONGER¬CONTRACTS¬WHICH¬WILL¬ATTRACT¬A¬BROADER¬RANGE¬OF¬PROVIDERS¬#OMPETITION¬FOR¬
and within contracts will give them an incentive to drive up performance and
THE¬NUMBER¬OF¬PEOPLE¬THEY¬PLAN¬TO¬GET¬INTO¬WORK¬4HE¬$EPARTMENT¬FOR¬7ORK¬AND¬
Pensions, in turn, will ensure that providers keep to their commitments, as well as
requiring potential suppliers to show how they will provide support for all
our customers.

3.8

Contract managers will also monitor progress and use customer experience to
CHECK¬ON¬THE¬STANDARDS¬OF¬DELIVERY¬4HERE¬WILL¬ALSO¬BE¬IMPROVED¬CUSTOMER¬CHOICE ¬
INFORMED¬BY¬THE¬EXPERIENCE¬OF¬EARLIER¬PARTICIPANTS¬IN¬THE¬PROGRAMMES¬4HIS¬WILL¬
ensure that providers offer a personalised and responsive service to customers.

¬

)N¬ADDITION¬TO¬INCREASING¬SUPPORT¬AND¬CONDITIONALITY ¬WE¬ALSO¬WANT¬TO¬ENSURE¬THAT¬
SUPPORT¬IS¬TAILORED¬AND¬mEXIBLE¬4HERE¬IS¬GOOD¬EVIDENCE¬THAT¬FOCUSING¬CONTRACTS¬ON¬
THEIR¬SUCCESS¬IN¬GETTING¬PEOPLE¬BACK¬TO¬WORK¬HELPS¬PROVIDE¬THIS¬PERSONALISED¬AND¬
mEXIBLE¬SERVICE
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¬

4HE¬POLICIES¬OUTLINED¬IN¬THIS¬CHAPTER¬WILL¬ALLOW¬US¬TO¬GO¬FURTHER¬IN¬ENABLING¬
customers and the local community to work with providers to shape effective
SUPPORT¬4HEY¬WILL¬ENCOURAGE¬GREATER¬INVESTMENT¬BY¬PROVIDERS¬IN¬THEIR¬STAFF¬AND¬IN¬
the infrastructure of their organisation. They will go further than ever in ensuring
we make maximum use of the expertise and innovation of the private and
voluntary sectors to help more of our customers into work.

Next steps
¬

)N¬THIS¬7HITE¬0APER¬WE¬SET¬OUT¬FOUR¬APPROACHES¬TO¬USING¬CONTRACTED¬PROVIDERS¬TO¬DO¬
more to get more people into work:
A ¬ TRIALLING¬A¬SINGLE¬EMPLOYMENT¬PROGRAMME¬FOR¬COMBINED¬CLIENT¬GROUPS¬AND¬
EXPLORING¬THE¬FEASIBILITY¬OF¬DEVELOPING¬AN¬INNOVATIVE¬@ACCELERATOR¬FUNDING¬
model which, instead of giving providers the same payment for each person
they help into work, pays providers more for each individual success as more
individuals from particular cohorts of claimants ﬁnd work;
B ¬ TESTING¬WHETHER¬IT¬IS¬COST¬EFFECTIVE¬TO¬REINVEST¬BENElT¬SAVINGS¬WHEN¬PEOPLE¬
ARE¬HELPED¬BACK¬INTO¬WORK¬TO¬IMPROVE¬SERVICES¬THROUGH¬THE¬@INVEST¬TO¬SAVE¬
MODEL ¬AS¬PROPOSED¬BY¬$AVID¬&REUD¬
C ¬ ALIGNING¬OR¬COMBINING¬MORE¬EFFECTIVELY¬GOVERNMENT¬FUNDING¬FOR¬EMPLOYMENT¬
AND¬SKILLS¬SUPPORT¬TO¬SEE¬IF¬IT¬IS¬MORE¬EFFECTIVE¬IN¬HELPING¬THE¬MOST¬VULNERABLE¬
OVERCOME¬THE¬BARRIERS¬TO¬WORK¬AND
(d) supporting innovation through Right to Bid, which will provide an opportunity
to test new approaches to the delivery of provision which, if successful,
we would scale up.

¬

7E¬ALSO¬SET¬OUT¬THREE¬LEVELS¬OF¬DEVOLUTION¬TO¬LOCAL¬COMMUNITIES¬4HESE¬LEVELS¬
REPRESENT¬PROGRESSIVELY¬GREATER¬mEXIBILITY¬AND¬DISCRETION¬TO¬TAILOR¬SERVICES¬TO¬MEET¬
LOCAL¬NEEDS¬,EVEL¬¬INVOLVES¬IMPROVED¬INmUENCE¬OVER¬CONTRACT¬SPECIlCATIONS ¬
FULL¬USE¬OF¬THE¬mEXIBILITY¬AVAILABLE¬WITHIN¬CONTRACTS¬AND¬IMPROVED¬COMMUNICATION¬
BETWEEN¬PROVIDERS¬AND¬OTHER¬LOCAL¬BODIES¬)N¬LEVEL¬ ¬FUNDING¬STREAMS¬MAY¬BE¬
arranged in innovative ways to support shared commissioning of services. During
THIS¬STAGE¬OF¬DEVOLUTION ¬WE¬WOULD¬BE¬TRYING¬TO¬DEVELOP¬NEW¬PARTNERSHIPS¬TO¬TEST¬
and improve these provisions.

¬

,EVEL¬¬GOES¬FURTHER¬AND¬COULD¬INCLUDE¬DEVOLVING¬CONTRACTING¬RESPONSIBILITY¬TO¬LOCAL¬
OR¬SUB REGIONAL ¬PARTNERSHIPS¬!T¬THIS¬LEVEL ¬MONEY¬AND¬CONTROL¬WOULD¬BE¬GIVEN¬TO¬
the locality with the Department for Work and Pensions and other parts of central
GOVERNMENT¬SPECIFYING¬ONLY¬THE¬OUTCOMES¬TO¬BE¬ACHIEVED¬
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¬

4HIS¬DEVOLUTION ¬WHICH¬IS¬DESCRIBED¬IN¬MORE¬DETAIL¬LATER¬IN¬THIS¬CHAPTER ¬WILL¬FACILITATE¬
EFFORTS¬TO¬JOIN¬UP¬SERVICES¬AND¬ENABLE¬THE¬$EPARTMENTS¬CONTRACTED¬EMPLOYMENT¬
programmes to respond to local needs. We will take this forward through
IMPLEMENTATION¬OF¬OUR¬PUBLISHED¬COMMISSIONING¬STRATEGY
A single personalised employment programme

¬

4HE¬'REGG¬2EVIEW¬SAID¬THE¬VAST¬MAJORITY¬OF¬PEOPLE¬CLAIMING¬OUT OF WORK¬BENElTS¬
SHOULD¬BE¬ON¬A¬PATH¬WHICH¬COULD¬LEAD¬THEM¬BACK¬TO¬WORK¬)T¬DESCRIBES¬WHY¬
PERSONALISED¬SUPPORT¬NEEDS¬TO¬BE¬BASED¬ON¬INDIVIDUAL¬NEEDS¬RATHER¬THAN¬THE¬BENElT¬
they are receiving, which is often the case now. Through the Pathways to Work
AND¬&LEXIBLE¬.EW¬$EAL¬PROGRAMMES ¬WE¬ARE¬MOVING¬TOWARDS¬THIS¬APPROACH¬AND¬
NOW¬WANT¬TO¬SEE¬HOW¬IT¬CAN¬BE¬EXTENDED¬

¬

!S¬WE¬BEGIN¬TO¬DEVELOP¬PROPOSALS¬FOR¬A¬SIMPLER¬BENElT¬SYSTEM¬AND¬NEW¬
personalised conditionality and support, we need to ensure that existing
EMPLOYMENT¬PROGRAMMES¬EVOLVE¬TO¬UNDERPIN¬THEM¬7HERE¬POSSIBLE ¬PROGRAMMES¬
SHOULD¬AIM¬TO¬REMOVE¬BARRIERS¬THAT¬PROVIDERS¬FACE¬IN¬DELIVERING¬SUPPORT¬TO¬PEOPLE¬
with complex needs. This would allow them to deliver a more personal approach
to getting people into work. For example, many young people leaving care,
AND¬FORMER¬OFFENDERS ¬WILL¬OFTEN¬NEED¬HELP¬WITH¬@SOFT¬SKILLS¬LIKE¬EXPECTATIONS¬OF¬
WORKPLACE¬BEHAVIOURS¬AND¬INTERPERSONAL¬RELATIONSHIP¬MANAGEMENT¬BEFORE¬THEY¬ARE¬
ABLE¬TO¬EFFECTIVELY¬MAKE¬THE¬TRANSITION¬INTO¬EMPLOYMENT

¬

4HIS¬IS¬WHY¬WE¬PLAN¬TO¬TEST¬A¬NEW¬EMPLOYMENT¬PROGRAMME¬FROM¬-ARCH¬¬
4HIS¬PROGRAMME¬WILL¬COMBINE¬0ATHWAYS¬TO¬7ORK¬AND¬THE¬&LEXIBLE¬.EW¬$EAL¬)T¬WILL¬
DELIVER¬A¬SINGLE ¬INTEGRATED ¬mEXIBLE¬EMPLOYMENT¬PROGRAMME¬FOR¬PEOPLE¬CLAIMING¬
BOTH¬*OBSEEKERS¬!LLOWANCE¬AND¬THE¬%MPLOYMENT¬AND¬3UPPORT¬!LLOWANCE¬7E¬
will also explore whether the proposals for lone parents with children aged three
TO¬SIX¬CAN¬ALSO¬BE¬TESTED¬IN¬THIS¬PROGRAMME¬4HE¬PILOTS¬WILL¬ENABLE¬US¬TO¬TRIAL¬THE¬
conditionality framework recommended in the Gregg Review, alongside his
CENTRAL¬RECOMMENDATION¬THAT¬SUPPORT¬SHOULD¬BE¬PERSONALISED¬DEPENDING¬ON¬NEED¬
RATHER¬THAN¬THE¬BENElT¬SOMEONE¬RECEIVES

¬

7E¬BELIEVE¬THIS¬APPROACH¬WILL¬PROVIDE¬A¬GREATER¬RANGE¬OF¬SUPPORT¬TO¬BOTH¬GROUPS¬
It will allow providers greater opportunity to innovate and tailor support to meet
THE¬NEEDS¬OF¬THE¬INDIVIDUAL¬4HIS¬WILL¬PARTICULARLY¬HELP¬THOSE¬WITH¬MULTIPLE¬BARRIERS¬
AND¬MORE¬COMPLEX¬NEEDS ¬SUCH¬AS¬JOB¬SEEKERS¬WITH¬HEALTH¬CONDITIONS¬7E¬WILL¬
explore ways of more closely aligning this programme to other specialist support
SUCH¬AS¬0ROGRESS7ORK¬AND¬THE¬NEW¬SPECIALIST¬DISABILITY¬EMPLOYMENT¬PROGRAMME¬
discussed in Chapter 5. We will ensure that providers continue to take an
INTEGRATED¬APPROACH¬TO¬BOTH¬EMPLOYMENT¬AND¬SKILLS ¬WORKING¬CLOSELY¬WITH¬LOCAL¬
partners and agencies.
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¬

4HE¬'REGG¬2EVIEW¬CONCLUDED¬THAT¬CONCERNS¬THAT¬A¬SINGLE¬PROGRAMME¬WOULD¬
SEE¬EFFORTS¬CONCENTRATED¬ON¬THE¬EASIEST¬TO¬HELP¬COULD¬BE¬OVERCOME¬BY¬CONTRACTS¬
which reﬂect and reward the additional time and money needed to support those
WITH¬THE¬GREATEST¬BARRIERS¬TO¬WORK¬)T¬SUGGESTED¬THAT¬AN¬@ACCELERATORESCALATOR¬
model was the most attractive. This would pay providers more for each individual
success as more individuals from particular cohorts of claimants ﬁnd work.
4HIS¬WORKS¬BECAUSE¬PEOPLE¬WHO¬lND¬WORK¬LATER¬ARE¬LIKELY¬TO¬BE¬THOSE¬WHO¬HAVE¬
NEEDED¬TO¬OVERCOME¬BIGGER¬BARRIERS¬TO¬GETTING¬INTO¬WORK¬7E¬WILL¬EXPLORE¬THE¬
FEASIBILITY¬OF¬USING¬THIS¬FUNDING¬MODEL¬FOR¬THESE¬MULTI CLIENT¬CONTRACTS

3.20

We envisage that the pilots would run in two areas and we will work with local
PARTNERS¬TO¬ENSURE¬THAT ¬AS¬FAR¬AS¬POSSIBLE ¬THE¬TEST¬PROGRAMME¬REmECTS¬LOCAL¬NEEDS¬
The lessons we learn will help us to inform the design of employment support for
all customers as we move forward with welfare reform in the future.
4ESTING¬INNOVATIVE¬APPROACHES¬FOR¬LONGER TERM¬INCAPACITY¬BENElT¬CLAIMANTS

¬

&OR¬NEW¬CLAIMANTS ¬WE¬HAVE¬ALREADY¬REPLACED¬)NCAPACITY¬"ENElT¬WITH¬THE¬
%MPLOYMENT¬AND¬3UPPORT¬!LLOWANCE¬"ETWEEN¬¬AND¬ ¬WE¬WILL¬TRANSFER¬
ALL¬EXISTING¬)"¬CLAIMANTS¬TO¬%3!¬%VERYONE¬WILL¬GET¬ACCESS¬TO¬SUPPORT¬TO¬GET¬BETTER¬
AND¬BACK¬IN¬TO¬WORK ¬THROUGH¬THE¬0ATHWAYS¬TO¬7ORK¬PROGRAMME¬"UT¬WE¬WANT¬TO¬
continue to improve and deepen the support we give, particularly to those who
HAVE¬BEEN¬OUT¬OF¬THE¬LABOUR¬MARKET¬FOR¬A¬LONG¬TIME

3.22

So we will:
s¬ TAKE¬FORWARD¬THE¬PATHlNDERS¬FOR¬THE¬INNOVATIVE¬APPROACH¬RECOMMENDED¬BY¬
$AVID¬&REUD¬TO¬SUPPORT¬LONG TERM¬CLAIMANTS¬BACK¬INTO¬EMPLOYMENT ¬FUNDED¬
using a new ﬁnancing agreement;
s¬ SEEK¬BETTER¬TO¬UNDERSTAND¬AND¬MEET¬THE¬NEEDS¬OF¬PEOPLE¬WITH¬MENTAL¬HEALTH¬
conditions; and
s¬ ENSURE¬THAT¬WE¬ARE¬WORKING¬TOGETHER¬ACROSS¬GOVERNMENT¬TO¬HELP¬THOSE¬FACING¬
MULTIPLE¬BARRIERS

¬

4ESTING¬RADICAL¬NEW¬APPROACHES¬IS¬CRUCIAL¬TO¬BREAK¬CYCLES¬OF¬BENElT¬DEPENDENCY¬
and to support those who need it most. We are committed to provide
GROUND BREAKING ¬EFFECTIVE¬SUPPORT¬TO¬THOSE¬WHO¬HAVE¬BEEN¬CLAIMING¬INCAPACITY¬
BENElTS¬FOR¬A¬NUMBER¬OF¬YEARS¬4HIS¬DRIVES¬US¬IN¬THE¬DIRECTION¬ADVOCATED¬BY¬THE¬
'REGG¬2EVIEW ¬EXPLORING¬NEW¬AND¬MORE¬EFFECTIVE¬POSSIBILITIES¬FOR¬PERSONALISED ¬
integrated, individual support, not only for those who are easiest to help,
BUT¬FOR¬ALL¬
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3.24

David Freud’s report¬TO¬THE¬$EPARTMENT¬FOR¬7ORK¬AND¬0ENSIONS¬IN¬-ARCH¬¬
recommended harnessing the innovation of the private and voluntary sectors to
DELIVER¬THIS¬PERSONALISED¬SUPPORT¬(E¬PROPOSED¬USING¬THE¬FUTURE¬BENElT¬SAVINGS¬
ACHIEVED¬FROM¬SUPPORTING¬CLAIMANTS¬BACK¬INTO¬WORK¬TO¬REWARD¬THOSE¬PROVIDERS¬
This would allow the Department to reward providers for each extra customer
THEY¬SUCCESSFULLY¬SUPPORT¬INTO¬SUSTAINABLE¬EMPLOYMENT ¬WHILE¬ALSO¬ALLOWING¬THE¬
providers greater freedom to innovate in their methods of support.

¬

7E¬BELIEVE¬THAT¬THE¬APPROACH¬PROPOSED¬BY¬$AVID¬&REUD¬COULD¬DELIVER¬A¬NEW¬LEVEL¬
of more effective support, helping to make sure that no one is written off. We
will implement his recommendations. As he advised, we will pilot his proposals
BEFORE¬ROLLING¬THEM¬OUT¬4HIS¬WILL¬START¬IN¬-ARCH¬¬WITH¬lVE¬REGIONS¬7E¬EXPECT¬
THAT¬THESE¬NEW ¬PRIMARILY¬OUTCOME BASED¬CONTRACTS ¬BY¬OFFERING¬THE¬PROSPECT¬OF¬
greater returns, should encourage providers to invest more of their own capital
AND¬BE¬MORE¬INNOVATIVE¬IN¬THE¬WAY¬THEY¬DELIVER¬THEIR¬SUPPORT¬7E¬WILL¬LOOK¬TO¬USE¬
the pathﬁnders to test the Gregg Review’s vision of personalised conditionality for
existing customers.

¬

4HE¬PATHlNDERS¬WILL¬BE¬UNDERPINNED¬BY¬AN¬INNOVATIVE¬@INVEST¬TO¬SAVE¬lNANCING¬
AGREEMENT¬BETWEEN¬THE¬$EPARTMENT¬FOR¬7ORK¬AND¬0ENSIONS¬AND¬(-¬4REASURY¬
It is this agreement that will allow the Department to fund payments under these
CONTRACTS¬USING¬THE¬BENElT¬SAVINGS¬ACHIEVED

¬

-OST¬LONGER TERM¬EXISTING¬CUSTOMERS¬ON¬INCAPACITY¬BENElTS¬WHO¬ARE¬IN¬THE¬
pathﬁnder areas will receive this new support after they move across to the
%MPLOYMENT¬AND¬3UPPORT¬!LLOWANCE¬4HOSE¬IN¬THE¬3UPPORT¬'ROUP¬WILL¬HAVE¬THE¬
OPPORTUNITY¬TO¬TAKE¬PART¬IF¬THEY¬WISH¬BUT ¬IN¬KEEPING¬WITH¬THEIR¬GENERAL¬TREATMENT¬
IN¬THE¬%MPLOYMENT¬AND¬3UPPORT¬!LLOWANCE ¬WILL¬NOT¬BE¬REQUIRED¬TO¬TAKE¬PART¬
The pathﬁnders will take place in ﬁve regions of the country commencing from
-ARCH¬¬4HE¬INITIAL¬THREE¬AREAS¬WERE¬ANNOUNCED¬IN¬THE¬'REEN¬0APER ¬No one
written off: reforming welfare to reward responsibility:
s¬ 'REATER¬-ANCHESTER
s¬ .ORFOLK¬AND
s¬ ,AMBETH ¬3OUTHWARK¬AND¬7ANDSWORTH



Freud D. (2007). Reducing dependency, increasing opportunity: options for the future of welfare to work.
Corporate Document Services.
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2IGHT¬TO¬BID¬¬
¬

4HE¬'REEN¬0APER¬PROPOSED¬THE¬ESTABLISHMENT¬OF¬A¬@2IGHT¬TO¬"ID ¬TO¬REVERSE¬
OUR¬TRADITIONAL¬TENDERING¬APPROACH ¬SO¬THAT¬OUTSIDE¬ORGANISATIONS¬COULD¬BID¬FOR¬
CONTRACTS¬WHERE¬THEY¬THOUGHT¬THEY¬COULD¬IMPROVE¬OUR¬SERVICES¬4HIS¬WILL¬ENABLE¬
BIDDERS ¬INCLUDING¬THOSE¬WHO¬ALREADY¬WORK¬WITH¬THE¬$EPARTMENT¬FOR¬7ORK¬AND¬
Pensions and those who do not, to put forward ideas to help improve services for
WHICH¬THE¬$EPARTMENT¬FOR¬7ORK¬AND¬0ENSIONS¬IS¬RESPONSIBLE

¬

!NY¬INNOVATIVE¬PROPOSALS¬WHICH¬PROVIDE¬EVIDENCE¬TO¬SUPPORT¬THEIR¬SUCCESS¬WILL¬BE¬
considered for piloting.

¬

7E¬EXPECT¬THAT ¬FOLLOWING¬THE¬LAUNCH¬OF¬THE¬'REEN¬0APER ¬THE¬MAJORITY¬OF¬EARLY¬
2IGHT¬TO¬"ID¬APPLICATIONS¬WILL¬FOCUS¬ON¬IMPROVING¬ASPECTS¬OF¬WELFARE TO WORK¬
DELIVERY ¬BUT¬IT¬IS¬NOT¬RESTRICTED¬TO¬THAT¬SECTOR¬AND¬MAY¬RELATE¬TO¬ANY¬AREA¬OF¬OUR¬
BUSINESS¬

¬

!¬"IDDERS¬'UIDE¬FOR¬ORGANISATIONS¬WISHING¬TO¬DEVELOP¬PROPOSALS¬WAS¬PUBLISHED¬
ON¬THE¬$EPARTMENT¬FOR¬7ORK¬AND¬0ENSIONS¬WEBSITE¬ON¬¬/CTOBER¬4HE¬"IDDERS¬
Guide outlines the Right to Bid approach and process, and seeks the engagement
and commitment of providers. We expect to receive the ﬁrst proposals in January
¬AND¬WILL¬LOOK¬TO¬IDENTIFY¬THE¬BEST¬OF¬THESE¬THROUGH¬SPRING¬

3.32

Our aim is to make the most effective use of the experience, knowledge and
PERSPECTIVES¬OF¬THE¬PUBLIC ¬PRIVATE¬AND¬VOLUNTARY¬SECTORS¬IN¬REALISING¬OUR¬AMBITIONS¬

Devolving to communities
¬

*UST¬AS¬NO¬INDIVIDUALS¬HAVE¬THE¬SAME¬NEEDS¬AND¬AMBITIONS ¬NEITHER¬DO¬COMMUNITIES¬
!ND¬JUST¬AS¬THE¬BEST¬WAY¬OF¬TAILORING¬ADVICE¬AND¬SUPPORT¬TO¬THE¬NEEDS¬OF¬INDIVIDUALS¬
is to ensure they play a full part in decisions, so we need to make use of local
KNOWLEDGE¬AND¬EXPERIENCE¬WHEREVER¬POSSIBLE¬

3.34

The Green Paper, No one written off: reforming welfare to reward responsibility,
SET¬OUT¬OUR¬AMBITIONS¬TO¬DEVOLVE¬MORE¬DECISION MAKING¬AND¬RESPONSIBILITY¬WHEREVER¬
POSSIBLE¬LOCALLY¬AND¬TO¬BUILD¬NEW¬PARTNERSHIPS¬WHICH¬WILL¬HAVE¬THE¬CHANCE¬TO¬
innovate to meet local priorities.

3.35

We have proposed three levels of devolution which would progressively increase
INmUENCE¬AND¬ACCOUNTABILITY¬AT¬A¬LOCAL¬LEVEL¬7E¬BELIEVE¬THAT¬THIS¬APPROACH¬WILL¬
SUPPORT¬ACTIVITIES¬TO¬BETTER¬ALIGN¬FUNDING¬STREAMS¬AND¬ALLOW¬LOCAL¬PRIORITIES¬TO¬
BE¬MET
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2OLE¬OF¬PROVIDERS ¬*OBCENTRE¬0LUS¬AND¬LOCAL¬PARTNERS
¬

*OBCENTRE¬0LUS¬IS¬WELL¬PLACED¬TO¬PLAY¬A¬PIVOTAL¬ROLE¬TO¬PROMOTE¬AND¬FACILITATE¬
THIS¬BETTER¬ENGAGEMENT¬AND¬COLLABORATION¬BETWEEN¬PARTNERSHIPS¬AND¬PROVIDERS¬
*OBCENTRE¬0LUS¬$ISTRICT¬-ANAGERS¬ARE¬ALREADY¬INCLUDED¬AS¬FULL¬PARTNERS¬THROUGHOUT¬
our commissioning process, and we intend to continue to make full use of their
local expertise.

¬

7E¬NOW¬WANT¬TO¬EXTEND¬THE¬HIGH¬LEVEL¬OF¬LOCAL¬CONSULTATION ¬WHICH¬HAS¬BEEN¬
DEVELOPED¬THROUGH¬THE¬0ATHWAYS¬TO¬7ORK¬AND¬THE¬&LEXIBLE¬.EW¬$EAL¬CONTRACTING¬
process, to shape the way that we approach all contracting. However, we also are
LOOKING¬FOR¬SOME¬SIGNIlCANT¬ENHANCEMENTS ¬BUILDING¬ON¬THE¬PROPOSALS¬SET¬OUT¬IN¬
THE¬0RE "UDGET¬2EPORT¬TO¬DEVOLVE¬A¬COMPREHENSIVE¬RANGE¬OF¬POWERS¬AND¬FREEDOMS¬
TO¬CITY REGIONS¬
s¬ /FFERING¬INVOLVEMENT¬IN¬THE¬$EPARTMENTS¬COMMISSIONING¬PROCESSES¬FROM¬
speciﬁcation design, through to tender evaluation and performance
management.
s¬ %NABLING¬LOCAL¬PARTNERS¬TO¬CLEARLY¬IDENTIFY¬WHICH¬ELEMENTS¬CAN¬BE¬TARGETED¬TO¬
local needs and priorities.
s¬ 4HE¬CONTINUING¬INVOLVEMENT¬OF¬*OBCENTRE¬0LUS¬$ISTRICTS¬IN¬IDENTIFYING¬THE¬
OVERALL¬NEEDS¬OF¬LOCAL¬CUSTOMERS¬AND¬PARTICULAR¬AREAS¬OR¬PROBLEMS¬THAT¬NEED¬TO¬
BE¬ADDRESSED
s¬ %NSURING¬THE¬INVOLVEMENT¬OF¬LOCAL¬PARTNERS¬IN¬ALL¬AREAS¬n¬NOT¬JUST¬THOSE¬WITH¬A¬
City Strategy Partnership.

Implementing change with local partners
,EVEL¬
¬

/UR¬NEW¬CONTRACTING¬ARRANGEMENTS¬WILL¬GIVE¬CONTRACTED¬PROVIDERS¬BOTH¬THE¬
mEXIBILITY¬AND¬THE¬INCENTIVES¬TO¬DEVELOP¬APPROPRIATE¬TAILORED¬SOLUTIONS¬TO¬MEET¬
INDIVIDUALS¬NEEDS¬4HIS¬IS¬A¬NEW¬APPROACH¬AND¬WE¬BELIEVE¬THAT¬WE¬WILL¬SEE¬THE¬
IMPACT¬OF¬THESE¬ARRANGEMENTS¬OVER¬TIME¬AS¬CONTRACTS¬@BED¬IN¬

¬

7E¬WILL¬DO¬MORE¬TO¬IMPROVE¬OUR¬COMMUNICATIONS¬WITH¬#ITY¬3TRATEGY¬0ARTNERSHIPS¬
and other partnerships on the detail of our commissioning processes and involve
them in discussions on the performance of Department for Work and Pensions’
contracts.
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¬

7E¬WANT¬THE¬LEVEL¬OF¬CONSULTATION¬WHICH¬HAS¬BEEN¬DEVELOPED¬THROUGH¬THE¬
0ATHWAYS¬TO¬7ORK¬AND¬&LEXIBLE¬.EW¬$EAL¬CONTRACTING¬PROCESS¬TO¬BE¬SEEN¬AS¬
BUSINESS¬AS¬USUAL¬ACROSS¬ALL¬OUR¬EMPLOYMENT¬PROGRAMME¬CONTRACTING ¬BUT¬WITH¬
some enhancements.
s¬ 3ETTING¬OUT¬CLEARLY¬THE¬TIMELINE¬FOR¬FUTURE¬COMMISSIONING¬AND¬OUR¬LONGER TERM¬
¬VISION ¬SO¬THAT¬PARTNERS¬CAN¬SEE¬THE¬DIRECTION¬OF¬TRAVEL¬WE¬INTEND¬TO¬SHARE¬
THIS¬EARLY¬IN¬
s¬ /FFERING¬A¬CLEAR¬END TO END¬PROCESS¬FOR¬INVOLVEMENT¬IN¬THE¬$EPARTMENT¬FOR¬
Work and Pensions’ commissioning.
s¬ -AKING¬LOCALISATION¬A¬PART¬OF¬SPECIlCATIONS¬FOR¬EMPLOYMENT¬PROGRAMMES¬
This will allow local partners to see which elements are part of the national
SPINE¬AND¬WHICH¬CAN¬BE¬CHANGED¬LOCALLY¬4HIS¬WILL¬ALSO¬MAKE¬CLEAR¬TO¬#ITY¬
3TRATEGY¬0ARTNERSHIPS ¬*OBCENTRE¬0LUS ¬OTHER¬PARTNERSHIPS¬AND¬POTENTIAL¬BIDDERS¬
the level of involvement in performance management that City Strategy
0ARTNERSHIPS¬AND¬*OBCENTRE¬0LUS¬WILL¬HAVE
s¬ 7E¬WANT¬PROVIDERS¬TO¬PLAY¬A¬FULL¬ROLE¬WITHIN¬THE¬DELIVERY¬OF¬EMPLOYMENT¬AND¬
SKILLS¬PLANS¬WORKED¬UP¬BY¬#ITY¬3TRATEGY¬0ARTNERSHIPS ¬-ULTI !REA¬!GREEMENTS ¬
AND¬,OCAL¬!REA¬!GREEMENTS ¬WORKING¬CLOSELY¬WITH¬*OBCENTRE¬0LUS¬WITHIN¬THAT¬
partnership. We will develop a process and appropriate guidance that makes
this clear to all parties.
s¬ &INALLY ¬WE¬WANT¬TO¬EXPAND¬OUR¬COVERAGE¬TO¬ENSURE¬WE¬CAN¬INVOLVE¬LOCAL¬
PARTNERS¬IN¬ALL¬AREAS ¬NOT¬JUST¬THOSE¬WITH¬A¬#ITY¬3TRATEGY¬0ARTNERSHIP¬

¬

7E¬WILL¬LOOK¬SPECIlCALLY¬AT¬HOW¬OUR¬VISION¬lTS¬WITH¬THE¬DEVOLVED¬ADMINISTRATIONS¬IN¬
Scotland and Wales.

¬

&ROM¬DISCUSSIONS¬WITH¬A¬NUMBER¬OF¬#ITY¬3TRATEGY¬0ARTNERSHIPS¬AND¬-ULTI !REA¬
!GREEMENT¬AREAS ¬WE¬BELIEVE¬THAT¬BEING¬CLEAR¬ABOUT¬WHAT¬WE¬EXPECT¬WILL¬DELIVER¬
MUCH¬OF¬WHAT¬MANY¬LOCAL¬PARTNERS¬ARE¬LOOKING¬FOR¬AT¬LEVEL¬¬)N¬PARTICULAR ¬THIS¬WILL¬
allow a genuine inﬂuence and a clear stake in local provision, and a real impact on
the services offered to individuals.
Level 2 – wraparound services within Department for Work and Pensions’ contracts

¬

4HE¬PROSPECT¬OF¬LOCAL¬AND¬SUB REGIONAL¬PARTNERSHIPS¬ADDING¬VALUE¬TO¬THE¬
$EPARTMENTS¬CONTRACTED¬PROVISION¬THROUGH¬BETTER¬ALIGNMENT¬OF¬EXISTING¬FUNDING¬
STREAMS¬OFFERS¬CONSIDERABLE¬SCOPE¬TO¬DEVELOP¬SOLUTIONS¬APPROPRIATE¬TO¬LOCAL¬
CIRCUMSTANCES¬7E¬BELIEVE¬THERE¬IS¬REAL¬OPPORTUNITY¬HERE¬TO¬ALIGN¬AT¬A¬MORE¬LOCAL¬
level the various funding streams which focus on employment, skills and individual
support more closely to Department for Work and Pensions’ commissioned
PROVISION ¬INCLUDING¬RESOURCES¬FROM¬THE¬7ORKING¬.EIGHBOURHOODS¬&UND¬WHERE¬THIS¬
IS¬AVAILABLE¬AND¬IN¬%NGLAND¬ONLY 
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¬

4HERE¬ARE¬MANY¬WAYS¬IN¬WHICH¬LEVEL¬¬DEVOLUTION¬CAN¬BE¬DELIVERED¬7E¬HAVE¬
experience of developing shared commissioning (sometime known as
@CO COMMISSIONING ¬IN¬DELIVERING¬SKILLS¬PROVISION¬7E¬DESCRIBED¬THIS¬APPROACH¬
in Work Skills:¬BRINGING¬TOGETHER¬IN¬%NGLAND¬RESOURCES¬FROM¬THE¬,EARNING¬AND¬
3KILLS¬#OUNCIL ¬THE¬&LEXIBLE¬.EW¬$EAL¬AND¬LOCAL¬AUTHORITY¬FUNDING¬7E¬INTEND¬TO¬
use the understanding gained from this work to inform future development of
SHARED¬COMMISSIONING¬3PECIlCALLY ¬WE¬WILL¬BUILD¬ON¬THE¬EXPERIENCE¬TO¬EXPLORE¬WITH¬
appropriate City Strategy Partnerships shared commissioning in Phase 2 contracts
FOR¬THE¬&LEXIBLE¬.EW¬$EAL¬

3.45

If we are to proceed with a shared commissioning proposal, we will expect it to
BE¬CLEARLY¬BASED¬ON¬EVIDENCE¬)T¬WILL¬NEED¬TO¬BE¬ACTIVELY¬SUPPORTED¬BY¬A¬CREDIBLE¬
BUSINESS¬CASE ¬A¬lRM¬CO FUNDING¬OFFER¬AND¬ROBUST¬EVIDENCE¬OF¬A¬TRACK¬RECORD¬7E¬
WILL¬ALSO¬EXPECT¬CLEAR¬PERFORMANCE¬INDICATORS ¬DEMONSTRABLE¬ADDED¬VALUE¬AND¬A¬
STRONG¬FOCUS¬ON¬PERFORMANCE¬MANAGEMENT¬AND¬ACCOUNTABILITY¬

3.46

We have already announced in Work Skills that we will develop this commissioning
APPROACH¬IN¬A¬LIMITED¬NUMBER¬OF¬AREAS¬7E¬ARE¬EXTENDING¬THESE¬AREAS¬TO¬INCLUDE¬
City Strategy Partnership Areas. In the future, we will expand the approach to
INCLUDE¬OTHER¬CONTRACTING¬ROUNDS¬AND¬DEVELOPING¬PARTNERSHIPS¬SUCH¬AS¬-ULTI !REA¬
!GREEMENTS¬7E¬WANT¬TO¬SEE¬LEVEL¬¬DEVOLUTION ¬WITH¬BETTER¬JOINING¬UP¬OF¬SERVICES ¬
BETTER¬ALIGNMENT¬OF¬FUNDING¬AND¬POSSIBLE¬JOINT¬FUNDING¬ARRANGEMENTS¬OPERATING¬
SUCCESSFULLY¬IN¬A¬NUMBER¬OF¬AREAS¬BY¬¬AND¬FULLY¬EMBEDDED¬BY¬
,EVEL¬¬n¬DEVOLVING¬CONTRACTING¬RESPONSIBILITY¬TO¬SUB REGIONAL¬PARTNERSHIPS

¬

,EVEL¬¬WILL¬TAKE¬THIS¬MUCH¬FURTHER ¬HANDING¬OVER¬MONEY¬AND¬RESPONSIBILITY¬FOR¬
DELIVERING¬OUTCOMES¬TO¬THE¬LOCALITY ¬AND¬WILL¬BE¬DEPENDENT¬UPON¬LOCAL¬PARTNERS¬
demonstrating further progress against the outlined criteria. the Department for
7ORK¬AND¬0ENSIONS¬AND¬OTHER¬GOVERNMENT¬PARTNERS¬WOULD¬BECOME¬A¬PARTNER¬IN¬
A¬LOCAL¬PROCUREMENT¬EXERCISE ¬SPECIFYING¬THE¬OUTCOME¬REQUIREMENTS ¬BUT¬POSSIBLY¬
devolving the commissioning, funding and contract management arrangements to
A¬LOCAL¬PARTNER¬OR¬JOINT¬COMMISSIONING¬BODY¬

¬

7E¬INTEND¬TO¬MOVE¬TOWARDS¬LEVEL¬¬ON¬A¬MANAGED¬BASIS¬)N¬DISCUSSIONS ¬FEW¬LOCAL¬
PARTNERS¬HAVE¬ASKED¬FOR¬LEVEL¬¬DEVOLUTION¬ON¬THOSE¬TERMS ¬AND¬WE¬BELIEVE¬THAT¬
IN¬THE¬MAJORITY¬OF¬CASES¬LEVEL¬¬AND¬LEVEL¬¬DEVOLUTION¬WILL¬MEET¬THE¬DEMANDS¬OF¬
partners and make a real difference to delivery on the ground.



Department for Work and Pensions and the Department for Innovation, Universities and Skills. (2008).
Work Skills ¬#M¬
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¬

7E¬ARE¬COMMITTED¬TO¬EXPERIMENTING¬WITH¬A¬MORE¬RADICAL¬DEVOLUTION¬WHERE¬THIS¬
will improve outcomes and will work with level 2 areas and within appropriate
PARTNERSHIPS¬TO¬EXPLORE¬THEIR¬ABILITY¬AND¬APPETITE¬FOR¬WORKING¬IN¬A¬LEVEL¬¬MODEL¬
ENVIRONMENT¬4HE¬¬0RE "UDGET¬2EPORT¬ANNOUNCED¬OUR¬PROPOSALS¬FOR¬
DEVOLUTION¬TO¬CITY REGIONS¬AND¬AIMS¬FOR¬US¬TO¬AGREE¬AT¬LEAST¬TWO¬FORERUNNER¬
CITY REGIONS¬AT¬"UDGET¬¬)N¬ADDITION ¬WE¬WANT¬TO¬HAVE¬A¬NUMBER¬OF¬AREAS¬
OPERATING¬SUCCESSFULLY¬AT¬THIS¬LEVEL¬BY¬ ¬BUT¬WE¬EXPECT¬TO¬HAVE¬SOME¬
partnerships working at this level earlier.

3.50

In summary we will:
s¬ )NTEGRATE¬LEVEL¬¬DEVOLUTION¬INTO¬ALL¬FUTURE¬$EPARTMENT¬FOR¬7ORK¬AND¬0ENSIONS¬
commissioning activities and, for areas without a City Strategy Partnership or
DEVELOPING¬-ULTI !REA¬!GREEMENT ¬WE¬WILL¬LOOK¬TO¬ESTABLISH ¬BY¬ ¬A¬PROCESS¬
that will allow this inﬂuence and consultation.
s¬ 7ORK¬WITH¬NAMED¬JOINT¬COMMISSIONING¬TRIALS¬ANNOUNCED¬IN¬7ORK¬3KILLS ¬
#ITY¬3TRATEGY¬0ARTNERSHIPS¬AND¬DEVELOPING¬-ULTI !REA¬!GREEMENTS¬ON¬
ACTIVITIES¬TO¬JOIN¬UP¬PROVISION¬MORE¬EFFECTIVELY¬n¬LEVEL¬¬n¬GRADUALLY¬EXPANDING¬
THIS¬APPROACH¬OVER¬TIME¬4HIS¬WILL¬ALLOW¬THE¬BENElTS¬OF¬NEW¬CONTRACTING¬
ARRANGEMENTS¬TO¬BE¬BETTER¬UNDERSTOOD¬AND¬ALLOW¬EXISTING¬PARTNERSHIPS¬TO¬
develop the relationships and track records we will require to go further,
with our plans to devolve even greater inﬂuence over the Department’s
PROGRAMMES¬7E¬WANT¬TO¬SEE¬SOME¬AREAS¬OPERATING¬AT¬THIS¬LEVEL¬BY¬¬
AND¬FOR¬THIS¬TO¬BE¬EMBEDDED¬BY¬
s¬ )N¬THE¬SHORT TERM ¬LOOK¬TO¬EXPERIMENT ¬WHERE¬THIS¬IS¬MANAGEABLE ¬WITH¬GREATER¬
devolution (level 3). We have already said that we are interested in testing this
APPROACH¬WITHIN¬THE¬DEVELOPING¬&IT¬FOR¬7ORK¬PILOT¬AREAS ¬BUT¬WITH¬THE¬CLEAR¬
INTENT¬TO¬WORK¬WITH¬#ITY¬3TRATEGY¬0ARTNERSHIPS¬AND¬THE¬DEVELOPING¬-ULTI !REA¬
!GREEMENTSCITY REGIONS¬SO¬THAT¬OVER¬TIME¬THESE¬AREAS¬CAN¬PROGRESS¬TO¬LEVEL¬¬
4HE¬¬0RE "UDGET¬2EPORT¬ANNOUNCED¬OUR¬PROPOSALS¬FOR¬DEVOLUTION¬TO¬
CITY REGIONS¬AND¬AIMS¬FOR¬US¬TO¬AGREE¬AT¬LEAST¬TWO¬FORERUNNER¬CITY REGIONS¬AT¬
"UDGET¬¬7E¬WOULD¬LIKE¬TO¬SEE¬A¬NUMBER¬OF¬AREAS¬OPERATING¬AT¬LEVEL¬¬BY¬
 ¬BUT¬WE¬EXPECT¬TO¬HAVE¬SOME¬AREAS¬WORKING¬AT¬THIS¬LEVEL¬EARLIER

Adviser discretion
¬

!S¬WE¬NOTED¬IN¬THE¬'REEN¬0APER ¬No one written off: reforming welfare to reward
responsibility,¬THE¬CURRENT¬*OBCENTRE¬0LUS¬ADVISER¬REGIME ¬BASED¬ON¬REGULAR¬CONTACT¬
WITH¬CUSTOMERS ¬IS¬EFFECTIVE¬!DVISERS¬ALREADY¬HAVE¬A¬CONSIDERABLE¬DEGREE¬OF¬
FREEDOM¬AND¬DISCRETION¬TO¬HELP¬THEIR¬CUSTOMERS¬BUT ¬AS¬THE¬'REGG¬2EVIEW¬MAKES¬
clear, we could do more to use their expertise to improve and personalise services.
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¬

7E¬HAVE¬ALREADY¬STARTED¬TO¬LEARN¬FROM¬PILOT¬SCHEMES ¬UNDERWAY¬SINCE¬3EPTEMBER¬
IN¬$ERBYSHIRE¬AND¬3OUTH¬7EST¬7ALES ¬HOW¬WE¬CAN¬GIVE¬ADVISERS¬INCREASED¬DISCRETION¬
across the system. These pilots will teach us a lot, and we agree with the Gregg
2EVIEW¬THAT¬WE¬WOULD¬BENElT¬FROM¬KNOWING¬WHETHER¬INCREASED¬DISCRETIONARY¬
FUNDING¬FOR¬*OBCENTRE¬0LUS¬ADVISERS¬DURING¬THE¬@SUPPORTED¬JOBSEARCH¬STAGE¬
BETWEEN¬THE¬¬AND¬¬MONTH¬STAGE ¬OF¬A¬*OBSEEKERS¬!LLOWANCE¬CLAIM¬COULD¬
DRIVE¬BETTER¬OUTCOMES¬7E¬INTEND¬TO¬MOVE¬QUICKLY¬TO¬TEST¬THIS¬CONCEPT ¬BUT¬WE¬
ACCEPT¬'REGGS¬RECOMMENDATION¬THAT¬WE¬SHOULD¬BUILD¬OUR¬EVIDENCE¬BASE¬lRST¬TO¬
UNDERSTAND¬WHERE¬INCREASED¬RESOURCE¬COULD¬BE¬DEPLOYED¬EFFECTIVELY¬TO¬IMPROVE¬
performance.

¬

7E¬NEED¬TO¬START¬LAYING¬THE¬GROUNDWORK¬FOR¬THIS¬TEST¬AS¬SOON¬AS¬POSSIBLE¬
7E¬WILL¬THEREFORE¬EXTEND¬THE¬CURRENT¬*OBCENTRE¬0LUS¬PILOTS¬IMMEDIATELY¬
4HIS¬WILL¬ENABLE¬US¬TO¬DEVELOP¬THE¬EVIDENCE¬BASE¬ON¬WHAT¬DIMENSIONS¬OF¬
mEXIBILITY¬ARE¬IMPORTANT¬7E¬WILL¬THEN ¬AS¬RESOURCES¬ALLOW ¬BUILD¬ON¬THESE¬PILOTS¬
TO¬TEST¬IF¬ADDITIONAL¬*OBCENTRE¬0LUS¬FUNDING¬DURING¬THE¬@SUPPORTED¬JOBSEARCH¬STAGE¬
OF¬A¬*OBSEEKERS¬!LLOWANCE¬CLAIM ¬TOGETHER¬WITH¬AN¬APPROPRIATE¬ACCOUNTABILITY¬
AND¬CONTESTABILITY¬FRAMEWORK ¬COULD¬IMPROVE¬THE¬QUALITY¬AND¬REDUCE¬THE¬COST¬OF¬
our provision.

Devolving to individuals
¬

%MPOWERMENT¬IS¬AT¬THE¬HEART¬OF¬OUR¬WELFARE¬REFORMS¬7E¬MUST¬GIVE¬INDIVIDUALS¬
CONTROL¬OVER¬THEIR¬LIVES¬IF¬WE¬ARE¬TO¬FREE¬THEM¬FROM¬A¬LIFE¬TRAPPED¬ON¬BENElTS¬
4HIS¬7HITE¬0APER¬CONlRMS¬THAT¬WE¬INTEND¬TO¬MAKE¬PROGRESS¬BY
s¬ LEGISLATING¬FOR¬A¬RIGHT¬TO¬CONTROL¬FOR¬DISABLED¬PEOPLE ¬WHICH¬WILL¬BE¬PILOTED¬IN¬
TRAILBLAZING¬AREAS¬AND
s¬ DEVELOPING¬A¬RIGHT¬TO¬CHOOSE¬BETWEEN¬PROVIDERS¬FOR¬PEOPLE¬ON¬EMPLOYMENT¬
programmes.
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A right to control
Background
¬

!S¬WE¬DESCRIBED¬IN¬OUR¬'REEN¬0APER ¬MANY¬DISABLED¬PEOPLE¬DO¬NOT¬HAVE¬THE¬SORT¬OF¬
CHOICE¬AND¬CONTROL¬OVER¬THEIR¬LIVES¬THAT¬NON DISABLED¬PEOPLE¬TAKE¬FOR¬GRANTED¬4HIS¬
IS¬PARTLY¬EXPLAINED¬BY¬THE¬FACT¬THAT ¬BECAUSE¬OF¬THEIR¬SUPPORT¬NEEDS ¬MANY¬DISABLED¬
PEOPLE¬RELY¬ON¬RESOURCES¬MADE¬AVAILABLE¬BY¬THE¬3TATE¬!S¬A¬RESULT ¬PUBLIC¬SERVANTS¬
ARE¬MORE¬OFTEN¬IN¬A¬POSITION¬TO¬DECIDE¬HOW¬SUPPORT¬WILL¬BE¬PROVIDED¬4OO¬OFTEN ¬
services are structured in a way that can reinforce dependency instead of providing
SUPPORT¬IN¬A¬WAY¬THAT¬ENABLES¬DISABLED¬PEOPLE¬TO¬ACHIEVE¬THEIR¬ASPIRATIONS¬AND¬
ACCESS¬THE¬SAME¬OPPORTUNITIES¬AS¬NON DISABLED¬PEOPLE

¬

)N¬RESPONSE¬TO¬THE¬CONCERNS¬OF¬DISABLED¬PEOPLE ¬THE¬'OVERNMENT¬HAS¬COMMITTED¬TO¬
providing greater choice and control over the support they receive from the State.
3EVERAL¬MODELS¬HAVE¬BEEN¬TESTED¬
s¬ $IRECT¬0AYMENTS ¬WHICH¬HAVE¬BEEN¬IN¬PLACE¬FOR¬OVER¬A¬DECADE ¬ALLOW¬USERS¬TO¬
TAKE¬A¬CASH¬PAYMENT¬IN¬LIEU¬OF¬SOCIAL¬CARE¬SERVICES¬4HE¬¬(EALTH¬AND¬3OCIAL¬
Care Act changed the status of Direct Payments, introducing a duty for local
authorities to provide social care services as Direct Payments where this is
REQUESTED¬BY¬THE¬SERVICE¬USER¬4HIS¬MEANS¬THAT¬USERS¬HAVE¬MORE¬CONTROL¬OVER¬
how their support needs are met.
s¬ 0ERSONAL¬BUDGETS¬ORIGINATED¬AS¬AN¬ALTERNATIVE¬METHOD¬OF¬PROVIDING¬CHOICE¬AND¬
CONTROL¬OVER¬SOCIAL¬CARE¬FUNDING¬0ERSONAL¬BUDGETS¬ALLOW¬INDIVIDUALS¬ENTITLED¬
TO¬SOCIAL¬CARE¬FUNDING¬TO¬CHOOSE¬WHETHER¬THEY¬TAKE¬THEIR¬BUDGET¬AS¬A¬$IRECT¬
Payment or allow councils to commission services for them, or a mixture of
THE¬TWO ¬WHILST¬CHOOSING¬HOW¬AND¬BY¬WHOM¬THEIR¬NEEDS¬ARE¬MET¬7HERE¬
NECESSARY ¬USERS¬CAN¬BE¬SUPPORTED¬TO¬MAKE¬DECISIONS¬ON¬HOW¬TO¬USE¬THE¬BUDGET¬
TO¬WHICH¬THEY¬ARE¬ENTITLED¬0ERSONAL¬BUDGETS¬ALLOW¬INDIVIDUALS¬TO¬TAKE¬A¬WIDER¬
view of their needs and choose the support they require to meet them. The
$EPARTMENT¬OF¬(EALTH¬$( ¬ENVISAGES¬THAT¬BY¬¬THE¬MAJORITY¬OF¬PEOPLE¬IN¬
RECEIPT¬OF¬SOCIAL¬CARE¬WILL¬HAVE¬THE¬OPPORTUNITY¬TO¬HAVE¬A¬PERSONAL¬BUDGET¬
4HERE¬ARE¬ALSO¬PLANS¬TO¬PILOT¬PERSONAL¬HEALTH¬BUDGETS¬FROM¬
s¬ )NDIVIDUAL¬BUDGETS¬WIDEN¬THE¬SCOPE¬OF¬CHOICE¬AND¬CONTROL¬TO¬INCLUDE¬MORE¬
FUNDING¬STREAMS¬)N¬AN¬INDIVIDUAL¬BUDGET ¬DIFFERENT¬FUNDING¬STREAMS¬TO¬WHICH¬A¬
PERSON¬IS¬ENTITLED¬ARE¬ALIGNED¬OR¬INTEGRATED ¬ALLOWING¬THE¬USER¬GREATER¬mEXIBILITY¬
ABOUT¬HOW¬RESOURCES¬ARE¬USED¬!S¬WITH¬PERSONAL¬BUDGETS ¬USERS¬CAN¬CHOOSE¬
TO¬TAKE¬THIS¬MONETISED¬BUDGET¬AS¬CASH ¬SERVICES¬OR¬A¬MIXTURE¬OF¬THE¬TWO¬4HE¬
mEXIBILITY¬OF¬INDIVIDUAL¬BUDGETS¬ALLOWS¬INDIVIDUALS¬TO¬TAILOR¬THE¬SUPPORT¬THEY¬
RECEIVE¬TO¬MEET¬THEIR¬NEEDS¬AS¬A¬WHOLE ¬RATHER¬THAN¬BEING¬PROVIDED¬WITH¬
compartmentalised and fragmented support. The Department for Children
3CHOOLS¬AND¬&AMILIES¬AND¬THE¬$EPARTMENT¬OF¬(EALTH¬ARE¬SHORTLY¬TO¬BEGIN¬PILOTING¬
INDIVIDUAL¬BUDGETS¬FOR¬DISABLED¬CHILDREN
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¬

2ECENT¬STUDIES¬OF¬PERSONAL¬AND¬INDIVIDUAL¬BUDGETS¬HAVE¬SHOWN¬THAT¬WHEN¬DISABLED¬
PEOPLE¬HAVE¬CONTROL¬OVER¬THE¬SERVICES¬THEY¬RECEIVE¬IT¬CAN¬HAVE¬BENElTS¬FOR¬THE¬
individual.
s¬ )N¬#ONTROL¬HAS¬UNDERTAKEN¬EVALUATIONS¬OF¬PERSONAL¬BUDGET¬SCHEMES¬FOR¬PEOPLE¬
WITH¬LEARNING¬DISABILITIES¬AND¬OTHER¬PEOPLE¬RECEIVING¬SOCIAL¬CARE¬)N¬ITS¬ANALYSIS¬OF¬
USERS¬EXPERIENCES¬BETWEEN¬¬AND¬¬IT¬FOUND¬THAT¬OVER¬THREE QUARTERS¬
OF¬PARTICIPANTS¬FELT¬THEY¬HAD¬A¬BETTER¬QUALITY¬OF¬LIFE¬THAN¬BEFORE¬THEY¬HAD¬A¬
PERSONAL¬BUDGET¬)N¬ADDITION ¬¬PER¬CENT¬BELIEVED¬THAT¬THEY¬WERE¬NOW¬MORE¬IN¬
control of their lives.
s¬ &OR¬TWO¬YEARS¬¬TO¬ ¬¬LOCAL¬AUTHORITIES¬TOOK¬PART¬IN¬AN¬)NDIVIDUAL¬
Budget pilot, focusing on users of Adult Social Care. The pilot was led
BY¬$EPARTMENT¬OF¬(EALTH¬$( ¬AND¬ALSO¬INCLUDED¬SERVICES¬FUNDED¬BY¬THE¬
Department of Communities and Local Government (CLG) and the Department
for Work and Pensions. Participants included older people as well as working
AGE¬DISABLED¬PEOPLE¬WITH¬A¬RANGE¬OF¬DIFFERENT¬NEEDS¬4HE¬EVALUATION¬REPORT¬
SHOWS¬@INDIVIDUAL¬BUDGETS¬HAVE¬THE¬POTENTIAL¬TO¬IMPROVE¬OUTCOMES¬FOR¬PEOPLE¬
WITHOUT¬INCREASES¬IN¬COSTS ¬AND¬WITH¬INCREASED¬COST EFFECTIVENESS Additionally,
¬PER¬CENT¬OF¬INDIVIDUAL¬BUDGET¬HOLDERS¬REPORTED¬THAT¬THEY¬NOW¬HAD¬HIGHER¬
ASPIRATIONS¬3OME¬GROUPS ¬HOWEVER ¬DID¬NOT¬BENElT¬AS¬MUCH¬AS¬HAD¬BEEN¬
HOPED¬FROM¬INDIVIDUAL¬BUDGETS¬AND¬THE¬REPORT¬ALSO¬HIGHLIGHTED¬ADMINISTRATIVE¬
AND¬LEGISLATIVE¬BARRIERS¬TO¬INTEGRATING¬FUNDING¬STREAMS¬4HE¬REPORT¬ALSO¬FOUND¬
THAT¬MORE¬EVIDENCE¬IS¬NEEDED¬ON¬WHETHER¬THE¬BENElTS¬OF¬INDIVIDUAL¬BUDGETS¬
outweigh the costs.

¬

4HE¬MODELS¬AND¬PILOTS¬DESCRIBED¬ABOVE¬FOCUSED¬ON¬USERS¬OF¬ADULT¬SOCIAL¬CARE¬
7E¬RECOGNISE ¬HOWEVER ¬THAT¬THE¬QUESTION¬OF¬CHOICE¬AND¬CONTROL¬FOR¬DISABLED¬
PEOPLE¬EXTENDS¬BEYOND¬THE¬lELDS¬OF¬SOCIAL¬CARE¬AND¬HEALTH¬-ANY¬DISABLED¬PEOPLE¬
access a wide range of state funding and services in the course of their everyday
lives. Our recent Independent Living Strategy makes clear that independent
living involves a wide range of outcomes and that choice and control matter in all
ASPECTS¬OF¬DISABLED¬PEOPLES¬LIVES¬)T¬IS¬THEREFORE¬IMPORTANT¬THAT¬NEITHER¬SOCIAL¬CARE¬
NOR¬ANY¬OTHER¬SERVICE¬SHOULD¬BE¬THE¬SOLE¬@GATEWAY¬TO¬CHOICE¬AND¬CONTROL



In Control, AN¬ORGANISATION¬SET¬UP¬BY¬THE¬$EPARTMENT¬OF¬(EALTH¬AND¬-ENCAP¬IN¬ ¬IS¬AN¬ORGANISATION¬
SUPPORTING¬LOCAL¬AUTHORITIES¬TO¬DELIVER¬3ELF $IRECTED¬3UPPORT



Department of Health. (2008). Moving Forward: Using the Learning from the Individual Budget Pilots
- Response to the IBSEN evaluation¬!VAILABLE¬AT¬HTTPWWWDHGOVUKEN0UBLICATIONSANDSTATISTICS
0UBLICATIONS0UBLICATIONS0OLICY!ND'UIDANCE$(?



Glendinning C. et al. (2008). Evaluation of the Individual Budgets Pilot Programme. Social Policy Research
Unit, University of York.

¬ /FlCE¬FOR¬$ISABILITY¬)SSUES¬ ¬Independent Living: A cross-government strategy about independent
living for disabled people.
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¬

7E¬ALSO¬NEED¬TO¬DO¬MORE¬TO¬ENABLE¬EFFECTIVE¬ALIGNMENT¬OR¬INTEGRATION¬OF¬DIFFERENT¬
services and funding streams, within an approach that offers choice and control.
/UR¬AIM¬IS¬TO¬AVOID¬THE¬FRAGMENTATION¬OF¬SUPPORT¬TOO¬OFTEN¬EXPERIENCED¬BY¬
DISABLED¬PEOPLE

Case Study – How the right to control will work
-ARTIN¬ ¬HAS¬!TTENTION $ElCIT¬(YPERACTIVITY¬$ISORDER¬!$($ ¬(E¬LEFT¬
SCHOOL¬AT¬¬WITH¬THREE¬'#3%S¬AND¬HAS¬HAD¬A¬SERIES¬OF¬JOBS¬MAINLY¬WORKING¬
IN¬SUPERMARKETS¬AND¬WAREHOUSES ¬NONE¬OF¬WHICH¬LASTED¬VERY¬LONG¬BECAUSE¬
OF¬HIS¬POOR¬ATTENDANCE¬AND¬CHALLENGING¬BEHAVIOUR¬-ARTINS¬MAIN¬INTEREST¬IS¬
MAINTAINING¬HIS¬MOTORBIKE¬AND¬HE¬HAS¬EXPRESSED¬A¬WISH¬TO¬BECOME¬A¬MOTORBIKE¬
mechanic.
-ARTIN¬IS¬TOLD¬BY¬HIS¬$ISABILITY¬%MPLOYMENT¬!DVISER¬$%! ¬THAT¬HE¬HAS¬THE¬RIGHT¬
TO¬CONTROL¬SOME¬OF¬THE¬SUPPORT¬HE¬RECEIVES¬4HE¬$ISABILITY¬%MPLOYMENT¬!DVISER¬
HELPS¬HIM¬TO¬WRITE¬A¬3UPPORT¬0LAN¬4HE¬3UPPORT¬0LAN¬IS¬BROKEN¬DOWN¬INTO¬THE¬
STEPS¬THAT¬-ARTIN ¬HELPED¬BY¬HIS¬$ISABILITY¬%MPLOYMENT¬!DVISER ¬THINKS¬NEED¬
TO¬BE¬TAKEN¬IN¬ORDER¬TO¬ACHIEVE¬THE¬OVERALL¬OUTCOME¬OF¬ACHIEVING¬SUSTAINABLE¬
EMPLOYMENT¬4HE¬INITIAL¬STEPS¬ARE¬FOR¬-ARTIN¬TO¬USE¬HIS¬BUDGET¬TO
s¬ GET¬HELP¬WITH¬HIS¬BEHAVIOUR¬FROM¬A¬COGNITIVE¬BEHAVIOURAL¬THERAPIST
s¬ SIGN¬UP¬FOR¬AN¬ACCREDITED¬COURSE¬IN¬MOTORBIKE¬MAINTENANCE ¬USING¬SOME¬OF¬
HIS¬BUDGET¬TO¬PAY¬FOR¬THE¬EQUIPMENT¬REQUIRED¬AND¬
s¬ PAY¬THE¬BUS¬FARES¬INTO¬TOWN¬SO¬HE¬CAN¬USE¬THE¬INTERNET¬AT¬THE¬,IBRARY¬-ARTIN¬
does not have internet access at home) in order to participate in a discussion
BOARD¬FOR¬ADULTS¬WITH¬!TTENTION $ElCIT¬(YPERACTIVITY¬$ISORDER¬4HIS¬HELPS¬HIM¬
to feel less isolated.
4HE¬NEXT¬STAGE¬OF¬HIS¬3UPPORT¬0LAN¬WILL¬SET¬OUT¬WHAT¬SUPPORT¬-ARTIN¬REQUIRES¬TO¬
get and sustain employment.

Why create a legal right to control?
¬

)N¬OUR¬'REEN¬0APER ¬WE¬ASKED¬FOR¬VIEWS¬ON¬THE¬WAYS¬IN¬WHICH¬DISABLED¬ADULTS¬COULD¬
EXERCISE¬MORE¬CHOICE¬AND¬CONTROL¬OVER¬THE¬SUPPORT¬THEY¬REQUIRE¬TO¬GO¬ABOUT¬THEIR¬
daily lives. We have consulted on what form provisions could take and whether
LEGISLATION¬WOULD¬BE¬NEEDED¬

¬

#ONSULTATION¬RESPONSES¬FAVOURED¬THE¬CREATION¬OF¬A¬LEGISLATIVE¬RIGHT¬FOR¬DISABLED¬
adults to have control over the services they receive from the state. Respondents
TOLD¬US¬THAT¬A¬RIGHT¬TO¬CONTROL¬WOULD¬HELP¬TO¬ENSURE¬THAT¬THE¬SUPPORT¬DISABLED¬
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ADULTS¬REQUIRE¬IS¬BASED¬ON¬THEIR¬OWN¬NEEDS¬AND¬AMBITIONS ¬LEADING¬TO¬MORE¬
SATISFACTORY¬OUTCOMES¬4HERE¬WAS¬A¬RECOGNITION¬THAT¬THIS¬IS¬NOT¬ABOUT¬CHANGING¬AN¬
INDIVIDUALS¬ENTITLEMENT¬TO¬SUPPORT ¬BUT¬RATHER¬ABOUT¬CHANGING¬THE¬CONTROL¬PEOPLE¬
have over how support is delivered. As such, it would represent a shift in the
BALANCE¬OF¬POWER¬FROM¬THE¬3TATE¬TO¬THE¬INDIVIDUAL ¬EMPOWERING¬DISABLED¬PEOPLE¬TO¬
take control over their own lives.
3.62

As a result of the consultation, our intention is now to create a right to control,
RATHER¬THAN¬A¬RIGHT¬TO¬REQUEST¬CONTROL¬OVER¬FUNDING¬)T¬WAS¬FELT ¬ESPECIALLY¬BY¬
DISABLED¬PEOPLE¬RECEIVING¬STATE¬SUPPORT ¬THAT¬A¬RIGHT¬TO¬REQUEST¬CONTROL¬WOULD¬NOT¬
ENSURE¬CHOICE¬AND¬CONTROL¬FOR¬DISABLED¬ADULTS ¬SINCE¬THERE¬WOULD¬BE¬NO¬OBLIGATION¬
ON¬PUBLIC¬AUTHORITIES¬TO¬HONOUR¬SUCH¬A¬REQUEST¬(OWEVER ¬AS¬AFFORDABILITY¬AND¬
SUSTAINABILITY¬OF¬SERVICES¬ARE¬ESSENTIAL ¬PUBLIC¬AUTHORITIES¬WILL¬TAKE¬THESE¬INTO¬
ACCOUNT¬WHEN¬MAKING¬DECISIONS¬ABOUT¬THE¬AVAILABILITY¬OF¬THE¬RIGHT¬TO¬CONTROL ¬TO¬
ENSURE¬PUBLIC¬FUNDS¬ARE¬SAFEGUARDED

¬

4HE¬INTENTION¬OF¬THE¬LEGAL¬RIGHT¬TO¬CONTROL¬IS¬TO¬REmECT¬THE¬FACT¬THAT¬A¬DISABLED¬
individual is the expert in his or her life. The Government wants to empower
DISABLED¬PEOPLE¬AND¬ENSURE¬THAT¬CHOICE¬AND¬CONTROL¬ARE¬RECOGNISED¬AS¬A¬RIGHT ¬
not a privilege.

¬

,EGISLATION¬WILL¬PROVIDE¬CLARITY¬FOR¬BOTH¬PUBLIC¬AUTHORITIES¬AND¬DISABLED¬PEOPLE¬
AND ¬IN¬THE¬EVENT¬OF¬WIDER¬ROLL OUT ¬WOULD¬HELP¬ENSURE¬UNIVERSAL¬AND¬CONSISTENT¬
application of the right to control principles.

¬

4HE¬/FlCE¬FOR¬$ISABILITY¬)SSUES¬REPORT ¬Experiences and Expectations of Disabled
People ¬FOUND¬THAT¬CHOICE¬AND¬CONTROL¬IS¬IMPORTANT¬TO¬DISABLED¬PEOPLE ¬AND¬IS¬
positively correlated with an individual’s overall satisfaction with services. When
DISABLED¬PEOPLE¬DO¬NOT¬HAVE¬CHOICE¬AND¬CONTROL¬OVER¬THE¬ADDITIONAL¬SUPPORT¬
NEEDED¬TO¬GO¬ABOUT¬THEIR¬DAILY¬LIVES¬THEY¬CAN¬lND¬IT¬DIFlCULT¬TO¬ACHIEVE¬THEIR¬
INDIVIDUAL¬ASPIRATIONS ¬OR¬TO¬PARTICIPATE¬IN ¬AND¬MAKE¬A¬CONTRIBUTION¬TO ¬FAMILY¬LIFE¬
and the wider community. Individual autonomy and the freedom to make one’s
own choices is one of the guiding principles of the UN Convention on the Rights of
0ERSONS¬WITH¬$ISABILITIES¬#HOICE¬AND¬CONTROL¬IS¬ALSO¬IMPORTANT¬TO¬A¬NUMBER¬OF¬THE¬
Convention’s provisions.¬4HE¬INTRODUCTION¬OF¬A¬RIGHT¬TO¬CONTROL¬FOR¬DISABLED¬ADULTS¬
WILL¬MAKE¬AN¬IMPORTANT¬CONTRIBUTION¬TO¬ENSURING¬THAT¬DISABLED¬PEOPLES¬RIGHTS¬ARE¬
fully recognised and respected.

¬

!UTHORITIES¬TAKING¬PART¬IN¬THE¬INDIVIDUAL¬BUDGET¬PILOTS¬REPORTED¬THAT¬THEY¬FACED¬
LEGISLATIVE¬BARRIERS¬TO¬INTEGRATING¬CERTAIN¬SERVICES¬OR¬FUNDING¬STREAMS¬7E¬WILL¬
CONSULT¬WIDELY¬ON¬WHETHER¬THERE¬ARE¬LEGISLATIVE¬BARRIERS¬THAT¬MAY¬AFFECT¬THE¬
OUTCOME¬OF¬THE¬RIGHT¬TO¬CONTROL¬TRAILBLAZERS ¬AND¬WILL¬TAKE¬STEPS¬TO¬ADDRESS¬THEM¬
where necessary.

¬ /FlCE¬FOR¬$ISABILITY¬)SSUES¬ ¬Experiences and Expectations of Disabled People ¬PP¬ 




¬ 5.¬#ONVENTION¬ON¬THE¬2IGHTS¬OF¬0ERSONS¬WITH¬$ISABILITIES ¬!RTICLES¬ ¬ ¬ ¬ ¬ ¬¬AND¬
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3.67

Before making a decision on whether to roll out the right to control nationally,
WE¬WILL¬TEST¬IT¬IN¬TRAILBLAZING¬PUBLIC¬BODIES¬&ROM¬ ¬WE¬WILL¬TEST¬HOW¬THE¬RIGHT¬
WILL¬WORK ¬HOW¬IT¬CAN¬DELIVER¬THE¬BEST¬OUTCOMES¬FOR¬DISABLED¬PEOPLE ¬AND¬WHAT¬THE¬
COSTS¬AND¬BENElTS¬ARE¬TO¬PUBLIC¬AUTHORITIES¬/NLY¬IF¬WE¬ARE¬SATISlED¬THAT¬THESE¬PILOTS¬
work will we take powers to roll out the right to control nationally.

(OW¬WILL¬THE¬RIGHT¬TO¬CONTROL¬TRAILBLAZERS¬WORK
¬

$ISABLED¬ADULTS¬WHO¬TAKE¬PART¬IN¬THE¬RIGHT¬TO¬CONTROL¬TRAILBLAZERS¬WILL¬BE¬TOLD¬HOW¬
MUCH¬THEY¬ARE¬ELIGIBLE¬TO¬RECEIVE¬IN¬SUPPORT¬AND¬WILL¬BE¬ABLE¬TO¬CHOOSE¬HOW¬THAT¬
money is used to achieve outcomes agreed with the State.

¬

)N¬THE¬RIGHT¬TO¬CONTROL¬TRAILBLAZERS ¬DISABLED¬ADULTS¬WILL¬BE¬ABLE¬TO¬CHOOSE¬DEGREES¬OF¬
CONTROL¬OVER¬THE¬MONETISED¬SUPPORT¬THEY¬RECEIVE¬4HE¬DIAGRAM¬BELOW¬ILLUSTRATES¬THE¬
VARYING¬DEGREES¬OF¬CHOICE¬AND¬CONTROL¬THAT¬COULD¬BE¬OFFERED

Services are arranged in
consultation with the
individual. The Agency
ﬁts the individual’s wishes
to a limited number of
options.

Services are arranged on
an individual’s behalf.
The individual has no
say in what they receive
or how it is delivered.

Least choice and
control

Some services are
arranged by the Agency
in consultation with the
individual and some
services are arranged
by the individual
themselves.

The
individual
chooses how
resources are spent to
meet agreed outcomes and
the Agency arranges for the
provision of the services required.
OR

Choice and
control

The individual receives the
available funds directly to spend
themselves to achieve an agreed
set of outcomes.
OR
A combination of these
two approaches.

Greatest choice and
control

¬

4HE¬INDIVIDUAL¬WILL¬BE¬ABLE¬TO¬RECEIVE¬A¬DIRECT¬PAYMENT ¬CONTINUE¬TO¬ALLOW¬THE¬PUBLIC¬
AUTHORITY¬TO¬ARRANGE¬THEIR¬SUPPORT ¬OR¬USE¬A¬MIXED¬APPROACH¬4HERE¬WILL¬BE¬NO¬
COMPULSION¬ON¬DISABLED¬PEOPLE¬TO¬TAKE¬STATE¬FUNDING¬AS¬CASH¬IF¬INDIVIDUALS¬WISH¬TO¬
CONTINUE¬RECEIVING¬SERVICES¬COMMISSIONED¬ON¬THEIR¬BEHALF¬THEN¬THEY¬WILL¬BE¬ABLE¬SO¬
to do.

¬

4HE¬RIGHT¬TO¬CONTROL¬WILL¬NOT¬CHANGE¬ENTITLEMENT¬CRITERIA¬FOR¬FUNDING¬STREAMS¬
2ATHER ¬IT¬IS¬ABOUT¬A¬DISABLED¬PERSON¬BEING¬ABLE¬TO¬CONTROL¬THE¬SUPPORT¬THEY¬RECEIVE¬
MORE¬mEXIBLY ¬IN¬ORDER¬TO¬WORK¬TOWARDS¬OUTCOMES¬AGREED¬WITH¬THE¬3TATE¬)F¬A¬
funding stream already has outcomes set out in legislation these will feature in the
individual’s agreed outcomes.
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¬

)NITIALLY ¬WE¬WILL¬PILOT¬THE¬RIGHT¬TO¬CONTROL¬IN¬A¬SMALL¬NUMBER¬OF¬TRAILBLAZING¬PUBLIC¬
AUTHORITIES¬4HESE¬TRAILBLAZERS¬WILL¬BE¬USED¬TO¬BUILD¬THE¬EVIDENCE¬BASE¬ON¬THE¬COSTS¬
AND¬BENElTS¬OF¬INDIVIDUAL¬BUDGETS¬AND¬A¬RIGHT¬TO¬CONTROL¬7E¬WILL¬ENCOURAGE¬
INNOVATION¬AND¬WORK¬CLOSELY¬WITH¬PUBLIC¬AUTHORITIES ¬PROVIDERS¬AND¬OTHER¬KEY¬
local stakeholders to investigate how the right would work on the ground. The
$EPARTMENT¬FOR¬7ORK¬AND¬0ENSIONS¬WILL¬TAKE¬STEPS¬TO¬ENSURE¬THAT¬THE¬TRAILBLAZERS¬
ARE¬ACCESSIBLE¬FOR¬DISABLED¬ADULTS¬AND¬INCLUDE¬THOSE¬WITH¬MODERATE¬TO¬SEVERE¬
LEARNING¬DISABILITIES¬AND¬MENTAL¬HEALTH¬CONDITIONS¬4HIS¬WILL¬ENSURE¬THAT¬THE¬
TRAILBLAZERS¬INCLUDE¬A¬RANGE¬OF¬DISABLED¬PEOPLE¬%VALUATION¬OF¬THE¬INITIAL¬PHASE ¬
TAKING¬INTO¬ACCOUNT¬A¬VARIETY¬OF¬FACTORS ¬INCLUDING¬OUTCOMES¬AND¬COST EFFECTIVENESS ¬
WILL¬BE¬USED¬TO¬INFORM¬A¬GOVERNMENT¬DECISION¬ABOUT¬WIDER¬ROLL OUT¬

¬

4HE¬INITIAL¬TEST¬PHASE¬WILL¬TAKE¬PLACE¬IN¬%NGLAND¬ONLY ¬BUT¬THE¬RIGHT¬TO¬CONTROL¬HAS¬
THE¬SUPPORT¬OF¬THE¬3COTTISH¬'OVERNMENT ¬WHO¬WILL¬BE¬INVOLVED¬IN¬ANY¬SUBSEQUENT¬
PLANS¬FOR¬WIDER¬ROLL OUT¬7E¬ARE¬ALSO¬WORKING¬CLOSELY¬WITH¬THE¬7ELSH¬!SSEMBLY¬
'OVERNMENT¬IN¬LOOKING¬AT¬WHETHER¬AND¬HOW¬THE¬RIGHT¬COULD¬BE¬IMPLEMENTED¬IN¬
Wales.

¬

4HE¬RIGHT¬TO¬CONTROL¬WOULD¬INCLUDE¬A¬RANGE¬OF¬SUPPORT¬AND¬SERVICES¬OFFERED¬BY¬
DIFFERENT¬5+¬GOVERNMENT¬DEPARTMENTS¬AND¬PUBLIC¬AUTHORITIES¬

3.75

However, a right to control will only apply to selected funding streams. Therefore,
FOR¬THE¬TRAILBLAZERS ¬WE¬ARE¬DEVELOPING¬A¬SET¬OF¬CRITERIA¬THAT¬COULD¬BE¬APPLIED¬WHEN¬
CONSIDERING¬WHETHER¬FUNDING¬STREAMS¬SHOULD¬BE¬INCLUDED¬UNDER¬THE¬RIGHT¬TO¬
CONTROL¬7E¬WILL¬CONSULT¬FURTHER¬AND¬RElNE¬THESE¬CRITERIA ¬BUT¬OUR¬CURRENT¬THINKING¬
IS¬THAT¬A¬FUNDING¬STREAM¬SHOULD¬BE¬CONSIDERED¬FOR¬INCLUSION¬IF¬IT¬IS¬ACCESSED¬BY¬
DISABLED¬ADULTS¬AND¬MEETS¬CRITERIA¬INCLUDING¬
A ¬ THE¬FOCUS¬OF¬THE¬FUNDING¬STREAM¬IS¬TO¬ENABLE¬INDIVIDUALS¬TO¬OVERCOME¬BARRIERS¬
associated with illness or impairment;
B ¬ THE¬FUNDING¬STREAM¬SEEKS¬TO¬ADDRESS¬THE¬ADDITIONAL¬NEEDS¬AND¬DIFlCULTIES¬
EXPERIENCED¬BY¬DISABLED¬PEOPLE ¬THUS¬ENABLING¬DISABLED¬PEOPLE¬TO¬FULLY¬
participate in all aspects of their lives, including at home, at work and in the
community; or
(c) inclusion of the funding is likely to have a positive impact on the lives of
DISABLED¬PEOPLE¬AND¬WILL¬ENABLE¬MORE¬EFlCIENT¬DELIVERY¬OF¬SERVICES¬ADMINISTERED¬
BY¬PUBLIC¬AUTHORITIES¬
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¬

&UNDING¬STREAMS¬WILL¬NOT¬BE¬INCLUDED¬UNDER¬THE¬RIGHT¬TO¬CONTROL¬EITHER¬IN¬PILOTS¬OR¬IN¬
ANY¬SUBSEQUENT¬EXTENSION¬IF
A ¬ THE¬FUNDING¬STREAM¬IS¬PAID¬AS¬A¬CASH¬BENElT ¬THERE¬IS¬LITTLE¬ADVANTAGE¬TO¬
INCLUDING¬BENElT¬PAYMENTS¬WITHIN¬THE¬RIGHT¬TO¬CONTROL¬AS¬THEY¬ARE¬ALREADY¬CASH¬
payments; or
B ¬ THE¬FUNDING¬STREAM¬IS¬FOR¬A¬UNIVERSAL¬SERVICE¬WHERE¬ELIGIBILITY¬IS¬NOT¬DETERMINED¬
BY¬AN¬INDIVIDUAL¬NEEDS¬ASSESSMENT ¬SUCH¬AS¬DEFENCE ¬PRIMARY¬AND¬SECONDARY¬
EDUCATION ¬PUBLIC¬TRANSPORT ¬REFUSE¬COLLECTION ¬OR¬LIBRARIES¬

3.77

We intend that the funding streams or services to which the right to control
APPLIES¬AT¬ANY¬ONE¬TIME¬WILL¬BE¬SET¬OUT¬IN¬SECONDARY¬LEGISLATION¬

¬

)T¬IS¬IMPORTANT¬THAT¬A¬RIGHT¬TO¬CONTROL¬SHOULD¬NOT¬DISADVANTAGE¬THOSE¬DISABLED¬
people who would not want to exercise choice or control over the support
THEY¬RECEIVE¬ANDOR¬WHO¬WISH¬TO¬CONTINUE¬TO¬USE¬EXISTING¬SERVICES¬4HE¬NEEDS¬
AND¬INTERESTS¬OF¬ALL¬DISABLED¬PEOPLE¬WILL¬THEREFORE¬BE¬TAKEN¬INTO¬ACCOUNT¬WHEN¬
IMPLEMENTING¬THE¬CHANGES¬REQUIRED¬TO¬OPERATE¬THE¬TRAILBLAZERS ¬EVALUATE¬THEIR¬
effectiveness and decide next steps.

¬

!LTHOUGH¬ONLY¬DISABLED¬PEOPLE¬WILL¬BE¬ENTITLED¬TO¬EXERCISE¬THE¬RIGHT¬TO¬CONTROL ¬
SERVICES¬ACCESSED¬BY¬BOTH¬DISABLED¬AND¬NON DISABLED¬PEOPLE¬COULD¬ALSO¬POTENTIALLY¬
BE¬ELIGIBLE¬FOR¬INCLUSION¬7HERE¬A¬FUNDING¬STREAM¬IS¬ACCESSED¬BY¬BOTH¬DISABLED¬AND¬
NON DISABLED¬PEOPLE ¬ADDITIONAL¬CRITERIA¬WILL¬NEED¬TO¬APPLY¬TO¬THAT¬STREAM¬TO¬DElNE¬
WHICH¬USERS¬WOULD¬BE¬ENTITLED¬TO¬EXERCISE¬THE¬RIGHT¬7E¬WILL¬CONSULT¬ON¬WHAT¬THESE¬
CRITERIA¬SHOULD¬BE¬

¬

"EFORE¬WE¬COMMENCE¬THE¬TRAILBLAZERS ¬THE¬$EPARTMENT¬FOR¬7ORK¬AND¬0ENSIONS¬WILL¬
CONSULT¬WIDELY¬WITH¬DISABLED¬PEOPLE ¬SERVICE¬PROVIDERS¬AND¬OTHER¬STAKEHOLDERS¬TO¬
ESTABLISH¬THE¬BEST¬WAY¬TO¬ACHIEVE¬THE¬OBJECTIVE¬OF¬PROVIDING¬CHOICE¬AND¬CONTROL¬
WHILST¬SAFEGUARDING¬AND¬IMPROVING¬SERVICES¬3TAKEHOLDERS¬WILL¬BE¬CONSULTED¬ON¬
how Department for Work and Pensions funding, particularly Access to Work,
THE¬)NDEPENDENT¬,IVING¬&UND¬AND¬ELEMENTS¬OF¬OUR¬SPECIALIST¬DISABILITY¬EMPLOYMENT¬
PROGRAMMES ¬COULD¬BE¬INCLUDED¬IN¬THE¬INITIAL¬TRAILBLAZERS¬4HE¬INCLUSION¬OR¬ALIGNMENT¬
OF¬OTHER¬GOVERNMENT¬SERVICES ¬INCLUDING¬THE¬$ISABLED¬&ACILITIES¬'RANTS¬AND¬!DULT¬
3OCIAL¬#ARE ¬WILL¬BE¬CONSIDERED¬DURING¬THIS¬PHASE

¬

7E¬WILL¬CONSULT¬LOCALLY¬AND¬NATIONALLY¬AHEAD¬OF¬THE¬TRAILBLAZERS¬TO¬INVESTIGATE¬
WHICH¬OTHER¬SOURCES¬OF¬SUPPORT¬COULD¬BE¬INCLUDED¬7E¬WILL¬WANT¬TO¬ENABLE¬PUBLIC¬
authorities to work innovatively, identifying locally administered funding streams
THAT ¬IF¬NECESSARY ¬WE¬WOULD¬THEN¬BRING¬WITHIN¬THE¬SCOPE¬OF¬THE¬PILOT¬THROUGH¬
our legislation.
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¬

/VER¬TIME ¬THE¬RIGHT¬TO¬CONTROL¬FRAMEWORK¬COULD¬ENABLE¬MORE¬FUNDING¬STREAMS¬
AND¬SERVICES¬TO¬BE¬INCLUDED¬4HIS¬WOULD¬BE¬AN¬ONGOING¬PROCESS¬ALLOWING¬DISABLED¬
PEOPLE¬AND¬PUBLIC¬AUTHORITIES¬TO¬PLAY¬A¬ROLE¬IN¬SUGGESTING¬FUNDING¬STREAMS¬FOR¬
INCLUSION¬(OWEVER ¬ADDITIONAL¬FUNDING¬STREAMS¬TO¬BE¬INCLUDED¬IN¬THE¬RIGHT¬TO¬
CONTROL¬WOULD¬HAVE¬TO¬BE¬AGREED¬BY¬THE¬'OVERNMENT¬AND¬DElNED¬THROUGH¬A¬
legislative process.

¬

$URING¬THE¬TRAILBLAZERS ¬IT¬WILL¬BE¬IMPORTANT¬THAT¬ALL¬DISABLED¬PEOPLE¬WHO¬ARE¬ENTITLED¬
to a right to control, including those with limited capacity to take decisions, have
CHOICE¬AND¬CONTROL¬OVER¬THE¬SUPPORT¬THEY¬RECEIVE¬7E¬ALSO¬RECOGNISE¬THAT¬DISABLED¬
PEOPLE¬CHOOSING¬TO¬EXERCISE¬THE¬RIGHT¬TO¬CONTROL¬WILL¬BE¬TAKING¬ON¬ADDITIONAL¬
RESPONSIBILITIES¬2ESPONSES¬TO¬CONSULTATION¬HAVE¬EMPHASISED¬THE¬IMPORTANCE¬OF¬
SUPPORT¬TO¬ENABLE¬EVERYONE¬ENTITLED¬TO¬A¬RIGHT¬TO¬CONTROL¬TO¬EXERCISE¬THEIR¬RIGHT¬

¬

)N¬THE¬¬CROSS SECTOR¬#ONCORDAT¬Putting People First the Government
COMMITTED¬TO¬THE¬PROVISION ¬BY¬ ¬OF¬A¬UNIVERSAL¬INFORMATION ¬ADVICE¬AND¬
ADVOCACY¬SERVICE¬BOTH¬FOR¬PEOPLE¬WHO¬NEED¬SERVICES¬AND¬FOR¬THEIR¬CARERS ¬INCLUDING¬
PERSONAL¬ADVOCATES¬FOR¬PEOPLE¬WHO¬REQUIRE¬SUPPORT¬TO¬ARTICULATE¬THEIR¬NEEDS¬ANDOR¬
TO¬UTILISE¬THEIR¬BUDGET20 The Department of Health is also committed to ensuring
THAT ¬BY¬ ¬EACH¬LOCALITY¬HAS¬A¬USER LED¬ORGANISATION ¬AND¬THESE¬ORGANISATIONS¬
WILL¬PLAY¬AN¬IMPORTANT¬ROLE¬IN¬PROVIDING¬THE¬ADVICE¬AND¬SUPPORT¬THAT¬SOME¬DISABLED¬
PEOPLE¬WILL¬NEED¬7E¬WILL¬BE¬WORKING¬CLOSELY¬WITH¬THE¬$EPARTMENT¬OF¬(EALTH ¬
THE¬/FlCE¬OF¬THE¬4HIRD¬3ECTOR¬AND¬USER LED¬ORGANISATIONS¬TO¬DEVELOP¬AND¬SUPPORT¬
advocacy services for those people who access the right to control during the
TRAILBLAZERS

¬

7E¬RECOGNISE¬THAT¬NOT¬EVERYONE¬WILL¬WANT¬THE¬RESPONSIBILITY¬OF¬ORGANISING¬AND¬
CONTROLLING¬THEIR¬OWN¬SUPPORT¬4HE¬RIGHT¬TO¬CONTROL¬TRAILBLAZERS¬WILL¬ENABLE¬DISABLED¬
PEOPLE¬TO¬HAVE¬CONTROL¬OVER¬RESOURCES¬BUT¬WILL¬NOT¬REQUIRE¬THEM¬SO¬TO¬DO¬

¬

5NDER¬THE¬RIGHT¬TO¬CONTROL ¬THE¬PRESUMPTION¬SHOULD¬BE¬THAT¬PUBLIC¬AUTHORITIES¬
WILL¬ENABLE¬AN¬INDIVIDUAL¬TO¬EXERCISE¬THEIR¬RIGHT¬TO¬CONTROL¬EXCEPT¬IN¬DElNED¬
CIRCUMSTANCES¬'IVEN¬THE¬NEED¬TO¬ENSURE¬THE¬SUSTAINABILITY¬OF¬SERVICES¬AND¬
SAFEGUARD¬PUBLIC¬FUNDS ¬THESE¬CIRCUMSTANCES¬WILL¬INCLUDE¬WHEN¬THE¬RIGHT¬IS¬NOT¬
AFFORDABLE¬7E¬WILL¬CONSULT¬ON¬OTHER¬CIRCUMSTANCES¬THAT¬SHOULD¬BE¬INCLUDED¬

¬

7E¬WILL¬ALSO¬CONSULT¬ON¬APPROPRIATE¬MECHANISMS¬TO¬ENABLE¬INDIVIDUALS¬TO¬SEEK¬A¬
REVIEW¬OF¬DECISIONS¬ABOUT¬THE¬RIGHT¬TO¬CONTROL

20

¬ (-¬'OVERNMENT¬ ¬Putting People First: A shared vision and commitment to the transformation of
Adult Social Care.
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4HE¬RIGHT¬TO¬CHOOSE¬BETWEEN¬PROVIDERS¬
¬

#USTOMER¬CHOICE¬IS¬IMPORTANT ¬NOT¬ONLY¬FOR¬INDIVIDUALS ¬BUT¬ALSO¬AS¬A¬MEANS¬
of driving performance and quality. We have plans to include a `customer
EXPERIENCE¬MEASURE¬TO¬HELP¬CUSTOMERS¬CHOOSE¬BETWEEN¬DIFFERENT¬PROVIDERS¬OF¬
EMPLOYMENT¬PROGRAMMES¬7E¬ARE¬STARTING¬TO¬DEVELOP¬THIS¬BY¬UNDERTAKING¬RESEARCH¬
TO¬EXPLORE¬WHAT¬IS¬IMPORTANT¬FOR¬OUR¬CUSTOMERS¬IN¬CHOOSING¬HELP¬TO¬GET¬A¬JOB¬

¬

7E¬WILL¬PROVIDE¬INFORMATION¬ON¬PROVIDER¬PERFORMANCE ¬INCLUDING¬SUCCESS¬IN¬
delivering sustained employment and customer experience to help customers
MAKE¬AN¬INFORMED¬CHOICE¬)NITIALLY ¬THIS¬WILL¬BE¬IN¬SOME¬AREAS¬WHERE¬THE¬&LEXIBLE¬
.EW¬$EAL¬IS¬OPERATING¬CUSTOMER¬CHOICE¬AFTER¬THE¬CONTRACTS¬HAVE¬BEEN¬OPERATING¬
FOR¬¬MONTHS¬AND¬WE¬HAVE¬A¬TRACK¬RECORD¬TO¬REPORT

¬

7E¬HAVE¬ALREADY¬DEVELOPED¬AND¬TESTED¬THE¬3TAR¬2ATING¬MODEL¬FOR¬%MPLOYMENT¬
:ONE¬CONTRACTS¬AND¬WE¬PUBLISHED¬THE¬lRST¬RESULTS¬IN¬*UNE¬¬7E¬WILL¬INTRODUCE¬A¬
3TAR¬2ATING¬SYSTEM¬FOR¬THE¬&LEXIBLE¬.EW¬$EAL¬THAT¬WILL¬MEASURE¬THE¬PERFORMANCE¬OF¬
EACH¬&LEXIBLE¬.EW¬$EAL¬CONTRACT¬AND¬ALL¬NEW¬PROGRAMMES¬IN¬THE¬FUTURE ¬

Conclusion
¬

'OVERNMENTS¬CANNOT¬PERSONALISE¬SERVICES¬BY¬THEMSELVES¬INSTEAD¬THEY¬NEED¬
to devolve power to people and providers so they can work out how to meet
individuals’ needs together. This is why we have increasingly worked with
external providers to deliver the specialised and local services that can make a real
difference to many of the people who rely on the support of the Department for
7ORK¬AND¬0ENSIONS¬4O¬ACHIEVE¬OUR¬OBJECTIVES ¬WE¬WILL¬NEED¬TO¬WORK¬WITH¬A¬WIDE¬
range of providers, including those who already work with the Department for
Work and Pensions, along with others from the UK and overseas who have the
CAPACITY¬AND¬SKILLS¬TO¬DELIVER¬HIGH¬QUALITY¬PROVISION¬7E¬INTEND¬TO¬PUBLISH¬FURTHER¬
details of our speciﬁc engagement strategies over the coming weeks.

¬

7E¬WILL¬LOOK¬AT¬HOW¬BEST¬TO¬ENCOURAGE¬PROVIDERS¬TO¬OFFER¬GREATER¬SUPPORT¬TO¬THOSE¬
WITH¬THE¬GREATEST¬NEED¬7E¬WILL¬EXPERIMENT¬WITH¬BROADER¬AND¬MORE¬INCLUSIVE¬
PROGRAMMES¬AND¬PILOT¬RECYCLING¬MONEY¬SAVED¬IN¬BENElT¬SPENDING¬TO¬lNANCE¬BETTER¬
employment services.

¬

7E¬ARE¬ALSO¬DEVOLVING¬POWER¬TO¬COMMUNITIES ¬WITH¬THREE¬LEVELS¬OF¬DEVOLUTION¬
planned for the future. And we recognise that individuals are experts in their
OWN¬LIVES¬'IVEN¬POWER¬TO¬CHOOSE ¬THEY¬CAN¬PUT¬TOGETHER¬A¬BETTER¬PACKAGE¬
OF¬SUPPORT¬THAN¬THE¬SERVICE¬PROVIDED¬ON¬THEIR¬BEHALF¬4HIS¬IS¬WHY¬WE¬PROPOSE¬
TRAILBLAZING¬A¬RIGHT¬TO¬CONTROL¬FOR¬DISABLED¬PEOPLE ¬ALLOWING¬THEM¬TO¬MAKE¬INFORMED¬
DECISIONS¬ABOUT¬HOW¬TO¬USE¬THE¬MONEY¬AVAILABLE¬FOR¬THEIR¬SUPPORT ¬IN¬THE¬WAY¬THAT¬
suits them.
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Chapter four – Personalised
conditionality and support – our response
to the Gregg Review
Summary
This chapter provides the Government’s response to Professor Gregg’s Review
of conditionality within the beneﬁts system. This Review, Realising Potential:
A Vision for Personalised Conditionality and Support, which ran alongside
the consultation on our Green Paper, provides an important, independent,
examination of the expectations which are at the heart of our welfare reforms.
We warmly welcome this Review and will work to deliver its vision. Other
chapters set out how we will do this.
The Review makes a number of important recommendations about how to
make our current systems more effective in supporting people back to work.
In particular, the Review recommends that virtually everyone claiming beneﬁt
and not in work should be required to engage in activities that will help them
to move towards, and then into, employment. There would be two groups of
claimants heading back towards employment, but with different requirements
being placed upon them that reﬂect their circumstances:
s¬ THE¬@7ORK 2EADY¬GROUP ¬WHO¬WOULD¬BE¬EXPECTED¬TO¬MEET¬EXISTING¬
Jobseeker’s Allowance conditionality but with certain groups receiving
increased support; and
s¬ THE¬@0ROGRESSION¬TO¬7ORK¬GROUP¬WHO¬HAVE¬A¬GOOD¬OPPORTUNITY¬TO¬SECURE¬
employment with time, encouragement and support. This group should face
a new set of conditionality requirements based around their
CO OWNERSHIP¬OF¬THE¬RETURN¬TO¬WORK¬PROCESS
The Review also proposed improvements to the beneﬁt sanctions regime,
making the right support available based on need rather than what beneﬁt
people are receiving and increased adviser discretion.
This chapter sets out the key ﬁndings of the Review and our views on the overall
vision. Detailed responses to individual recommendations are also set out in
other chapters and in Appendix B.
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Background
4.1

These are difﬁcult times for the global economy, which has been hit by shocks of
an unprecedented size and nature. Output has fallen in countries across the world,
including the UK. The claimant count is rising and the number of people
in employment is falling.

4.2

The Department for Work and Pensions and Jobcentre Plus are focused
on helping those who have lost their jobs to make a swift return to work. Despite
a tightening labour market, a large number of job vacancies remain available.
Around 220,000 people have moved off Jobseeker’s Allowance alone
in each of the last two months.

¬

4HE¬WELFARE TO WORK¬SUPPORT ¬BACKED¬BY¬A¬FRAMEWORK¬OF¬CONDITIONALITY21 built
up over the last 15 years (for job seekers, lone parents, and disabled people or
people with a health condition) has proved effective in moving people back to
work. These policies must be kept in place to make sure that we do not, as in the
last two recessions, condemn tens of thousands of people to virtually permanent
inactivity. Many people affected by these past mistakes are still paying the
consequences today, through poor health and low incomes.

4.4

The Government wants to build on the real strengths of the current system and go
further in helping people get back to work. This will help people now and ensure
the country is ready to take full advantage when our job market strengthens. This
requires a new, more progressive system of conditionality and improved support
for everyone of working age.
Box 4.1: Terms of reference of the Gregg Review:
s¬ 4O¬SET¬OUT¬A¬VISION¬FOR¬A¬MORE¬PERSONALISED¬CONDITIONALITY¬REGIME¬n¬AND¬
what this might look like in practice. This should be based on the objective
that expectations and potential sanctions are challenging, appropriate and
effective – given individuals’ needs and circumstances.
s¬ 4O¬CONSIDER¬THE¬POTENTIAL¬TRADE OFFS¬AND¬TENSIONS¬IN¬DELIVERING¬A¬MORE¬
personalised conditionality regime – for instance balancing clear
expectations and fair treatment with greater ﬂexibility and discretion.
s¬ 4O¬CONSIDER¬THE¬EVIDENCE¬ABOUT¬THE¬IMPACT¬AND¬EFFECTIVENESS¬OF¬
conditionality in the UK and from different international regimes – drawing
out potential lessons for future reform.
continued

21

Broadly speaking, the labour market requirements that claimants must fulﬁll to remain entitled to the full
amount of beneﬁt.
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s¬ 4O¬CONSIDER¬THE¬IMPLICATIONS¬OF¬THE¬LATEST¬EVIDENCE¬FROM¬THE¬lELDS¬OF¬
behavioural economics and social psychology for conditionality policy.
s¬ 4O¬CONSIDER¬WHAT¬REFORMS¬WOULD¬BE¬NEEDED¬TO¬THE¬WELFARE¬SYSTEM¬TO¬DELIVER¬
a more personalised conditionality regime. These are likely to involve
changes both to policy and delivery, but should not be based on proposals
with signiﬁcant additional resource implications.

The Personalised Conditionality and Support Review
4.5

Professor Gregg looked closely at the current requirements that apply to
people on:
s¬ *OBSEEKERS¬!LLOWANCE¬n¬WHERE¬THERE¬IS¬A¬REQUIREMENT¬TO¬BE¬ACTIVELY¬SEEKING¬
and available for work and where a New Deal personal adviser and programme
support is available, but normally only if a person has been unable to ﬁnd a job
after a speciﬁc period; and
s¬ )NCOME¬3UPPORT¬AND¬THE¬%MPLOYMENT¬AND¬3UPPORT¬!LLOWANCE¬n¬WHERE¬LONE¬
parents, disabled people and people with a health condition do not face
*OBSEEKERS¬!LLOWANCE STYLE¬REQUIREMENTS ¬BUT¬ARE¬REQUIRED¬TO¬PARTICIPATE¬IN¬A¬
ONE OFF¬SERIES¬OF¬7ORK¬&OCUSED¬)NTERVIEWS ¬WHERE¬THEY¬ARE¬ENCOURAGED¬TO¬JOIN¬
WELFARE TO WORK¬PROGRAMMES¬SUCH¬AS¬THE¬.EW¬$EAL¬FOR¬,ONE¬0ARENTS¬AND¬THE¬
Choices package of the Pathways to Work programme) on a voluntary basis.
These are available to join from around the outset of a claim.

4.6

He found that the current regimes, which apply to both sets of claimants, have
been effective in helping more people off beneﬁt and into work. The job seekers
regime has been highly effective in reducing the numbers of beneﬁt claimants
AND¬THE¬7ORK¬&OCUSED¬)NTERVIEW¬REGIME¬HAS¬ALSO¬HAD¬A¬LOT¬OF¬SUCCESS ¬PARTICULARLY¬
for those closer to the labour market. However, the Review found that there are a
number of areas where the current system can be improved as set out in Box 4.2:
Box 4.2: Areas for improvement identiﬁed by the Gregg Review
The Review suggests that there are ﬁve key areas for improvement in the current
regime.
s¬ ,EVELS¬OF¬PARTICIPATION¬IN¬BACK TO WORK¬ACTIVITY¬AMONG¬THE¬NON *OBSEEKERS¬
Allowance groups are relatively low: there is a strong desire to work among
LARGE¬NUMBERS¬OF¬PEOPLE¬IN¬THESE¬GROUPS ¬BUT¬LEVELS¬OF¬TAKE UP¬FOR¬CURRENT¬
programmes are very low in comparison with that for Jobseeker’s Allowance
claimants.
continued
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s¬ #URRENT¬CONDITIONALITY¬TOOLS¬FOR¬THE¬NON *OBSEEKERS¬!LLOWANCE¬GROUP¬HAVE¬
genuine limitations: we have not yet made the most of the potential power
OF¬CONDITIONALITY¬7HILE¬THE¬7ORK¬&OCUSED¬)NTERVIEW¬REGIME¬IS¬SUCCESSFUL¬IN¬
helping people into support and to ﬁnd work, it could do more to help those
further from the labour market and those who might need a signiﬁcant
period of time before they are fully ready to seek work.
s¬ 3OME¬GROUPS¬IN¬THE¬*OBSEEKERS¬!LLOWANCE¬REGIME¬NEED¬MORE¬PERSONALISED¬
support: increased ﬂexibility to provide support to some groups on
Jobseeker’s Allowance would target those most at risk and move more
people back into work more quickly, cutting beneﬁt dependency at its root.
s¬ 3UPPORT¬CAN¬VARY¬SIGNIlCANTLY¬ACROSS¬BENElT¬BOUNDARIES¬THIS¬MEANS¬THAT¬IT¬
is hard to target support at those furthest from the labour market.
Increasing the support and responsibilities available to those who need it
will require removing these boundaries and instead providing support on the
basis of need.
s¬ 4HE¬VISIBILITY¬AND¬EFFECTIVENESS¬OF¬THE¬SANCTIONS¬REGIME¬COULD¬BE¬IMPROVED¬
evidence from behavioural economics suggests that sanctions will only drive
behaviour if they are clear, transparent and well understood. The system can
do more to provide these things.
A vision for personalised conditionality and support
4.7

To address these areas, Professor Gregg has suggested that the Department for
Work and Pensions should set out, and work towards, a more personalised regime
of conditionality and support. He argues that a clear statement of this vision
WOULD¬GREATLY¬ASSIST¬LONGER TERM¬PLANNING¬WITHIN¬GOVERNMENT¬AND¬AMONG¬OTHER¬
stakeholders.

4.8

The vision set out in Professor Gregg’s Review is a radical and ambitious one.
&OR¬THE¬lRST¬TIME¬IT¬ADDRESSES¬ISSUES¬FACING¬ALL¬WORKING AGE¬BENElT¬CLAIMANTS¬
and assesses how the Department for Work and Pensions can best support
them into work. The vision moves decisively away from our current approach of
engaging with, and having high expectations of, job seekers but leaving most
other clients with infrequent contact and lower expectations. Under the approach
set out by Professor Gregg, virtually everyone claiming beneﬁts and not in work
would eventually:
s¬ HAVE¬A¬PERSONAL¬ADVISER¬WITH¬WHOM¬THEY¬WOULD¬BE¬ABLE¬TO¬AGREE¬A¬ROUTE¬BACK¬
to work;
s¬ BE¬OBLIGED¬TO¬ACT¬ON¬THE¬STEPS¬THEY¬AGREE¬WITH¬THEIR¬ADVISER¬
s¬ HAVE¬A¬CLEAR¬UNDERSTANDING¬OF¬THE¬EXPECTATIONS¬PLACED¬UPON¬THEM¬AND¬WHY ¬
and what the consequences are for failing to meet these;
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s¬ BE¬ABLE¬TO¬ACCESS¬A¬WIDE¬RANGE¬OF¬PERSONAL¬SUPPORT¬ON¬THE¬BASIS¬OF¬WHAT¬THEY¬
need not a beneﬁt label; and
s¬ HAVE¬A¬REQUIREMENT¬TO¬ENGAGE¬IN¬ACTIVITY¬THAT¬WILL¬HELP¬THEM¬TO¬MOVE¬TOWARDS ¬
and then into, employment.
4.9

While the approach builds on the current system, it also moves clearly beyond it in
A¬POSITIVE¬WAY¬)T¬AIMS¬TO¬INCREASE¬THE¬TAKE UP¬OF¬PERSONALISED¬HELP¬AND¬SUPPORT¬FOR¬
those outside the job seeking regime. In doing so it deepens the expectations we
place on many of those who want to get back to work, but at the moment do not
receive the help they need. As such, the number of people moving back to work
should increase signiﬁcantly under these proposals.

4.10

We agree with each of the key components of this vision, and this White Paper
sets out a number of ways in which we are planning to take forward Professor
Gregg’s recommendations. We intend to move quickly to begin reshaping some
of our previously announced pilots. This will enable us to test core elements of
THE¬'REGG¬2EVIEW¬AS¬SOON¬AS¬POSSIBLE¬)T¬WILL¬INVOLVE¬TESTING¬OUT¬THE¬@0ROGRESSION¬
to Work’ requirements for lone parents and partners with younger children and
PEOPLE¬CLAIMING¬THE¬%MPLOYMENT¬AND¬3UPPORT¬!LLOWANCE ¬DESCRIBED¬LATER¬IN¬THIS¬
chapter. We also plan to pilot sanctions escalation. We start to set out more details
about how we plan to do this in later chapters. Our more detailed response to
each of Professor Gregg’s recommendations is set out in Appendix B.
Achieving the vision – realistic expectations, personalised help

4.11

In principle, it might have been possible to achieve Professor Gregg’s vision by
MOVING¬ALL¬WORKING AGE¬CLIENTS¬TO¬*OBSEEKERS¬!LLOWANCE¬AND¬APPLYING¬JOB¬SEEKING¬
requirements to them. Professor Gregg rules this out as a realistic option.

4.12

We agree that a very large majority of those outside the scope of the current
Jobseeker’s Allowance regime will not be ready to look for work immediately.
People in this group need a different, more highly personalised set of requirements
because they may have other issues around skills, childcare, disability, their health
conditions, debt or housing that need to be addressed. As such, we agree that the
Jobseeker’s Allowance job seeking regime is appropriate for them.

4.13

Rather, Professor Gregg recommends that the best way of achieving this vision
is through a single personalised conditionality regime where there is a clear
recognition, in law, policy and practice, of two main groups of people. Both will
be moving back towards employment, but usually in a very different way and with
different requirements applying to them.
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Box 4.3: The two conditionality groups
The two groups identiﬁed by Professor Gregg and the requirements applied to
them are as follows.
!¬@7ORK 2EADY¬GROUP¬THIS¬GROUP¬FACES¬A¬LARGELY¬RULES BASED¬SET¬OF¬CONDITIONALITY¬
requirements, based around active job seeking and aimed at those able to
make a quick return to work. These requirements would be very much based
around the current Jobseeker’s Allowance job seeking regime. Those in the
@7ORK 2EADY¬GROUP¬SHOULD¬BE¬ALL¬THOSE¬CURRENTLY¬REQUIRED¬TO¬CLAIM¬*OBSEEKERS¬
Allowance and those lone parents and partners with older children who it is
proposed should move across to the job seeking regime.
!¬@0ROGRESSION¬TO¬7ORK¬GROUP¬AIMED¬AT¬THOSE¬FOR¬WHOM¬A¬RETURN¬TO¬WORK¬
is a possibility with time, encouragement and support and where their
conditionality:
s¬ REmECTS¬THE¬CLIENTS¬CO OWNERSHIP¬OF¬THE¬RETURN TO WORK¬PROCESS
s¬ IS¬TAILORED¬TO¬THEIR¬CAPABILITY¬AND¬REmECTS¬THEIR¬CIRCUMSTANCES
s¬ IS¬BASED¬ON¬ACTIVITY¬THAT¬SUPPORTS¬THE¬CLIENTS¬OWN¬PATH¬TO¬WORK¬AND
s¬ LINKS¬UP¬WITH¬EFFECTIVE¬SUPPORT
The Gregg Review recommends this group should contain people claiming the
%MPLOYMENT¬AND¬3UPPORT¬!LLOWANCE¬BUT¬WHO¬ARE¬NOT¬IN¬THE¬3UPPORT¬'ROUP ¬
and those lone parents and partners with a youngest child aged between one
and six.
In addition, the Review recommends identifying a third group of claimants
who should not be required to meet any work conditionality requirements.
This is because it would not be reasonable for them to undertake any mandatory
activity, or because they are already undertaking activity which means taking
steps back to work would be inappropriate. This includes individuals meeting
THE¬CRITERIA¬FOR¬THE¬%MPLOYMENT¬AND¬3UPPORT¬!LLOWANCE¬3UPPORT¬'ROUP ¬LONE¬
parents and partners whose youngest child is under 12 months old and carers
fulﬁlling the criteria for Carer’s Allowance/carer’s premium. This group would not
be written off, but moving back into work would remain voluntary.
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4HE¬@7ORK 2EADY¬GROUP
4.14

We agree with Professor Gregg that the requirements that apply to the
@7ORK 2EADY¬GROUP¬SHOULD¬LARGELY¬REmECT¬THOSE¬OF¬THE¬CURRENT¬*OBSEEKERS¬
Allowance regime. In other words, we need a job seeking system for those
expected to make a prompt return to work which is based around:
s¬ AN¬IMMEDIATE¬AND¬CONTINUOUS¬FOCUS¬ON¬HIGH¬LEVELS¬OF¬JOBSEARCH¬AND¬AN¬ABILITY¬
to take up work at the earliest possible opportunity;
s¬ SELF DIRECTED¬ACTIVITY¬TO¬lND¬WORK
s¬ PERSONAL¬SUPPORT¬AND¬PROGRAMME¬ACTIVITY¬BEING¬AVAILABLE ¬BUT¬GENERALLY¬ONLY¬
after a certain length of time on beneﬁt; and
s¬ INCREASED¬SUPPORT¬ACCOMPANIED¬BY¬INCREASINGLY¬STRONG¬CONDITIONALITY¬
requirements.

¬

&OR¬THE¬MOST¬DISADVANTAGED¬JOB¬SEEKERS ¬THE¬2EVIEW¬RECOMMENDED¬SPEEDING¬UP¬
access to the more personalised and supportive parts of the Jobseeker’s Allowance
regime. This would apply to homeless people and former offenders as well as
disabled people and people with a health condition who are claiming Jobseeker’s
Allowance. We respond to these recommendations in Chapter 6.
4HE¬@0ROGRESSION¬TO¬7ORK¬GROUP

4.16

This is a group of people where a return to work is a reasonable and positive
possibility with sufﬁcient time, encouragement and support. Unlike the
@7ORK 2EADY¬GROUP ¬THERE¬WOULD¬NOT¬BE¬AN¬EXPECTATION¬THAT¬EVERYONE¬ON¬THIS¬
path would be actively seeking or available for work. So a different, more
personalised conditionality regime is needed, one where individuals agree their
path back to work with their personal adviser and start to address barriers and
move themselves closer to employment over time.

¬

7E¬AGREE¬WITH¬THE¬2EVIEW¬THAT¬WE¬SHOULD¬START¬TO¬CREATE¬THIS¬@0ROGRESSION¬TO¬
Work’ group in legislation, policy and practice. We will look to do so through
a forthcoming Welfare Reform Bill. This means creating a new set of four
interlocking requirements, asking people in this group to:
s¬ ATTEND¬7ORK¬&OCUSED¬)NTERVIEWS¬WITH¬THEIR¬ADVISER¬AT¬APPROPRIATE¬POINTS¬
s¬ AGREE¬AN¬ACTION¬PLAN¬WITH¬THEIR¬ADVISER¬THAT¬SETS¬OUT¬THE¬WORK RELATED¬STEPS¬THEY¬
agree to take to help them back to work;
s¬ UNDERTAKE¬THE¬WORK RELATED¬ACTIVITIES¬THAT¬SUPPORT¬THEIR¬OWN¬ROUTE¬BACK¬
towards work; and
s¬ FOLLOW¬ADVISER¬DIRECTIONS¬AS¬A¬LAST¬RESORT
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Consistent with this direction of travel, Chapter 6 also covers the proposed
approach to assisting lone parents with younger children under the Review’s
proposals.

Box 4.4: The Progression to Work group
!NY¬CLIENT¬ENTERING¬THE¬@0ROGRESSION¬TO¬7ORK¬GROUP¬SHOULD¬GET¬SUPPORT¬FROM¬AN¬
allocated adviser from the start of their beneﬁt claim. They should also begin a
process of meeting and working with their adviser from early in their claim.
5NDER¬THIS¬REGIME ¬THE¬PURPOSE¬OF¬THE¬7ORK¬&OCUSED¬)NTERVIEW¬WOULD¬CHANGE¬
4HE¬EARLY¬7ORK¬&OCUSED¬)NTERVIEWS¬WOULD¬NOT¬AIM¬TO¬@SELL¬THE¬SUPPORT¬AVAILABLE¬
and hope that the client would continue to engage on a voluntary basis. Rather
the adviser would use them to start to build a good rapport with the client and
ensure a deeper exploration of the client’s situation, their aims and aspirations.
,ATER¬7ORK¬&OCUSED¬)NTERVIEWS¬WOULD¬PROVIDE¬CONTINUING¬CONTACT¬TO¬OFFER¬
support and encouragement and to identify and deal with the barriers to work
THAT¬CLAIMANTS¬FACE¬!T¬THE¬7ORK¬&OCUSED¬)NTERVIEW ¬CLAIMANTS¬WOULD¬AGREE¬AND¬
UPDATE¬THEIR¬ACTION¬PLAN¬TO¬RECORD¬THE¬WORK RELATED¬ACTIVITY¬THEY¬HAD¬AGREED¬
TO¬UNDERTAKE¬BETWEEN¬THE¬7ORK¬&OCUSED¬)NTERVIEWS¬4HE¬2EVIEW¬SUGGESTS¬THIS¬
PATTERN¬OF¬7ORK¬&OCUSED¬)NTERVIEWS¬SHOULD¬CONTINUE¬FOR¬THE¬ENTIRE¬DURATION¬OF¬
the claim to beneﬁt.
4HE¬2EVIEW¬ALSO¬CONSIDERED¬THE¬FREQUENCY¬OF¬THE¬7ORK¬&OCUSED¬)NTERVIEWS¬)T¬
suggests that it would be helpful to assume a default position for these contacts
(perhaps monthly or quarterly). The Review suggested, however, that sufﬁcient
ﬂexibility should be given to advisers and clients to agree an appropriate pattern
of attendance. This should reﬂect individual circumstances and the timing of the
WORK RELATED¬ACTIVITY¬THEY¬AGREE¬TO¬UNDERTAKE¬
7ORK RELATED¬ACTIVITY¬
4.19

The Review recommends that individuals would be expected to undertake some
WORK RELATED¬ACTIVITY¬BETWEEN¬7ORK¬&OCUSED¬)NTERVIEWS¬4HIS¬ACTIVITY ¬WHICH¬WOULD¬
be agreed with their adviser, can be anything that both parties agree would
support an eventual return to work. Such activity could vary considerably and
may, at least at ﬁrst, have very little directly to do with job seeking. We agree that
REQUIREMENTS¬BUILT¬UP¬TO¬UNDERPIN¬THE¬@0ROGRESSION¬TO¬7ORK¬GROUP¬SHOULD¬REmECT¬
this understanding within a tailored and supportive regime.
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"OX¬¬7HAT¬CONSTITUTES¬WORK RELATED¬ACTIVITY
Any activities a person undertakes to:
s¬ STABILISE¬THEIR¬OWN¬OR¬THEIR¬FAMILYS¬SITUATION ¬FOR¬EXAMPLE ¬ASSESSING¬CHILDCARE¬
options, activities to stabilise health conditions, seeing a debt adviser about
stabilising their ﬁnancial situation and looking at options for improving their
housing situation, or joining a Children’s Centre;
s¬ MANAGE¬THEIR¬HEALTH¬FOR¬WORK ¬FOR¬EXAMPLE ¬CONDITION¬MANAGEMENT¬
PROGRAMMES ¬DRUG¬AND¬ALCOHOL¬REHABILITATION ¬@0ROGRESS¬TO¬7ORK¬FOR¬DRUG¬
misusers, or therapy or physiotherapy for a common health condition;
s¬ IMPROVE¬THEIR¬SKILLS¬FOR¬WORK ¬FOR¬EXAMPLE ¬UNDERTAKING¬A¬BASIC¬SKILLS¬
programme, or attending a Jobcentre Plus or external training programme;
s¬ LOOK¬FOR¬WORK ¬FOR¬EXAMPLE ¬WORKING¬WITH¬A¬.EW¬$EAL¬FOR¬,ONE¬0ARENTS¬OR¬
New Deal for Disabled People adviser to consider job seeking ideas, or
independent job search; and
s¬ PREPARE¬FOR¬FULL TIME¬EMPLOYMENT¬THROUGH¬WORK¬TASTERS ¬FOR¬EXAMPLE ¬
PERMITTED¬WORK ¬WORK¬TRIALS ¬PREPARATION¬FOR¬SELF EMPLOYMENT ¬OR¬PART TIME¬
working.
!CTION¬PLANNING¬FOR¬THE¬@0ROGRESSION¬TO¬7ORK¬GROUP
4.20

We agree with the Review that, we need to transform the role of the action plan
FOR¬THE¬@0ROGRESSION¬TO¬7ORK¬GROUP¬)T¬SHOULD¬BE¬GIVEN¬A¬MORE¬CENTRAL ¬ENFORCEABLE¬
status in the ongoing discussions between claimants and their advisers. The action
plan should cover the agreement with the client to take steps to move towards
work search and into employment – even if the timescales for achieving it are
uncertain.

4.21

The action plan should also set out the speciﬁc steps the individual and adviser
HAVE¬AGREED¬WILL¬BE¬UNDERTAKEN¬BETWEEN¬NOW¬AND¬THE¬NEXT¬7ORK¬&OCUSED¬
)NTERVIEW¬4HE¬ACTION¬PLAN¬THEREFORE¬EMBODIES¬THE¬CO OPERATION¬AND¬SHARED¬
OWNERSHIP¬OF¬THE¬BACK TO WORK¬PROCESS

¬

,IKE¬THE¬*OBSEEKERS¬!GREEMENT ¬IT¬WILL¬BE¬IMPORTANT¬TO¬MAKE¬SURE¬THAT¬PEOPLE¬
are aware that they must follow the activity they have agreed to undertake.
!T¬EACH¬SUBSEQUENT¬7ORK¬&OCUSED¬)NTERVIEW¬THE¬ADVISERS¬ROLE¬WOULD¬BE¬TO¬MONITOR¬
progress and review and revise the action plan. This would include setting the next
phase of agreed activity. Throughout, the claimant would be required to abide by
the action plan, although allowance would need to be made for good cause or if
reasonable alternatives had been undertaken.
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&OLLOWING¬ADVISER¬DIRECTIONS¬
¬

4HE¬@0ROGRESSION¬TO¬7ORK¬PATH¬IS¬FUNDAMENTALLY¬BUILT¬AROUND¬A¬SYSTEM¬OF¬
encouragement, agreement and shared ownership. However, we agree with the
Review that there would be some very limited situations where direction may be
REQUIRED¬&OR¬EXAMPLE
s¬ WHEN¬A¬CLIENT¬HAS¬A¬PROVEN ¬SIGNIlCANT¬BARRIER¬TO¬WORK¬WHICH¬THEY¬HAVE¬BEEN¬
encouraged to address but have not taken the opportunity to do so;
s¬ WHEN¬A¬CLIENT¬HAS¬BEEN¬SANCTIONED¬FOR¬FAILING¬TO¬UNDERTAKE¬ANY¬WORK RELATED¬
activity; or
s¬ WHEN¬A¬CLIENTS¬RETURN¬TO¬WORK¬ACTIVITIES¬ARE¬PROVING¬INEFFECTIVE¬AND¬THEY¬ARE¬
unwilling to consider other options.

¬

(OWEVER ¬WE¬AGREE¬WITH¬THE¬2EVIEW¬THAT¬DIRECTION¬UNDER¬THE¬NEW¬@0ROGRESSION¬TO¬
Work’ path would never be used to force clients to apply for speciﬁc jobs, attend
JOB¬INTERVIEWS ¬TAKE¬ANY¬PARTICULAR¬FORM¬OF¬EMPLOYMENT ¬OR¬PLACE¬A¬PRE SCHOOL¬CHILD¬
into inappropriate childcare against the will of the parent.

4.25

Progress towards the vision set out in the Gregg Review should fundamentally
change expectations among Jobcentre Plus staff, providers and claimants
themselves about what it means to be on beneﬁt. It should also increase
employment rates and reduce child poverty. It will make clear the very positive
aspirations we have for even more of our claimants and show that we are not
prepared to leave people without intensive help and support.

4.26

It will also allow the Department for Work and Pensions to bring together its work
on a personalised conditionality regime and a simpliﬁed beneﬁts system to take
ﬁnal steps towards shaping a fundamentally fair and progressive welfare system for
the future.

Other aspects of the Gregg Review
Sanctions
4.27

To support this vision, the Gregg Review also recommends that we make changes
in other areas. In particular it recommends that the sanctions regime should:
s¬ IMPROVE¬THE¬SPEED¬OF¬DECISION MAKING¬THIS¬WILL¬MEAN¬THAT¬A¬SANCTION¬IS¬
imposed quickly after the behaviour that triggered the sanction;
s¬ BE¬MADE¬CLEARER¬THROUGH¬THE¬INTRODUCTION¬OF¬EARLY¬WARNINGS¬ABOUT¬THE¬RISK¬OF¬A¬
sanction, better communication generally, and, in the future, a move towards a
system of ﬁxed ﬁnes; and
s¬ DEAL¬BETTER¬WITH¬REPEAT¬OFFENDERS¬THROUGH¬A¬CLEAR¬AND¬SIMPLE¬SYSTEM¬OF¬
escalating penalties based around mandatory activity.
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In addition, Professor Gregg recommends a root and branch review of sanctions
WHICH¬WOULD¬INCLUDE¬CONSIDERATION¬OF¬HOW¬TO¬IMPLEMENT¬THE¬LONGER TERM¬SANCTION¬
ideas. Chapter 6 sets out our response to these recommendations.

Adviser discretion
4.29

The Review also recommends testing whether giving Jobcentre Plus advisers more
discretion could help more people into work or along the path to employment.
Chapter 3 includes a section on adviser discretion.

4.30

The Review also recommends that the support on offer should be sufﬁcient to help
a widening group of individuals who will need support to get back to work. This
includes ensuring contracts with providers reﬂect the differing needs of individuals
and their distance from the labour market, rather than simply what beneﬁts they
receive. It also suggests that the Work for Your Beneﬁt proposals should build
in help with job search and wider support rather than be delivered as a punitive
7ORKFARE TYPE¬SCHEME¬#HAPTERS¬¬AND¬¬SET¬THIS¬OUT¬IN¬MORE¬DETAIL¬

Working with employers
4.31

The Review comments on the importance of actively engaging with employers.
Understanding the views and needs of employers – and drawing on their
understanding of working life – is essential if we are to deliver the job
opportunities which people need. Professor Gregg recommends in particular
that we continue to test and evaluate existing initiatives which actively engage
WITH¬EMPLOYERS¬4HESE¬INCLUDE¬7ORK¬4RIALS ¬,OCAL¬%MPLOYMENT¬0ARTNERSHIPS¬AND¬
!CCESS¬TO¬7ORK¬#HAPTER¬¬SETS¬OUT¬HOW¬WE¬ARE¬BUILDING¬ON¬,OCAL¬%MPLOYMENT¬
Partnerships and increasing the funding for Access to Work. The Review also
RECOMMENDS¬FURTHER¬WORK¬ON¬OUR¬%MPLOYMENT¬2ETENTION¬AND¬!DVANCEMENT¬PILOTS

4.32

We will work with employers to explore the potential for building on these
recommendations to improve engagement.
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Conclusion: implementing the recommendations of
the Review
4.33

Professor Gregg’s Review provides us with a clear vision of a welfare state based
on personalised support and widespread obligations to take up that support. The
RECOMMENDATIONS¬OF¬THE¬2EVIEW¬ON¬THE¬REGIME¬FOR¬JOB¬SEEKERS¬THE¬@7ORK 2EADY¬
group) suggest we are largely already on the right lines. But we will build on the
innovative ideas he puts forward for increased support for the most vulnerable
job seekers.

4.34

His recommendations on how to help those on other beneﬁts through the
@0ROGRESSION¬TO¬7ORK¬REQUIREMENTS¬BRING¬A¬NEW¬FOCUS¬TO¬THE¬PERSONALISED¬SUPPORT¬
that must be at the heart of our provision. The action plans, agreed between the
individual and his or her adviser, will provide a structure for discussions and clearly
understood expectations. The Review’s recommendations on sanctions and adviser
discretion also bring a new perspective to these hotly debated topics.

4.35

We intend to move quickly to begin reshaping our previously planned pilots so
that we can test core elements of the Gregg Review. This will involve testing the
@0ROGRESSION¬TO¬7ORK¬REQUIREMENTS¬FOR¬LONE¬PARENTS¬WITH¬YOUNGER¬CHILDREN¬AND¬
NEW¬AND¬EXISTING¬CLAIMANTS¬OF¬THE¬%MPLOYMENT¬AND¬3UPPORT¬!LLOWANCE¬
We also plan to pilot sanctions escalation for those who repeatedly fail to attend
interviews. It will also be important that other professionals, families and carers
providing support to individuals are encouraged to share these expectations as
well. Of course, resources mean we cannot do all this immediately. We set out
more details on how we plan to start taking the recommendations forward in the
chapters dealing with speciﬁc policy changes.

Chapter 5

No one written off
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Chapter ﬁve – No one written off
Summary
One consequence of the recessions of the 1980s and early 1990s was that
hundred of thousands of people were effectively written off on inactive beneﬁts
with no support to get back to work when the job market strengthened.
We will not repeat those mistakes now, so that we avoid the long-term social
and economic costs that it caused.
Our vision is a society where there is equality for disabled people. We are
determined to take the steps needed to help them build their capabilities and
increase the power they have over their lives. To support this goal, we have
replaced incapacity beneﬁts with the Employment and Support Allowance,
and made support through Pathways to Work available nationwide. This has
improved the help available to disabled people or people with a health condition
who are on beneﬁts. Building on the Green Paper and the Gregg Review
proposals, we want to go further in making sure that everyone gets personalised
support, with a responsibility that they engage with this support on their own
journey back to work.
This White Paper conﬁrms that we will build on this progress by:
s¬ IMPROVING¬THE¬7ORK¬#APABILITY¬!SSESSMENT¬TO¬IDENTIFY¬WORK¬PROSPECTS¬MORE¬
effectively and to monitor recovery;
s¬ TRANSFERRING¬CURRENT¬INCAPACITY¬BENElTS¬CLAIMANTS¬ONTO¬THE¬%MPLOYMENT¬AND¬
Support Allowance so they beneﬁt from increased work-related support
where they can;
s¬ INCREASING¬THE¬REQUIREMENTS¬ON¬CLAIMANTS¬TO¬TAKE¬UP¬THE¬OFFER¬OF¬SUPPORT¬IN¬
return for beneﬁts;
s¬ PROVIDING¬BETTER¬SUPPORT¬FOR¬PEOPLE¬WHO¬HAVE¬POOR¬MENTAL¬HEALTH¬IN¬AND¬OUT¬
of work, including people who have ﬂuctuating conditions;
s¬ REMOVING¬BARRIERS¬TO¬WORK¬FOR¬DISABLED¬PEOPLE¬BY¬WORKING¬WITH¬EMPLOYERS¬
and doubling the support provided through Access to Work; and
s¬ INCREASING¬SUPPORT¬FOR¬DISABLED¬PEOPLE¬AND¬PEOPLE¬WITH¬HEALTH¬CONDITIONS¬TO¬
stay in jobs.
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Context and progress so far
5.1

Ensuring we harness everyone’s potential is vital to building a fair society, as well as
for our economic success as a country. We can only achieve these goals if we help
people overcome the barriers which prevent them from working. This is particularly
important for disabled people and people with health conditions.

5.2

By offering improved and personalised support, we have slowed and reversed
the increase in the numbers on incapacity beneﬁts. But with well over two and
a half million people still claiming these beneﬁts, we need to step up efforts to
provide people with the support they need to return to work. Also, further to the
Freud and Gregg reviews, we need to make clear our expectation that claiming
incapacity beneﬁts is associated for most people with activity to prepare for a
return to work.

5.3

By offering more support we will also be meeting the ambitions of those who are
on incapacity beneﬁts. Around four in ﬁve of those people want or expect to work
again. We intend to meet these expectations and have set ourselves the aim of
reducing the number of people on incapacity beneﬁts by one million by 2015.

5.4

There is no doubt, of course, that the job market will be more difﬁcult in the
coming months. This expectation led, in our consultation, to many people
expressing doubts about employment prospects for disabled people and those
with health conditions. But history underlines the case for increasing rather than
relaxing back-to-work support in more difﬁcult times.

5.5

In the past, hundreds of thousands of people were moved onto incapacity beneﬁts
with no support and little expectation that they would work again. For many, there
was too little thought given to what other jobs they could do and no help for them
to get these jobs or to retrain. The consequent lack of support and expectation
meant that temporary job-loss became permanent, even when the labour market
strengthened. We are determined not to repeat this mistake and to ensure that no
one who can work is consigned to a life on beneﬁts.

5.6

In welcoming the Gregg Review, we agree that active engagement and support
for disabled people and people with health conditions is the best way of moving
towards this vision. So we are improving medical assessments to ensure the right
level of support can be offered and to make sure demands are not placed on
anyone which might worsen their condition.

5.7

In light of the consultation responses received and the Gregg Review
recommendations, we can conﬁrm that we will not be placing a requirement on
anyone receiving the Employment and Support Allowance to actively seek work or
apply for any job. We also agree that we should not require anyone with the most
severe conditions to do any work-related activity at all. But for the rest, we intend
to legislate so that we can implement the Gregg vision in full, rolling this out
gradually, initially through a series of pathﬁnders. These will test the new
work-related activity requirements so that expectations and requirements will
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be tailored to individual circumstances and based on a relationship of co-operation
and trust between the personal adviser and the claimant. We agree with the
Review’s analysis of the strengths of our current conditionality and support regime
which gives us a lead over most of the rest of the developed world.
5.8

There is considerable progress to build on. We have strengthened rights for
disabled people and we have introduced the New Deal for Disabled People. Our
Pathways to Work programme, an innovative and personalised approach to
supporting disabled people and people with health conditions into employment,
has improved the chances of a new claimant being in work after 18 months by
25 per cent.22 Chart 5.1 illustrates the success of the Pathways to Work
programme.
Chart 5.1: The success of Pathways to Work

22

Bewley H., Dorsett R. and Haile G. (2007). The Impact of Pathways to Work. Department for Work and
Pensions Research Report No 435.
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Pathways to Work has been internationally recognised for its success in supporting
disabled people and people with health conditions into work. We have also
increased support for disabled people to stay in work. In October 2008, we
introduced the Employment and Support Allowance, a completely new beneﬁt
which has replaced incapacity beneﬁts for new customers as described in Box 5.1.
Box 5.1: The Employment and Support Allowance
The Employment and Support Allowance was introduced in October 2008 to
replace incapacity beneﬁts (Incapacity Beneﬁt and Income Support) for new
customers. It provides a personalised programme of support, helping people to
manage their health conditions and prepare for a return to work. For the vast
majority, it is intended to be a temporary beneﬁt which helps people make the
most of their abilities. While protecting those with the most severe conditions,
the new beneﬁt ensures that people receive the personalised support they need
to return to work.
Following introduction of the new Work Capability Assessment, focusing on
what people can do as well as what they cannot do, we expect around
90 per cent of claimants to be placed in the Work Related Activity Group.
People in the group take part in Work Focused Interviews, draw up action
plans with a personal adviser and have access to a range of support under the
Pathways to Work programme. In return for this help, they are encouraged to
take up opportunities to prepare for work.
A minority of claimants, those with the most severe disabilities or health
conditions, will be placed in the Support Group. These claimants are not
required to take part in work-related activity. However, they receive extra
ﬁnancial help and have access to support through Pathways to Work on a
voluntary basis.

5.10

However, we accept the analysis of the Gregg Review that too many of those
claiming incapacity beneﬁts or the Employment and Support Allowance still do
not engage in back-to-work activity. This is bad for them and bad for the country.
So we are going to reform the system to ensure the right people are on the
right beneﬁt; and that they get the right support. This will involve better health
assessments, individual Work Focused Interviews to arrive at the appropriate
support and work-related activity focused on helping people to prepare for a
return to employment. Those now on incapacity beneﬁts will gradually be moved
onto the Employment and Support Allowance on which, over time, they will
beneﬁt from the increased support. Nothing will be required of people which
would damage their health or put back their recovery. But for those who could
work there will be increased obligations on them to take up the help on offer,
including activity to address their employment related skills needs, with better links
to pre-employment and in-work training.
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We also recognise the importance of supporting people, including disabled people
and people with health conditions, to remain in work. Keeping people well and
in work has obvious beneﬁts: protection against ﬁnancial hardship, promoting
a better quality of life and allowing people to make the most of their potential.
Conversely, being out of work can exacerbate physical and mental health
conditions and increase the chance of social exclusion.

Claiming the Employment and Support Allowance
5.12

Now that the Employment and Support Allowance is in place, we are committed
to ensuring that the routes onto the beneﬁt are fair, accurate and run smoothly.
This is why we are reviewing the medical assessment, as outlined in the Green
Paper.

Reviewing the medical assessment
5.13

Continued advances in medical treatment mean that some conditions, which
previously caused a high level of impairment, can be managed more effectively.
Workplaces are always changing and new kinds of employment and opportunities
are being created. The Disability Discrimination Act has strengthened employers’
responsibilities towards disabled people. Schemes such as Access to Work are
offering support to make work available to many individuals to whom it was
previously denied.

5.14

This progress has enabled us to introduce the Work Capability Assessment, which
is designed to identify those able to look for work immediately (who should not be
on the Employment and Support Allowance); those whose condition means they
should be able to return to work with appropriate support and encouragement;
and those whose illness or disability means they are not currently able to prepare
for work (the Support Group).

5.15

Some responses to our consultation questioned the effectiveness of the Work
Capability Assessment. As with all new processes, we are committed to monitoring
it. The law already provides for an independent review of the Work Capability
Assessment every year for the ﬁrst ﬁve years, but we will also evaluate how
effectively it is in identifying the level of disability and health conditions among
claimants throughout next year, and will publish a report. This will include
suggestions to reﬁne the assessment if required and recommendations on how it
could be changed to better take account of people’s adaptation to their condition.
We envisage that, as a result of these recommended changes, there will be around
a 10 percentage point increase in those considered able to look for a wide range
of jobs straight away and thus be eligible for Jobseeker’s Allowance.
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Employment and Support Allowance as a temporary
beneﬁt for the majority
5.16

We have changed the emphasis so that the Employment and Support Allowance
is seen as a temporary beneﬁt for the majority, with most claimants expected
to move back into work within two years. We will take steps to reinforce this
principle.

5.17

The Work Focused Health Related Assessment currently provides an opportunity
for individuals to discuss their situation with a healthcare professional. We will
undertake repeated and revised Work Focused Health Related Assessments to
expand this interaction. These will focus on why people have had difﬁculties
adapting or moving towards work and provide the opportunity to draw up a more
detailed plan of what work might best suit them, to guide individuals and their
personal adviser in their preparation for work.

5.18

As well as looking at how individual claimants are working with healthcare
professionals, we will establish a maximum period of two years between medical
assessments and look at the process by which renewals are handled to make
sure that people do not remain on beneﬁt longer than they need to. We will also
consider how cases are reviewed once entitlement has been determined and
look at the process by which renewals are made. The measures we are pursuing
to reduce time spent on the Employment and Support Allowance create new
opportunities to help get people closer to work.

New Employment and Support Allowance customers:
extending support
5.19

When people are unable to work due to a health condition or disability, the
Employment and Support Allowance must meet their needs as quickly and as
comprehensively as possible. As evidence shows, work is generally good for your
health. No one should be cut off from the labour market when they may be able
to work in the future.

A personalised, work-focused approach
5.20

We had a very positive consultation response to our focus on personalised support,
tailored to individual circumstances. This focus was also backed by the Gregg
Review. This White Paper conﬁrms our intention to proceed with the Green Paper
proposals, informed by the Gregg review, including:
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s¬ A¬SERIES¬OF¬7ORK¬&OCUSED¬)NTERVIEWS ¬EXTENDED¬TO¬THE¬TWO YEAR¬POINT¬OF¬A¬CLAIM¬
to provide a longer, more comprehensive framework of engagement with
personal adviser;
s¬ IN¬PATHlNDER¬AREAS ¬AN¬ACTION¬PLAN¬AGREED¬BY¬THE¬CUSTOMER¬TOGETHER¬WITH¬A¬
personal adviser, outlining appropriate activities that will help the customer
move towards work; and
s¬ IN¬PATHlNDER¬AREAS ¬A¬REQUIREMENT¬FOR¬INDIVIDUALS¬TO¬SHOW¬THAT¬THEY¬HAVE¬
been undertaking activities that support their own route back towards work,
between Work Focused Interviews, including a requirement to undertake
activities speciﬁed by a personal adviser in some cases.
5.21

In return for this extra support, there will be new requirements to take up the help
on offer which will be backed up by sanctions. These could include a reduction of
beneﬁt payments.

Work Focused Interviews
5.22

We want to build on the approaches that work best. Central to our successful
Pathways to Work programme are Work Focused Interviews, where customers
meet with a personal adviser. They discuss ways in which the customer might be
able to move towards work, and draw up an action plan. The adviser explains
what extra support is available to the customer.

5.23

Independent evaluation of the Pathways to Work programme highlights the
importance of the relationship between customers and personal advisers.
Customers were found to generally value the role of advisers, especially when they
addressed practical concerns.23

5.24

Employment and Support Allowance customers currently have six Work Focused
Interviews with a personal adviser between roughly the two and eight month
points of their claim. We know that having a series of interviews is important to
build up trust and understanding between customers and personal advisers.24

5.25

Many people will succeed in moving off beneﬁts within this period. For those who
face more signiﬁcant barriers, from late 2010, we will increase the duration of the
personalised support programme for new Employment and Support Allowance
customers. After the ﬁrst six Work Focused Interviews, claimants will have a further
interview every three months, until the point where they have been on beneﬁt for
two years. In light of the Gregg Review recommendations we will look to ensure
that the exact timing of Work Focused Interviews would be agreed between
advisers and claimants to ﬁt their circumstances.

23

Dorsett R. (2008). Pathways to Work for new and repeat incapacity beneﬁts claimants: Evaluation
synthesis report. Department for Work and Pensions Research Report No 525.

24

ibid.
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Action plans
5.26

Professor Gregg’s ‘Progression to Work’ path envisages a system which offers
support, but requires people to engage in return. We want to run eight
pathﬁnders across the country which will test out how we can make this work.

5.27

The Gregg Review has proposed that action plans owned jointly by the adviser and
the customer should become more central to return-to-work efforts. We agree.
This White Paper conﬁrms our intention to strengthen the role of action plans
which will play a key role in guiding work-related activity. Any appropriate activities
which would help the customer back to work should be agreed by the individual
and their adviser. Activities would then be recorded in the action plan. There would
be a commitment to undertake at least one of the activities that has been written
in the action plan. This helps claimants and advisers understand clearly what the
requirements are. We would not ask anyone to do anything that is unreasonable
or inappropriate, and would review the action plan regularly, in line with the
customer’s needs.

Work-related activity
5.28

To match extra support with higher expectations, we will introduce further reforms
to the Employment and Support Allowance. From late 2010, we will test out
Professor Gregg’s vision of progression to work through eight pathﬁnders.
As part of this, we will ask new Employment and Support Allowance customers
to undertake work-related activity appropriate to their situation, so that they can
move towards a return to work.

5.29

In these areas, with the help of a personal adviser, claimants will decide what kind
of activity would be most suitable and beneﬁcial for them, taking their disability
or health condition into account. For those with particular skills needs, or who are
problem drug users, we will actively identify the extra support they need, where
appropriate, for example through skills assessments or interviews with a drug
treatment provider. If claimants do not take part in any activity to address their
barriers to work, without good cause, they may be sanctioned.

Higher expectations
5.30

We want to support claimants to choose their own programme of work-related
activity, as we recognise they know their own individual circumstances, needs
and goals best. However, a minority may need more guidance. The activities they
choose may prove to be ineffective over a sustained period of time. An even
smaller number may refuse to co-operate with support from which they could
beneﬁt. They may deliberately choose ineffective activities, or not take part at all.
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5.31

The Gregg Review recommended that conditionality should be based around
encouragement, co-operation and co-ownership. Nonetheless, it also recognised
that on occasions the conditionality would need to be stepped up where people
consistently fail to engage effectively with the personalised support regime. In
line with this proposal, we are introducing legislation which will allow personal
advisers, where a claimant is not complying with the requirements, where they
have particular needs such as skill needs or they are problem drug users, or they
are not addressing their main barriers to work, to decide the appropriate activity.
In these cases, claimants will be required to take part in the speciﬁc activity their
adviser has chosen.

5.32

We want to make sure that people’s barriers to work are identiﬁed as early
as possible, because we believe that early support is most effective in getting
someone back to work in the long-term. To this end, we will seek to engage early
with those who we think could beneﬁt from skills or drugs interventions. In the
Green Paper, No-one written off: reforming welfare to reward responsibility, we
consulted on when we should require those who start to claim the Employment
and Support Allowance to identify their skills needs, and whether we should
subsequently make full receipt of beneﬁt conditional on attending relevant and
appropriate training. We have built these requirements into our overall framework
for speciﬁc work-related activity.

5.33

Following an initial Skills screen by Jobcentre Plus, people with skills needs will be
referred to the Adult Advancement and Careers Service, when operational from
autumn 2010, who will conduct an in-depth skills health check to identify the
speciﬁc skills needs for that person. People with very obvious language, literacy
or numeracy needs will be referred directly for a Basic Skills assessment. The
personal adviser would then discuss the results of this health check or assessment
with the claimant, and encourage them to consider the action recommended.
Where a claimant refuses to take any action to address those needs, and does
not undertake anything else that is relevant or effective, we will give advisers the
power to require them to do the activity set out, in appropriate circumstances.

5.34

Similarly, people who have declared they are, or who we think are, problem
drug users, will be referred for an initial health assessment with a healthcare
professional who will decide whether the individual has a heroin or cocaine
problem, and will determine whether they should be referred to the new
programme for problem drug users.

5.35

While drugs and skills barriers are ones which we want to address urgently,
we agree with Professor Gregg that we should also give personal advisers the
capacity to mandate customers to a speciﬁc activity in other cases as well. We
believe that it is not right for some claimants who are unwilling to engage, or
who deliberately try to avoid addressing their main barriers to work, to be able
to continue doing so. In these circumstances, the adviser will also be able to
require the claimant to do something speciﬁc, to ensure their barriers to work
are addressed.
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5.36

We will ensure that a clear and comprehensive set of safeguards are built into
the support we offer, making sure claimants are not required to undertake
inappropriate activities. In particular, this power would never be used to force
claimants to apply for or take up speciﬁc jobs, or to undergo medical treatments
that would clearly fall foul of human rights legislation or violate medical ethics,
professional codes of practice or clinical governance. We would also be clear about
when sanctions would apply, so that people do not misunderstand them, or are
sanctioned unfairly. The success of Pathways to Work is based on a supportive
and co-operative relationship between the claimant and adviser. This is something
which we want to preserve while ensuring that people are progressing towards
work.

5.37

There were some responses to the consultation which questioned whether
sanctions and work-related activity requirements were effective. We have recently
published research that shows that conditionality can have a measurable impact on
the likelihood of returning to work,25 but we are aware that this is new territory.
This is why we intend to run pathﬁnders to test the effects of requiring more of
customers, while providing a much more engaged service.

Community Allowance pilots
5.38

Community Allowance is a scheme proposed by CREATE, a consortium of
organisations, where beneﬁt claimants would undertake paid work to beneﬁt the
community in which they live, while continuing to receive beneﬁt payments.

5.39

We are committed to giving disabled people or people with health conditions the
opportunity to try out work while still on beneﬁt, to help them move into work.
Working with the Department of Communities and Local Government (DCLG),
we have agreed that CREATE can pilot Community Allowance within the existing
Employment and Support Allowance system.

5.40

If pilots show that Community Allowance improves the Employment and Support
Allowance customers’ chances of moving into work and off beneﬁt, we will
consider introducing it on a larger scale.

5.41

We will continue to work with the Department of Communities and Local
Government to consider how we can work with other local partnerships and
voluntary sector organisations to test how community and voluntary work
opportunities can beneﬁt a wider range and number of out-of-work claimants,
both improving their personal circumstances and the community in which they live.

25

Department for Work and Pensions. (2008). More Support, higher expectations: the role of conditionality
in improving employment outcomes. TSO.
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Moving to the Employment and Support Allowance
5.42

Our reforms have transformed back-to-work support for disabled people and
people with health conditions. In 1997, very little help was available for those on
incapacity beneﬁts. Since then, we have moved from piloting the Pathways to
Work programme of personalised support to making it available to all incapacity
beneﬁts customers nationwide.

5.43

However, we want to go further still. While we expect all new Employment and
Support Allowance customers to take part in Pathways to Work, around two
million people (out of the 2.6 million on incapacity beneﬁts) have not, unless they
volunteered to take part, gained access to the personalised support that could help
them. It is not right that people on incapacity beneﬁts should continue to be left
behind. Many have been out of work for a number of years and many have lost
contact with the labour market. Often, they will lack the skills and conﬁdence that
they need to return to work.

5.44

This is why we set out in the Green Paper, No-one written off: reforming welfare
to reward responsibility, our plans to transfer all claimants from incapacity beneﬁts
to the new Employment and Support Allowance between 2010 and 2013. As part
of this process, they will undertake the new Work Capability Assessment which
includes the Work-Focused Health Related Assessment. In this way, we can ensure
that the right people are claiming the right beneﬁt and that they receive the best
personalised support possible. It will allow those with the greatest needs to receive
the higher level of beneﬁt paid to the Support Group. We will ensure that the
transition from Incapacity Beneﬁt to the Employment and Support Allowance runs
smoothly, ﬁts within our overall programme and that our plans are ﬂexible enough
to adapt to changing economic circumstances as necessary.

Smoothing the transition to the Employment and
Support Allowance
5.45

Employment and Support Allowance is a new beneﬁt with a very different
structure of rates and allowances. Over time, we believe it is fair to make sure
that everyone receiving beneﬁt because of sickness and disability is treated equally.
This White Paper conﬁrms that we will begin the process of aligning rates from
April 2009. This will smooth the transition of existing incapacity beneﬁts
claimants moving to the Employment and Support Allowance, as we proposed in
the Green Paper.
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5.46

All those on contributory Incapacity Beneﬁt without an age addition, will have
their beneﬁt uprated by the Rossi index26 from 2009 instead of the Retail Prices
Index (RPI). This aligns their uprating arrangements with the Employment and
Support Allowance, Jobseeker’s Allowance, and Income Support, and is a
signiﬁcant simpliﬁcation. It also means that their beneﬁt will be higher than it
otherwise would have been in the next few years. Longer-term Incapacity Beneﬁt
customers will also beneﬁt from the increase in the Christmas Bonus this year from
£10 to £60.

5.47

The Incapacity Beneﬁt age additions do not exist in the Employment and Support
Allowance and are a key misalignment between the beneﬁts. Age additions served
to compensate people on Incapacity Beneﬁt for the earlier onset of incapacity.
However, we no longer presume that these people will never work again simply
because they became ill at a certain age. In Employment and Support Allowance
we target those in greatest need through higher beneﬁt rates in the Support
Group.

5.48

For all those on contributory Incapacity Beneﬁt with an age addition, the Green
Paper proposed that many would receive no cash increase in their overall beneﬁt
because their beneﬁt would be higher than the amounts payable to people on
ESA. However, this proposal raised concerns in the consultation responses and
the economic climate has become more difﬁcult since the Green Paper. We have
therefore decided they should receive a cash increase in their overall beneﬁt,
despite the difﬁcult ﬁscal position we face. The cash increase in their overall
beneﬁt from 2009 will be half of Rossi. This will begin the process of achieving
alignment with ESA.

Support for existing customers moving to the Employment and
Support Allowance
5.49

26

As people move from incapacity beneﬁts to the Employment and Support
Allowance, we want to make sure that they beneﬁt from the personalised backto-work support on offer. In the Green Paper, No-one written off: reforming
welfare to reward responsibility, we said that we would extend support through
the Pathways to Work programme to all existing claimants under the age of 50,
while testing the most effective approach for those who are over 50. Our goal
of a more personalised support system is supported by the Gregg Review and
received many positive responses in our consultation. We now want to take these
reforms forward to create a truly active Employment and Support Allowance which
consistently supports employment outcomes and reinforces the expectation of
work for people, no matter how long they have been on the beneﬁt.

The Retail Price Index less housing costs.
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5.50

Evidence shows that an approach like Pathways to Work can work for existing
customers. Pathways to Work pilots for existing claimants have shown that, with
the right support, even those who have been claiming incapacity beneﬁts for a
number of years can move into employment. For those who had a Work Focused
Interview within the ﬁrst six months of the pilots, the chance of being in work after
18 months was increased by three to four percentage points.27

5.51

However, we don’t believe that the same interventions will work in all
circumstances, and for that reason we are proposing a range of approaches.
As well as extending Pathways to Work support to existing customers, we will test
new approaches to see what works best.
s¬ &OR¬EXISTING¬CLAIMANTS¬AGED¬UNDER¬ ¬A¬0ATHWAYS¬TO¬7ORK¬STYLE¬APPROACH ¬
including a series of mandatory Work Focused Interviews.
s¬ !¬LESS¬INTENSIVE¬REGIME¬OF¬7ORK¬&OCUSED¬)NTERVIEWS¬FOR¬MOST¬EXISTING¬CUSTOMERS¬
aged over 50, with a piloted regime to seek further evidence on what
approaches might be most effective for this group.
s¬ &IVE¬LARGER SCALE¬PATHlNDERS ¬FUNDED¬VIA¬AN¬INNOVATIVE¬ARRANGEMENT¬WITH¬THE¬
Treasury, that will test how we can best help those who have been on beneﬁt
the longest not only to get jobs, but also to stay in them. We will also look to
test the Gregg vision for personalised conditionality with existing customers
through these pathﬁnders. These pathﬁnders are discussed in Chapter 3.
Pathways to Work – support for existing customers under 50

5.52

27

As people are transferred from incapacity beneﬁts to the Employment and Support
Allowance, we will ensure all those placed in the Work Related Activity Group are
given a personalised programme of back-to-work support based on the successful
Pathways to Work extension pilots. The mandatory element of the programme
will be less intensive than for new Employment and Support Allowance claimants;
they will only be required to take part in three Work Focused Interviews and
can take up voluntary provision during this time. Many will never have engaged
with Pathways to Work before. We therefore believe that this is a signiﬁcant but
reasonable step towards better engagement with these customers. It will also
allow us to gather more evidence on what works best before looking at whether,
in the future, we might ask all clients to engage with us further.

Bewley H., Dorsett R. and Ratto M. (2008). Evidence on the effect of Pathways to Work on existing
claimants. Department for Work and Pensions Research Report No 488.
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5.53

Participating in three Work Focused Interviews will be the minimum engagement
required of existing customers. All customers will continue to have access to
Pathways to Work support on a voluntary basis once the three interviews have
taken place. Customers placed in the Support Group will also be able to access
Pathways to Work if they wish.
Existing customers over the age of 50

5.54

Economic and demographic change makes it crucial that we do not write off
older people. We have outlawed age discrimination in employment and we are
committed to increasing employment opportunities for older workers. However,
people over the age of 50 may have more complex barriers to work. In addition,
analysis consistently shows that Pathways to Work has a stronger effect on
increasing employment and reducing beneﬁt receipt among younger claimants.28
So we will adopt a more ﬂexible approach for existing incapacity beneﬁts claimants
in the over 50 age group.

5.55

We want to ensure that everyone has the opportunity to engage with us – and to
require some participation so that we have the chance to explain to everyone what
support is on offer. Therefore, most existing claimants over the age of 50 will be
offered a single Work Focused Interview, with the opportunity to take up further
support on a voluntary basis. However, we will also be undertaking an additional
pilot to assess the speciﬁc barriers to employment these claimants face, and to test
and gather evidence on what support works best to address these barriers.
This will also help us to explore the recommendations of the Gregg Review.

Promoting opportunity and equality
5.56

28

As we support disabled people and people with health conditions to move from
inactivity to work we want to ensure they have the same opportunities to develop
fulﬁlling working lives as non-disabled people. To do so we need to ensure that
we have the right legislation in place to prevent discrimination. At the same time
we need to work with employers so they understand the talent and potential that
people in these groups can bring to the workplace.

Bewley H., Dorsett R. and Haile G. (2007). The Impact of Pathways to Work. Department for Work and
Pensions Research Report No 435. Bewley H., Dorsett R. and Ratto M. (2008). Evidence on the effect of
Pathways to Work on existing claimants. Department for Work and Pensions Research Report No 488.
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Disability Equality Duty
5.57

We have continued to work to reduce the barriers faced by disabled people.
Legislation already in place29 protects disabled people against discrimination in
key areas. These areas include work, schools, and access to services such as shops
and restaurants.

5.58

In 2005, the legislation was amended to place a Disability Equality Duty on all
public authorities (including government departments and local authorities).
This general duty came into effect in December 2006. Public authorities now have
to take account of the needs of disabled people when carrying out their business.
The duty requires public authorities to have due regard to:
s¬ ELIMINATING¬UNLAWFUL¬DISCRIMINATION¬AND¬DISABILITY RELATED¬HARASSMENT¬OF¬
disabled people;
s¬ PROMOTING¬EQUALITY¬OF¬OPPORTUNITY¬AND¬POSITIVE¬ATTITUDES¬TOWARDS¬
disabled people;
s¬ TAKING¬STEPS¬TO¬MEET¬DISABLED¬PEOPLES¬NEEDS ¬EVEN¬IF¬THIS¬REQUIRES¬MORE¬
favourable treatment; and
s¬ ENCOURAGING¬THE¬PARTICIPATION¬OF¬DISABLED¬PEOPLE¬IN¬PUBLIC¬LIFE

5.59

In addition, there are speciﬁc duties under which, for example, listed public
authorities are required to publish disability equality schemes setting out how they
will carry out the Disability Equality Duty, monitor and report on progress and how
they have involved disabled people in producing their schemes.

The Equality Bill
5.60

The Government is also working to streamline and strengthen existing
discrimination rules, regulations and legislation. Over the last 40 years, a
substantial body of equality legislation has built up protecting millions of people
from discrimination and promoting greater equality. However, this legislation,
including disability legislation, has become increasingly complex and difﬁcult
to understand. There are also some gaps in protection, including against age
discrimination, in the provision of goods, facilities and services.

5.61

The Ofﬁce for Disability Issues is working with the Government Equalities Ofﬁce
and other government departments to develop a single Equality Bill that will
deliver a streamlined and strengthened legal framework.

29

The Disability Discrimination Act 1995, as amended (DDA).
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Working with employers
5.62

Respondents to our Green Paper stressed the importance of a partnership with
employers in our welfare to work programmes. We recognise the need to make
sure that our programmes are delivering the skills and qualities that employers
need. We also understand the need to work with employers to make sure that
vulnerable people get a fair chance in the labour market.

5.63

The Disability Discrimination Act (DDA) has done much to increase employers’
awareness of the need for them not to discriminate against disabled people.
However, legislation alone does not open up enough opportunities for disabled
people or employers. Many employers who are aware of DDA requirements,
particularly larger organisations, have tended to design their recruitment and
retention processes defensively, to avoid litigation. Also recent research30 has
shown that small to medium-sized enterprise employers questioned knew little
or nothing about employing disabled people.

5.64

We know that the overwhelming majority of employers do not set out
to discriminate against disabled people in their recruitment and retention
decisions. Too often, however, a lack of good advice has resulted in unintended
discrimination and negative attitudes towards disabled people.

5.65

We want to see employers of all sizes adopt a more ﬂexible and informed
approach to employing disabled people. Such an approach, based on an
understanding of the skills, knowledge and expertise that disabled people can
bring to the job, will promote better opportunities for all disabled people. Our
reforms, which focus on what disabled people are able to do, will help employers
to appreciate this vast reserve of untapped potential.

5.66

We have asked employers already committed to recruiting and retaining disabled
people, what more could be done to persuade other employers to develop and
sustain the same commitment. They gave us two important messages:
s¬ EMPLOYERS¬TAKE¬MORE¬NOTICE¬OF¬THE¬IDEAS¬OF¬OTHER¬EMPLOYERS¬AND¬THEIR¬SUPPORT¬
organisations than they do of government and pressure groups. So, we need
an employer-led national campaign to engage more employers to recruit and
retain disabled people; and
s¬ WE¬NEED¬TO¬WORK¬MORE¬EFFECTIVELY¬WITH¬EMPLOYERS¬TO¬DESIGN¬AND¬DELIVER¬
processes that help disabled people get or keep jobs.

30

Needels K. and Schmitz R. (2006). Economic and social costs and beneﬁts to employers of retaining,
recruiting and employing disabled people and/or people with health conditions or an injury: A review of
the evidence. Department for Work and Pensions Research Report No 400.
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5.67

This is why we have asked employers, disability-focused employers groups and
other stakeholders to help us build the foundations for an employer-led campaign.
This campaign seeks to promote good corporate recruitment, retention and
development practices. A series of ‘expert employer panel’ events are taking
place from July 2008 to March 2009 to begin this campaign. These events will
give committed employers the opportunity to share good practice and develop
an employer ‘agenda for change’. From these events we will seek to establish a
‘beacon group’ of employers who will agree to take a lead in promoting further
initiatives and put into practice good ideas that will work for them, and potentially
for other employers.

5.68

We will begin to review the impact of these events in January 2009. The outcome
of this review will determine further action for us to take forward with employers
and other stakeholders. We will continue to keep all participating employes
informed as work progresses. Working with the Department for Business
Enterprise and Regulatory Reform and other partners, we will identify effective
employer and employer support channels. These channels will support the sharing
of information and advice which will build and support employer commitment.

5.69

It is also important that we improve on existing in-work support mechanisms for
disabled people. For example, Employment Retention Assessments are a valuable
tool in considering reasonable adjustments when people acquire a disability or
when an existing impairment worsens. We will work with and support employers
and employees to develop guidance and good practice in this area.

5.70

We will work with the Ofﬁce for Disability Issues, the Government Equalities
Ofﬁce, the Equality and Human Rights Commission, as well as business and
other stakeholders, to consider appropriate references to Employment Retention
Assessments in the guidance and the codes of practice that will accompany the
Equality Bill.
Employ ability

5.71

Since October 2007, the Employ ability campaign has successfully challenged the
attitudes and perceptions of small and medium-sized enterprise employers towards
disabled people. Building on this success we intend to widen the reach of Employ
ability during 2009-10. We will expand the campaign to promote the business
beneﬁts of employing a diverse workforce to target groups of employers. Employ
ability will become one of the means by which we engage employers in adopting
good practice on diversity and making employment opportunities available to our
disabled customers.
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Local Employment Partnerships
5.72

The Local Employment Partnership initiative was introduced in March 2007.
Local Employment Partnerships bring together Government and public and private
businesses to tackle the increasing recruitment and skills challenges of our labour
market and economy.

5.73

Public and private employers across the country have signed up to working in
partnership with the Government to open up opportunities for people who, for
whatever reason, have not yet been able to take advantage of the employment
opportunities. These individuals will be people who have been out of the work
environment for a while. They will include: lone parents; job seekers who have
been unemployed for more than six months; people who have been out of work as
a result of illness or disability; care leavers; and former offenders. The Department
for Work and Pensions is working with the Department for Innovation, Universities
and Skills to ensure that our work with employers is not just about getting people
ready for work, but also about developing skills once in a job.

In-work support for disabled people and people with
health conditions
5.74

Evidence shows that work is generally good for health and inactivity bad for it. Yet
too often when people develop health conditions they leave work, often never to
return. Tackling long-term sickness absence requires a something-for-something
deal between the State, employers and individuals.

5.75

Dame Carol Black’s Review of the health of the working-age population31
presented a compelling economic and social case for action: too many people are
out of work, particularly with mild health conditions, resulting in annual economic
costs to the UK of working-age ill-health exceeding £100 billion.

5.76

The Review called for a new vision for health and work in Britain and made wideranging recommendations to the Government. It also urged other stakeholders to
take responsibility. No single stakeholder group can achieve success on its own –
partnership working is essential if we are to succeed.

5.77

The Government published its response to Dame Carol Black’s Review,32 on
25 November 2008 and set out the measures that form the Government’s
commitment to meeting the challenge of working-age ill-health.

31

Black C. (2008). Working for a healthier tomorrow. TSO.

32

HM Government. (2008). Improving health and work: changing lives. Cm 7492. TSO.
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Building on commitments in the Green Paper to support employers, individuals and
healthcare professionals to help people stay in or return to work from a period of
ill-health, the Government Response sets out plans to:
s¬ DELIVER¬A¬RANGE¬OF¬EARLY¬INTERVENTION¬@&IT¬FOR¬7ORK¬SERVICES¬THAT¬MEET¬LOCAL¬
needs, working with local strategic partnerships;
s¬ IMPLEMENT¬A¬@lT¬NOTE ¬A¬REVISED¬MEDICAL¬CERTIlCATE¬THAT¬FOCUSES¬ON¬WHAT¬
people can do, not what they cannot do;
s¬ PILOT¬A¬NATIONAL¬OCCUPATIONAL¬HEALTH¬HELP LINE¬FOR¬SMALL¬AND¬MEDIUM SIZED¬
enterprises;
s¬ APPOINT¬(EALTH ¬7ORK¬AND¬7ELL BEING¬#O ORDINATORS¬ACROSS¬THE¬COUNTRY¬TO¬
ensure effective focus on health and work issues at a local level;
s¬ DEVELOP¬A¬.ATIONAL¬3TRATEGY¬FOR¬-ENTAL¬(EALTH¬AND¬%MPLOYMENT
s¬ ESTABLISH¬A¬CHALLENGE¬FUND¬TO¬ENCOURAGE¬SMALL¬AND¬MEDIUM SIZED¬ENTERPRISES¬
to take steps to improve employee health and well-being in their organisation;
and
s¬ DEVELOP¬A¬.ATIONAL¬#ENTRE¬FOR¬7ORKING !GE¬(EALTH¬AND¬7ELL BEING¬TO¬CREATE¬A¬
focus for:
– improved data-gathering and analysis;
– the development of evidence-based guidelines;
– the evaluation of interventions; and
– the identiﬁcation of evidence gaps with the co-ordination of research
activities to close those gaps.

5.79

Early intervention is the single most important determining factor in successful
action to tackle long-term sickness absence. This is most effective when it is a
workplace-based solution. Evidence of what works within vocational rehabilitation
ﬁrmly points to this. Employers are best placed to know when to intervene and we
know that some employers are playing their part. However, we know that many
could do more.

5.80

Just as for customers on the Employment and Support Allowance who are
supported back to work with action plans, in our Green Paper we set out plans
to work with employers to encourage the use of voluntary back-to-work action
plans for people who are on sick leave. These have proved a successful tool in
countries such as the Netherlands, where employers and employees work together
to develop a plan to facilitate a return to work once an employee has been absent
from work for a period of time.
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5.81

Such an employer-focused approach has been welcomed in this country
through the consultation process. We will now work with employers and other
stakeholders to develop the tools and guidance necessary to support back-to-work
action planning.

5.82

We also announced in the Green Paper that we would explore how to provide
appropriate incentives for employers that might further encourage investment
in health and well-being programmes to tackle sickness absence in the workplace
effectively. In doing this we will also look at incentives for individuals and the
Government to ensure that the system is balanced and creates a ‘fair deal’
for everyone.

Understanding the needs of people with mental health conditions
5.83

The Green Paper, No one written off: reforming welfare to reward responsibility,
drew attention to the fact that mental health conditions are now the single
biggest cause of absence from work and of claims for incapacity beneﬁts. Several
respondents to our consultation on the Green Paper highlighted the particular
needs of people with ﬂuctuating or mental health conditions and the effects of
increased expectations on them. There were also some calls for increased in-work
support for people with mental health conditions.

5.84

Improving support for people with mental health conditions is an area we are
keen to understand more fully. Our evidence on the effectiveness of Pathways to
Work for people with mental health conditions has shown some positive results on
employment, especially for existing customers. An independent study found that
Pathways to Work more than doubled the employment rate for existing customers
claiming Incapacity Beneﬁt on the basis of mental health conditions.33 We will
continue to research this area and disseminate good practice to those who deliver
Pathways to Work.

5.85

This approach received a very positive response in our consultation. We will
only require people to take part in activities which would be appropriate for
their condition and we would not put in place sanctions against anyone with a
mental health condition without ﬁrst contacting them, their carer or their health
professional.

33

Bewley H., Dorsett R. and Ratto M. (2008). Evidence on the effect of Pathways to Work on existing
claimants. Department for Work and Pensions Research Report No 488.
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5.86

We are also looking at how we can use increased Access to Work funding to
provide better support for people with mental health conditions in work.
We are sure that with a better framework of support, and by equipping
employers to be better at supporting their employees with a ﬂuctuating mental
health condition, we can improve employment experiences for people with a
mental health condition. We set out later in this chapter pilots within Access to
Work through which we will test arrangements for making support available for
this customer group.

5.87

We signalled in the Green Paper, No one written off: reforming welfare to reward
responsibility, that we would work to develop the ﬁrst ever cross-government
National Strategy for Mental Health and Employment covering the full spectrum of
mental health conditions, including severe mental health conditions. As announced
in the recently published Response to Dame Carol Black’s Review34, Dame Carol
now chairs an independent expert steering group to oversee its development.

5.88

We have also selected 12 Primary Care Trust pilot sites which, from spring 2009,
will test embedding employment advisers as a core component of the Improving
Access to Psychological Therapies (IAPT) programme. They will work alongside
therapists, providing information, advice, guidance and practical support to help
people with poor mental health remain in work or return to work as quickly as
possible. These pilots are an opportunity to test the impact of early access to
integrated health and work support for job retention and job outcomes more
generally. We are working to ensure that, wherever possible, Pathways to Work is
effectively linked with the IAPT programme in England and similar programmes in
Scotland and Wales.

Enhanced disability employment provision
5.89

While the commitment of employers is key, we also recognise that some disabled
people cannot work without more intensive support than services like Pathways
to Work usually provide. We are developing a modernised framework that will
provide effective support for disabled people moving into and progressing in work.

5.90

On 11 November 2008 we published our response35 to a public consultation on
proposals to improve specialist disability employment services. We said we wanted
to create a more ﬂexible provision, with a greater emphasis on helping those who
can make the move into sustainable, unsupported paid work. For those who will
have an ongoing need for support, we will ensure that support continues to meet
their needs.

34

HM Government. (2008). Improving health and work: changing lives. TSO.

35

Department for Work and Pensions. (2008). Helping people achieve their full potential: Improving
Specialist Disability Employment Services , Summary of Responses.
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5.91

Our proposals were for services with less prescription and greater ﬂexibility. Better
links between elements of provision and a greater focus on helping people into
work would mean that our services were more capable of being able to meet
the needs of each individual. We proposed moving away from a ‘one size ﬁts all’
approach. Services would be tailored to what each customer needs to move into
and stay in work. The responses we received were overwhelmingly supportive of
the proposals we set out. The Green Paper, No one written off: reforming welfare
to reward responsibility, said that the Department for Work and Pensions would
press on with the reforms, and responses to the Green Paper also gave strong
support to the improvements that we are now working on.

5.92

This White Paper conﬁrms that we will go ahead with these changes. For those
people who need more help than available through Pathways to Work and other
programmes, we will be introducing from October 2010 a new programme that
will help, by 2014-15, an additional 3,500 customers in supported employment
at any one time. Moreover, the new programme will have delivered an additional
5,000 progressions into unsupported employment by 2014. Some additional
funding is to be made available to achieve this. Support available will be
customised to the needs of individuals and include vocational guidance, job search
and application support, in-work coaching and helping with career progression.
And a greater focus will be placed on working with employers. Contracts for the
new programme to improve disability employment provision and make it more
ﬂexible will be awarded from April 2010, and we plan to start the new programme
from October 2010. Before then, we will set up a series of design events and
workshops for customers, providers, employers and disability representative
organisations over the next few months to ﬁrm up on the detail of the services we
want to see established.
Increased support from Access to Work

5.93

Access to Work is a ﬂexible, popular, and effective programme which removes a
range of disability-related barriers to paid work. It currently helps some 40,000
people annually to take up or keep work which would not be possible without the
programme. In the Green Paper, No one written off: reforming welfare to reward
responsibility, we said that we would double the Access to Work budget and we
conﬁrm in this White Paper that we will do so.

5.94

Responses to the Green Paper have conﬁrmed that people with a ﬂuctuating
condition, including a ﬂuctuating mental health condition, frequently lack the
support they need in the workplace. The Government is determined to make it
possible for greater numbers of people in these circumstances to move into, and
retain, paid work. We therefore recognise that there is a need to put in place
support for customers with a ﬂuctuating condition.
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5.95

This is why we announced in October 2008 that we would be piloting ﬂexible
Access to Work provision for people with a ﬂuctuating mental health condition.
These pilots are now underway.

5.96

This approach builds on the Support Worker element of Access to Work. Working
with specialists in the ﬁeld of mental health and work, we are using Support
Workers to work with employers to develop solutions which are adapted to the
different needs of each person. The support is available when it is needed, waiting
in reserve to respond quickly when mental health deteriorates or problems emerge.

5.97

At the same time, the Support Worker equips the employer to provide the support
that the individual needs. This might just include a willingness to consider more
ﬂexible working arrangements. Throughout the process, specialist support is on
hand until the employer is conﬁdent about providing from their own resources any
further support which their employee may require. We believe that this approach
will increase the conﬁdence of employees and reassure employers.

Working in co-ordination across government
5.98

Mental health conditions are the single biggest cause of absence from work and of
claims for incapacity beneﬁts. While there is a wide range of healthcare, skills and
employment advice available for this group, we believe there is more we can do to
integrate and personalise the current offer.

5.99

In our response to Dame Carol Black’s Review, we highlighted that we are working
across government to explore how, for those with mental health conditions, we
may more fully integrate health and work services with the wider skills agenda and
we intend to ask key independent government advisers to look at how this could
best be achieved.
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Conclusion
5.100 Replacing incapacity beneﬁts with the Employment and Support Allowance and
extending Pathways to Work nationwide has already transformed the support
offered to disabled people and people with health conditions, making it more
personalised and work focused. To help the over two and a half million people
already on incapacity beneﬁts, we now intend to make this support available
to existing claimants. This will help meet the ambitions of the overwhelming
majority of incapacity beneﬁts claimants who want to work. It will also help the
Government meet its aims of making the most of the talents of everyone and of
reducing the number on incapacity beneﬁts by one million.
5.101 The new Work Capability Assessment will ensure that people who cannot work
will not be forced into work or take part in any activity which might set back
their recovery. But in return for the extra support being offered, it is right for the
individuals involved and the country that people be expected, where their health
allows it, to take up these opportunities.

Chapter 6

More support,
higher expectations
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Chapter six – More support, higher
expectations
Summary
Many people who lose their jobs ﬁnd new employment within weeks. But the
longer people are out of the labour market, the more difﬁculties they face in
ﬁnding work. And this is a particular danger when the job market tightens
because of an economic slowdown.
In previous economic slowdowns the level of support offered to job seekers who
do not ﬁnd work quickly has not always matched these difﬁculties. Nor have the
obligations placed on them fully taken into account the principle that they must
look for work in return for ﬁnancial support. The result has been that too many
people have been abandoned to long-term unemployment.
This White Paper conﬁrms our intention, building on the Green Paper proposals
and the Gregg Review, to increase both the support offered and activity required
from those on Jobseeker’s Allowance for extended periods. This includes
plans to:
s¬ IMPROVE¬ACCESS¬TO¬SKILLS¬TRAINING¬FOR¬THOSE¬OUT¬OF¬WORK ¬TOGETHER¬WITH¬A¬
mandatory skills assessment;
s¬ INCREASE¬THE¬EXPECTATIONS¬WE¬PLACE¬ON¬MORE¬PARTNERS¬OF¬BENElT¬CLAIMANTS¬IN¬
return for beneﬁt payments;
s¬ TRIAL¬7ORK¬FOR¬9OUR¬"ENElT¬PROGRAMMES¬FOR¬THOSE¬STILL¬ON¬*OBSEEKERS¬
Allowance after two years, and those who may beneﬁt from it earlier in
their claim;
s¬ REQUIRE¬JOB¬SEEKERS¬WITH¬MORE¬COMPLEX¬BARRIERS¬SUCH¬AS¬DRUG¬PROBLEMS¬TO¬
take action to overcome these obstacles to work in return for beneﬁt;
s¬ PUT¬IN¬PLACE¬A¬CLEAR¬AND¬PROGRESSIVE¬SANCTIONS¬REGIME¬FOR¬THOSE¬WHO¬DONT¬
meet their obligations; and
s¬ MAKE¬THE¬PENALTIES¬FOR¬BENElT¬FRAUD¬CLEARER ¬QUICKER¬AND¬MORE¬EFFECTIVE
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6.1

Support from the State matched by activity from the individual has been the
backbone of the welfare state from its creation. People getting unemployment
support were always expected to look for work. When this requirement was
relaxed, as it was for a time in the 1980s, hundreds of thousands of people lost
any prospect of a job. As we have provided increasingly personalised support, so
we have expected increased activity from people claiming out-of-work beneﬁts.

6.2

In our Green Paper, No one written off: reforming welfare to reward responsibility,
we said that we want to extend this approach to more people who have so far had
little back-to-work support. We believe this approach is even more important at a
time of economic slowdown. A very strong job seeking path for people who are
unemployed was also recommended by the Freud and the Gregg Reviews. We are
now going to take forward these proposals based around:
s¬ INCREASED¬SUPPORT ¬COUPLED¬WITH¬AN¬OBLIGATION¬TO¬SEEK¬AND¬RETURN¬TO¬WORK¬IN¬
return for ﬁnancial support between jobs;
s¬ NEW¬HELP¬FOR¬PEOPLE¬TO¬CLOSE¬SKILL¬GAPS¬
s¬ TRIALLING¬WHETHER¬THOSE¬OUT¬OF¬WORK¬FOR¬A¬LONG¬TIME¬SHOULD¬BE¬REQUIRED¬TO¬TAKE¬
part in full-time activity in return for beneﬁts; and
s¬ MORE¬INTENSIVE¬HELP¬FOR¬PROBLEM¬DRUG USERS¬

Increased requirements for job seekers – the ﬁrst
two years
6.3

Our Green Paper proposals for job seekers build on the reformed Jobseeker’s
Allowance which will be phased in across the country, beginning in April 2009.
These changes will be supported by initial contracts for the Flexible New Deal and
will make more use of contracted employment support. These changes have been
broadly welcomed.

6.4

This new approach means that we have a single structure for job seekers whatever
their age. We will explain clearly that ﬁnancial support between jobs is based
squarely on the obligation to seek and prepare for work, and that, in return for
world class support, a continuing commitment to making the most of these
opportunities is expected. This provides certainty for people claiming Jobseeker’s
Allowance, while also controlling beneﬁt spending.
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&IGURE¬¬¬4HE¬*OBSEEKERS¬!LLOWANCE¬REGIME¬AND¬THE¬7ORK¬FOR¬9OUR¬"ENElT¬
programme pilot

6.5

Around half of all Jobseeker’s Allowance claimants leave the beneﬁt within three
months, and three-quarters leave within six months. However, the minority of
people who stay on beneﬁt for more than six months ﬁnd it increasingly difﬁcult to
get back to work, with the danger that short-term job losses become permanent
unemployment. This matters most for those with the greatest barriers to gaining
and retaining sustained work, for instance, those with multiple skills needs or
those in disadvantaged groups such as members of black and ethnic minority
groups and disabled people.

6.6

As the number of people claiming Jobseeker’s Allowance rise, we must step up,
rather than relax, both support for those seeking work and the requirements on
them. We are creating a new contract for job seekers, promising help with skills
and help with employability. This will help to build a well-trained and motivated
workforce for the future upturn. It will also help everyone make the most of their
abilities, increasing their job prospects.

7ORK¬FOR¬9OUR¬"ENElT
6.7

Our Green Paper, No one written off: reforming welfare to reward responsibility,
SET¬OUT¬PROPOSALS¬FOR¬A¬7ORK¬FOR¬9OUR¬"ENElT¬PROGRAMME¬FOR¬PEOPLE¬WHO¬ARE¬
long-term unemployed. The aim of this programme would be to help people who
have been out of work for a long time to learn or regain work habits and routines.
We proposed testing whether job seekers who have not entered sustained work
after 12 months of the Flexible New Deal should take part in this programme.
We know that many customers will reach this stage because they have signiﬁcant
BARRIERS¬TO¬WORK ¬SUCH¬AS¬GAPS¬IN¬THEIR¬SKILLS¬7E¬ENVISAGE¬THAT¬7ORK¬FOR¬9OUR¬
Beneﬁt will provide support to address these barriers alongside full-time
work-related activity.
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6.8

Others who are still on Jobseeker’s Allowance at the end of Flexible New Deal
may be ‘playing the system’, preferring living on beneﬁt to employment, or
simultaneously claiming and working. This is unacceptable. We believe the
prospect of attending mandatory full-time activity for a substantial period of time
would act as an effective deterrent.

6.9

This proposal provoked differing responses during the Green Paper consultation.
3OME¬WERE¬SUPPORTIVE ¬BUT¬OTHERS¬HAVE¬SUGGESTED¬THAT¬7ORK¬FOR¬9OUR¬"ENElT¬
could be seen as a punishment. This is certainly not our intention. In line with the
Gregg Review recommendations, we intend that the full-time activity undertaken
by participants in the pilot areas will provide substantial back-to-work support.

Piloting the programme
6.10

As the changes would be intended to provide extra support to help people back
INTO¬WORK ¬WE¬WILL¬PILOT¬7ORK¬FOR¬9OUR¬"ENElT¬TO¬TEST¬WHETHER¬IT¬HAS¬THIS¬IMPACT¬
We will test the programme in a number of Jobcentre Plus districts, requiring
participation from a proportion of those who are still out of work at the end of the
Flexible New Deal period, and as a discretionary power for advisers for claimants
they believe would beneﬁt. In pilot areas, job seekers who do not return to the
‘supported job search’ stage of the Jobseeker’s Allowance regime will be required
to participate in either:
s¬ A¬FULL TIME¬7ORK¬FOR¬9OUR¬"ENElT¬PROGRAMME¬INVOLVING¬FULL TIME¬WORK¬
experience for up to six months; or
s¬ AN¬ALTERNATIVE¬PROGRAMME¬DELIVERED¬BY¬*OBCENTRE¬0LUS¬INVOLVING¬INCREASED¬
support and interaction to help long-term unemployed people ﬁnd work.

6.11

In pilot areas, we will also test allowing Jobcentre Plus advisers to refer customers
TO¬7ORK¬FOR¬9OUR¬"ENElT TYPE¬PROVISION¬EARLIER¬IN¬THEIR¬*OBSEEKERS¬!LLOWANCE¬CLAIM¬
To ensure greater personalisation and tailoring of employment support we want
advisers to have access to the programme for job seekers who could beneﬁt from
this type of activity earlier in their claim, including those who refuse to engage
with the other support on offer. The pilots will start in 2010, in line with the ﬁrst
people completing 12 months on Flexible New Deal. The pilot areas have yet to be
determined, but we will engage with local partners in developing the speciﬁcation
for the provision when locations have been ﬁnalised.

6.12

In running these pilots, Jobcentre Plus will identify people who are not suitable
for one of the three options. These will include people who need more intensive
support, such as Progress2Work or Linkup and those who should not be on
Jobseeker’s Allowance. Job seekers who have made good progress with their
Flexible New Deal provider, but have not managed to make the move into
sustained work, will also be outside the pilot programme. They would be able
to remain with the Flexible New Deal provider on a voluntary basis for up to six
months to build on progress.
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A clearer, quicker and more effective sanctions regime
6.13

With the willing support of the vast majority of customers, our ‘somethingfor-something’ approach has helped more people move back into employment
more quickly. But for it to work, there must also be some way of ensuring the
compliance of those who may not be so willing. We introduced beneﬁt sanctions
to remind the minority that meeting the requirements of Jobseeker’s Allowance
and the New Deal programmes is not optional.

6.14

Sanctions are vital in supporting and enforcing the conditionality regime outlined
in the Gregg Review. As welfare reform continues, we need to ensure that the
sanctions regime for all beneﬁts develops with it.

6.15

Professor Gregg found that the current sanctions regime largely works well, but
will need a few reﬁnements over the long-term to truly support his vision. He
believes that in the short-term the focus should be on speed, clear communication
and ensuring that appointments are attended wherever possible. Beyond that, the
Government should explore clearer ﬁxed ﬁnes and more innovative approaches for
repeat offenders.

6.16

The Gregg Review noted that around a third of all referrals for a sanction are
for failing to attend a mandatory interview or appointment, and 70 per cent
of referrals result in a sanction being applied. As a result of people failing to
attend appointments or work programmes, there are around 12,000 Jobseeker’s
Allowance claim terminations per month. Many job seekers return shortly after
their claim has been closed down to start a new Jobseeker’s Allowance claim. In
this costly process of termination and reclaim, only one or two days of beneﬁt are
lost to the claimant, which is a poor deterrent at a high administrative cost.

6.17

Therefore, we intend to bring forward new legislation to close this gap in the
way sanctions respond to serious non-compliance. It would no longer be possible
for a job seeker to ignore a mandatory appointment. Those who do would be
subject to a beneﬁt sanction of no fewer than one full week of Jobseeker’s
Allowance. We will also ensure that any subsequent failure to attend would result
in a sanction amounting to the loss of two weeks’ beneﬁt.

6.18

We believe that introducing a consistent and automatic sanction for failing to
attend a mandatory interview or work programme will clarify the current process
so that job seekers know what is expected of them and what will happen if they
do not comply without very good reason. Our intention is to ensure that attending
mandatory interviews, including signing on every fortnight, is recognised by
everyone as a key part of accounting for active work search.
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6.19

We believe the use of actual violence, or the threat of violence by a small but very
disruptive number of customers, is unacceptable. In some cases, where a customer
is claiming Jobseeker’s Allowance their behaviour means they are not able to
attend Jobcentre Plus premises. Aside from the impact upon Jobcentre Plus staff,
such disruptive behaviour can act as a barrier to support, limiting the customer’s
chances of getting and keeping a job. It prevents our staff from being able to offer
customers the support they need which can result in them becoming distanced
from the labour market.

6.20

In 2007-08 there were over 16,000 reported assaults on Jobcentre Plus staff,
the overwhelming majority of which were ‘verbal assaults’. Jobcentre Plus takes a
robust approach to such behaviour and will act against it when it occurs, including
calling the police and supporting criminal prosecutions. Job seekers can also be
required to attend a different ofﬁce to fulﬁl their work search commitments when
directed to do so. Jobcentre Plus will continue to undertake these actions
when appropriate.

6.21

In the Green Paper, No one written off: reforming welfare to reward responsibility,
we said that we would explore imposing a beneﬁt sanction in addition to the
action Jobcentre Plus already takes. We will introduce a sanction which will tackle
violent behaviour through a loss of beneﬁt. This will give Jobseeker’s Allowance
claimants the clear message that avoiding conditionality through violence towards
Jobcentre Plus staff will not be tolerated.

6.22

Most of the individual respondents responsible for delivering Jobcentre Plus
services recognised that sanctions are vital in ensuring that our ‘something-forsomething’ approach to employment support is effective, and were in favour
of strengthening the sanctions regime. There was broad support from many of
them for the proposal to introduce beneﬁt sanctions for violent behaviour. Other
individual responses from members of the public were along similar lines. However,
many organisations expressed concern that particularly vulnerable groups, such as
disabled people or people with a mental health condition were at particular risk
from sanctions and their administration.

6.23

We recognise these concerns, but we do not believe that they amount to a reason
for weakening the structure of conditionality which necessarily underlies our aims
for welfare reform. We will continue to ensure that each individual’s circumstances
are carefully considered before imposing a sanction. We will maintain the
safeguards which are already in place to prevent anyone – including vulnerable
people – being unfairly sanctioned.
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Tackling beneﬁt fraud
6.24

Our strategy based on preventing, detecting and deterring beneﬁt fraud has
proved very successful. Beneﬁt fraud is now at the lowest level ever recorded,
with our latest estimate showing that by March 2008 we had reduced fraud across
all beneﬁts to just over half a penny for every £1 of beneﬁt that we pay.

6.25

We know that we need to continue to develop and enhance our strategy for
combating fraud. In particular, we aim to strengthen the effective deterrents and
punishments currently in place to deter more people from committing beneﬁt
fraud in the ﬁrst place. This is why we asked in the Green Paper, No one written
off: reforming welfare to reward responsibility, for views on whether we should
further develop the sanctions for people who commit fraud.

Building on the current criminal sanctions regime
6.26

Since 1999, cautions and administrative penalties have been offered to customers
for less serious cases of beneﬁt fraud, with criminal prosecution pursued in more
serious cases. We also have a policy of referring all suitable cases for ﬁnancial
investigations under relevant legislation36 with a view to obtaining from Courts,
the authority for restraint and/or conﬁscation of identiﬁed assets.

6.27

For repeat offenders, ‘Two Strikes’ is a ﬁxed 13 week beneﬁt disqualiﬁcation period
for anyone who is convicted of beneﬁt fraud in two separate proceedings within
a ﬁve-year period. The ‘Two Strikes’ provisions enforce the principles of rights
and responsibilities by ensuring that those who repeatedly defraud the beneﬁts
system can lose their right to ﬁnancial support. It has been successful in deterring
fraud. We now consider that the same principle should be extended to everyone
who commits fraud and deliberately ignores the rules. This White Paper conﬁrms
that we intend to introduce a new sanction to reduce or withdraw entitlement to
beneﬁt for four weeks after a ﬁrst beneﬁt fraud offence (a ‘One Strike’ approach).
This will extend the penalty to cover those who commit a ﬁrst offence which
results not only in convictions, but also administrative penalties and
formal cautions.

6.28

The proposals on beneﬁt fraud penalties would mean that in all cases where
there is sufﬁcient evidence that beneﬁt fraud had been committed to consider a
prosecution there would be:
s¬ 2ECOVERY¬OF¬THE¬OVERPAYMENT
s¬ !¬FRAUD¬SANCTION
s¬ !¬FOUR WEEK¬BENElT¬PENALTY

36

The Proceeds of Crime Act (POCA) 2002.
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Drugs
New beneﬁt rules for problem drug users
6.29

We said in our Green Paper, No one written off: reforming welfare to reward
responsibility, that we thought the social and economic cost of drug misuse was
unacceptably high. Evidence showed that many people who are dependent on
beneﬁt are also dependent on drugs. The Government published its ten-year
Drug Strategy for England in February this year. It describes the costs of problem
drug use to individuals, their families and society. Drug use causes short and
long-term damage to health, particularly mental health. It causes crime and family
breakdown and it contributes to social exclusion.

6.30

The Drug Strategy sets out a number of key objectives including:
s¬ TARGETING¬THOSE¬MOST¬AT¬RISK
s¬ IMPROVING¬THE¬QUALITY¬AND¬EFFECTIVENESS¬OF¬TREATMENT
s¬ USING¬NEW¬TREATMENT¬APPROACHES¬MORE¬WIDELY¬AND
s¬ ADOPTING¬A¬RADICAL¬NEW¬FOCUS¬ON¬SERVICES¬TO¬HELP¬PROBLEM¬DRUG¬USERS¬TO¬
re-establish their lives.

6.31

It is clear that helping problem drug users into work has a major role to play.
Work reduces the risks of poverty and social exclusion and improves health. Work
can also be critically important in helping people recover from drug dependency.
This is why an integrated approach to drug treatment, employment support and
the range of barriers that recovering drug users may face is so important.

6.32

Many drugs organisations and charities said they would welcome a stronger
approach. They have said that they believe this will provide the impetus that
many problem drug users need to move into and remain in treatment, provided
positive support processes, such as a Treatment Allowance, are also in place. There
was general support too for the wider policy aim of supporting drug users into
employment, and integrating employment with treatment and rehabilitation.
Declaration of drug use

6.33

Many stakeholders criticised the proposal to make declaration of problem drug
use a condition of beneﬁt entitlement. There were suggestions that this was
asking people to incriminate themselves and concerns that the proposals would
push drug users further from the beneﬁts system. In particular, there was anxiety
that women, in particular, would not declare drug use due to fear that their
children would be taken into care. There was further concern about proposals to
use drug testing.
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The Government understands these concerns and we will not make all new beneﬁt
claimants make a declaration of drug use at the start of their claim. We recognise
that drug addiction is a long-term, chronic, relapsing condition that generally takes
years to overcome. While the ultimate goal must be abstinence, we understand
that many problem drug users need additional help such as substitute medication
to become drug-free. The approach that we adopt will support that.
Sanctions

6.35

Stakeholders feared that sanctions which led to loss of beneﬁt might drive drug
users into crime and prostitution and that this would have a negative impact on
families. Contributors thought that such sanctions would single out drug users for
unfair treatment.

6.36

We believe, however, that it is wrong for individuals, their families and society
to allow people to use drugs long-term without challenge while they are on
beneﬁt. It is impossible to sustain a drug problem on beneﬁt income alone so
many of those with entrenched, serious misuse problems are very likely to be
involved in crime. We understand these concerns, however failure to engage in the
programme without good cause will lead to a sanction.
Identiﬁcation

6.37

To support problem drug users back into employment we need to be able to
identify them. This is likely to happen for those claiming the Employment and
Support Allowance during the Work-Focused Health-Related Assessment, but
we also need to identify people claiming Jobseeker’s Allowance. Where advisers
suspect that this may be the case, those claiming this beneﬁt may therefore be
asked whether current or recent use of heroin and crack cocaine is preventing
them from working.

6.38

We will support this by exploring the use of existing and new powers to enable
data to be obtained from the criminal justice agencies. This information will
include, for example, details of people who have left prison, and those who
are subject to a Drug Rehabilitation Requirement imposed by the courts as part
of a community sentence. The information given by claimants and provided by
the criminal justice system will be safeguarded and will only be used for beneﬁt
purposes and the operation of the new programme.
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A new regime for problem drug users
6.39

A new drug and employment support programme will be developed to provide
integrated and personalised support for problem drug users on Jobseeker’s
Allowance or the Employment and Support Allowance. The programme will cover:
s¬ SUPPORT¬TO¬STABILISE¬THE¬CLAIMANTS¬DRUG¬PROBLEM¬
s¬ SUPPORT¬TO¬HELP¬BUILD¬SELF ESTEEM¬AND¬CONlDENCE
s¬ STEPS¬TO¬ADDRESS¬BARRIERS¬TO¬WORK¬SUCH¬AS¬HOUSING¬AND¬DEBT¬AND
s¬ SUPPORT¬TO¬GAIN¬THE¬SKILLS¬NEEDED¬TO¬GET¬READY¬FOR¬WORK

6.40

Claimants who are identiﬁed as problem drug users will be referred for an initial
assessment with a healthcare professional who will decide whether the individual
has a heroin or crack cocaine problem, and will determine whether they should be
referred to the new programme. We are exploring whether drug testing has a role
to play in respect of claimants who fail to engage.

6.41

Individuals will be required to engage with a personalised programme of support
until they are ready to move onto the mainstream Flexible New Deal or Pathways
to Work programmes. Regular feedback will be provided to Jobcentre Plus on their
progress.

6.42

During the period they are on the programme, claimants will receive a Treatment
Allowance. This will be paid within the existing structures of Jobseeker’s Allowance
and the Employment and Support Allowance, but the conditions of entitlement
will be varied and replaced with a more tailored and appropriate set of conditions
for supporting recovering drug users. For example, this will mean that those on
Jobseeker’s Allowance will not be required to sign on or be required to show that
they are actively seeking work for this period. They will, however, be expected to
engage with and undertake the actions in their rehabilitation plan.

6.43

It is important, though, that individuals engage properly. In return for receiving the
Treatment Allowance, they will be required to agree a rehabilitation plan, and to
make real efforts to make progress against it. If they fail to do so, without good
cause, they will be subject to sanctions. These will be based on those already
present in Jobseeker’s Allowance and the Employment and Support Allowance.

6.44

The introduction of this new regime will be facilitated by new drug
co-ordinator posts in Jobcentre Plus. They will be introduced in England and
funded by the Department of Health, from April 2009. There will be co-ordinators
in each English district who will establish close links with Drug Action Teams and
drug treatment providers in their area.
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6.45

We believe that these measures, which we plan to pilot and fully evaluate before
any national rollout, will provide an effective means of identifying problem drug
users and providing effective support to give them the opportunity to rebuild
their lives.

6.46

The beneﬁts system applies across Great Britain, but health services are devolved
in Scotland and Wales. Criminal justice is also devolved in Scotland. We are
continuing to explore with the Scottish Government and Welsh Assembly
Government if these measures can be extended to Scotland and Wales in a way
which is consistent with their respective drug or substance misuse strategies.
Working with former offenders

6.47

Helping offenders into employment is one of the governments key social
inclusion objectives under its reducing re-offending strategy and the Public Service
Agreement (PSA) 16. If we are successful in increasing employment outcomes it
would make a substantial difference not only to the lives of the individual offender,
but also to the wider community through enabling offenders to become fully
contributing members of society. Much of this work is already underway through
the offender skills and employment programme delivered with the Ministry of
Justice and the Department for Innovation, Universities and Skills.

6.48

We are therefore working to ensure that former offenders are offered a clearer
route to achieve their employment potential. This will not be a ‘guarantee of a
job’, but rather we would, for example, focus on the more effective directing of
former offenders to existing training opportunities, provide them with help and
support in ﬁnding a job, and focus them on working with local authorities where
necessary to ﬁnd secure accommodation.

Volunteering and developing skills for work
6.49

Volunteering can help job seekers develop important work-related skills and
improve social cohesion. The current beneﬁt rules balance the expectation that
claimants should be actively looking for paid employment with recognition that
volunteering can be part of the path back to work.

6.50

Jobseeker’s Allowance claimants may participate in unlimited voluntary activity
alongside, but not in conﬂict with, the basic conditions of entitlement of
availability for work and active job search. Any money paid to refund expenses
during voluntary activity is disregarded in full when working out beneﬁt
entitlement and we have speciﬁed volunteering as one of the activities a job seeker
can undertake as part of the supported job search stage of Jobseeker’s Allowance.
We have relaxed the rules for volunteers, allowing them 48 rather than 24 hours
to attend a job interview, and a week to take up a job offer.
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6.51

In the Green Paper, No one written off: reforming welfare to reward responsibility,
we asked how job seekers could be encouraged to use volunteering as a deliberate
back-to-work strategy within these current rules for beneﬁt entitlement. We want
to ensure that Jobseeker’s Allowance claimants are able to take advantage of
volunteering opportunities while retaining their focus on moving off welfare into
paid employment.

6.52

The responses we received showed support for our approach to volunteering for
people claiming Jobseeker’s Allowance and provided valuable feedback on how
we could further promote volunteering opportunities to claimants. This included
improving the information provided to customers, and the guidance provided to
staff, to ensure that the beneﬁt entitlement rules for volunteers are understood
by all.

6.53

As a result, Jobcentre Plus is now following through with the project proposed
in the Green Paper to involve key players from the third sector to look at how
this can be done. This will feed into a memorandum of understanding between
Jobcentre Plus and third sector representatives to improve the relationship between
employment support and voluntary activity.

Equipping people with the right skills
6.54

People need the right skills to prepare for work and to progress in a job. People
who are out of work should have the opportunity to identify and address their skill
gaps through our improved services. People who are already in a job may need
help to update their skills or to get advice about moving jobs and developing a
new career. We are giving people more control over the skills they gain through
better advice and guidance from the new adult advancement and careers service.
This will help to ensure that work is sustainable and more rewarding and enables
people to develop their skills in work as they progress.

6.55

In ‘Work Skills’ we set out our ambition to bring together the commissioning of
core employment and skills services and set up new trials to test how this will
work, as described in Chapter 3. Through these, as well as through our trials to
integrate employment and skills services, we will help over 100,000 people in
2010-11 to gain sustainable employment and achieve a recognised qualiﬁcation.
Together these will establish the groundwork for a reform of the systems that
support people both out of work and in work to improve their skills and secure
more sustainable employment.
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The Integrated Employment and Skills Service
6.56

Integrating back-to-work support and training will increase the effectiveness
and relevance of the help we offer people who are out of work. Our Integrated
Employment and Skills Service will offer opportunities to join up support, with
independent assessment of skills abilities and needs. It will provide those who need
help with opportunities to train for jobs in the local labour market. We will also
test using the Integrated Employment and Skills Service to provide training and
support for people in work.

6.57

The ﬁrst Integrated Employment and Skills Service trials started in the West
Midlands in September 2008 with the aim of identifying and addressing the skills
needs of beneﬁt claimants. The key features of the trials include:
s¬ AN¬ENHANCED¬*OBCENTRE¬0LUS¬SKILLS¬SCREENING¬PROCESS¬TO¬IDENTIFY¬THOSE¬CUSTOMERS¬
who have potential skills needs (including basic skills needs) which are
preventing them from ﬁnding sustainable work or staying and progressing in
a job;
s¬ THE¬INTRODUCTION¬OF¬A¬SKILLS¬HEALTH¬CHECK ¬DELIVERED¬BY¬NEXTSTEP¬ADVISERS ¬TO¬
identify an individual’s existing work-focused skills levels and those that they
need to develop;
s¬ NEXTSTEP¬CAREERS¬ADVISERS¬WORKING¬IN¬*OBCENTRE¬0LUS¬OFlCES¬ALONGSIDE¬PERSONAL¬
advisers to deliver skills and employment advice in the same place;
s¬ ENHANCED¬NEXTSTEP¬SERVICES ¬OFFERING¬MORE¬IN DEPTH¬SUPPORT¬TO¬THOSE¬WITH¬THE¬
most severe skills needs; and
s¬ FROM¬$ECEMBER¬ ¬WE¬WILL¬BEGIN¬TESTING¬$EPARTMENT¬FOR¬)NNOVATION ¬
Universities and Skills-led Skills Accounts for Jobcentre Plus customers to
help them keep a log of the training or skills activities they undertake and
understand the range of support they can get.

6.58

Over the next two years, we will develop further Integrated Employment and Skills
Service trials across England, and will expand their focus to include lone parents
and people claiming the Employment and Support Allowance. We are also working
closely with colleagues from the Scottish Government and the Welsh Assembly
Government to deliver an integrated service to all Jobcentre Plus customers, right
across the UK.
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Increased requirements for skills assessment and attendance on
courses
6.59

We have already announced our plans to pilot in England a requirement for job
seekers to attend skills health checks and relevant training where their adviser has
identiﬁed a lack of skills as a barrier to work. The Green Paper, No one written off:
reforming welfare to reward responsibility, proposed piloting an extension of this
new conditionality to lone parents on Income Support and people who start to
claim the Employment and Support Allowance. The Welsh Assembly Government
and the Scottish Government have both responded to these proposals pointing out
that skills provision and career advice are devolved matters. They have said that,
before they are prepared to consider allocating their resources to supporting this
policy, they would need to see clearer evidence that changing the conditionality of
beneﬁt claimants in this way helps people towards work.

6.60

We believe that the proposed changes will make a real difference to the job
opportunities for the people affected, and that investing in skills in this way is
vital to our welfare reforms. Our skills proposals have been developed with the
Department for Innovation, Universities and Skills with an agreement that training
funded through the Learning and Skills Council in England will be made available
to customers for whom the training is most appropriate. However, we recognise
that the devolved administrations must have control over their skills resources
and, should the devolved administrations not agree to supporting pilots of skills
conditionality, we will limit these to England.

6.61

We strongly believe that the new Integrated Employment and Skills Service service,
enhanced with improved and more relevant training provision, is an environment
in which our customers can be supported to identify and address their skills needs
and therefore ﬁnd more satisfying work. Piloting skills conditionality for beneﬁts
customers will enable us to understand better how this supports individuals back
into employment.

Skills for lone parents
6.62

The Green Paper, No one written off: reforming welfare to reward responsibility,
contained proposals to support more lone parents with younger children into
employment, so that preparation for work becomes a natural progression, rather
than a sudden step-up. Some respondents supported the idea of skills training and
skills health checks in advance of the transition to full job seeking, while others felt
it should be up to the individual to decide whether and what training they needed.
A common theme in responses was the need for ﬂexibility in training, with the
ﬂexibility to ﬁt provision around lone parents’ childcare responsibilities.
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6.63

We understand the need for ﬂexibility and we have no intention to force people
to undertake training that is not appropriate to their needs. This is why we will
be introducing a skills health check for lone parents. We also intend to modify
the Green Paper proposals to take account of the new personalised conditionality
vision for lone parents with younger children proposed by the Gregg Review. We
agree with the Gregg Review that further extensions of the Jobseeker’s Allowance
regime to lone parents with younger children (i.e. below the age of 7) would not
be appropriate and that the introduction of a new conditionality regime in line
with the proposed ‘Progression to Work’ group could potentially help many more
lone parents back to work. We therefore want to expand the current regime for
lone parents and our Green Paper proposals to start to build up the supportive
regime suggested by Professor Gregg (see Chapter 4).

6.64

While Professor Gregg suggests that lone parents with a youngest child aged
between one and six should be in the ‘Progression to Work’ group, we believe that
we should start to explore what these arrangements might look like for parents
when the youngest child reaches three. Under these arrangements, lone parents
with a youngest child aged between one and two would be required to attend
Work Focused Interviews, as is currently the case. They would have no further
requirements placed upon them, but they could volunteer for support under the
New Deal for Lone Parents.

6.65

We therefore intend to expand the pilot measures for lone parents with younger
children which we proposed in the Green Paper, No-one written off: reforming
welfare to reward responsibility, to incorporate wider return to work activity as
well as activity to address skills gaps. We want to discuss with people the detail
of how this would work. We particularly need to consider issues around childcare
provision to assist people preparing to move into part-time work. For those parents
who do need childcare, services are increasingly available, but we need to make
sure that safeguards are in place for those with special needs, such as parents with
disabled children.

6.66

Similarly, we will reﬂect on our proposal to pilot a ﬁnancial incentive for lone
parents with younger children undertaking voluntary skills-related activity and
how this ﬁts with pilot arrangements which will take us towards the Gregg vision
of a personalised conditionality regime, providing enhanced support for those
preparing for work.

6.67

Consistent with the Gregg Review, for lone parents with younger children, we
need to make sure that addressing skills needs becomes fully integrated into the
preparation for work path for this group. Attending a mandatory skills health
check and subsequent training to help them identify and develop the skills they
need or undertaking other work-related activity, could form a vital part of the long
term action plan for lone parents. These measures will add to the effectiveness of
the comprehensive package of back-to-work and in-work support already available
to all lone parents. Training opportunities will include English for Speakers of Other
Languages (ESOL) training for those with language needs.
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To underpin the Gregg vision, we will be introducing legislation that will enable
advisers to require lone parents with a youngest child aged three or over to
undertake work-related activity, a skills health check and training where a lack
of skills is identiﬁed as a barrier to employment. We also intend that these
arrangements would apply to partners of claimants with young children.
Second Chance Learning option

6.69

We set out in the Green Paper our intention to remove obstacles to learning and
skills within the beneﬁts system for vulnerable young people who need a second
opportunity to study up to level 3 (A-level or equivalent) to fulﬁl their potential.
Typically, these would be care leavers and young people from chaotic family
backgrounds whose schooling has been disrupted and who are likely to be two or
three years behind in their education.

6.70

This White Paper conﬁrms our intention to extend Income Support and Housing
Beneﬁt from the present maximum age of 20 to 21 for estranged young people in
non-advanced full-time education. This will allow them to complete their A-level
courses. We will bring in this change from April 2009.
Skills support for people in work

6.71

It is important to ensure that people are given the opportunity to progress once in
work. Access to training is key to this, especially for people from different cultural
backgrounds. In integrating employment and skills services, the Government is
committed to providing a seamless transition from pre-employment to in-work
training supported through Train to Gain as set out in Box 6.1.
Box 6.1: Train to Gain
The Train to Gain programme, run by the Learning and Skills Council and funded
by the Department for Innovation, Universities and Skills, gives every employer
access to a free Skills Broker service offering independent and impartial advice
and matching training needs with training providers.
The Train to Gain Skills Broker will identify the best training provision to
meet the employer’s needs and put together a tailored training package for
employees. The Broker will also advise on whether any government funding is
available to support the employers’ needs.
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At the moment the employment and skills systems do not always work together as
well as they need to. There is a need to ensure:
s¬ INDIVIDUALS¬MOVE¬ALONG¬A¬@SEAMLESS¬JOURNEY¬FROM¬ENTERING¬EMPLOYMENT¬TO¬
developing their skills once in work; and
s¬ WE¬MAXIMISE¬THE¬NUMBER¬OF¬POTENTIAL¬CUSTOMERS¬WHO¬BENElT¬FROM¬THE¬4RAIN¬TO¬
Gain service.

6.73

As well as ensuring a link between pre and in-work training, we need to ensure
that the system enables people moving from beneﬁt into employment to take up
training.

6.74

There are a number of ways we can achieve this ‘seamless’ journey. The
co-commissioning trials announced in Work Skills this summer give one way of
ensuring that there is a clear link between training provided pre-employment and
training provided in employment. There is more detail about these trials and how
they contribute to our broader strategy on devolution in Chapter 3 of this White
Paper.

6.75

The full engagement of employers is essential if Integrated Employment Skills
is to succeed. In January, the Government set out its plans in Ready to Work,
Skilled for Work37 for a new deal between government and employers. In
return for government support for disadvantaged people to get ready for work,
employers with vacancies give them a fair shot at their job through interviews,
work placements and mentoring. Local Employment Partnerships, delivered by
Jobcentre Plus, are a key vehicle for this deal.

6.76

In addition we are developing an Integrated Employer Offer. This will allow all
employers access to the appropriate range of recruitment, training and business
support services offered by government agencies. Employers will be able to gain
access to the service they require from any point of contact with government
agencies and their contracted providers or partners.

6.77

The Department for Work and Pensions, Jobcentre Plus and the Department for
Innovation, Universities and Skills provide customers facing redundancy or who
have just lost their jobs with a variety of support, some which can start before
redundancy occurs. Much of this support can be provided through the Rapid
Response Service working through delivery partners. Additional in-work training
will be coordinated by the Learning and Skills Council to help employees moving
back into employment. This will include drawing on Train to Gain funds (subject to
available resources) for every Jobcentre Plus client re-entering work to provide the
employer and new employee with a guarantee of training relevant to the new job
up to a minimum of level 2. In addition, for those out of work, the Learning and
Skills Council will be offering additional pre-employment training where this can
improve job prospects.

37

Department for Work and Pensions and the Department for Innovation, Universities and Skills. (2008).
Ready to Work, Skills for Work: Unlocking Britain’s Talent. Cm 7316.
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Supporting more partners into employment
6.78

We must ensure that we are providing all those who can work with the support
they need to make the move from beneﬁts to paid work. We require couples
without children on Jobseeker’s Allowance and now lone parents with older
children to take up opportunities to help them into work. However, we make
fewer demands on two-parent families where both partners are out of work.

6.79

Approximately 350,000 partners receive support through the beneﬁts system.
Currently a couple can choose which one will make a claim for income-related
beneﬁt (Income Support, the Employment and Support Allowance or Jobseeker’s
Allowance) on behalf of the family. This person will normally be required to
undertake some action to improve their employability. However, the other is
required to do very little, even if they are fully capable of work.

6.80

Partners form a very diverse group facing a variety of different work-related issues.
Partners are disproportionately likely to report that they are sick or disabled.
Thirty-nine per cent of partners of Income Beneﬁt, Income Support and Jobseeker’s
Allowance customers stated that they are sick or disabled. To provide context,
according to the Labour Force Survey 16 per cent of the overall working age
population have a Disability Discrimination Act deﬁned disability. Of partners who
said that they were sick or disabled, around three in ten (29 per cent) said that it
affected the type or amount of work they could do. This includes around one in
eight (13 per cent) of partners who said that they were too ill to work again.38

6.81

Twenty-one per cent of partners receiving beneﬁts are of non-white ethnicity;
this is compared to nine per cent of the working-age population. The majority
(75 per cent) of partners are women.

6.82

We believe that it is right to provide partners with the support they need to
achieve their potential. A move into paid work can be the catalyst they need to
help them progress and meet their aspirations. We know that many partners of
Jobseeker’s Allowance claimants want to work. Nearly nine in ten Jobseeker’s
Allowance partners with children expect at least one of the couple to be in work
over the next couple of years, with a third expecting both partners to be working
at least part-time. In addition, almost all partners of Jobseeker’s Allowance
recipients state that they would be happy for their partner to take over childcare
responsibilities if they got a job.

38

Coleman N., Seeds K. and Edwards G. (2006).Work Focused Interviews for Partners and Enhanced
New Deal for Partners: Quantitative Survey Research. Department for Work and Pensions Research Report
No 335.
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Expecting more of partners
6.83

In the Green Paper, we set out proposals to introduce an increased requirement
for partners of beneﬁt claimants to look for work. This included more engagement
with the partners of beneﬁt claimants who are capable of work, addressing their
individual needs to help them overcome any barriers that may be keeping them
out of the labour market. Our proposals extended the joint-claims requirement
in Jobseeker’s Allowance to couples with a youngest child aged seven or over.
In addition to couples who are claiming Jobseeker’s Allowance, these proposals
would affect couples claiming Income Support or the Employment and Support
Allowance. We suggested the new joint claims provisions would apply where the
partner is able to work; they would not apply to carers.

6.84

This White Paper conﬁrms our intention to introduce new measures to provide
help that is more appropriate to the individual needs of both members of a
couple who do not have children or have older children to assist them return to
the labour market. As outlined earlier, following the Gregg Review, we also agree
that partners with young children generally ﬁt within the progression to work
group and will legislate to enable us to take forward the Gregg vision on the same
footing as the proposed arrangements for lone parents.

6.85

Couples with older children in which both partners are capable of work will
be required to make a joint-claim for Jobseeker’s Allowance. Under these
arrangements both members of the couple will need to be available for and
actively seeking work as a condition of receiving Jobseeker’s Allowance. This
extends arrangements which currently apply only to couples without children
claiming Jobseeker’s Allowance to include couples who have dependent children
where the youngest child is aged seven years or older.

6.86

Where one member of the couple is capable of working but the other is not
because, for example, they have restricted capability because of illness or disability
then they, too, will be able to access income-related assistance via Jobseekers
Allowance only. However, in these cases the partner who is capable of work
will make the claim on behalf of the couple and will have to fulﬁl Jobseeker’s
Allowance conditionality. The partner who has the health condition will still be able
to establish that they have limited capability for work and, if eligible, will be able
to claim contributory Employment and Support Allowance in their own right.
They will also be able to access additional support through the work-related
activity premium if they are prepared to comply with the work-related conditions
of the Employment and Support Allowance.
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6.87

The changes will have two main effects. First, they will extend Jobseeker’s
Allowance joint-claims to cover those couples with a youngest child aged seven or
over who is a member of the same household and for whom they are responsible.
Second, they will ensure that income-related support payable in respect of
couples where at least one member is capable of work, is available via Jobseeker’s
Allowance only.

6.88

The Government intends to introduce these changes taking a phased approach
starting from 2012-13. Table 6.1 summarises the effect of these measures for
couples on Jobseeker’s Allowance, Income Support and the Employment and
Support Allowance where exemptions do not otherwise apply.
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Table 6.1: Conditionality for partners of beneﬁt recipients
Claimant
of:

Partner
capable
of work?

Children?

Current
conditionality
for partner

Proposed
conditionality
for partner

Jobseeker’s
Allowance

9ES

9ES¬n¬
youngest
aged
seven or
over

Worked
Focused
Interview every
six months
and access to
New Deal for
Partners

Jobseeker’s
Allowance jointclaim, full Jobseeker’s
Allowance
conditionality for
both members of the
couple

Income
Support/
Employment
and Support
Allowance

9ES

No

Worked
Focused
Interview at
six-month point
only and access
to New Deal for
Partners

Partner becomes
main claimant in
a new Jobseeker’s
Allowance claim
and full Jobseeker’s
Allowance
conditionality
applies. Employment
and Support
Allowance main
claimant can
still claim the
Employment and
Support Allowance

Income
Support/
Employment
and Support
Allowance

9ES

9ES¬n¬
youngest
aged
seven or
over

Worked
Focused
Interview at
six-month point
only and access
to New Deal for
Partners

Partner becomes
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Conclusion
6.89

The proposals in the White Paper reinforce the principle of more support and
higher expectations for job seekers the longer they receive beneﬁts. They are
aimed at helping ensure short-term job loss does not become permanent
unemployment with individuals and their families trapped on welfare.

6.90

But along with extra support, we are also expecting more from claimants.
By piloting Work for your Beneﬁt for those on Jobseeker’s Allowance for two years,
we will help people develop work habits and employability skills while underlining
their responsibilities to actively look and prepare for work. By requiring claimants
with drugs problems to take up treatment options, we will help both them and
society as a whole.

Chapter 7

Ending child poverty
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Chapter seven – Ending child poverty
Summary
When children grow up in poverty, it can have a devastating impact on their life
chances and lead to big costs for society. So ending child poverty is in everyone’s
interest and must be everyone’s business. This is why the Government has
committed itself to enshrining in law the goal of eradicating child poverty
by 2020.
Encouraging parents to help contribute ﬁnancially and emotionally to their
children’s upbringing is central to achieving this goal. This White Paper conﬁrms
the next steps we will take to work with parents to give every child the best
possible start in life, including:
s¬ BRINGING¬FORWARD¬LEGISLATION¬TO¬MAKE¬IT¬EASIER¬FOR¬UNMARRIED¬PARENTS¬TO¬JOINTLY¬
register the birth of a child and strengthen the father’s rights to register;
s¬ DISREGARDING¬CHILD¬MAINTENANCE¬FULLY¬IN¬WORKING¬OUT¬INCOME RELATED¬BENElTS ¬
from April 2010;
s¬ ENHANCING¬THE¬POWERS¬OF¬THE¬NEW¬#HILD¬-AINTENANCE¬AND¬%NFORCEMENT¬
Commission to collect child maintenance; and
s¬ SUPPORTING¬MORE¬PARENTS¬INTO¬WORK ¬THROUGH¬A¬MORE¬ACTIVE¬AND¬PERSONALISED¬
regime (as described in more detail in previous chapters).
Since 1997, 600,000 children have already been lifted out of relative poverty.
These measures will accelerate this progress and move closer to the goal of all
children in the UK having the chance to fulﬁl their potential.
7.1

The policies set out in previous chapters of this White Paper are underpinned
and driven by a core belief – that the State can increase people’s life chances,
opportunities and potential. Nowhere is this belief more evident than in our
commitment to eradicate child poverty by 2020.

7.2

Poverty blights the daily lives of many individuals, families and communities,
and touches everyone in society. However, for children, it can have particularly
DEVASTATING¬AND¬LONG STANDING¬IMPACTS ¬LIMITING¬THEIR¬COGNITIVE ¬SOCIAL¬AND¬
emotional development, restricting their educational prospects and damaging
their health.
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¬

4HIS¬MEANS¬THAT ¬WHILE¬SOME¬CHILDREN¬FROM¬LOW INCOME¬HOUSEHOLDS¬WILL¬GO¬ON¬
to achieve their full potential, too many do not. This, in turn, affects their own
families, trapping future generations in a cycle of deprivation and dependency.
Society as a whole has to meet the bill for this waste of potential.

7.4

It was for these reasons that the doubling of child poverty in the two decades from
THE¬LATE S¬TO¬THE¬MID S¬WAS¬SO¬DAMAGING¬TO¬INDIVIDUALS¬AND¬THE¬COUNTRY¬
as a whole. The economic, social and moral case for change was clear, and was
why the Government made ending child poverty one of its key priorities.

7.5

We have made signiﬁcant progress in halting and reversing the trend of rising
child poverty, with families in poverty beneﬁting from a substantial increase in
government spending on services such as education, healthcare and housing.
Since 1997, 600,000 children have been lifted out of relative poverty and absolute
poverty has been halved.

¬

-OREOVER ¬THE¬5+¬IS¬AT¬THE¬FOREFRONT¬INTERNATIONALLY¬IN¬THE¬lGHT¬AGAINST¬POVERTY¬
and inequality. Recent research by the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD) has shown that, since the turn of the millennium, income
inequality has fallen faster in the UK than in any other OECD country.39

¬

7E¬RECOGNISE¬THAT¬THERE¬IS¬MORE¬TO¬DO¬)N¬ ¬THERE¬WERE¬¬MILLION¬CHILDREN¬
in the UK living in relative poverty. And some groups of children remain at
particularly high risk of poverty, including children in large families, with disabled
parents, or from black and ethnic minority backgrounds. So we are going further,
and measures announced since Budget 2007 will lift around a further 500,000
children out of relative poverty.

7.8

Ending child poverty is in everyone’s interest and must be everyone’s business.
Achieving this goal requires a sustained national effort involving national
government, devolved administrations, local communities and service providers,
as well as business and the voluntary sector. It also needs the sustained effort of
families themselves to take up the opportunities on offer.

7.9

By enshrining in law our goal of eradicating child poverty by 2020, everyone
will know they are working to a set, clear goal and have the conﬁdence that
government will do its part so they can do theirs. Such groundbreaking legislation
– to be introduced in a child poverty Bill in 2009 – will ensure a real focus on
ENDING¬CHILD¬POVERTY¬FOR¬THE¬LONG TERM¬AND¬AN¬EMPHASIS¬ON¬TACKLING¬THE¬UNDERLYING¬
CAUSES¬OF¬POVERTY¬RATHER¬THAN¬JUST¬TREATING¬THE¬SYMPTOMS¬

39

Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development. (2008). Growing Unequal? Income
Distribution and Poverty in OECD Countries.
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0ROMOTING¬JOINT¬BIRTH¬REGISTRATION¬
7.10

Encouraging parents to help provide for their children is central to achieving
our goal of eradicating child poverty. One of the starting points of responsible
parenthood should be the duty to acknowledge your child. In June 2008 we
announced our intention to promote child welfare and parental responsibility
BY¬REQUIRING¬UNMARRIED¬PARENTS¬TO¬JOINTLY¬REGISTER¬THE¬BIRTH¬OF¬THEIR¬CHILDREN¬
This is a move away from the current position where unmarried fathers have no
automatic right to register the birth of their children and thereby acquire parental
responsibility and there is no requirement to record the father’s identity or details
in the birth register.

7.11

This position can no longer continue. We recognise that children have a right to
know, and to be formally acknowledged and to be supported by, both parents,
whether or not those parents live together or are involved in a relationship with
each other. Joint registration will allow unmarried fathers to acquire parental
responsibility and have the opportunity to fulﬁl their role as parents.

A new system of child maintenance
¬

4HE¬'OVERNMENT¬IS¬IMPLEMENTING¬WIDE RANGING¬REFORMS¬TO¬THE¬CHILD¬MAINTENANCE¬
system following its White Paper of December 2006.40 The changes will ensure
that parents living apart understand their responsibilities and take appropriate
action to provide ﬁnancially for their children, as part of a new system that is more
clearly focused on tackling child poverty. Already, and as a result of our increased
investment in the Child Support Agency’s Operational Improvement Plan, more
children than ever before are receiving maintenance under the two statutory
maintenance schemes.

Child maintenance disregard
7.13

Since October 2008, parents claiming beneﬁts have had more choice over their
maintenance arrangements. We have also introduced changes to the way that
maintenance payments affect beneﬁts, by increasing the amount of maintenance
that all parents with care on beneﬁts can keep before it affects the level of support
they receive. This is known as the maintenance disregard.

¬

-AINTENANCE¬PAYMENTS¬ARE¬NOW¬DISREGARDED¬FULLY¬IN¬CALCULATING¬(OUSING¬"ENElT¬
AND¬#OUNCIL¬4AX¬"ENElT ¬AND¬BY¬a¬A¬WEEK¬IN¬OTHER¬INCOME RELATED¬BENElTS ¬
double the previous level of £10 a week. While these changes will ensure that
more money ﬂows to those most in need, we proposed in the Green Paper No
one written off: reforming welfare to reward responsibility going even further by
DISREGARDING¬MAINTENANCE¬FULLY¬IN¬ALL¬INCOME RELATED¬BENElTS¬

40

Department for Work and Pensions. (2006). A new system of child maintenance, Cm 6979.
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-ANY¬RESPONDENTS¬TO¬THE¬CONSULTATION¬STRONGLY¬SUPPORTED¬THIS¬IDEA ¬RECOGNISING¬THE¬
targeted impact this would have on child poverty, the positive incentive it would
give parents to make and keep to a maintenance arrangement and noting how
it would simplify the child maintenance system. We can conﬁrm that a full child
MAINTENANCE¬DISREGARD¬WILL¬THEREFORE¬BE¬INTRODUCED¬IN¬ALL¬INCOME RELATED¬BENElTS¬
from April 2010.

Compliance measures
¬

3OME¬NON RESIDENT¬PARENTS¬WILL¬ALWAYS¬DO¬EVERYTHING¬THEY¬CAN¬TO¬AVOID¬THEIR¬
responsibilities to support their children ﬁnancially. We believe that a strong and
robust enforcement regime is therefore critical to tackle those people who wilfully
and culpably fail their children and to deter others from doing so.

7.17

In 2008, we introduced new legislation that provided a number of new
enforcement measures.41 These new powers enabled the courts to order the
use of curfews, enforced by a system of electronic ‘tagging’, and to remove a
NON RESIDENT¬PARENTS¬PASSPORT¬OR¬)$¬CARD¬WHERE¬IT¬CAN¬BE¬USED¬FOR¬TRAVEL¬
purposes). When the legislation was debated we said that we would keep the
new powers under review, exploring how they might be strengthened and made
more effective.

7.18

This White Paper announces that we will bring forward legislation to give the
NEW¬#HILD¬-AINTENANCE¬AND¬%NFORCEMENT¬#OMMISSION¬THE¬POWER¬TO¬DISQUALIFY¬
A¬NON RESIDENT¬PARENT¬FROM¬HOLDING¬OR¬OBTAINING¬TRAVEL¬DOCUMENTS ¬SUCH¬AS¬A¬
passport, where they wilfully refuse to maintain their children.

7.19

Any administrative system would, of course, contain stringent safeguards –
INCLUDING¬A¬RIGHT¬OF¬APPEAL¬TO¬A¬-AGISTRATES¬OR¬3HERIFF¬#OURT¬n¬BUT¬WE¬BELIEVE¬THERE¬
is a strong argument that the Commission, with its detailed knowledge of each
case may be better placed than the courts to decide if and when such measures
are likely to be most effective, thereby ensuring that cases are dealt with as quickly
as possible. We anticipate these new powers being available in 2010.
Prosecutions

7.20

41

Information is crucial to a fair and effective child maintenance system. Under
EXISTING¬ARRANGEMENTS ¬FAILURE¬BY¬THE¬NON RESIDENT¬PARENT¬TO¬SUPPLY¬THE¬REQUIRED¬
information or to knowingly supplying false information is a criminal offence.
)N¬BOTH¬CASES¬THE¬OFFENCE¬CAN¬BE¬TRIED¬ONLY¬IN¬THE¬-AGISTRATES¬#OURT¬OR¬A¬3HERIFF¬
Court in Scotland) and carries a maximum penalty of £1,000.

¬ 4HE¬#HILD¬-AINTENANCE¬AND¬/THER¬0AYMENTS¬!CT¬
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¬

0ROCEEDINGS¬FOR¬OFFENCES¬THAT¬CAN¬BE¬TRIED¬ONLY¬IN¬THE¬-AGISTRATES¬#OURT¬MUST¬
begin within six months of the offence. This is, in part, to ensure that minor
offenders do not have the threat of a prosecution hanging over them indeﬁnitely.
However, there are circumstances when this rule is ineffective, particularly where
the crime is uncovered so close to the end of the statutory limitation period that
the offence cannot be properly investigated and the offender cannot be brought
before the court.

¬

4HIS¬POSITION¬OCCURS¬TOO¬FREQUENTLY¬IN¬THE¬CASE¬OF¬NON RESIDENT¬PARENTS¬SUPPLYING¬
false information. As a result, the number of cases that are taken to prosecution
IS¬RELATIVELY¬SMALL¬7E¬WILL¬THEREFORE¬EXTEND¬THE¬TIME BAR¬TO¬¬MONTHS¬TO¬ALLOW¬
discovery and proper investigation of the offence and help to bring about the ﬂow
of information necessary to establish and collect child maintenance payments.

Work is the best route out of poverty
7.23

Our changes to the maintenance disregard will mean that lone parents on beneﬁts
who are in receipt of child maintenance will be better off, lifting many of them
out of poverty. But remaining on beneﬁts, with or without maintenance, is not the
BEST¬LONG TERM¬OPTION¬FOR¬LONE¬PARENTS¬OR¬THEIR¬CHILDREN¬

7.24

A child of a lone parent is three times less likely to be in poverty if they work
PART TIME¬4HIS¬INCREASES¬TO¬EIGHT¬TIMES¬LESS¬LIKELY¬IF¬THE¬LONE¬PARENT¬WORKS¬FULL TIME¬
The most important part of the solution in our commitment to eradicate child
poverty is to encourage and support parents into employment and, once there, to
ensure that they can progress.

7.25

We have already made signiﬁcant progress. Around 320,000 more lone parents
are in employment compared with 1997, reﬂecting, for example, our innovative,
active, labour market policies and increased investment in childcare that has led to
a doubling of available places in England since 1997.

7.26

However, we are not standing still. In November 2008 we introduced new beneﬁt
rules so that lone parents receive extra support to help them into work. Over time,
most lone parents of older children, who claim Income Support solely on the basis
of being a lone parent, will stop being entitled to this beneﬁt. Instead they will be
able to claim Jobseeker’s Allowance or, if they have a disability or health condition,
are not well enough to work, the Employment and Support Allowance.

7.27

Previous chapters of this White Paper have set out additional measures that
the Government will introduce to support more parents, both lone parents
and couples, into employment. Chapter 4 of this White Paper set out the
Government’s response to Professor Gregg’s review of conditionality, which
would include implementing a more active and personalised regime for parents
with younger children. Such a regime would respect parents’ choices about
employment and childcare where their children are very young. At the same time it
would provide them with encouragement and support to stay close to the labour
market and make it easier to return to work when they are ready.
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Ensuring work pays
7.28

For work to be the best and most sustainable route out of poverty, we must ensure
that work pays. We have introduced measures to ensure people do not lose out
WHEN¬MOVING¬OFF¬BENElTS¬AND¬INTO¬A¬JOB ¬INCLUDING¬THROUGH¬THE¬INTRODUCTION¬OF¬THE¬
.ATIONAL¬-INIMUM¬7AGE¬AND¬TAX¬CREDITS¬7E¬ALSO¬PROVIDE¬A¬NUMBER¬OF¬PAYMENTS¬
when people move from beneﬁt and into employment, including the Return to
7ORK¬#REDIT¬WITHIN¬THE¬0ATHWAYS¬TO¬7ORK¬PROGRAMME¬AND¬THE¬)N 7ORK¬#REDIT¬FOR¬
lone parents.

Conclusion
7.29

Ending child poverty must be a national goal and needs a national effort.
The measures in this White Paper conﬁrm the Government’s intention to step
up progress towards eliminating child poverty by 2020.

7.30

They will encourage more parents to play an active role in supporting their
children, help lift families out of poverty by making work pay and move towards
achieving our ambition of giving all children the best possible start in life.
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Appendices
Appendix A – Responses to the public consultation
No one written off: reforming welfare to reward
responsibility
Background
1.

We published our Green Paper, No-one written off: reforming welfare to reward
responsibility, on 21 July 2008 and opened it up for a full public consultation until
22 October 2008.

2.

More than a thousand postal and electronic responses were received during the
consultation period. This report draws on a representative sample of them and
outlines the Government’s next steps. More detailed information on how the
Government is taking each policy forward is given in the relevant chapters of the
White Paper.

3.

In consulting on our wide-ranging welfare reform proposals, our aim was to ensure
that everyone interested in contributing had an opportunity to comment, and to
enable us to gain a better insight into people’s opinions on the proposals.

4.

For those who were able to attend consultation events, or participate in on-line
or media discussions, opportunities were provided to debate the proposals more
thoroughly. This helped us to understand where we need to be clearer about
explaining the direction we think reform should take, and why we think it is the
right direction for a modern day welfare state in which everyone has a positive and
contributory role to play.

5.

The volume of responses received, and the time and thought people have
invested in giving us detailed and constructive feedback, has reﬂected the
understandable level of interest in the future of welfare reform, and the impact
it has on all our lives.
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Making information accessible
6.

We wanted to ensure that as many people as possible were able to access
information on our proposals and produced the Green Paper in a wide range of
formats. These included: Large Print; Easy Read; Quick Read; Braille; Audio and a
British Sign Language DVD. PDF versions of the main paper and Easy Read version,
as well as a Welsh Executive Summary were also available on line at
www.dwp.gov.uk/welfarereform/noonewrittenoff. Alternative formats were
available at consultation events, and were also distributed on request throughout
the consultation period.

What we consulted on
7.

The Green Paper set out our commitment to bringing forward measures to:
s¬ REDUCE¬WELFARE¬DEPENDENCY
s¬ SUPPORT¬MORE¬PEOPLE¬INTO¬WORK
s¬ PROVIDE¬GREATER¬SUPPORT¬AND¬CONTROL¬FOR¬DISABLED¬PEOPLE¬AND¬
s¬ STRENGTHEN¬PARENTAL¬RESPONSIBILITY¬

8.

To facilitate the consultation process, the Green Paper included 28 consultation
questions, built around the Green Paper proposals, and we invited people to
respond to them or to submit their response in any way they preferred. Some
people responded on every Green Paper proposal, others on a few, and some on
just one of particular interest.

How we consulted
9.

National consultation events in London, Edinburgh, Cardiff and Newcastle were
attended by key stakeholders, including the general public. Workshops at the
events enabled people to ﬁnd out more about the Green Paper proposals, raise
questions, and offer ideas for how they saw welfare reform being taken forward.

10.

Throughout the consultation period, Ministers and ofﬁcials responsible for
developing welfare reform policy participated in regional and local consultation
events, and also visited provider and training projects across England, Scotland and
Wales, giving unemployed people, employer groups, providers and organisations
representing key stakeholders more opportunities to air their views about the
proposals.

11.

Ministers hosted round-table discussions on welfare reform with key stakeholders
and discussed proposals with the public through on-line forums, and radio
phone-ins.
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12.

Ministers also visited Jobcentre Plus ofﬁces across Great Britain to ensure staff had
opportunities to discuss the proposals with them from the perspective of those
who will be delivering reforms to unemployed people.

13.

Details of the events, visits and meetings associated with the consultation, as well
as written responses to the consultation, were distributed to Ministers and ofﬁcials
involved in developing welfare reform policy. Further details on the range of
consultation events can be found on
www.dwp.gov.uk/welfarereform/noonewrittenoff/consultation.asp

How written consultation feedback was evaluated
14.

Consultation responses were evaluated by the Department for Work and Pensions.
A separate evaluation was also commissioned to provide an external perspective
on the consultation feedback. Separate public opinion research on some of the
Green Paper measures, conducted by GfK Social Research, will be available soon at
www.dwp.gov.uk/welfarereform/noonewrittenoff/consultation.asp

Volume of responses
15.

In addition to the feedback received at consultation events, and through media
and on-line discussions, more than 1,000 written and electronic responses to the
consultation were received from the general public, organisations and Jobcentre
Plus staff. Responses from Jobcentre Plus employees are expressed as personal
opinions and are not necessarily representative of the view of Jobcentre Plus.

16.

Responses were received through: the Department for Work and Pensions mailbox;
postal correspondence; on-line consultation forms and the House of Commons
website. Comments on lone parent and parental responsibility measures were also
captured from the Netmums forum. Details are in Table A.1.
Table A.1: Volume of responses to the Green Paper consultation
Response type

Number of responses

From organisations
* 7 organisations submitted more than one response

396*

From the general public

303

From Jobcentre Plus staff

136

Captured from Netmums Forum

290

Total

1,125
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What you told us
17.

We received an overwhelming response to the Green Paper. The majority of
those responding welcomed our commitment to increasing employment and
skills opportunities for out-of-work people, particularly for those with the most
extensive barriers to returning to work.

We support the Government’s objective of helping disabled people and
those with health problems into work. Employment is an important source of
independence, self-esteem and social inclusion for everyone, and is particularly
important for many people with learning disabilities or mental health needs.
(United Response)
Being a person with a disability I was worried how this paper would affect me
if my disability got worse and I was unable to do my current job. After some
reading I ﬁnd that I am in agreement and feel that this could have a very positive
effect...a person’s self esteem can only be improved by being able to provide
themselves and their families with a better quality of life.
(Jobcentre Plus employee)
Whilst we support the goal of moving one million incapacity beneﬁt claimants
from beneﬁts to work, it must be recognised that employer attitudes to
recruitment of people with health conditions and disabilities still pose a barrier
as do complexities and ‘traps’ in the beneﬁts system.
(Employment Opportunities for People with Disabilities)
The board is generally supportive of the direction of reforms in the Green Paper
– particularly the proposals to create more personalised support to help with
job search and improve employability skills, and which recognise the different
barriers people face.
(Greater London Authority and Mayor of London)
18.

Many people welcomed the fact that disabled people and those with health
conditions are at the forefront of our proposals to reform the welfare state.

19.

Towards the end of the consultation period, people raised understandable
concerns about the impact of the economic climate on job availability and security.
Some felt this was a reason to retreat from reforms, fearing that undue pressure
would be put on people to ﬁnd employment in a highly competitive market.

20.

Others, and we agree with them, felt that now is not the time to turn our backs
on people and encouraged us to press on with our reforms. Preparing for a return
to work, and developing the skills employers need, is an investment worth making.
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We would urge the Department to stay on course with reform, and remain
steadfast in pursuing the central objectives of reaching those furthest from
the labour market, and eradicating child poverty. As recession sets in and
unemployment levels rise, it will take some grit and determination to hold ﬁrm
with proposals which support those people who did not attain sustainable work
even in a time of economic prosperity.
(Turning Point)
The changed economic climate does not mean the pace of reform should be
slowed. It would be easy to assume that the current economic downturn lessens
the need to push forward with radical reform of the way we support people in
to work. But in reality, the reverse is true. The CBI believes that the economic
downturn creates an imperative for action.
(CBI)
21.

Overall, people broadly welcomed:
s¬ MORE¬SUPPORT¬TO¬HELP¬PEOPLE¬BACK¬TO¬WORK ¬PARTICULARLY¬FOR¬THOSE¬WITH¬THE¬MOST¬
employment barriers;
s¬ AN¬INCREASED¬FOCUS¬ON¬ABILITY¬RATHER¬THAN¬DISABILITY
s¬ A¬GREATER¬FOCUS¬ON¬OFFERING¬LONE¬PARENTS ¬DISABLED¬PEOPLE¬AND¬PEOPLE¬WITH¬
health conditions the chance to improve their work skills;
s¬ MORE¬PROMOTION¬OF¬VOLUNTEERING¬OPPORTUNITIES
s¬ IMPROVED¬SUPPORT¬FOR¬BENElT¬CLAIMANTS¬WHO¬ARE¬PROBLEM¬DRUG¬USERS¬
s¬ A¬STRONGER¬SANCTIONS¬REGIME¬FOR¬THOSE¬WHO¬SEEK¬TO¬DEFRAUD¬THE¬SYSTEM
s¬ MORE¬EXPECTATIONS¬OF¬EMPLOYERS
s¬ THE¬DOUBLING¬OF¬THE¬!CCESS¬TO¬7ORK¬BUDGET
s¬ MORE¬SUPPORT¬TO¬HELP¬PEOPLE¬RETURN¬TO¬THEIR¬JOBS¬AFTER¬A¬PERIOD¬OF¬ILL HEALTH
s¬ FULL¬CHILD¬MAINTENANCE¬DISREGARD¬IN¬ALL¬OUT¬OF¬WORK¬BENElTS
s¬ MEASURES¬TO¬INCREASE¬PARENTAL¬RESPONSIBILITY
s¬ SIMPLIlCATION¬OF¬THE¬BENElTS¬SYSTEM
s¬ GIVING¬DISABLED¬PEOPLE¬THE¬RIGHT¬TO¬REQUEST¬AN¬)NDIVIDUAL¬"UDGET¬AND
s¬ INCREASED¬DEVOLUTION¬OF¬SERVICES¬FOR¬OUT OF WORK¬PEOPLE¬TO¬LOCAL¬AREAS¬AND¬LOCAL¬
providers.
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Concerns were raised, or greater clarity or reassurance was sought on:
s¬ WHAT¬WILL¬BE¬EXPECTED¬OF¬THOSE¬WHO¬ARE¬REFERRED¬TO¬THE¬{7ORK¬FOR¬9OUR¬"ENElT¬
pilot;
s¬ THE¬IMPLICATIONS¬OF¬INCREASED¬CONDITIONALITY¬FOR¬DIFFERENT¬CUSTOMER¬GROUPS¬AND¬
whether such conditionality will increase job outcomes;
s¬ WHETHER¬SAFEGUARDS¬ARE¬IN¬PLACE¬TO¬ENSURE¬THAT¬DISABLED¬PEOPLE¬ARE¬NOT¬
sanctioned inappropriately;
s¬ WHETHER¬SUFlCIENT¬CHILDCARE¬IS¬AVAILABLE¬TO¬ENABLE¬PARENTS¬TO¬WORK
s¬ WHETHER¬EMPLOYERS¬WILL¬OFFER¬JOBS¬TO¬PEOPLE¬WITH¬MENTAL¬HEALTH¬OR¬mUCTUATING¬
health conditions;
s¬ WHETHER¬THE¬REVIEW¬OF¬THE¬7ORK¬#APABILITY¬!SSESSMENT¬IS¬PREMATURE
s¬ THE¬SUITABILITY¬OF¬THOSE¬CONDUCTING¬THE¬7ORK¬#APABILITY¬!SSESSMENT¬AND¬
whether they have sufﬁcient understanding of ﬂuctuating and mental health
conditions;
s¬ WHETHER¬0ERSONAL¬!DVISERS¬HAVE¬SUFlCIENT¬UNDERSTANDING¬OF¬mUCTUATING¬AND¬
mental health conditions;
s¬ HOW¬THE¬NEEDS¬OF¬CARERS¬WILL¬BE¬MET¬IN¬A¬REFORMED¬WELFARE¬SYSTEM
s¬ HOW¬SOME¬MEASURES¬WILL¬BE¬DELIVERED¬IN¬THE¬DEVOLVED¬ADMINISTRATIONS
s¬ WHETHER¬INCREASED¬PROVISION¬OF¬SERVICES¬FROM¬THE¬PRIVATE¬SECTOR ¬AND¬
outcome-based contracts, will beneﬁt those with the most employment
barriers.
s¬ WHETHER¬PEOPLE¬WOULD¬LOSE¬OUT ¬IN¬REAL¬TERMS ¬DURING¬THE¬RATE¬ALIGNMENT¬
process of Incapacity Beneﬁt and the Employment and Support Allowance.

An obligation to work
23.

In Chapter 2 of the Green Paper, An obligation to work, we set out our vision of
a welfare state in which people do not become dependent on beneﬁts and
become detached from the labour market.

24.

We said that we wanted to look at escalating sanctions for the signiﬁcant
minority of people who fail to comply with requirements designed to help them
return to work.
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Responses were mixed on this. Some respondents were in favour of increased
sanctions for those who abuse the system; others recommended they were used
with care, and some raised concerns about the consequences of beneﬁt sanctions
on family income.
Barnardo’s believes, as the Green Paper acknowledges, that the majority of
claimants want to get back into work. Therefore, for those that have not moved
into work, there may be some signiﬁcant barrier preventing them from doing so.
It is crucial therefore that compulsion is seen as a last resort only after a claimant
has been fully supported to overcome identiﬁed barriers.
(Barnardo’s)
Personal Advisors should take into account that people with signiﬁcant
disabilities in particular people with learning disabilities may not be able to
understand and comprehend the request made by them…as a result of this they
may incur sanctions.
(Northern Ireland Union of Supported Employment (NIUSE))
...while sanctions may act as a helpful incentive in some cases, it is a fairly
‘blunt instrument’ and great care must be taken to avoid it becoming counterproductive, with people feeling they need to prove why they can’t work rather
than building aspirations and tackling barriers so they can work.
(Papworth Trust)
Skill recognises the need to have sanctions on beneﬁts but would like ﬂexibility
to be built into the fortnightly reviews...transport might be inaccessible or
difﬁcult particular for some people with mobility impairment.
(Skill: National Bureau for Students with Disabilities.)

How the Government is taking this forward
We intend to bring forward legislation which will mean that those who ignore a
mandatory appointment under the Jobseeker’s Allowance regime will be subject
to a beneﬁt sanction of no less than one full week of Jobseeker’s Allowance.
We will also ensure that further failures to attend would result in a sanction
amounting to the loss of two weeks beneﬁt.
We will ensure that each individual’s circumstances are carefully considered
before imposing a sanction. We will also maintain the safeguards which
are already in place to prevent unfair use of sanctions on anyone, including
vulnerable people. We support, and will look to pilot, Professor Gregg’s principle
of sanction escalation for those who repeatedly fail to attend appointments or
undertake required activity.
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We also asked people to let us know what they thought about proposals for:
s¬ TESTING¬UP¬TO¬SIX¬MONTHS¬FULL TIME¬WORK¬EXPERIENCE¬{7ORK¬FOR¬9OUR¬"ENElT ¬FOR¬
people who have been claiming Jobseeker’s Allowance for two years or more;
s¬ STRENGTHENING¬THE¬*OBSEEKERS¬!LLOWANCE¬REGIME¬TO¬DETER¬BENElT¬FRAUD
s¬ EXPECTING¬PROBLEM¬DRUG¬USERS¬ON¬BENElT¬TO¬TAKE¬APPROPRIATE¬STEPS¬TO¬SUPPORT¬A¬
return to work; and
s¬ REQUIRING¬LONE¬PARENTS¬AND¬THOSE¬IN¬THE¬7ORK¬2ELATED¬!CTIVITY¬'ROUP¬OF¬THE¬
Employment and Support Allowance to improve their work-related skills.

7ORK¬FOR¬9OUR¬"ENElT
27.

In the Green Paper, we announced our intention to pilot mandatory work
experience for the small percentage of people who are still unemployed at the end
of the Flexible New Deal period. Claimants who reach this stage are likely to have
become detached from, or possibly never connected with, the labour market and
may have signiﬁcant barriers to work.

28.

Some respondents were opposed to the principle of anyone working for their
beneﬁt while others thought it was reasonable that people who had been claiming
Jobseeker’s Allowance for a protracted period were expected to take up the
opportunity to get back into the habit of work.
We are strongly opposed to forcing an individual to work full time in return for
their beneﬁts.
(Poverty Alliance)
Once someone has been on Jobseeker’s Allowance for 12 months, I think they
should be made to work part time for their beneﬁt. Once they’ve been on
Jobseeker’s Allowance for 2 years, the requirement should be full time.
(Individual)
Broadway broadly welcomes the principles behind the Work for your Beneﬁt
scheme.
(Broadway)
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4HREE¬CONSULTATION¬QUESTIONS¬WERE¬POSED¬ON¬7ORK¬FOR¬9OUR¬"ENElT¬TO¬DRAW¬OUT¬
people’s views on how long it should last, how it could be incentivised, and
whether it could be used as an alternative to a beneﬁt sanction. Examples of
responses to all three questions are provided below.
1UESTION¬¬(OW¬LONG¬SHOULD¬{7ORK¬FOR¬9OUR¬"ENElT¬LAST¬AT¬DIFFERENT¬STAGES¬IN¬
the claim?
A person should work for their beneﬁt until they enter on to a work/skills related
training programme or ﬁnd employment.
(Joint Partnership response: Wakeﬁeld Skills Enterprise and Work Partnership)
There is little evidence that workfare increases the likelihood of ﬁnding work.
It can even reduce employment chances by limiting the time available for job
search and by failing to provide the skills and experience valued by employers.
(Child Poverty Action Group)
Work for your beneﬁt should only be used as a last stage, for repeat claimants,
and where fraud is suspected.
(Summary of response from group of London Housing Association residents)
...if the community work continues for more than 12 weeks and the customer
is meeting the requirements of the person managing their work, they should be
paid the minimum wage for the number of hours work they undertake, rather
than Jobseeker’s Allowance.
(St. Mungo’s)
It should become a permanent feature after 12 months of claiming Jobseeker’s
Allowance to give people both work and social skills and should be presented
positively rather than as a stick and promoted as helping the individual ﬁnd
work and overcome barriers.
(Individual)
Would depend on why the person is being required to work for their beneﬁt. It
should be an experience that gives the claimant the reality of full time work as
well as the opportunity to get to know the organisation, staff team and clients
well. Where possible, training should be linked to the placement and for some
there may a need to develop social skills.
(Sunderland City Council)
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Question 2: How could capacity and capability to provide full-time work
experience in the community sector be provided and incentivised to produce the
best employment outcomes for participants?
It is critical...that it is structured and helps to create a pathway to sustained
employment. This will require a range of activities to be available, in line with
the greater personalisation of welfare to work services.
(Employment Related Services Association (ERSA))
Given the Government’s commitment to full-cost recovery for the voluntary
sector, Rethink believes that community sector organisations should be paid for
providing this kind of work experience.
(Rethink)
We need investment in work programmes as there simply are not jobs that
could provide a living wage in a lot of areas.
(Individual)
DWP should made additional funds available to support the voluntary sector
create and sustain suitable opportunities for individuals to undertake targeted
activities that will meet their speciﬁc developmental needs.
(Welsh Assembly Government)
People need to do activities that build conﬁdence and self esteem alongside
developing their skills base. They need to feel that working for their beneﬁts is
not about doing low skilled, unrewarding and unrecognised work.
(Barnet Service User Group)

1UESTION¬¬)S¬FULL TIME¬7ORK¬FOR¬9OUR¬"ENElT¬AS¬AN¬ALTERNATIVE¬TO¬A¬SANCTION¬OR¬
loss of beneﬁt for non-compliance with work search requirements an effective
option for some job seekers? How should it be targeted?
7ORK¬FOR¬9OUR¬"ENElT¬IS¬LIKELY¬TO¬BE¬AN¬EFFECTIVE¬OPTION ¬AND¬A¬FAR¬MORE¬POSITIVE¬
step than imposing sanctions through withdrawing beneﬁts.
(ECAS)
No, both tools should be utilised. Sanctions exist as a penalty for not complying
with the conditions for receiving beneﬁt.
(Jobcentre Plus employee)
continued
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No one should be forced into menial low paid work. Might be useful to
encourage claimants to do a period of voluntary work whereby they would not
lose beneﬁt but would gain experience and extra reward for trying. i.e expenses
or small remuneration for effort’.
(Individual)
MAKING¬{SANCTIONS¬INTERCHANGEABLE¬WITH¬{WORK¬FOR¬YOUR¬BENElT¬WILL¬REDUCE¬
the credibility of work experience with both claimants and the community
sector. If work for beneﬁt is not to be regarded as a punishment for being
out of work then we can see no advantage to this proposal.
(National Association of Welfare Rights Advisers)
7ORK¬FOR¬9OUR¬"ENElT¬IS¬PREFERABLE¬TO¬LOSS¬OF¬BENElT¬BECAUSE¬IT¬SHOULD¬HELP¬
people move towards a lifestyle which includes the routine of working.
(South Essex Partnership NHS)

How the Government is taking this forward
We will pilot providing up to six months full-time work experience through
7ORK¬FOR¬9OUR¬"ENElT¬TO¬TEST¬WHETHER¬THE¬SUPPORT¬PROVIDED¬HELPS¬LONG TERM¬
unemployed people back to work. We will test the programme in a number
of Jobcentre Plus districts, requiring participation from a proportion of those
who are still out of work at the end of the Flexible New Deal period, and as
a discretionary power for Personal Advisers for those they believe they would
beneﬁt.

Penalties for committing beneﬁt fraud
30.

We believe that beneﬁt fraud is theft of taxpayer’s money and that effective
deterrents and punishments need to be in place. Many people agreed that more
effective deterrents were needed to reduce beneﬁt fraud and some felt there was
a correlation between lack of work opportunities and fraud.
The penalties should be the same as for any other stealing...there should be zero
tolerance...this crime should be taken more seriously.
(Individual)
The best way to stop people committing beneﬁt fraud is to make the work
OPPORTUNITIES¬AVAILABLE¬AND¬THE¬SALARIES¬PAID¬EG¬A¬HIGHER¬MINIMUM¬WAGE ¬TO¬
make work more attractive to people.
(Safer Bristol Partnership)
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Examples of responses received on the two consultation questions on beneﬁt fraud
are given below.
Question 4: What penalties do you think would be most effective to deter more
people from committing beneﬁt fraud?
…serious cases of fraud should be dealt with through the processes outlined in
the Green Paper and through HM Courts as currently occurs and in less serious
cases by reduction of beneﬁt according to the value of over claim or payment.
(Nottinghamshire County Council)
Whilst it is of course very important to prevent fraud within the beneﬁts system,
it is also crucially important not to focus so much attention on beneﬁt fraud that
the entire beneﬁts system is stigmatised.
(Leonard Cheshire Disability)
The penalties that exist at the moment are adequate...many people fail to claim
beneﬁts to which they are entitled as the complexity of claiming and a climate
of suspicion trap many in abject poverty.
(Individual)
Anyone who has been proved to have committed beneﬁt fraud by a court of
law should not be permitted to apply for beneﬁts for period of time unless the
application is genuine by conﬁrmation from the medical profession.
(Individual)

Question 5: Do you think it would be appropriate to reduce or withdraw
entitlement to beneﬁt after a ﬁrst offence? How long should the sanction
period be?
9ES ¬UNTIL¬A¬PROCESS¬OF¬REPAYMENT¬HAS¬BEEN¬AGREED¬AND¬SOME¬REPAYMENTS¬HAVE¬
been made.
(Jobcentre Plus employee)
9ES¬&OR¬AS¬LONG¬AS¬IT¬TAKES¬THE¬PERSON¬TO¬PAY¬BACK¬THE¬AMOUNT¬STOLEN¬PLUS¬
interest.
(Kent Supported Employment)
We believe it is right to withdraw support after a ﬁrst offence but only after
extensive enquiries have taken place as to the reason for the offence such as
illness.
(Association of Disabled Professionals)
continued
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No. This could lead to further, even violent, crime rather than a reduction in
crime.
(Individual)
Some sanction after a ﬁrst offence is certainly necessary but there should be a
correlation between the penalty and the offence.
(Individual)
For penalties to be an effective deterrent to beneﬁt fraud they need to be well
publicised and easy to understand. Claimants need to know when and how they
should inform the beneﬁts ofﬁce of changes in circumstances: communication
channels need to be clear and quick, and changes should be implemented
without delay.’
(London Borough of Lambeth)

How the Government is taking this forward
The White Paper conﬁrms that we intend to introduce a new sanction to reduce
or withdraw entitlement to beneﬁt for four weeks after a ﬁrst beneﬁt fraud
offence. This will extend the penalty to cover those who commit a ﬁrst offence
which results not only in convictions, but also administrative penalties and
formal cautions.

Breaking the cycle of drug dependency
32.

We think that an holistic approach is needed to help problem drug users tackle
their drug and beneﬁt dependency. We received valuable feedback from individuals
and organisations with considerable experience of working with drug dependant
people.

33.

There was general support for the principle of helping drug misusers with chaotic
lifestyles to re-integrate with society, and, by doing so, reduce the burden on
the taxpayer.

34.

Some respondents had concerns about the potential impact of sanctions on drug
misusers for failure to disclose use of heroin and cocaine. Others highlighted the
important role employers have in making a return to employment a viable option
for people recovering from drug misuse.
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The Terrence Higgins Trust welcomes the commitment to improve joint agency
working to provide support for drug users and agrees that helping individual
back to work can be a key strand within this.
(Terrence Higgins Trust)
The majority of people on our service user panel had children and had concerns
around whether declaring their drug using status to Jobcentre Plus would
INCLUDE¬REFERRAL¬TO¬SOCIAL¬SERVICES¬CHILDRENS¬SERVICES &EAR¬OF¬SOCIAL¬SERVICES¬
intervention is already a major factor preventing parents and particularly
mothers from coming forward for drug treatment.
(Addaction)
Research suggests that to minimise perceived risks for employers an engagement
programme providing both information and support to businesses and support
to problem drug users once they are in employment will be required.
(UK Drugs Policy Commission)
35.

Examples of responses to the two consultations questions on our drugs proposals
are given below.
Question 6: Do you agree with the proposed approach for identifying problem
drug use? How should it be implemented? Do you think that everyone claiming
a working-age beneﬁt should be required to make a declaration of whether or
not they use certain speciﬁed drugs?
The proposal to consider the implementation of a ‘treatment allowance’ is
encouraging. This recognises that treatment can be the most effective route into
employment and will enable the client to focus on rehabilitation without the
threat of beneﬁt sanctions in doing so.
(ACT- together tackling addiction)
We think it highly unlikely that people dependent upon illegal drugs (even
SUPPOSING¬THAT¬THEY¬DElNE¬THEMSELVES¬AS¬@DRUG¬DEPENDENT ¬WOULD¬DECLARE¬THEIR¬
dependency to Jobcentre staff. Many of those with drug dependency are likely
to be experiencing other serious mental health conditions, either a result of, or a
trigger to, their drug addiction.
(Social Security Advisory Committee)
GLADA welcomes the integration of drug treatment with employment support
and believes that close cooperation between these two sectors could lead to
better treatment outcomes. However in order to support improved employment
outcomes for people with a history of problematic drug and alcohol use, a range
of other barriers in addition to dependency may need to be overcome.
(Greater London Alcohol and Drug Alliance (GLADA))
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Question 7: What elements should an integrated system of drug treatment
and employment support include? Do you agree that a rehabilitation plan
would help recovering drug users to manage their condition and move towards
employment?
Rehabilitation programmes which include life skills training...supporting people
into stability and then helping people into work. Assistance with transition to
work, with a focus on appropriate life skills training and support for clients
(Westminster Drug Project)
While 12 weeks retention in drug treatment is used by the National Treatment
Agency as a minimum benchmark for treatment ‘effectiveness’, research has
established that recovery journeys out of long-term drug dependency can take
many years.
(Drugscope)
As someone exits rehabilitation it is important to engage them quickly in
employment programmes if that is the recommendation of the drugs specialists
with whom they are working.
(Work Directions)
The arrangement could include mandatory welfare to work action planning,
with engagement on job readiness programmes as an essential part of their
treatment plan. The advantage is that the process would focus on individual
need, as is the intention of the Green Paper.
(Compass)

How the Government is taking this forward
In England, a new drug and employment support programme will be developed
to provide integrated and personalised support for drug users on Jobseeker’s
Allowance or the Employment and Support Allowance. Claimants who are drug
users will be referred for an initial assessment with a healthcare professional,
who will decide whether they should be referred to the programme. Whilst on
the programme they will receive a Treatment Allowance. We are continuing to
explore with the Scottish Government and Welsh Assembly Government if these
measures can be extended to Scotland and Wales.

Improving people’s work skills
36.

In the Green Paper, we described proposals for improving the employment skills of
lone parents and people on the Employment and Support Allowance. Having the
skills that employers need is even more important in the current economic climate
and people were generally supportive of proposals to increase people’s work skills,
with some notes of caution about attaching a mandatory element to them.
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Skills are an important area for employers as too often they are sadly lacking...
we welcome the plans to require Jobseeker’s Allowance claimants and
encourage Employment and Support claimants to improve their skills.
(Institute of Directors)
If a claimant has an identiﬁed skills need and there is provision available that
MEETS¬THEIR¬INDIVIDUAL¬NEEDS¬IN¬TERMS¬OF¬CHILDCARE¬AND¬mEXIBILITY¬ETC ¬AND¬WILL¬
have a signiﬁcant impact on their employment, earnings and progression then
they should be expected to undertake it.
(London Skills and Employment Board)

Skills for people on the Employment and Support Allowance
37.

People who have been on Incapacity Beneﬁt for a long time may lack the skills
needed to get into sustained employment. We asked people for their views on
when we should expect people on the Employment and Support Allowance to
take a skills health check.
Question 8: When is the right time to require Employment and Support
claimants to take a skills health check?
We would advocate giving Employment and Support Allowance claimants a
right to a skills health check at the earliest opportunity and to early opportunities
to undertake training to gain identiﬁed skills and ongoing development
opportunities.
(RADAR)
We believe that Employment and Support Allowance claimants should take a
skills health check when they move into the Work Related Activity Group. This
would help to ensure that skill needs are assessed at the start and help inform
the development of individual action plans.’
(Reed in Partnership)
{7HERE¬NECESSARY¬SKILLS¬CHECKS¬SHOULD¬BE¬AVAILABLE¬FROM¬DAY¬ONE¬THIS¬WOULD¬
ensure that if there is a skills problem it can be addressed immediately. Any
reform should...and respond to individual needs when addressing skills
(Federation of Small Businesses)
For new claims onto Employment and Support Allowance, skills health checks
should be undertaken at 13 weeks as proposed. For Incapacity Beneﬁt clients,
skills health checks should be undertaken just after the Work Capability
Assessment has taken place and local assessment centres should be
made available.
(Welsh Assembly Government)
continued
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13 weeks into the claim would be a good time to check the customer’s skills as
they would have had time to start their recovery. It is also after the time most
short claims have ended thus reducing the number of customers needing to go
through this part of the regime.
(Jobcentre Plus employee)
38.

We also asked people for their views on whether people claiming the Employment
and Support Allowance should be required to attend training to improve their
skills. Here are some examples of how people responded.

Question 9: Should ESA customers be required to attend training in order to
gain the identiﬁed skills they need to enter work?
Full training, based on programmes that provide individuals with the basic skills
and mobility skills required to enter work, could be helpful with the appropriate
support.
(Welsh Assembly Government)
If the skills check and accompanying training were made mandatory we would
be concerned that without appropriate support people with autism could face
sanctions for missing the skills check or training.
(National Autistic Society)
...would depend on the skills they already have, or if a return to work would
depend on them developing new ones.
(Individual)
...it must be ensured that the training and skills provider is fully accessible.
This means that the premises need to be physically accessible, the content of
the course needs to be accessible to all impairment groups and also that the
trainers delivering the training are trained on making adjustments for disabled
learners.
(Employer’s Forum on Disability (EFD))
For anyone with a long term condition including ME, during this training time,
and if training has to stop for health reasons, they should not be penalised,
and their full beneﬁts should be continued.
(BRAME)
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How the Government is taking this forward
We will run eight pathﬁnders, requiring the Employment and Support Allowance
claimants to undertake some work-related activity, to ensure that they engage
with the personalised support we offer. Customers may agree with their
personal advisers that skills training would be an appropriate work-related
activity, and will be encouraged to do so where this is a barrier to work. If a
customer has an identiﬁed severe skills need, but refuses to take any action
to address this, we may require them to do skills training as their speciﬁc
work-related activity.
Skills for lone parents
39.

Our Green Paper proposed a requirement, where necessary, for lone parents, to
attend a skills health check when their youngest child reaches ﬁve. It also proposed
a pilot requiring lone parents whose youngest child is ﬁve or six to attend relevant
skills training. Respondents were also asked to comment on a proposal to pilot a
{SKILLS¬FOR¬WORK¬PREMIUM¬TO¬ENCOURAGE¬LONE¬PARENTS¬WITH¬PRE SCHOOL¬CHILDREN¬TO¬
voluntarily take part in these activities in return for the premium.

40.

There was general approval for the principle of offering lone parents skills
health checks and skills opportunities, and encouraging them to take up such
opportunities, but less enthusiasm for introducing any mandatory element.
It is imperative that parents move into suitable, sustainable, and well paid
employment. Improving claimants’ skills is therefore vital and Barnardo’s
welcomes the Green Paper’s proposals to help claimants, particularly lone
parents, to improve their skills.
(Barnardos)
As a single parent, I would welcome a skills health check to identify my
strengths and weaknesses for prospective employment as if I had been out of
the ﬁeld for a lengthy period, I would ﬁnd that helpful.
(Lone parent on the Netmums Forum)
Any moves to require lone parents to perform speciﬁc activities (skills health
CHECK¬AND¬TRAINING ¬IN¬RETURN¬FOR¬BENElTS¬INVOLVING¬THE¬USE¬OF¬BENElT¬SANCTIONS¬
risks causing severe ﬁnancial hardship among families.
(One Parent Families, Scotland)
Home educating lone parents as customers cannot enter employment under the
planned arrangements, as they are unable to leave their home, or their children.
(Individual)
A compulsory skills interview may be a useful way of ensuring that lone parents
know of the provision available. Compulsory participation however is unlikely
to enthuse lone parents about the beneﬁts of learning, and relies too much on
discretionary adviser decisions.
(One Parent Families)
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Some of those responding on the general issue of measures to help lone parents
into work stressed the importance of available, affordable childcare.

...much progress has been made in the supply and funding of childcare but
this does not mean that provision is always available when parents need it
at the right quality and at a price they can afford. Daycare Trust is concerned
that the drive to encourage more lone parents into paid work could be fatally
undermined by a shortage of childcare for older children.
(Daycare Trust)
42.

Examples of responses to the consultation questions on lone parents and skills are
provided below.
Question 10: In view of the need to help lone parents develop the skills they
need to ﬁnd work, are we right to require lone parents to have a skills health
check and training as a condition of receiving beneﬁts?
It is reasonable to give lone parents the opportunity to participate in training
at the earliest possible opportunity i.e. when their youngest child is ﬁve. This
ensures that when they are eventually in a position to participate fully in the
labour market they have the skills to do so. This should be in the wider context
of making sure it is worthwhile for everyone, but especially lone parents, to be
in work.
(British Chamber of Commerce)
We welcome the focus on skills as part of a strategy to increase the sustainability
of employment...we are unconvinced that compelling participation in training
for parents with children aged 5 – 7 yrs is the right way forward. A compulsory
skills interview may be a useful way of ensuring that lone parents know of the
provision available. Compulsory participation however is unlikely to enthuse lone
parents about the beneﬁts of learning, and...relies too much on discretionary
adviser decisions.
(One Parent Families)
What we are also concerned about is that if a skills gap has been identiﬁed in
the skills health check it is up to the lone parent adviser to decide in agreement
with the lone parent whether and what kind of training s/he should take up.
(Single Parent Action Network)
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How the Government is taking this forward
The White Paper conﬁrms our intention to introduce a skills health check for
lone parents. In the light of the Professor Paul Gregg Review, we want to expand
our proposals to include broader work preparation activity. We therefore intend
to pilot measures for lone parents with younger children to address skills gaps
that have been identiﬁed as a barrier to starting work as well as participation in
other work-related activity.
Question 11: Should we pilot extra beneﬁt payments for lone parents in return
for training, and, if so, when the youngest child is what age?
In our experience, where a lone parent understands that training will have a
positive impact on their ‘job readiness’, they will voluntarily engage, as long as
childcare is accessible and affordable. Many clients will engage with training
without a ﬁnancial incentive to do so.
(Work Directions)
In our view the age of the youngest child should be irrelevant; parents
themselves are the best judges of whether engaging in training is appropriate
for their family, if a lone parent is willing to take up training it should be
encouraged. The scheme should be voluntary.
(Family Action)
9ES ¬THIS¬WOULD¬ASSIST¬WOMEN¬AND¬THE¬AGE¬OF¬THE¬YOUNGEST¬CHILD¬SHOULD¬BE¬
5 years old as this is the critical time for women to enter the labour market.
(Women Like Us)
We welcome the proposal to provide extra beneﬁt payments for lone parents to
undertake training courses, and if voluntary, do not feel that a minimum age is
necessary – no parent should be excluded if they are able to access appropriate
childcare to enable attendance.”
(Citizens Advice Bureau)

How the Government is taking this forward
As set out above, we intend to pilot measures for parents with younger children
to address skills gaps. We will consider the responses to this question in this
context.
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Improving access to full-time training
43.

The Green Paper described the recently introduced ﬂexibilities to the 16 hour
tudy rule in Jobseeker’s Allowance so that it is no longer a barrier to
employment-focused training for people who need it, and have a pathﬁnder in the
West Midlands to test the new approach. This will enable eligible people to take
part in full time employment related training for up to eight weeks. Respondents
were broadly supportive of this new arrangement.
We fully support the 8 week ﬂexibility and the notion of giving consideration to
extend the eight-week period if innovative proposals are put forward that would
require this.
(Association of Learning Providers)
We have welcomed the announcement that the 16 hour study rule in JSA will
no longer be a barrier to employment focused training, and the introduction of
a training allowance for undertaking full-time employment-related training for
up to 8 weeks.
(Citizens Advice)
The Association of Scottish Colleges proposed a modiﬁed Jobseeker’s Allowance,
where beneﬁts would support longer-term full time students, and the Social
Security Advisory Committee stated that they “would welcome a general review
of the 16 hour study rule in JSA and more thought being given to policies which
lift barriers to access to training, incentivise those who participate in training and
create a positive attitude towards education and training.

44.

We asked stakeholders to tell us about other circumstances which they feel make
it difﬁcult for people to get the skills they need to enter employment. Although
the question was intended to focus on any barriers presented by any beneﬁt rules,
some respondents highlighted other barriers that people experience in gaining the
skills they need. Examples of what they told us are given below.
Question 12: Are there any other circumstances where customers cannot get the
skills they need to enter employment under present and planned arrangements?
We recommend that, as a minimum, services are ﬂexible to need, for example,
vocational options could be integrated more widely with Further Education
colleges so that training is work focused, ﬂexible and demand led, directed
by the employer and local labour market. Funding streams should be ﬂexible
enough to support the radical new proposals – we must allow clients to access
the help they need, when they need it, without bureaucracy getting in the way.
(Working Links)
continued
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There is a lack of personalised Information Advice and Guidance about possible
education, work and career options via careers service or other sources. The
“unknown” – disabled people do not know that support such as Access to
Work is available in employment.
(Employers Forum on Disability)
More support, especially in Housing Beneﬁt is needed for vulnerable claimants
to enable them to train for sustainable employment, rather than be pushed
into low-skilled, low paid and insecure work which may result in repeat
homelessness.
(Scottish Homelessness and Employability Network and Scottish Council for
Single Homeless)

Volunteering and developing skills for work
45.

In the Green Paper, No one written off: reforming welfare to reward responsibility,
we acknowledged that voluntary activity can keep unemployed people in touch
with the labour market. We invited views on ways in which we can encourage
people to volunteer while retaining a clear focus on moving off welfare into paid
employment.
Question 13: How might we build on the foundations of the current rules
so that they do not discourage unemployed people from volunteering as a
deliberate back-to work strategy, while retaining a clear focus on moving off
welfare into paid employment?
...if customers can embark on voluntary work safe in the knowledge that they
are not liable to be recalled from it any moment, they will be able to develop the
routines and habits that in turn allow them to regain conﬁdence and skills such
that they reach a point where they do feel able to take on more responsibility.
When they then take on paid work, they have will have the developed the
self-sufﬁciency required to deal with the new challenge.
(Action for Blind People)
Develop strategic partnerships and action plans on volunteering for unemployed
people; Allocate resources to implement action plans on volunteering by
unemployed people; Incentivise Department for Work and Pensions front line
staff to refer claimants to volunteering; keep Department for Work and Pensions
front line staff up to date with current policy/rules on volunteering while on
beneﬁts; Develop/strengthen local partnerships between Department for Work
and Pensions and volunteer centres; send out a positive public message about
volunteering while on beneﬁts.
(Volunteer Development Scotland)
We believe that Department for Work and Pensions and Jobcentre Plus should
do more to communicate the breadth of volunteering opportunities to claimants
and to Jobcentre Plus Advisers.
(Volunteering England)
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How the Government is taking this forward
Jobcentre Plus is following through with the project proposed in the Green
Paper. This will involve key players in the third sector and will look at how we
could further promote volunteering opportunities to claimants, and ensure the
beneﬁt entitlement rules for volunteers are understood by all.
46.

We received valuable feedback, much of which focused on the importance of
clear communications to our customers on the rules around volunteering and
maintaining eligibility for beneﬁts.

No-one written off
47.

In Chapter 3 of the Green Paper, No one written off, we described the increased
employment support we want to offer disabled people and people with health
conditions, and also talked about the vital role employers have in helping their
employees to remain in sustained employment.

48.

We asked people to tell us what they thought about proposals to make
assessments for disabled people and people with health conditions more workfocused; what we should expect of people who will be able to prepare for a return
to work; what assistance they might need, and how employers can do more to
support employees back to work after a period of ill-health.

49.

We know from responses received that some disabled people and organisations
representing them are concerned that our proposals do not acknowledge the very
real difﬁculties some disabled people experience in managing their day-to-day
lives.

50.

For many people who are capable of preparing for work, this is the ﬁrst time they
will have been given the opportunity and support to do so. Advisers will be able to
tell them more about the help that is available to support them into work.
In the past, if your health was poor or you developed a disability, it meant that
you were unable to do your job and were likely be signed off sick and potentially
heading towards Incapacity beneﬁt. The capability assessment does signal a real
step-change in approach, and in that sense, is to be wholeheartedly welcomed.
(Shaw Trust)
continued
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Despite very positive elements, including the development of the Access to Work
programme, initiatives to tackle work related stress and an increase in supportive
employment schemes – I am deeply concerned that the Green Paper and its
proposals lack a real understanding of the needs of people with complex mental
and physical illnesses.
(Individual)
I have helped lots of people back to work who have been claiming Incapacity
Beneﬁt or Income Support for long periods of time...I work with a fantastic
group of people who are dedicated to helping people back to work.
(Jobcentre Plus employee)
51.

We expect the Employment and Support Allowance to be a temporary beneﬁt for
THE¬MAJORITY¬OF¬PEOPLE¬7ORK¬&OCUSED¬(EALTH¬2ELATED¬!SSESSMENTS¬7&(2! ¬WILL¬
be conducted at key points in the Employment and Support Allowance claim to
identify the type of work people in the Work Related Activity Group will be able to
do when they are able to return to employment.

52.

Many of those who responded were in favour of the Work Capability Assessment
and Work Focused Health Related Assessment being refocused, but stressed that
the assessments needed to take account of individual needs, particularly for those
with mental health and ﬂuctuating health conditions.
1UESTION¬¬$O¬YOU¬AGREE¬THAT¬THE¬7ORK¬#APABILITY¬!SSESSMENT¬7#! ¬AND¬
7ORK¬&OCUSED¬(EALTH¬2ELATED¬!SSESSMENT¬7&(2! ¬SHOULD¬BE¬REFOCUSED¬TO¬
increase work-related support?
We support the emphasis in the new Work Capacity Assessment towards what
individuals can do rather than what they cannot, although this will require
assessors to be fully competent to judge the impact of a mental disorder on an
individual’s capacity to work in both the short and long term.
(Mental Health Foundation)
We support the proposals to re-focus the WCA and the WFHRA on work-related
support. We agree that a large proportion of current IB claimants could work,
given the right help and assistance. We caution, however, that incentives for
individuals are important too, and that without the right incentives, individuals
may be unlikely to move off beneﬁts and into work.
(Association of British Insurers)
9ES ¬WORK¬RELATED¬SUPPORT¬SHOULD¬ENCOMPASS¬A¬WIDE¬RANGE¬OF¬PERSONALISED¬
support. Opportunities for conﬁdence building and skill building activities/
courses are essential for those who have not worked for some time. Also, once
people have taken the step back into suitable employment the personalised
support should continue for an appropriate period.
(Mental Health Aberdeen)
continued
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It may be that an individual is able to undertake a number of tasks on their own,
and other tasks with support. We therefore believe it is vital for the assessments
to include work-related support if this increases their opportunity to undertake
employment.
(Metropole Learning)
The medical test must also take account of a recipient’s mental state. This
includes treating conditions such as Aspergers Syndrome as learning disorders.
(Individual)
53.

We will expect people in the Employment and Support Allowance Work Related
Activity Group to undertake work-related activity so they are better prepared
for the time when they are ready to enter or return to work, and will offer them
personalised support.

54.

We asked people what expectations there should be of people in this group and
whether the activity they undertake should include job search.

How the Government is taking this forward
We will evaluate how effective the Work Capability Assessment is at identifying
the level of disability and health problems among claimants throughout next
year and will publish a report. We will also review how cases are handled once
entitlement has been determined. We will establish a maximum of two years
between medical assessments and look at how renewals are handled.

Question 15: What expectations should there be of people undertaking the
personalised support we will now be offering in the Work Related Activity
Group? Could this include job search?
Requirements placed on people receiving personalised support should be
directed towards them understanding the beneﬁts of work and having
sufﬁcient time with a skilled adviser to build a relationship of trust. Once this
is established, what is offered should be based on evidence of what works in
terms of supporting people into work.
(Sainsburys Centre for Mental Health)
Mind believes it is reasonable to expect individuals to participate in discussions
and make informed decisions about the sort of activity that they are able to
cope with and that they want to participate in...Mind is opposed to extending
these requirements to include job search. This blurs the distinction between the
beneﬁts of Jobseeker’s Allowance and Employment and Support Allowance and
may well force people into stressful and unsuccessful interviews for jobs that
they are not ready to take up.
(Mind)
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What is essential is that the individual has had the appropriate preparation and
support before being pushed down the work route. There needs to be ﬂexibility
in the process which is not time limited and ensures that the individual is ready.
Without this, there is a risk that an individual will be pushed into a job that
is unsuitable, or at too early a point. This will ultimately not lead to sustained
employment. We would also emphasise that people with a learning disability are
all individuals and with different talents and skills to offer an employer.
A ‘speciﬁc’ job search must not pigeon hole people with a learning disability into
certain job roles.
(Mencap)
Jobsearch is an essential skill empowering people to move back into work, but
it must be remembered that it comes in all shapes and sizes and what may be
useful for some people may be considered as unnecessary repetition for others.
Key is to tailor and personalise support to individual need and not take a “one
size ﬁts all” approach.
(A4E – Action for Employment)

How the Government is taking this forward
Building on Professor Gregg’s Progression to Work proposals, we will run eight
pathﬁnders, requiring the Employment and Support Allowance claimants to
undertake some work-related activity, to ensure that they engage with the
personalised support we offer. Customers will agree, together with a personal
adviser, what activity would be most appropriate for them. This could be
anything that helps the individual to move closer to the labour market, including
addressing barriers created by health conditions, developing new skills or ﬁnding
out about the local labour market. In some cases, where customers have severe
drugs or skills needs or do not take part in any effective work-related activity, we
may require them to do something speciﬁc to address their particular barrier to
work. Customers would never be required to apply for or take up speciﬁc jobs.

Increased support from Access to Work
55.

The Access to Work programme provides funding to help disabled people move
into and stay in employment. Access to Work can pay towards the equipment
someone might need at work; adapting premises to meet their needs, or a support
worker. It can also pay towards the cost of getting to work if a disabled person
cannot use pubic transport, or for a communicator at job interviews.

56.

The doubling of the Access to Work budget was welcomed by respondents,
typiﬁed by the response from the Scottish Government.
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The doubling of the budget is very much to be welcomed. We also welcome
the indication that the Department for Work and Pensions is seeking to be more
ﬂexible in the use of the fund. We would particularly want to ensure that Access
to Work is made as responsive and ﬂexible as possible for people with those
mental health conditions which are deﬁned as disabilities.
(Scottish Government)
57.

Some of those responding to the consultation, expressed concerns about the
impact of our reforms on those with ﬂuctuating health conditions, including
mental health conditions. We have said that, in doubling the Access to Work
budget, we are keen to explore how we can make Access to Work more
responsive to the needs of those with such conditions. Here are some examples of
what people said to us about this.

Question 16: How can we make Access to Work more responsive to the needs
of claimants with ﬂuctuating conditions – including mental health conditions?
Have consistency in the approval process across the country. Allowing
applications to be submitted before commencement of employment will help to
remove barriers earlier.
(Birmingham Economic Development Partnership)
...acknowledge the proven health beneﬁts of establishing a baseline and then
pacing against it, by considering symptoms at their best, worst and average over
a given time period...at this point, the person with M.E. should also lay out what
kind of workplace environment they need to sustain their health. This could
be the option to work from home, having a quiet space within the ofﬁce to
retreat to periodically, modiﬁed technology, or simply the knowledge that your
colleagues and manager are on your side, not against you.
(Action for ME)
It is important that people accessing the service do not feel stigmatised or
that they are making unreasonable requests, especially when at the time of
assessment they may appear well and not in need of signiﬁcant support.
(Arthritis Care)
Better promotion of Access to Work budgets among employers and made a
statutory right for all disabled people in employment.
(Beginnings)
58.

We also asked people to tell us what could be done to make Access to Work more
ﬂexible to help people meet the work-focused requirements set out in the Green
Paper. The Employer’s Forum on Disability said:
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...better understanding among individuals, intermediaries and employers of
the adjustments that Access to Work can fund is crucial. Where individuals are
required to undertake training, interviews or other work-related activity, it is
essential that adjustments and support are provided where needed. If they are
not provided, and adequately funded, then clearly the individual will be unable
to carry out their duties to the best of their ability.
(Employer’s Forum on Disability (EFD))
59.

Examples of what people said in response to the consultation question on this are
given below.

Question 17: What additional ﬂexibilities in the system or forms of support
would claimants with multiple and complex problems need to enable them to
meet the new work-focused requirements proposed in this Green Paper?
Access to Work could be provided in the form of ‘credits’, similar to an
INSURANCE¬APPROACH¬OR¬A¬@CALL¬OUT¬SERVICE¬LIKENED¬TO¬COMPUTER¬MAINTENANCE ¬
allowing people to draw on it when required e.g. by securing out-of-hours
support, mentoring, counselling or stress management. This could be achieved
via partial integration with individual budgets and would enable people with
ﬂuctuating conditions to beneﬁt.
(Disability Alliance)
Access to Work should support people with learning difﬁculties in employment.
(People First)
We would like to see sufﬁcient ﬂexibility in the funding rules so that if an
employer has several employees with similar access needs, it should be possible
to pool Access to Work funding, for example, to fund a support worker to
support a group of employees.
(Solstice Nurseries)
We believe that the case should be made for every disabled person to have a
right to Access to Work based upon a full assessment of their in-work needs.
This could occur as part of the Work Focused Health Related Assessment, or at
an early stage in discussion with a personal advisor.
(RNID)
Our principle concerns about the scheme have tended to be that it can be overbureaucratic; that it is not well enough publicised, and that it could be better
funded...much of the bureaucracy could be avoided by making the scheme
more portable and more focused on the individual.
(Leonard Cheshire Disability)
continued
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Access to Work could fund external support through specialised supported
employment teams to provide in work support to both claimant and employer,
therefore assisting the claimant to remain in work, taking lead in encouraging
open communication and possible solutions to individual barriers.
(Tameside Metropolitan Borough)

How the Government is taking this forward
We announced in October 2008 that we would be piloting ﬂexible Access to
Work for people with a ﬂuctuating mental health condition. The pilots are now
underway.

Engaging employers
60.

Welfare reform cannot be taken forward successfully without the active
involvement of employers. Apart from demonstrating good employment practices
in recruitment, it is vital that employers take positive steps to facilitate job
sustainability, particularly when their employees become temporarily unable to
work due to ill-health. People responding acknowledged this.

The Scottish Government agrees that many people would beneﬁt from
remaining in work as a means of facilitating their recovery from illness or injury.
(Scottish Government)
The Government should be more proactive on employer responsibilities –
whether through conditionality, support or incentives.
(Mind)
Some employers and employees do not always appreciate the beneﬁts that
employees will gain from initially returning to work on reduced hours of work or
modiﬁed duties. They may need help to identify working arrangements that will
enable these beneﬁts to be gained.
(Employer’s Engineering Federation)
61.

Medical practitioners also have a key role to play which is why we are working
WITH¬THEM¬ON¬A¬REFORM¬OF¬THE¬{SICK¬NOTE¬AS¬PROPOSED¬BY¬$AME¬#AROL¬"LACK¬IN¬HER¬
Review of the health of Britain’s working-age population, Working for a healthier
tomorrow, which was published on 17 March. We published our response,
Improving health and work: changing lives, on 25 November and will now change
THE¬PAPER¬BASED¬{SICK¬NOTE¬TO¬AN¬ELECTRONIC¬{lT¬NOTE¬TO¬HELP¬FOCUS¬ON¬WHAT¬PEOPLE¬
can do rather than what they cannot.
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We are very pleased that the Government is now planning to take forward its
proposed reforms to the medical certiﬁcate system so that, in the future, this
will focus on the work that individuals can undertake and encourage their quick
return to work.
(Engineering Employer’s Federation)
We need to work more closely with GP bodies to make them aware of what is
available to encourage them to move away form issuing a sick note…GPs say
they have little time to this but an experienced Access to Work Adviser working
with the patient, allowing more time in partnership with the surgery, would give
that time.
(Access to Work Adviser, Jobcentre Plus)
Overall we think this is a positive paper and sets the scene to raise the proﬁle
of the work done by those in vocational rehabilitation, including occupational
physicians and interested GPs. In particular, we welcome the proposed approach
TO¬REWARD¬INNOVATION¬AND¬JOINT¬WORKING¬AT¬A¬LOCAL¬LEVEL¬IN¬THE¬{lT¬FOR¬WORK¬PILOTS¬
(British Medical Association)
62.

A prompt return to work when a person is well enough, can prevent them
becoming another long-term beneﬁt claimant. We asked people for their views on
the key components of an action plan between employers and their employees to
make a quicker return to work a more viable option.

Question 18: What are the key features of an action planning approach
that would best support employees and employers to take the steps for the
employee to make a swifter return to work?
...should be drawn up as soon as possible once the employee is well enough
to engage in the planning process. it is usually helpful if the employer
maintains supportive contact with the worker or his/her family (without being
INAPPROPRIATELY¬INTERFERING ¬
(Faculty of Occupational Medicine)
We would like to see the availability of ‘Disability Leave’ so that employees with
long term illnesses or disabilities are able to attend appointments for essential
services and assessments e.g. for wheelchair assessments or cancer treatments.
Key features for action planning should include: agreed clear goals with time
scales...a ﬂexible, ‘open door’ policy to support people at times of crisis...regular
reviews with agreed dates.
(College of Occupational Therapists)
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There is a need to actively engage employers, both to highlight the beneﬁts of
supporting their employees with a long-term condition to remain in work and to
remind them of their duties under the Disability Discrimination Act. It is equally
essential that employees and employers are able to access information about the
support that might be available, including examples of best practice.
(Parkinson’s Disease Society)

Ending child poverty
63.

Growing up in poverty limits children’s life chances. We think that more needs to
be done to enable all children to have the same opportunities to progress in life,
which is why the Government have committed to enshrining the child poverty
target in legislation. In response, the Child Poverty Action Group said:

The Prime Minister’s commitment to enshrine the 2020 target into legislation is
an excellent step forward, sending a strong signal and lead that child poverty
is unacceptable and that all have a role in tackling it. The Child Poverty Action
Group believes that correctly constructed such a legal move will help to
strengthen and to orientate moves across government towards the 2020 goal.

Encouraging parents to take more responsibility
64.

We believe that more needs to be done to encourage individuals and families to
take responsibility for providing for their families to ensure their children are given
the best start in life.

65.

In Chapter 4 of the Green Paper, Ending Child Poverty, we set out measures to
further promote parental responsibility. These included a full child maintenance
disregard in all out-of-work beneﬁts, to enable children to fully beneﬁt from all
the maintenance that is paid for them, and providing the Child Maintenance and
Enforcement Commission with strengthened enforcement powers.

66.

We also said that we will introduce legislation to require unmarried parents to
jointly register the birth of their children to encourage more parents to recognise
their parental responsibilities from the outset.

67.

Although speciﬁc consultation questions were not posed on these, most of those
who responded on full child maintenance disregard were very supportive of
this measure, including some of those who contributed to the Netmums Forum
discussion on it.
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Full Child Maintenance disregard
{)¬THINK¬THIS¬IS¬A¬FANTASTIC¬PROPOSAL
{)¬THINK¬THE¬WHOLE¬MAINTENANCE¬ISSUE¬NEEDS¬TO¬BE¬LOOKED¬AT¬&IRSTLY ¬)¬THINK¬IT¬
tars all absent fathers with the same brush, that they are all a waste of space
who walked out on their children, which is simply not true in many cases. Also,
I think they need to evaluate the whole situation regarding earnings, take into
account BOTH parents situation.’
(Individuals on Netmums Forum)
The Child Poverty Action Group fully supports the full disregard of child
maintenance.
(Child Poverty Action Group)
We welcome the plans to enable parents on means-tested beneﬁts to
keep all of their child maintenance payments. This measure also provides
some simpliﬁcation following the earlier announcement to disregard child
maintenance in housing and council tax beneﬁt calculations.
(Citizens Advice)
The Law Centre thoroughly welcomes the Green Paper’s proposals to fully
disregard maintenance earnings and believes that this will have positive
implications for the government’s endeavours to eradicate child poverty by
2020.
(Law Centre NI)

How the Government is taking this forward
We can conﬁrm that a full child maintenance disregard will be introduced in
all income-related beneﬁts from April 2010. We are also bringing forward
legislation to enable the new Child Maintenance and Enforcement Commission,
without ﬁrst seeking a court order, to disqualify a non resident parent from
HOLDING¬OR¬OBTAINING¬TRAVEL¬DOCUMENTS¬SUCH¬AS¬PASSPORTS ¬WHERE¬THEY¬WILFULLY¬
refuse to maintain their children, and to extend the time-bar on prosecutions for
failure to provide information from six to twelve months.
68.

Parents on the Netmums forum also discussed Joint Birth Registration and their
comments included:
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Joint Birth Registration
{WHOLEHEARTEDLY¬AGREE¬WITH¬THE¬REGISTERING¬OF¬FATHERS¬)N¬FACT¬FATHERS¬SHOULD¬BE¬
involved all the way through from birth.’
{)¬DO¬THINK¬THAT¬BOTH¬PARENTS¬SHOULD¬BE¬NAMED¬ON¬THE¬BIRTH¬CERTIlCATE¬FOR¬AS¬
much as the child to know the fathers name if nothing else. However, this does
open up a whole new debate...- gay partnerships how does this affect them?’
{4HE¬REGISTERING¬OF¬THE¬BIRTH¬IS¬lNE ¬)¬THINK¬IT¬IS¬RIGHT¬THAT¬BOTH¬PARENTS¬ARE¬ON¬THE¬
birth certiﬁcate and I think it’s right that both parents get PR, until the point that
one parent walks out of the child’s life.’
It sounds as though it might be a good idea to re-think the link between the
birth certiﬁcate and parental responsibility/other obligations. After all, we want
to give every child the maximum opportunity to have the right parents listed, for
their own sense of identity and wellbeing.
While I think the idea of resident parents being able to keep all of their
maintenance payments the idea of forcing unmarried parents to register the
birth of their child is not such a good idea – at least until there is a change in the
system regarding parental responsibility.

How the Government is taking this forward
In June 2008 we announced our intention to promote child welfare and parental
responsibility by requiring unmarried parents to jointly register the birth of
their children. By jointly registering, unmarried fathers will acquire parental
responsibility and have the opportunity to fulﬁl their role as parents.

A more active regime for partners of beneﬁt recipients
69.

In Chapter 4 of the Green Paper, we also explained our plans for helping the
partners of beneﬁt recipients into work. Introducing increased conditionality for
the partners of beneﬁt claimants met with a mixed response. The proposals apply
to partners who are capable of work, and for those without children, and those
with children aged seven or under. This would bring the beneﬁt conditions broadly
in line with those for lone parents.
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We welcome support and encouragement for partners to enter paid
employment however have reservations about the appropriateness of JSA
conditionality being imposed upon partners. If this conditionality is to be
introduced then steps will need to be taken to assure both that it is imposed in
a culturally sensitive manner and also that such a new regime does not result in
tension between partners, resulting in the breakdown of relationships and the
risk of the exposure of more children to poverty.
(Social Security Advisory Committee)
It should also be remembered that child poverty rates are disproportionately
high among families of Pakistani/Bangladeshi origin and it will be important to
CHECK¬THAT¬THE¬PROPOSALS¬AND¬ASSOCIATED¬SANCTIONS ¬DO¬NOT¬HAVE¬THE¬UNINTENDED¬
consequence of increasing child poverty within this vulnerable group.
(Ethnic Minority Advisory Group)
70.

Here are some examples of what people said in response to the consultation
question on this measure.

Question 20: What approaches might be suitable to assist partners of beneﬁt
claimant who can work into employment?
Perhaps paying a ﬂat rate of beneﬁt to each individual and insisting that they
each satisfy the conditions. Presently the restrictions on hours of work and
earnings disregard for JSA/Income Support are restrictive and discourage a
partner to work.
(Jobcentre Plus employee)
{4HE¬'OVERNMENT¬COULD¬GO¬FURTHER¬AND¬OFFER¬SUPPORT¬TO¬THOSE¬FAMILIES¬WHO¬ARE¬
not claiming out of work beneﬁts but are “working poor”. By offering support
and job opportunities to these potential second earners it would assist in lifting
more families out of poverty...potential second earners need to be reached and
encouraged to ﬁnd employment.’
(Women Like Us)
One member of a partnership where there are children should be encouraged
to work as an aid to eradicate child poverty, as both have the responsibility.
Similarly, those without children, should also be encouraged to work where
possible. If possible both partners should be interviewed together and a joint
decision taken. If both are out of work and both are capable of work, both
should look for work once the youngest child has reached the age of seven.
(National Council of Women of Great Britain)
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How the Government is taking this forward
The White Paper conﬁrms that where at least one member of the couple
is capable of work, income-related support will be available via Jobseeker’s
Allowance only. Couples where both partners are capable of work will be
required to make a joint-claim for Jobseeker’s Allowance and both will need to
be available for and actively seeking work as a condition of receiving Jobseeker’s
Allowance. We aim to use the Progression to Work pilots described earlier in this
Appendix to test new ways of supporting parents with younger children into
work. Where only one member of the couple is capable of working, the claim
will not be a joint claim. We will put in place exemptions to protect couples,
for example where a partner can not work because of ill-health or caring
responsibilities, or those with children aged under seven.

Delivering choice and control for disabled people
71.

In Chapter 5 of the Green Paper, Delivering choice and control for disabled people,
we made it clear that despite the fact that much has been achieved to deliver
equality for disabled people, more needs to be done to ensure they have more
choice and control over their lives.

72.

Giving disabled people a say in how resources are spent on them is one way to
increase the choice and control they have. We asked people for their views on the
steps we should take to enable disabled people to access an Individual Budget if
they want one.

73.

The majority of those who responded on this were very supportive of giving
disabled people the choice about whether they wish to manage this budget
themselves.
DEAC unreservedly supports the principles behind Individualised Budgets ….
DEAC views the use of individualised budgets as an opportunity to open up paid
employment for people with ﬂuctuating health conditions, including mental
health conditions. For instance, an individualised budget could be used, in some
limited instances, with the agreement of the employer, to pay for a temp when
the person is off work due to their ﬂuctuating condition.
(Disability Employment Advisory Committee (DEAC))
We are supportive of the principle of additional control and choice of services
for those with disabilities. This is being taken forward in Scotland through our
policy area of “self-directed support” which refers to the process of giving
individuals the ability to control their own budget for social care.
(Scottish Government)
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Here are some of the things people said in response to the consultation question
on Individual Budgets.

Question 21: What are the next steps in enabling disabled people reliably and
easily to access an individual budget if they want one? Should they include
legislation to give people a right to ask for a budget or will the other levers the
Government has got prove sufﬁcient? What are the safeguards that should be
built in? How can this be done?
Individual Budgets can play a key role in helping disabled people enter
employment. This can be achieved by allowing individuals to purchase training
and/or employment support from a provider of their choice. Allowing people to
use their Individual Budget to access volunteering opportunities, or employment
advocacy services such as ours will also be beneﬁcial.
(Breakthrough UK Limited)
The Cystic Fibrosis Trust welcomes the extension of the Direct Payments scheme
and encourages the more ﬂexible approach of Direct Payments, where money
does not have to be spent only on tangible ‘kit’, but also on variable support
for people with ﬂuctuating health conditions...It is therefore essential that the
process is simpliﬁed and that support is offered as this scheme is extended so
that the beneﬁt is claimed, rather than being ignored due to its complexity.
(Cystic Fibrosis Trust)
Should be made as simple and easy as possible...should be based on
self-assessment and person-centred approaches.
(Individual)
Within the choice and control agenda, the key to success will be the provision of
accessible and accurate information about providers and their abilities to meet
the speciﬁc needs of individuals...this will have to based on strong evidence,
and, for deaf clients, data that prove the adequacy and success of the services
available to them.
(RNID)
The majority of disabled people attending Equality 2025 events believe that
there is a need for legislation. This belief is based on the history of inconsistent
LOCAL¬GOVERNMENT¬PROMOTION¬AND¬THEREFORE¬TAKE UP ¬OF¬$IRECT¬0AYMENTS
(Equality 2025)
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How the Government is taking this forward
Our intention is to deliver on this commitment by introducing the right to
control with a number of trailblazing public authorities. Evaluation of this initial
phase will be used to inform decisions about wider roll-out. We will work closely
with disabled people and other stakeholders to ensure that our plans combine
increased choice and control with ongoing improvement to public services.

Simplifying and streamlining the beneﬁt system
75.

In Chapter 6 of the Green Paper, Simplifying and streamlining the beneﬁt system,
we explained why we think the beneﬁt system needs to be simpliﬁed. Streamlining
the system will make it easier for people to negotiate their way through what is
currently a complex system, and make it easier for staff to administer.

76.

Although many of those who responded to the consultation were in favour of a
system that is easier to negotiate and has greater clarity, some were concerned
about the impact of change, or recommended ﬂexibility within a simpler system.
...wholeheartedly support the notion of beneﬁt simpliﬁcation. BASE is persuaded
by the case for a single beneﬁt with additional payments with those who have
a disability, whether in work or not, as long as people are no worse off in real
terms.
(British Association of Supported Employment (BASE))

77.

Here are some examples of what people said in response to one of the
consultation questions on beneﬁt simpliﬁcation.
Question 22: Is a system based on a single overarching beneﬁt the right
long-term aspiration? How could a simpler system be structured so as to
meet varying needs and responsibilities?
Working towards abolition of Income Support may be a good thing in the long
run, but the right approach needs to be taken. Many long-term Income Support
customers will only hear “Income Support is going” and become fearful their
beneﬁt will stop.
(Jobcentre Plus employee)
We accept that the present beneﬁt system is too complex and that there is
a need to reorganise and streamline to enable people who need to access
it in times of worklessness, ill health or disability...we would have included
recognition of the need to improve take-up of many beneﬁts and how the
proposals will seek to help ensure that individuals are enabled to access ﬁnancial
support when they are entitled to it.
(Children in Wales and End Child Poverty Network Cymru)
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This is certainly a long-term goal that ﬁnds widespread support. Unfortunately,
implementation is proving to be very difﬁcult...simpler methods of updating the
beneﬁts system could be achieved via a review of the current earnings disregard
for means-tested beneﬁts.
(Lancashire County Council)
We believe that moves to simplify the beneﬁt system and make it easier to
understand for claimants are to be welcomed. There must however, be sufﬁcient
support for those for whom work is not a short term possibility and the system
should incorporate top up payments for those with conditions which incur extra
costs.
(Crisis)

How the Government is taking this forward
We believe a simpler beneﬁt system can enable more personalisation to better
meet the needs of individual customers. We will continue to explore models to
reform the beneﬁts system, including further work looking at a single incomereplacement between for people of working age.

Carers on Income Support
78.

Abolishing Income Support would be a signiﬁcant step towards beneﬁt
simpliﬁcation. Taking this step would mean moving lone parents with younger
children and carers onto a modiﬁed JSA.

79.

Carers, and groups representing them, registered considerable and strong concerns
about this. While some welcomed the opportunity for carers to access employment
or training support should they want it, others saw the move as an indication that
they would be expected to combine their caring responsibilities with job search.

We also welcome the proposal to create a ‘beneﬁt system that cannot only
adapt to the speciﬁc needs of carers, but also helps prepare them for their
future’...we therefore agree that a modiﬁed system of Jobseeker’s Allowance,
that would not require them to undertake work-focused activity to keep their
beneﬁt, but would mean support is available when they are ready, would work
for carers.
(Every Disabled Child Matters)
We reject the proposal to require carers currently claiming Income Support to
claim Jobseeker’s Allowance. Even though this would be a modiﬁed version of
Jobseeker’s Allowance without conditionality, the name is insulting to carers and
it does not provide recognition of carers’ contribution to society.
(Carers UK)
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In their report, Valuing and Supporting Carers, published on the 29 August 2008,
the Work and Pensions Select Committee said:

Carers need more specialist return to work support. In order to deliver that,
Jobcentre Plus needed better trained staff and specialist return to work
programmes. We welcome the Government’s commitment to training for
Jobcentre Plus staff and care partnership managers in every Jobcentre Plus
district.
81.

Here are some examples of what people said in response to the consultation
question on moving carers onto Jobseeker’s Allowance.

Question 23: Would moving carers currently on Income Support onto
Jobseeker’s Allowance be a suitable way of helping them to access the support
available to help combine caring with paid work or preparing for paid work?
We agree that carers should be offered work-related support. However, we do
not believe it is appropriate to expect carers to claim a beneﬁt called Jobseeker’s
Allowance. The Carers Strategy states that a key principle to guide beneﬁt
should be recognising the contribution that carers make. Categorising carers as
‘jobseekers’ is contrary to that principle.
(Age Concern)
If carers are not required to look for work or be available to start work
immediately, it is misleading and insulting for them to be receiving a beneﬁt
called Jobseeker’s Allowance. It does not recognise that they are already doing a
job which is valued by society.
(Carers UK)
For many caring is full-time work, including a great deal of overtime. The PM has
expressed his admiration for this ‘amazing’ work. Putting carers on Jobseeker’s
Allowance would be an insult.
(Carer Watch)
Whilst simpliﬁcation is needed, and the complexity of the current system is a
barrier to carers accessing ﬁnancial support, this must be balanced with the
need to recognise carers’ unique circumstances and contribution to society.
We do not believe that carers can be properly supported in a single beneﬁt for
all working age people.
(Carers NI)
(continued)
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Carers deserve recognition for their hard work – by moving them onto
Jobseeker’s Allowance it infers that the work carers do isn’t ‘proper work’ –
how can carers who care 24/7 combine caring with paid work, who will look
after their caree – paid care-workers who cost far more per hour than the
pittance carers get.
(Carer)

How the Government is taking this forward
Responding to concerns raised during the consultation we will not move carers
from Income Support until we have a clear and detailed plan setting out how
we will make changes to carers’ beneﬁts. We will, of course, discuss these plans
with stakeholders as our work on streamlining the beneﬁts system progresses

Smoothing the transition to the Employment and Support Allowance
82.

The Employment and Support Allowance was introduced in October 2008. People
currently claiming Incapacity Beneﬁt will gradually be moved over to the new
beneﬁt, which has different structures of rates and allowances. There was concern
that during this process, customers will face a beneﬁt loss in real terms.

Of concern is the proposal that incapacity beneﬁts will in future be uprated
ANNUALLY¬THROUGH¬THE¬2/33)¬INDEX¬AND¬NOT¬2ETAIL¬0RICES¬)NDEX¬20) ¬2/33)¬
excludes housing costs, rent and council tax on the grounds that these costs
are usually met by the State. It will therefore mean lower levels of uprating and
potential loss of income for all IB/ESA claimants. Whilst ROSSI is currently higher
than RPI this is likely to be a temporary situation, and we therefore do not
support this proposal.
(RNIB)
The proposals under Smoothing the transition to the Employment and Support
Allowance means cuts to the real value of National Insurance beneﬁts – we
assume that bringing beneﬁts into line means under-inﬂating various elements.
The proposal will simply make disabled people and their families worse off and
have a negative effect on child poverty.
(Child Poverty Action Group)
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How the Government is taking this forward
We are proposing a modiﬁcation to proposals in the Green Paper so that,
although we still move to align Incapacity Beneﬁt and the Employment and
Support Allowance over time, no Incapacity Beneﬁt claimant will see their
beneﬁt frozen in 2009.

Reforming the contribution conditions
83.

In the Green Paper, we said that want to strengthen the link between claiming
contributory beneﬁts and periods of recent work. At the moment it is possible,
for example, to qualify for a lifetime of contributory Employment and Support
Allowance or Jobseeker’s Allowance after as little as 12 weeks’ work at the
national minimum wage, or three weeks as a higher-rate taxpayer. We do not
believe that this is fair and we said in the Green Paper that we intended to reform
the rules.
How the Government is taking this forward
This White Paper conﬁrms our intention to take the proposals in the Green
Paper forward. From 2010, new Employment and Support Allowance and
Jobseeker’s Allowance claimants will only qualify for contributory Employment
and Support Allowance or Jobseeker’s Allowance if they have paid
contributions for a minimum of 26 weeks. Payment of these contributions
will need to have taken place in the last two tax years , rather than in the last
three, as is currently the case. These two new conditions will be the same as
those for Jobseeker’s Allowance.

Wider reform of the beneﬁts system
84

As part of the move toward beneﬁt simpliﬁcation, we are also considering whether
other beneﬁts need to be revised and updated so they are better equipped to meet
the needs of those claiming them.

Bereavement Beneﬁt and Industrial Injuries Disablement Beneﬁt
85.

We asked people for their views on the best way to deliver beneﬁts for those who
suffer bereavement, and also those who are injured, or contract a disease as a
result of their work.

86.

We invited people’s views on how these beneﬁts could be reformed to better meet
the needs of people in a modern welfare state.
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Question 24: How might we reform Bereavement Beneﬁt and Industrial Injuries
Disablement Beneﬁt to provide better support to help people adjust to their new
circumstances while maintaining the work focus of the modern welfare state?
Bereavement Beneﬁt
Long term bereavement beneﬁts, such as widowed parent’s allowance, may be
time limited to ensure that the families beneﬁt from the work support services,
or they could be given access to those services on a voluntary basis or – after a
suitable period of perhaps two years – on a mandatory basis. However this is
addressed, it should be recognised that reaction to bereavement takes varied
forms and these need to be addressed in the personalised support offered to
these families.
(Islington Primary Care Trust)
Examine it in detail and provide a one-off lump sum to a bereaved and
ﬁnancially dependent person, possibly with a smaller sum to one who is
ﬁnancially independent.
(National Council of Women of Great Britain)
Industrial Injuries Disablement Beneﬁt
For those with non-life threatening but progressive illness, and those with
low assessed disability who are potentially eligible for beneﬁt by aggregation,
THE¬OPTION¬SHOULD¬EXIST¬TO¬CLAIM¬A¬WORSENING¬OF¬CIRCUMSTANCES¬AS¬NOW ¬BUT¬
thought should be given to using the lump sum payment creatively, through
a new Retraining Allowance, to encourage and assist a change of vocation
in circumstances where continuing occupational exposure causes health
deterioration.
(Industrial Injuries Advisory Council)
We suggest that these beneﬁts remain as they are but give individual claimants
the option to participate in work related activity and programmes on a voluntary
basis.
(Welsh Assembly Government)
The best way to reform Industrial Injuries Disablement Beneﬁt for asbestos
victims to help them to adjust top their changed circumstances is to stop
TREATING¬)NDUSTRIAL¬)NJURIES¬$ISABLEMENT¬"ENElT¬AS¬A¬{BENElT¬AND¬TO¬TREAT¬IT¬
properly as compensation so that recipients do not lose their means tested
beneﬁts pound for pound...
(Asbestos Victims Support Groups Forum – UK)
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Question 25: Are lump sum payments a good way of meeting people’s needs?
Do they give people more choice and control? Could we make more use of
them?
There are arguments in favour of delivering state compensation by way of lump
sum rather than regular weekly payments...a full and ﬁnal lump-sum payment
has the added advantage of clarity of purpose, being ﬁtted to a situation of
state-funded no-fault compensation.
(Industrial Injuries Advisory Council)
Macmillan believes that widowed parents face a genuine loss in income
with which to support their family that is not linked to the employment status
of the surviving partner and that a one-off payment is unlikely to compensate
for this loss.
(Macmillan Cancer Support)
There is a need for a system that appears simpler, clearer and less unjust to
people; has fewer negative outcomes for people as a result of interactions with
tax credits; and has more transparent and easier access for people coping with
grief and shock.
(University of York)

How the Government is taking this forward
We will continue to look at options to replace Bereavement Beneﬁts with
lump sum payments to offer help when it is needed most. We will publish the
proposals and an impact assessment for consultation in due course.
(Bereavement Beneﬁt)
We believe that there remains a strong case for continuing to provide particular
support for people whose disability arises from work and we think the current
Industrial Injuries Disablement scheme is the best way to do this.
(Industrial Injuries Disablement Beneﬁt)

Reform of the Social Fund
87.

In the Green Paper, we said we were interested in the scope for the Budgeting
Loan Scheme to provide more effective help to allow more people to overcome
ﬁnancial exclusion and return to work. This was welcomed by respondents.
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We welcome the commitment to create an enhanced budgeting loan scheme…
we believe the Government should push forward with its aspirations in this area.
A renewed and improved budgeting loans scheme, extending the availability
and size of loans and linking recipients to a wider ﬁnancial inclusion agenda
would be of huge help to low income families.
(Save the Children)
We would like to see the DWP instigate an open debate about reform of
the social fund, which enables the fund to become a more positive source of
assistance for people on low incomes. The debate should include whether and
how the social fund, particularly the loan scheme elements, could be delivered
in a different way to people in need of more affordable borrowing, for example
could funds be distributed, and repayments collected via ﬁnancial institutions or
third sector lenders.
(Citizens Advice)

How the Government is taking this forward
We have begun a programme of discussion on the future of the Social Fund
with proposals for a new approach which centres on plans to work with the
voluntary sector to make our service even better and promote greater ﬁnancial
inclusion for its customers which will provide better ﬁnancial advice and support
in difﬁcult economic times.

Empowerment and devolution – a new way of delivering our services
88.

In Chapter 7 of the Green Paper, Empowerment and devolution – a new way
of delivering our services, we said that we want to go further in devolving more
power to individual customers, local partnerships and providers.

89.

While providers were broadly supportive of Devolution and Right to Bid proposals,
there was a mixed response on the general principle of further contracting out of
services. Some respondents were in favour of the greater choice this would give
unemployed people; others felt that such services were best delivered by Jobcentre
Plus, and were concerned that smaller providers would be priced out of the market
OF¬THAT¬LARGER¬PROVIDERS¬WOULD¬{CHERRY¬PICK¬GOOD¬IDEAS¬FROM¬THEM
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We welcome the proposals to devolve more power, and increase ﬂexibility at the
local and sub-regional level to meet speciﬁc needs. Too often local can mean
regional, and for a city the size of Birmingham, even sub-regional can be too far
removed in providing an appropriate response to issues in local neighbourhoods.
(Birmingham Economic Development Partnership)
We do not accept that private/voluntary sector involvement needs to be
expanded...the Trades Union Congress believes that the public sector has
strengths that are often not recognised.
(Trades Union Congress)
Remploy strongly supports the contracting out of service provision for
unemployed job seekers and welcomes a move towards an outcome based
payment system.
(Remploy)
Jobcentre Plus is the only organisation with the nationwide capacity to provide
this service on a universal and equitable basis. Jobcentre Plus has thousands
of dedicated, experienced and highly skilled advisers who are best placed to
provide this service. We do not want this service to be replaced with an untried
and untested private sector.
(Public and Commercial Services Union)
We welcome the Government’s commitment to harness the innovation of the
private and voluntary sectors – and the positioning of this commitment as a key
component of strengthening personalised support.
(Tomorrow’s People)
¬

7E¬WANT¬TO¬ENCOURAGE¬INNOVATIVE¬IDEAS¬FOR¬DELIVERING¬SERVICES¬AND¬WILL¬PUT¬A¬{2IGHT¬
to Bid’ in place. We said that if providers can think of ways to improve services to
help more people back to work, we wanted to hear about them. We asked people
for their views on implementing this.
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Question 26: What information would providers need to make the Right to Bid
effective? How would the evaluation process need to work to give providers
conﬁdence that their ideas would be evaluated fairly and effectively? How do we
get the balance right between rewarding those who come up with new ideas
and the obligation to tender for projects?
...would like to see reforms to the current commissioning and procurement
process including publication of funding available across all Government
departments and agencies for speciﬁc themes and/or client groups e.g.
employment or skill development; clear guidance on local area requirements to
be published with tender documents to enable new providers to compete on
an equal basis with existing provider whom may be under performing; service
commissioning should be more joined up.
(Shaw Trust)
We strongly welcome the right to bid proposals in the Green Paper...third
sector organisations who do not think of themselves as primarily focused on
supporting people into employment could have much potential to bring to the
department’s work.
(Association of Chief Executives of Voluntary Organisations (ACEVO) )
A key criteria for Right to Bid funding must be the ability to evaluate and
disseminate ﬁndings...thus ensuring small, local projects have the opportunity to
have a longer-term, wider impact, possibly of a national nature.
(Enham)
We suggest the introduction of an ‘Employability Innovation Fund’ which would
allow for investment and the testing off higher risk innovative projects and
schemes. Such a fund should be locally administered, taking into consideration
local employability strategies and agreements, be based on identiﬁed need and
solely focused on encouraging innovation and trying new approaches.
(VONNE)
...there is a need for providers to be marked on how much they are working
directly with employers e.g. through Local Employment Partnerships.
(Centre for Cities)
This could potentially provide opportunities for smaller organisations or those
with a niche interest to get funding for a very speciﬁc project. However, more
information would need to be available about the outcomes expected and the
FUNDING¬MECHANISM¬EG¬UP¬FRONT¬FUNDING¬OR¬BY¬RESULTS
(Leeds City Council)
91.

In the Green Paper, we said that Jobcentre Plus is recognised as one of the best
back-to-work agencies in the world. We also said we believe that services for
unemployed and disadvantaged customers are enhanced through delivery by a
range of providers.
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We are very encouraged by the model of three tier devolution set out in the paper.
It allows all sub-regional and local partners to contribute to commissioning and
for the most developed partnerships to take the decisions in their areas. We also
welcome the right to bid, which local partners could use to promote innovation
and improvement to the employment and skills services in their areas.
(Local Government Association)
Specialist disability services may be affected if large-scale providers do not work
alongside local specialist services.
(National Delivery Group Scotland)

Question 27: What would the processes around contributing to commissioning
and performance management look like in a range of different partnership
areas? How might they best be managed to achieve the desired outcomes?
...we would argue that there is the need for a contractual obligation to be
included in future contracts to ensure that the Prime Contractor sub contracts
work to local delivery organisations. We believe that the whole principle of
Prime Contracting should be evaluated and questioned against both value for
money and deﬁned impacts.
(Gateshead Council)
Work with Local Strategies Partnerships that receive Working Neighbourhood
&UNDING¬n¬AND¬#ITY¬3TRATEGY¬0ATHlNDERS¬WITH¬MAJOR¬ETHNIC¬MINORITY¬POPULATIONS ¬
– to consider how they can support and deliver improved outcomes for ethnic
minorities.
(London Borough of Southwark)
We would expect that such commissioning strategies would be more outcome
focused, better informed by the needs of diverse communities and result in
clear employment pathways that incorporate health, social services, voluntary
sector employment projects, education, and employment services in delivering
improved local employment outcomes.
(Islington Council and Islington PCT)
...would want clauses in contracts that meant joint working became standard
practice.
(West London Working)
A4E believes that simplicity lies at the heart of effective commissioning.
However, this simplicity needs to extend beyond the conceptual level into how
different models of partnership operate in practice. City Strategy Pathﬁnders are
a prime example of where a simple and elegant concept – uniform employability
objectives to meet the speciﬁc needs of a discrete geographical area – has been
undermined by a complex executive framework.
(A4E)
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We want to test out the feasibility of rewarding providers for the beneﬁt savings
made as a result of them helping more unemployed people into work, particularly
those with the most employment barriers.

We advocate contracting with payments by results from beneﬁts savings;
we would also like to see more funds directed at the jobseeker for providers to
remove barriers that have a ﬁnancial remedy. Addressing complex, multiple and
transitional barriers inherent of a chaotic lifestyle and in those furthest from the
labour market is expensive. We must not compromise on the support given if
we want to sustain progress. By allowing this ﬂexibility we would expect to see
outcomes increased. We therefore look forward to the results of the DEL/AME
pilots.
(Angus Knight UK)
Any funding mechanism that relies on outcome related funding risks having
those people with complex needs being ‘parked’, with those customers who are
‘easiest’ to assist being given most support.
(Disability Employment Advisory Council)
93.

We asked a consultation question around this proposal and examples of people’s
responses are given below.

Question 28: How could a link be made to the radical proposals for the pilots set
out in Chapter 3 which seek to reward providers for outcomes out of the beneﬁt
savings they achieve?
The simplest way to link programme provision to this system is clearly through
viable funding derived using realistic performance measures...It will be important
that the three DEL/AME pilot areas are used as intended to incentivise providers
to better performance using beneﬁt savings, and not merely to ﬁnd ways to ﬁnd
the balance of funding to properly fund FND to the levels it should be in the ﬁrst
place.
(Association of Learning Providers)
...the ﬁnancial return to providers should be capped and beneﬁt savings above
this level should be reinvested into the area. Evaluation of the pilots should
be ongoing to allow a phased implementation during the 3-year pilot period.
Additionally this will require local reporting of DWP contracts.
(Wirral Economic Development and Skills)
Where local partnerships have demonstrated maturity and an ability to focus
public sector delivery on worklessness, they should be allowed to co-design the
pathﬁnder proposals in their areas.
(Glasgow Works)
continued
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If this system was underpinned with a commitment to meet the full costs of
delivering a service then it could be an effective way to demonstrate both the
ﬁnancial and social beneﬁts of effective service delivery. But if beneﬁt savings
were to be the sole source of funding for the delivery of this service it would
inevitably create a hand-to-mouth funding regime that would not lead to
long-term solutions.
(Future Builders)

How the Government is taking this forward
We will begin testing and exploring using the beneﬁt savings achieved from
supporting claimants back into work to reward providers in the private and
voluntary sector. By offering the prospect of greater returns, these new, primarily
outcome-based contracts, may encourage private and voluntary sector providers
to invest more of their own capital and be more innovative in the way they
deliver their support.
We will also:
s¬ TRIAL¬A¬SINGLE¬EMPLOYMENT¬PROGRAMME¬FOR¬PEOPLE¬ON¬%MPLOYMENT¬AND¬
Support Allowance and Jobseeker’s Allowance;
s¬ SUPPORT¬INNOVATION¬THROUGH¬2IGHT¬TO¬"ID
s¬ DEVOLVE¬TO¬LOCAL¬LEVEL¬BY¬COMBINING¬OR¬ALIGNING¬FUNDING¬
94.

Finally, we asked a question on the effectiveness of the evaluation and monitoring
systems for City Strategies.

Question 29: How effective are current monitoring and evaluation arrangements
for City Strategies?
The current monitoring and evaluation arrangements for City Strategies have
a number of areas for improvement. Both the deﬁnition and measurement for
deprived areas should be reconsidered and brought in-line with the national
indicator set for Local Area Agreements. This would require a change to both
the spatial focus, which is currently pre-determined by DWP and based on ‘old’
ward boundaries and also the beneﬁts used to measure worklessness.
(Wirral Economic Development and Skills)
continued
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Emphasis must be on ensuring the delivery of services which are complementary
to current mainstream provision. The focus should be on enhancing local
services, not duplicating them, by identifying and ﬁlling gaps in delivery….
success will depend on the level of buy-in achieved at all levels from the holders
of other funding streams. This will require ensuring that the objectives and
methodological approaches are aligned.
(Work Directions)
One weakness of the monitoring system is the fact that City Strategy
Partnerships have to do a lot of networking and communication to keep DWP
and other departments up-to-date even though time is spent on monitoring
returns. It would be ideal if the returns were utilised as informing documents in
a more structured way and utilised to share best practice and lessons learnt and
to inform policy.
(West London Working)

Next Steps
95.

We are very grateful for the time and effort people have invested in giving us
feedback on our Green Paper proposals. We will introduce a Bill in the current
Parliamentary session to take forward our welfare reform measures. We will
continue working closely with key stakeholders and key partners in the further
development of our policies to help people improve their skills and move into
sustained employment.
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Organisations responding to the Green Paper
consultation
A4E – Action for Employment

Association of Learning Providers

ACT

Association of Scotland’s Colleges

Action for Blind People

Ayr College

Action for ME

Ayrshire and Arran Alcohol and Drug Action
Group

ADASS (Association of Directors of Adult
3OCIAL¬3ERVICES

Barnardo’s

Addaction

Barnet Service User Group

Adfam

Basingstoke Constituency Labour Party

Advice NI

Beginnings

Afﬁnity Sutton Group

Birmingham Economic Development
Partnership

Age Concern
AHRC Centre for Law Gender and Sexuality
All Parliamentary Group on AIDS
All Wales Forum of Parents and Carers and
people with learning disabilities
Angus Knight UK

Black Disabled People Association
Blackburn District Trades Council
Blackburn with Darwen City Strategy
Consortium
Bolton Active Disability Group for Everyone

Anti Poverty Network Cymru

Bradford Alliance on Community Care
"!##

Arthritis Care

Bradford’s Strategic Disability Partnership

Asbestos Victims Support Groups Forum UK

BRAME

AS-IT Community Interest Company

Breakthrough UK Ltd

Association for Spina Biﬁda and
(YRDROCEPHALUS¬!3"!(

Bridgend Communities First

Association of British Insurers
Association of Chief Executives of Voluntary
/RGANISATIONS¬!#%6/
Association of Disabled Professionals

Bristol Homelessness Consortium
British Association for Counselling and
Psychotherapy
British Association of Supported
%MPLOYMENT¬"!3%
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British Chamber of Commerce
British Humanist Association
"RITISH¬-EDICAL¬!SSOCIATION¬"-! ¬
British Society of Rehabilitation Medicine
"RITISH¬4ELECOM¬"4
Broadway
Buckingham Primary Care Trust
Business Action on Homelessness
Capability Scotland
Capital City Partnership
Cardiff University - School of Psychology
Carer Watch
Carer’s NI
Carer’s UK
Carers Network Westminster
Carers Resource
Carers Wales
CBI
Centre for Cities
Centre LGS
Centrepoint
Ceredgion 50+ forum
Chartered Institute of Housing
Chartered Society of Physiotherapists
Child Poverty Action Group
Children in Scotland

Children in Wales and End Child Poverty
Network Cymru
Chill4Us
Chronic Pain Policy Coalition
Church Action on Poverty
Church of Scotland
Citizen Advice
Citizen Advice Northern Ireland
Citizen Advice Scotland
Citizen’s Income Trust
Clic Sargent
#LIFTON¬(OUSE¬#ARERS¬'ROUP ¬9ORK
College of Occupational Therapists
Commission for Rural Communities
Commission for the Compact
Community Pride Initiative
Community Voice
Compass
Concateno PLC
Co-operatives UK
County Durham Learning Disability Service
Create and Community Sector
Criminal Justice Intervention Team
Crisis
Crisis Centre Ministries
Curam Software Ltd
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Cymorth Cymru

Edinburgh’s Telford College

Cystic Fibrosis Trust

Education Otherwise

Daycare Trust

Education Otherwise Disability Group

Deaf Connections

Elena Jeffers Foundation

Denbighshire Advice Network

Elmwood College

Derbyshire County Council

Employability Forum

Derbyshire Drug and Alcohol Action Team

Employer’s Forum on Disability

Derbyshire Unemployed Workers Centres

Employment Opportunities for People with
Disabilities

Devon and Cornwall Constabulary
Disability Action in Islington
Disability Action Northern Ireland
Disability Alliance
Disability Awareness in Action
Disability Beneﬁts Consortium
Disability Employment Advisory Committee
$%!#

Employment Related Services Association
Enable Local Area Coordination Team
Enable Scotland
%NGINEERING¬%MPLOYERS¬&EDERATION¬%%&
Enham
Equality 2000 Ltd
Equality 2025

Disability Wales

Equality and Human Rights Commission

DLA Help Group

Equality Commission for Northern Ireland

Drugscope

Equinox

EAPN England

Ethnic Minority Advisory Group

East Glasgow Community Health and Care
Partnership

European Association for the Treatment of
Addiction

East Renfrewshire Council

Every Disabled Child Matters

ECAS

Faculty of Occupational Medicine

ECHG Assertive Outreach Service, Bristol

Falkirk District Access and Assessment
Group

ECHG Night Centre
Edinburgh University Students Association

Families need Fathers
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Family Action

Harvest Housing

Family and Parenting Institute

Hastings CSA PCS Branch

Federation of Small Businesses

Help the Aged

Fife Gingerbread

High Peak CVS

Foundation for People with Learning
Disabilities

Highland Employment Network

Future Builders
Gateshead Council

Homeless Link
Inclusion Scotland
)NDUSTRIAL¬)NJURIES¬!DVISORY¬#OUNCIL¬))!#

GLADA – Greater London Alcohol and Drug
Alliance

Institute of Directors – IoD

Glasgow City Council

Institute of Directors NI

Glasgow Community Planning Partnership

Institute of Public Policy Research

Glasgow Homelessness Network

Institution of Occupational Safety and
Health

Glasgow Works
GMB
Goals UK
Gofal Cymru
Greater Glasgow Network of Supported
%MPLOYMENT¬'.3%
Greater London Authority and Mayor of
London

Islington Clients of Drug and Alcohol
3ERVICES¬)#$!3
Islington Council and Islington Primary Care
Trust
John Wheatley College
Joseph Rowntree Foundation
Kent County Council
Kent Supported Employment

Greater Nottingham Employment and Skills
"OARD¬'.%3"

Kilmarnock College

Green Party

Kirkless Beneﬁts Advice Service

Groundwork UK

Lambeth Drug and Alcohol Partnership

Group Risk Development

Lambeth Pensioners Action Group

Haemophilia Society

Lancashire Association of Trade Union
Councils

Haringey Community Link Forum
Haringey Council

Lancashire County Council
Law Centre NI
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Law Society of Scotland

Mencap

Leeds City Council

Mencap Cymru

Leeds City Region

Mental Health Aberdeen

Leeds Involvement Project

Mental Health Foundation

Legal Services Commission

Metropole Learning

Leonard Cheshire

Mind

Leonard Cheshire Disability’s – Supported
Employment Service and Highland
%MPLOYMENT¬.ETWORK¬353% ¬

Mind in Croydon

Ley Community

MS Society

Lifeline

NASUWT

Links UK

National Aids Trust

Local Government Association

National Association of Welfare Rights
Advisers

London Advice Services Alliance and
Toynbee Hall

National Autistic Society

London Autism Rights

National Board of Catholic Women

London Borough of Hackney

National Care Advisory Service

London Borough of Lambeth

National Council for Women of Great
Britain

London Borough of Southwark
London Councils
London Drug and Alcohol Network

Motor Neurone Disease Assoc

National Farmers Union
National Housing Federation

London Visual Impairment Forum

National Institute of Adult Continuing
%DUCATION¬.)!#%

Low Income Tax Reform Group

National Union of Students

Macmillan Cancer Support

.ATIONAL¬5NION¬OF¬3TUDENTS¬3COTLAND

Maidstone Carers Project

National Voices

Manchester City Council

Neurodiversity Rights Movement

ME and you Aberdeen

New Directions

Medway Council

Newcastle City Council
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NHS Greater Glasgow and Clyde

Plaid Cymru

.)&(!¬.¬)RELAND

Pluss

North East Employment Framework

Poverty Alliance

North Lanarkshire Council

Princess Royal Trust for Carers

North Tyneside Voluntary Organisations
Development Agency

Pro Diverse UK Ltd

.ORTH¬9ORKS¬&ORENSIC¬0SYCHIATRIC¬3ERVICE¬
Northern Ireland Human Rights Commission

Progress Recruitment
Prowess
0UBLIC¬AND¬#OMMERCIAL¬3ERVICES¬5NION¬0#3

Northern Ireland Union of Supported
%MPLOYMENT¬.)53%

Quaker Action on Alcohol and Drugs

Northwest Regional Development Agency

Quarriers

Nottingham City Council Regeneration

RADAR

Nottinghamshire County Council

Reed in Partnership

Nottinghamshire Welfare Rights Service

Refuge

Off the streets and into work

Refugee Council

OLMEC

Refugee Womens Association

One Parent Families

Release

One Parent Families Scotland

Remploy

Oxfam

Renfrewshire Council

Paper Foyer

Resolve Double Impact

Papworth Trust

Rethink

Parkinson’s Disease Society

Riverside Group

Parkview Laundry

RMT

People First

RNIB

People First Scotland

RNID

Peterborough Primary Care Trust

Roman Catholic Internet Trust

Phoenix Futures

Royal British Legion Industries
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Royal College of Nursing

Shelter

Royal College of Psychiatrists

3INGLE¬0ARENT¬!CTION¬.ETWORK¬30!.

RSI Action

Skill (National Bureau for Students with
$ISABILITIES ¬

S&D Training
Safer Bristol Partnership
Sainsbury Centre for Mental Health
Salford Welfare Rights
SAMH – Scottish Association for Mental
Health
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Social Enterprise Coalition
Social Firms Scotland
Social Firms UK
Social Security Advisory Committee
Solstice Nurseries

Save the Children

South and Vale Carers Centre

School of Law, University of Ulster

South Cambs Council

Scope

South Essex Partnership NHS Foundation
Trust

Scottish Accessible Information Forum
Scottish Association of Alcohol and Drug
Action Teams

South Tyneside Council
Southern Health and Social Care Trust

Scottish Campaign on Welfare Reform

SOVA

3COTTISH¬#OUNCIL¬FOR¬3INGLE¬(OMELESS¬3#3(

Spinal Injuries Association

Scottish Council for Voluntary Organisations

St Loye’s Foundation

Scottish Council on Deafness

St Mungo’s

3COTTISH¬$ISABILITY¬%QUALITY¬&ORUM¬3$%&

Stockport Advice

Scottish Drugs Forum

Stow College, Glasgow

Scottish Funding Council

Substance Misuse Management in General
Practice

Scottish Government
Scottish Homelessness and Employability
.ETWORK¬3(%. ¬

Sunderland City Council
Tameside Metropolitan Borough Council

Scottish Union of Supported Employment

Terence Higgins Trust

Shaw Trust

The Action Group (for people with learning
disabilities
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4HE¬!GE¬AND¬%MPLOYMENT¬.ETWORK¬4!%. ¬
Tomorrow’s People
Trade Union Disability Alliance
Trafford Borough Council
Travel Matters Enterprises Ltd
Triage Central Ltd
TUC
Turning Point
Tyne and Wear City Region CSP
Uﬂ Learndirect
5&/¬5SERS¬&EEDBACK¬/RGANISATION ¬"RISTOL

Wakeﬁeld Skills Enterprise and Work
Partnership
Wales Council for Voluntary Action
Welfare Rights Advisers Cymru
Welsh Assembly Government
Welsh Association of ME & CFS Support
West London Working
West Sussex Drug and Alcohol Team
7EST¬9ORKSHIRE¬0OLICE
Westminster Drug Project
Wigan Council

UK Carers

Wiltshire and Swindon Users Network
735.

UK Drugs Policy Commission

Wirral Council

UK Hepatitis C Resource Centre

Wirral Economics Development and Skills

Unison

Wise Group

United Response

Women Like us

5NIVERSITY¬OF¬9ORK¬

Women’s Beneﬁts Focus Group

Vital Regeneration

Women’s Budget Group

Voluntary Action Barnsley

Work and Pensions Select Committee
730#

Volunteer Centre Westminster
Volunteer Development Scotland
Volunteering England
VONNE (Voluntary Organisations Network
.ORTH¬%AST
VOX
Wakeﬁeld Learning Disability Partnership
Board

Work Directions
Working Families
Working Links
9OUR¬6OICE¬!DVOCACY¬0ROJECT
Zaccheus 2000
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Appendix B – Government response to the Gregg Review
Recommendation

DWP Response

High level recommendations
1.

The Government should set out a vision
for a personalised conditionality and
support regime to assist longer-term
planning for Jobcentre Plus and providers
and to set a clear framework for future
discussions with stakeholders.

2.

The vision for a personalised conditionality
and support regime should be that nearly
everyone who is claiming beneﬁt and not in
work should:

The recommendation is welcomed. This will
enable us to build on the strengths of the
current system and assist the Department
to develop a challenging, appropriate and
effective conditionality regime that will be
tailored to the individual’s needs and help
motivate people.
The Department agrees with each of the key
components of this vision and this White
Paper sets out a number of ways in which
we plan to take the vision forward.

s¬ HAVE¬A¬CLEAR¬UNDERSTANDING ¬UNDERPINNED¬
through legislation, that they need to
be engaging in activity that will help
them to move towards, and then into,
employment;
s¬ HAVE¬AN¬ADVISER¬WITH¬WHOM¬THEY¬WILL¬BE¬
to able to discuss their expectations and
aspirations, and be able to agree and
jointly own their own route back
to work;
s¬ BE¬OBLIGED¬TO¬ACT¬ON¬THE¬STEPS¬THAT¬THEY¬
agree will help them;
s¬ HAVE¬A¬CLEAR¬UNDERSTANDING¬OF¬THE¬
expectations placed upon them (and
why) and what the consequences are
for failing to meet these; and

3.

s¬ BE¬ABLE¬TO¬ACCESS¬A¬WIDE¬RANGE¬OF¬
personal support on the basis of need
not the beneﬁt that they happen to
be on.
The Government should clearly rule out the
option of placing all working-age claimants
on the Jobseeker’s Allowance job seeking
regime as a way of achieving that vision.

The Department agrees that moving
everyone into the job seeking regime in
Jobseeker’s Allowance is not appropriate.
The very large majority of those either
outside the scope of the current job seeking
regime in Jobseeker’s Allowance or not
already scheduled to move into it (such as
lone parents with a youngest child of 7 or
over) will not be ready to look for work
immediately.
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Recommendation

DWP Response

High level recommendations (continued)
4.

The Government should build up a single
personalised conditionality regime with clear
recognition in law, policy and practice that
there will be two main groups within that
regime:
s¬ A¬7ORK 2EADY¬GROUP¬AND

5.

6.

The Department agrees that we should
start to develop, in legislation, policy and
practice these groups. We will look to
put the building blocks in place through
the Department’s forthcoming Welfare
Reform Bill.

s¬ A¬0ROGRESSION¬TO¬7ORK¬GROUP
The Government should also identify
a group where there would be no
conditionality requirements whatsoever
(a No Conditionality group).

The Department agrees that there is
a group of people who should not be
required to meet any work conditionality
requirements whatsoever because it would
not be reasonable for them to undertake
any mandatory activity or they are already
undertaking activity which means taking
steps back to work would be inappropriate.
This group would not be written off.
Allocation into either the Work-Ready group The Department agrees that this will enable
or the Progression to Work group should be us to start to take forward the Review’s
initially deﬁned by general characteristics.
recommendation in the short term.

Recommendations on the Work-Ready group
7.

8.

9.

The Government should identify a group
of people who can be expected to make
a prompt return to work. This is the
Work-Ready group. The current JSA job
seeking requirements should largely apply to
this group.
The Work-Ready group should include
current people required to claim Jobseeker’s
Allowance as well as those lone parents
and partners with older children currently in
the process of moving into the Jobseeker’s
Allowance job seeking regime.
Nearly all of the key features of the
current JSA regime (as proposed through
the Flexible New Deal and Work For Your
Beneﬁt proposals) should continue to
underpin the conditionality and support
requirements for the Work-Ready group.

The Department agrees with the Review
that the requirements that apply to the
Work-Ready group should largely reﬂect
the current job seeking requirements in
Jobseeker’s Allowance given the success of
the regime in getting people back to work.
The Department agrees that the WorkReady group is suitable for these claimants,
particularly given there are some ﬂexibilities
within the current job seeking regime in
Jobseeker’s Allowance.
We agree with the recommendation that
the key features of the current Jobseeker’s
Allowance regime should continue to
underpin conditionality and support for the
Work-Ready group.
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DWP Response

Recommendations on the Work-Ready group (continued)
10.

The most effective way of personalising
the regime for certain people within the
Work-Ready group is to automatically move
those people into Stage 3 of the Jobseeker’s
Allowance job seeking regime, without
them having to wait six months.

11.

The Government should provide more
effective support to people on Jobseeker’s
Allowance with a health condition or
disability through:
s¬ AUTOMATICALLY¬MOVING¬THOSE¬CLAIMING¬
JSA who have failed to meet the WCA
threshold in Stage 3 of the job seeking
regime;
s¬ IMPROVING¬INFORMATION¬SHARING¬BETWEEN¬
the ESA and the JSA regime;

The Department agrees to the principle that
certain groups of job seekers can beneﬁt
from the additional support that is available
in Stage 3 of the Jobseeker’s Allowance
regime. We already enable fast-tracking
on a voluntary basis for these groups and
will explore, based on the evidence of the
regime as it rolls out, the scope for fasttracking more disadvantaged customers
as resources allow, and whether referral to
stage 3 of the regime is most appropriate.
The Department recognises the importance
of offering early personalised help to
those who need it most. It already enables
voluntary fast-tracking for ex-Employment
and Support Allowance and IB claimants.
We will continue to gather evidence and
assess the effectiveness of
our policies and keep under review those
who could beneﬁt from early, more
intensive support.

We want to offer customers the most
s¬ MAKING¬MORE¬SUPPORT¬AVAILABLE¬TO¬HELP¬
appropriate tailored back to work support.
those with notable conditions to manage Customers claiming Employment and
their health more effectively; and
Support Allowance receive a
s¬ RE CONSIDERING¬THE¬BROAD¬EASEMENTS¬AND¬ Work Focused Health Related Assessment.
Where a customer moves from claiming
other rules that currently apply to this
group within the JSA job seeking regime. Employment and Support Allowance to
Jobseeker’s Allowance we will explore
making the report of their Work Focused
Health Related Assessment available to their
personal adviser. This will help us ensure
continuity in supporting customers to tackle
health-related barriers to work.
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Recommendation

DWP Response

Recommendations on the Work-Ready group (continued)
11.

Continued

The principle of personalised employment
support that tackles multiple barriers
to employment is one that is already at
the heart of our strategy for mainstream
employment support. Both the Pathways
to Work and Flexible New Deal programmes
give contracted providers the freedom
to deliver support based on the needs
of individuals not on a one-size-ﬁts-all
programme. Building on this support, we
will investigate how to ensure Jobseeker’s
Allowance customers with health-related
barriers to work can better address these
barriers during their Jobseeker’s Allowance
claim.
We will look to ensure the Jobseeker’s
Allowance regime is effective for customers
with health conditions and disabilities. It
is important that all job seekers, as far as
they are capable, engage fully with the
normal job seeking regime. It is important
that easements are applied appropriately
to customers with health conditions and
disabilities in a way that accommodates
their limitations but also places an effective
level of conditionality on them to give them
the best prospects of moving into work.

Recommendations on the Progression to Work group
12.

13.

The Government should identify those
people where an immediate return
to work is not appropriate, but is a
genuine possibility with sufﬁcient time,
encouragement and support. These should
make up the Progression to Work group.
The Progression to Work group should
include all ESA claimants (other than those
in the ESA support group) and also lone
parents and partners with a youngest child
aged between one and seven.

The Department accepts that unlike the
‘Work-Ready’ group, there is a group that
requires a different, more personalised
conditionality regime and immediate access
to support.
The Department broadly agrees that these
are groups of people where a return to work
is a reasonable and positive possibility with
sufﬁcient time, encouragement and support.
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Recommendations on the Progression to Work group (continued)
14.

The Government should create through law,
policy and practice a set of requirements
for claimants in the Progression to Work
group to:
s¬ ATTEND¬7ORK¬&OCUSED¬)NTERVIEWS¬WITH¬
their adviser at appropriate points;
s¬ DESIGN¬AND¬AGREE¬AN¬ACTION¬PLAN¬WITH¬THE¬
adviser that sets out the work-related
steps they agree to take to help them
back to work;
s¬ UNDERTAKE¬WORK RELATED¬ACTIVITY¬TO¬
support their own route back towards
work, with progress monitored through
Work Focused Interviews; and

15.

16.

17.

s¬ FOLLOW¬SHORT ¬FOCUSED ¬ADVISER¬DIRECTIONS¬
as a last resort.
The Government should expect claimants
in the Progression to Work group to
continue to meet these conditionality
requirements for the entire duration of their
claim to beneﬁt.
On the requirement to attend WFIs the
Government should ensure that sufﬁcient
ﬂexibility is given to advisers and claimants
to agree an appropriate pattern of
attendance that reﬂects their circumstances.

On the requirement to undertake workrelated activity the Government should
expect claimants to participate in some
work-related activity between each Work
Focused Interviews and for the duration of
their claim to beneﬁt.

The Department accepts that we should
start to develop, in legislation, policy and
practice requirements for this ‘Progression to
Work’ group. We will look to do so through
the Department’s forthcoming Welfare
Reform Bill.
We will pilot the Gregg vision for new
Employment and Support Allowance
customers in eight pathﬁnder areas and
look to test these principles with existing
customers through the AME-DEL pilots.

We will need to introduce the new
regime gradually and extend the Work
Focused Interview regime beyond current
time periods as resources allow.
The Department believes that sufﬁcient
ﬂexibility needs to be given to advisers and
clients to vary the standard pattern of Work
Focused Interviews where this is necessary
to facilitate effective engagement, for
example, because of the need to follow
up more speedily on a client’s work-related
activity or because of changes to health
conditions.
The Department believes that individuals
would beneﬁt from undertaking some
work-related activity between Work Focused
Interviews for as long as this regime remains
in place. To test this with the Progression to
Work Group, we are planning to develop
work related activity within the Employment
and Support Allowance and undertake pilots
for other groups, such as lone parents and
partners with younger children.
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Recommendations on the Progression to Work group (continued)
18.

On the requirement to undertake
work-related activity the Government
should deﬁne work-related activity in a very
broad way.

19.

On the requirement to undertake workrelated activity the Government should
ensure access to provision and programme
support to help the Progression to Work
group from around the outset of the claim.
The Government should not automatically
expect claimants in the Progression to
Work group to immediately commence
work-related activity, but should allow a
short period of planning and adjustment
whenever that is necessary.
On the requirement to design and agree
an Action Plan the Government should
transform the role of the Action Plan for
those in the Progression to Work group
and give it a more central, enforceable
status to underpin discussions between
claimants and advisers.
On the requirement to design and agree
an Action Plan the Government should
legislate so that where a claimant does not
undertake the activity agreed through the
Action Plan this should be potentially subject
to sanctions subject to safeguards.

20.

21.

22.

We accept that activity which people
agree with their adviser can be anything
that both parties agree would support an
eventual return to work. We agree that
clients’ paths back to work are highly
disparate and frequently involve addressing
issues that have very little to directly do
with job seeking. The Progression to
Work group requirements should reﬂect
this understanding within a tailored and
supportive regime.
We accept that the Progression to Work
group will need full access to support from
an early point of the claim.

We accept that the Progression to
Work group requirements should reﬂect
this understanding.

We agree that for the Progression to Work
group requirements to be effective, we need
to transform the role of the Action Plan.

We believe that where a claimant does
not undertake at least one activity agreed
at each Work Focused Interview through
the Action Plan, this should be potentially
subject to sanctions. Like the Jobseeker’s
Agreement, it will be important to make
sure that people are aware that they must
follow the activity they have agreed to
undertake in their action plan. Good cause
for not undertaking an activity in the action
plan would need to include the client
undertaking an alternative activity that
could reasonably be expected to deliver an
equivalent outcome.
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Recommendations on the Progression to Work group (continued)
23.

On the requirement to allow adviser
direction the Government should allow
advisers to direct claimants to undertake
a speciﬁc piece of work-related activity in
some limited circumstances:

The ‘Progression to Work’ path is
fundamentally built around a system of
encouragement, agreement and shared
ownership. However we agree that direction
may be required in these circumstances.

s¬ 7HERE¬A¬CLAIMANT¬HAS¬A¬PROVEN¬SIGNIlCANT¬
barrier to work which they have been
encouraged to address but have failed to
do so;
s¬ 7HERE¬A¬CLAIMANT¬HAS¬BEEN¬SANCTIONED¬
for failing to undertake any activity or
fails to agree to undertake any as part of
the action planning process; and

24.

s¬ 7HERE¬A¬CLAIMANTS¬RETURN¬TO¬WORK¬
activities are proving ineffective and they
are unwilling to consider other options.
The Government should ensure that before
any direction is imposed the following
safeguards should be applied:

We agree that these safeguards are
appropriate. We accept the Review’s
recommendation.

s¬ THE¬ADVISER¬WOULD¬ALWAYS¬NEED¬TO¬
encourage and support people into
activity ﬁrst before direction became
an option;
s¬ WHEN¬ANY¬ACTIVITY¬WAS¬DIRECTED¬THEN¬IT¬
would be important for the client to have
the right for that decision to be
reconsidered; and

25.

s¬ THE¬AIM¬WOULD¬BE¬TO¬END¬THE¬NEED¬
for direction at the earliest possible
opportunity.
The Government should enable advisers to
direct a claimant into any activity that ﬁts
within the deﬁnition of work-related activity,
other than those:
s¬ THAT¬WOULD¬CLEARLY¬FALL¬FOUL¬OF¬HUMAN¬
rights legislation or violate medical codes
of practice; and
s¬ THAT¬WOULD¬REQUIRE¬CLAIMANTS¬TO¬APPLY¬
for speciﬁc jobs, attend job interviews or
take any particular form of employment.

We agree that direction should not be
used inappropriately. In particular direction
should never be used to force clients under
this path to apply for speciﬁc jobs, attend
job interviews or take any particular form
of employment. Parents would not be
forced to use formal childcare if they did not
want to.
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Recommendations on the Progression to Work group (continued)
26.

27.

We accept the Review’s recommendation
to introduce further reforms to the
Employment and Support Allowance.
And we believe that now is the right time
to put these changes into practice.
From late 2010, in pathﬁnder areas,
we will ask people who make a new claim
s¬ MAKING¬MOVEMENT¬INTO¬JOB¬SEARCH¬AND¬
for the Employment and Support Allowance
work a clearer underpinning goal;
to undertake work-related activity
s¬ MAKING¬THE¬!CTION¬0LAN¬MORE¬CENTRAL¬TO¬ appropriate to their situation, so that they
can move towards a return to work. The
the return to work process;
Action Plan will be central to this process.
s¬ GIVING¬ADVISERS¬THE¬POWER¬TO¬DIRECT¬
These work-related activity pilots will act
claimants into a wide range of activity
as a test of the Progression to Work group
(short of requiring them to apply for
conditionality as laid out in the Gregg review
speciﬁc jobs, attend job interviews or
and will mean we will deliver, after the
take any particular form of employment);
ﬁrst six Work Focused Interviews, a further
and
interview to customers every three months,
s¬ KEEPING¬ENGAGEMENT¬ONGOING¬FOR¬AS¬LONG¬ until the point where they have been on
as the claimant remains on beneﬁt.
beneﬁt for two years.
We describe above how we will test the
The Government should enhance the
Progression to Work group requirements
current proposals for lone parents with
for the Employment and Support Allowance
younger children by:
group. We accept that the needs of lone
s¬ BUILDING¬IN¬A¬MORE¬FREQUENT¬BUT¬mEXIBLE¬
parents can be different to this group, so
pattern of WFIs and a mandatory
we also intend to test separately how the
requirement to undertake work-related
Progression to Work group requirements can
activity;
be delivered to a group of lone parents with
s¬ MAKING¬THE¬!CTION¬0LAN¬MORE¬CENTRAL¬TO¬ younger children.
the return to work process; and
We accept the Review’s recommendation
s¬ GIVING¬ADVISERS¬THE¬POWER¬TO¬DIRECT¬
that the Progression to Work group should
claimants in the same way as per ESA
include lone parents and partners with
claimants.
younger children and we intend to test
separately how the Progression to Work
group requirements can be delivered,
initially to lone parents with children aged
one to three, extending to partners at a
later date.
The Government should enhance the
current proposals for Employment and
Support Allowance claimants (including
those set out in the Green Paper, No one
written off: reforming welfare to reward
responsibility) by:
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Recommendations on the Progression to Work group (continued)
28.

29.

The Government should further develop the The Work-Focused Health Related
WFHRA as a crucial tool in linking together
Assessment provides an opportunity for
health and work advice.
individuals to discuss their situation with
a healthcare professional. We will look at
ways of expanding this interaction through
a revised assessment; by focusing on why
people have had difﬁculties adapting or
moving towards work, a more detailed plan
can be drawn up that will be able to bring
together health and work advice.
We will continue to evaluate the
When the Work Capability Assessment
effectiveness of the Work Capability
is reviewed again, the requirements
Assessment.
that will apply under the Progression to
Work group should be considered as a
context for identifying who should be in
the Employment and Support Allowance
Support Group.

Recommendations to the No Conditionality Group
30.

31.

32.
33.

The No Conditionality group should include
carers and therefore the current WFI
conditionality requirements that currently
apply to some of this group should be lifted.
The Government should consider how,
in the longer-term, it can give those
with signiﬁcant caring responsibilities a
recognisable status to protect them from the
usual requirement to be heading towards
paid employment.
The No Conditionality group should include
the ESA support group.
The Government should consider how, in
the longer-term, it can give parents with
very young children a separate status in the
beneﬁt, system to make even clearer that
this group are not required to be heading
towards paid employment.

We fully accept this recommendation.

We will consider the treatment of carers in
light of the Department of Health review
and our approach to a single working age
beneﬁt.

We accept this recommendation.
We accept this recommendation.
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Recommendations to the No Conditionality Group (continued)
34.

The No Conditionality group should include
lone parents and partners with children
under one and therefore the current
Work-Focused Interview conditionality
requirements that apply to lone parents and
partners with children under one should be
removed.

We accept this recommendation in principle
and intend to include this change in the
Gregg pilots to evaluate its effectiveness.
We agree that it would not be reasonable
for this group to undertake any further
mandatory activity.

Recommendations on Advisor Flexibility
35.

We accept this recommendation.
The Government should explore a model
where Jobcentre Plus has additional resource
to cover the period when JSA claimants
have been on beneﬁt for between 6 and 12
months to try and prompt additional returns
to work, in return for being ﬁnancially held
to account for any spend.

Recommendations on the support available
36.

The Government should continue to explore
the potential for multi client group contracts
to deliver support based on client need
rather than the beneﬁt claimed, while using
the accelerator funding model to encourage
a focus on all clients.

We accept this recommendation. We will
introduce two multi-client based pilots
from 2011, which will test elements of
the conditionality framework alongside
Professor Gregg’s core recommendation
around delivering personalised support
based on need rather than on beneﬁt
claimed. We will ensure that the pilots
focus on the needs of all clients and intend
to explore the feasibility of the innovative
accelerator funding model recommended in
Professor Gregg’s Review.
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Recommendations on the support available (continued)
37.

The Government should continue to explore We agree to continue to consider how
to deliver work experience programs,
the use of Intermediate Labour Markets
particularly to those further from the
and therefore:
labour market.
s¬ PROVIDERS¬SHOULD¬BE¬ENCOURAGED¬TO¬
provide ILM activities as an option to
In line with the Gregg Review
support individuals who have been out
recommendations, we intend that the
of the labour market for a long time. This full-time Work for Your Beneﬁt activity
could be appropriate for both Workundertaken by participants will provide
Ready and Progression to Work groups;
substantial back-to-work support.
s¬ ONGOING¬SUPPORT¬AND¬JOBSEARCH¬ASSISTANCE¬ Rebuilding basic work skills and habits
should be built into the full-time activity will help job seekers with the greatest
disadvantage, such as people from ethnic
Work For Your Beneﬁt pilots proposed
minorities, get back to work. We intend to
for individuals who have not found
start piloting this proposal in 2010, in line
employment at the end of the Flexible
with the ﬁrst people completing 12 months
New Deal. This will clearly distinguish
on Flexible New Deal.
these pilots from a pure workfare style
approach. Where appropriate, individuals
should also have access to these activities
before the two year point; and

38.

s¬ ACROSS¬LOCAL¬AND¬CENTRAL¬'OVERNMENT¬
efforts should be made to build the social
enterprise ILM sector (a natural area
being to support green projects).
We accept the recommendation and
The Government should continue to test
welcome the employer focus.
and evaluate the range of initiatives which
are currently in place that aim to actively
engage employers:
s¬ 7ORK¬4RIALS
s¬ *OB¬)NTRODUCTION¬3CHEME
s¬ ,OCAL¬%MPLOYMENT¬0ARTNERSHIPS¬AND

39.

s¬ !CCESS¬TO¬7ORK
The Government should continue to test
and evaluate the ideas tried in the ERA
pilots, with a focus on retention and
earnings progression as well as skills, and
roll out the approach nationally once the
right cost-effective mix has been found.

The Government will be considering these
issues further as part of the Social Mobility
White Paper.
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Recommendations on the support available (continued)
40.

41.

42.

The Government should consider bringing
Activity Allowances and the EMA together
to create a Single Youth Allowance for
16 and 17 year olds focused speciﬁcally on
training and education.
The Government should introduce skills
health checks and appropriate skills training
for new claimants to JSA aged 18-25. These
should be available after three months.
The Government should work with the
London Apprenticeship Programme to
evaluate the operation and outcomes, and
consider whether such a model could be
developed nationally.

The Government will be considering these
issues further as part of the Social Mobility
White Paper.

The Government will be considering these
issues further as part of the Social Mobility
White Paper.
The Government will be considering these
issues further as part of the Social Mobility
White Paper.

Recommendations on Sanctions
43.

44.

45.

46.

The Government should align the failure
to attend process in JSA with that of lone
parents and Pathways to Work and give
Jobcentre Plus personal advisers discretion,
where they are suitably trained and
experienced to do so, to make a decision on
whether the reason given for
non-attendance is good cause.
The Government should, in addition to
having advisers, give them local support
to improve the administration and quality
of referrals, disseminate good practice and
provide advice.
The Government should give specialist
provider advisers the same access as
Jobcentre Plus advisers have to local
support. This builds on Pathways to Work
and the Flexible New Deal, to support
referrals to Jobcentre Plus decision makers.
The Government should have clear
messaging on sanctions at the beginning
of a claim and should introduce an early
warning system that sends a clear message
about the consequences of any further
non-compliance through a written warning.

We support the intention to speed up
decision-making processes, and for the
adviser to have a role in considering
evidence about good cause. However, it is
important that the constructive relationship
between the adviser and the client is not
undermined through the adviser having to
make sanction decisions.
We support this recommendation in
principle and will work with Jobcentre Plus
to consider how it could be taken forward.

We support this recommendation in
principle and will work with Jobcentre Plus
and providers to consider how it could be
taken forward.

We agree that it is important for the
Government to provide clear messaging on
sanctions. We will look into the beneﬁts
of a written-warning system as part of the
review of sanctions.
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Recommendations on Sanctions (continued)
47.

The Government should introduce a
principle of prior notiﬁcation, for example,
through Work-Focused Interviews and other
mandatory meetings.

48.

The Government should introduce a tighter,
crisper, and consistent set of acceptable
reasons for non-attendance.

49.

The Government should introduce a clear
and simple sanction escalation process
for all failures to attend an interview or
appointment without good cause. This
should include non-ﬁnancial sanctions
for repeat offenders, such as mandatory
community-based work.

50.

The Government should consider a root
and branch review of sanctions that should
consider these recommendations and
consider:
s¬ 4HE¬lT¬BETWEEN¬BENElT¬SANCTIONS¬AND¬
the rest of the beneﬁts system;
s¬ 4HE¬lT¬BETWEEN¬THE¬SANCTIONS¬AND¬
hardship regime; and
s¬ 4HE¬IMPACT¬OF¬A¬SANCTION¬ON¬BENElT¬
deductions.

We support the principle that claimants
should, if possible, notify in advance if they
are not able to attend an appointment.
We will consider, through the review of
sanctions, how this could work in practice.
In particular, it will be important to
ensure that bureaucracy is not increased
and that vulnerable or ill people are not
inappropriately sanctioned.
Decision Makers Guidance sets out
acceptable reasons for non-attendance.
We will review guidance to ensure that it
is consistent with the reasons suggested
by Professor Gregg.
We support the principle of sanction
escalation for those who repeatedly fail to
attend appointments or undertake required
activity.
We will explore the use of full-time activity
requirements for those who repeatedly
fail to comply with their obligations.
More generally, we will consider these
proposals as part of the review of sanctions
recommended by Professor Gregg.
We agree with Professor Gregg that
the sanctions regime largely works well.
However, to ensure that the regime fully
supports the future vision for conditionality,
we will undertake a practical review of the
sanctions system to (i) work through the
details of how the above recommendations
should work in practice and (ii) consider the
longer-term issues identiﬁed by Professor
Gregg.
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Recommendations on a Single Working Age Beneﬁt
51.

The Government should take forward
the work on the single beneﬁt as the
personalised conditionality regime could be
more effectively delivered if a single beneﬁt
were in place.

52.

The Government should assess whether it
is possible to develop a more accurate and
individualised screening tool for use when a
single beneﬁt is in place.
The Government should use the
development of a single beneﬁt to consider
whether ‘extra costs’ payments for carers
would sit better outside of the beneﬁt
system.
The Government should move towards
a more integrated system of support for
carers, which takes account of the level and
nature of support that each carer needs.

53.

54.

We see the ability to personalise
conditionality more effectively as one of
the major advantages of moving to a single
system of beneﬁts. We will continue to
consider options for reform of the beneﬁts
system.
We are interested in the idea of screening
as a way of better identifying individual
support needs. We will look further at his
idea as we develop our thinking.
How carers ﬁt within a single beneﬁt and
ensuring that their responsibilities and
contribution are recognised will be key
considerations as we consider the future
design of the beneﬁts system.
We agree that we must look carefully at
the challenges the beneﬁts system presents
to carers, but it would not be right to
undertake any review of carers’ beneﬁts
in isolation. Many of the difﬁculties that
carers experience arise from the interactions
between different beneﬁts and interactions
with different aspects of the wider welfare
system.

Recommendations on taking the vision forward
55.

The Government should look at their current
planned activity and, where appropriate,
consider adapting this in ways which enable
testing of the key aspects of the vision.

56.

The innovative work between the DWP
and HMT on the ‘AME-DEL’ ﬁnancing
mechanism should continue, and, if
successful, should form the basis of a
longer-term funding settlement to deliver
this vision.

We intend to move quickly to begin to
reshape our work-related support using
the recommendations of the Review.
This includes looking at pilots that we are
planning to deliver to see how these can be
used to test aspects of Professor
Gregg’s vision.
We agree with the recommendation and
will work towards delivering a test of this
concept in 2011, to understand how the
AME/DEL funding mechanism might fund
more successful labour market interventions.
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